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Hello all!  2017 has started off with a bang!
Just heard that the incredible Lenny Allen (long known as Mr. Oxford) has joined Blooms-

bury Digital Resources as global sales and marketing director.  Hundreds of apologies that 
it took me so long to tell you!  Lenny’s new email address is <lenny.allen@bloomsbury.com> 

and it’s very active!  Congratulations, Lenny!!!
And another apology to Bob the wonderful Nardini 

who sent me the Lenny Allen news that I just found in 
my old email.  My excuse:  Moving is a difficult thing 
after 40 years!  We loved living on the Citadel campus 
around all the cadets.  I especially miss the bugle calls 
throughout the day.  But it’s done and we are happy in 
our new digs.  PO Box 799, Sullivan’s Island, SC 29482.  
House address is 1712 Thompson Avenue.  Come by and 
visit any time! 

Like I said, moving is no picnic.  Another email lost in 
my move!  Just learned that long-time friend Ian Singer 
has taken leadership of Credo Reference as general 
manager.  Ian had been chief content officer at Credo 
since September 2015.  Before joining Credo, you will 
remember that Ian served as Vice President, Group Pub-
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I can still remember the time that, as a Grad-
uate Research Assistant in the Department 
of History at the University of Chicago, 

the professor I was working with asked me 
to search Historical Abstracts on CD-ROM.  
It was 1993, and while I had been using print 
indexes for years, I had never searched a CD-
ROM index before.  I had to ask a 
librarian for help, and I got a rather 
perfunctory, “Look, you just type the 
search term in this box and use these 
limiters to refine your search.  Then 
you hit enter.  Just ask me if you need 
more help.”  And with that he left me 
floundering around for a while before 
I became frustrated and went back to 
the print version of the index.

It’s hard to imagine now that 
searching such a simple electronic 
index could be so unfamiliar and 
befuddling!  It’s also hard to imagine 
today seeing piles of bound periodicals 

stacked around the photocopiers, students and 
faculty copying articles and checking to be 
sure that they copied the whole image, student 
workers removing cart after cart of these bound 
volumes to a massive sorting area where they 
worked in shifts to shelve them…

We are, in so many ways, in a different age.  
The World Wide Web and electronic resources 
have transformed the work of research and 
learning in ways that render 1993 quite distant.  
And nothing tells us more about the changes in 
libraries than does the Big Deal, a publisher’s 
strategy for delivering packages of electronic 

journal content to libraries that would 
not have been possible without 
both the WWW and ejournals.

The purpose of this special 
issue of Against the Grain is 
to present different perspec-
tives on the Big Deal in this 
digital age.  Our purpose is 

neither to condemn nor to cel-

ebrate the Big Deal, but rather to understand 
its impact on various libraries and publishers 
since it emerged in the late 1990s.

Elisabeth Leonard begins our issue with 
“The Big Deal and SAGE,” discussing how 
SAGE adapted its distribution and publication 
strategies in the early 2000s in response to 
changes in the scholarly communication mar-
ket, driven by the emergence of the powerful 
online STEM publication field and the Big 
Deal.  Leonard emphasizes that SAGE has al-
ways viewed the Big Deal as one option among 
many to distribute content and that SAGE is 
no more wedded to the Big Deal than they are 
to other models.

Sven Fund, on the other hand, brings the 
perspective of an independent publisher to the 
conversation in “Choosing Independence or 
Feeding the Beast?  The Big Deal and Small 
or Society Publishers.”  Fund suggests that 

Pictured are Hwee Ming, Librarian 
at Singapore Management Univer-
sity, and Leah Hinds at the 2016 
Charleston Conference Closing 
Session Poll-A-Pallooza. 1043-2094(201702)29:1;1-R



C&EN, the most trusted source for  
objective science news, is announcing a  
new library-centric edition.

For more than 90 years, C&EN has  
been one of the most trusted sources 
for authoritative science news written 
by experts. We are making it even 
better by creating a special edition for 
library and organizational subscribers, 
called C&EN Global Enterprise, that 
places science news right alongside 
the journal articles that your readers 
already access.

New library benefits provided  
in this edition:

 > Quickly find information across all ACS 
content including news, ebooks, and 
journals with one easy search

 > Leverage ACS2Go to provide off-campus 
access without a proxy service or VPN

 > Easy access to COUNTER statistics 

 > Post-cancellation access is now available 
to academic libraries

 > Feel confident in your digital 
preservation with Portico

Taking advantage of C&EN Global Enterprise is easy! 
Already a subscriber? Simply point your discovery system to cenglobal.acs.org.

For questions, or to subscribe, contact your ACS representative today.
pubs.acs.org/salescontacts  |  acspubssales@acs.org

Introducing
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Against the Grain is your key to 
the latest news about libraries, 
publishers, book jobbers, and 
subscription agents.  ATG is a unique 
collection of reports on the issues, 
literature, and people that impact 
the world of books, journals, and 
electronic information.

Unconventional ...
ATG is published six times a year, 
in February, April, June, September, 
November, and December/January. 
A six-issue subscription is available 
for only $55 U.S. ($65 Canada, $90 
foreign, payable in U.S. dollars), 
making it an uncommonly good buy 
for all that it covers.  Make checks 
payable to Against the Grain, LLC 
and mail to:

Against the Grain
c/o Katina Strauch
Post Office Box 799
Sullivan’s Island, SC  29482

*Wire transfers are available, email 
<kstrauch@comcast.net> for details, 
however, credit cards are the preferred 
alternative to checks ($25 fee applies).
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From Your (impatient) Editor:

continued on page 10

Y’all have probably already heard that I 
am learning how to move out of a house 
I have been in for 40 years!  So much 

“stuff” to find a home for!  I am not a patient 
person and so I am impatient with the speed 
of our progress.  Oh well. 

Meanwhile, here is another great issue of 
Against the Grain!  This one is guest edited 
on a topic that is near and dear to our hearts 
— The Big Deal!  Kudos to the marvelous 
Matthew Ismail who has persevered through 
sickness to get this issue out!  Papers are by 
Matthew, Elisabeth Leonard, Sven Fund, 
Susan devries, Jonathan Nabe, Doug Way, 
Steve Sowards, and Monica Moore.  Our Op 
Ed is about personal digital assistant “Alexa,” 
and Back Talk is about the importance of 
serendipity.  We have several Special Reports 
about Demand Driven Acquisitions, Elec-

tronic Resources workflow, and Dealing with 
Staff and Database losses!  

Our interviews are with Matt Delmont, 
Katherine Skinner, and Don Beagle and we 
have profiles from Matthew Delmont, Sven 
Fund, Susann devries, Matthew Ismail, Elis-
abeth Leonard, Monica Moore, Katherine 
Skinner, Jonathan Nabe, Stephen Sowards, 
Doug Way and the Educopia Institute.

Tom Gilson and Regina Gong have done 
their usual wonderful job of collecting book 
reviews of reference and general books, 
Donna Jacobs talks about Bob Dylan, Kate 
Corby wants educational technology in 
our collection.  Reading Tom Leonhardt’s 
column this time, I felt transported back to 
the very first Charleston Conference in 
November 1980.  That one was about rare 
books and Jake Chernofsky was the keynote.  

lishing for Media Source, Inc., where he was 
responsible for strategic planning and day-to-
day operations of such prestigious publications 
as Library Journal, School Library Journal, 
and The Horn Book. 

Related, Credo recently launched Credo 
Education.  The new subsidiary partners with 
educational institutions to prepare students 
for continuous learning and success.  The 
awesome Mike Sweet, Credo’s CEO for the 
past eight years says that the focus on infor-
mation literacy and critical thinking led them 
to this opportunity.  Leading the new division 
is Michael Serafino, who has been hired as 
Vice President of Educational Solutions.  I 
remember back when Credo was founded in 
the U.K. under the name of Xrefer and the 
delightful Daryl Rayner wrote her Rumours 
from Paddington for ATG! 
https://www.exacteditions.com/
www.corp.credoreference.com
www.credoeducation.com

The focused Heather Joseph (Executive 
Director SPARC) writes that they just received 
some very good news from the Gates Founda-
tion.  They’ve come to a nice arrangement with 
the AAAS to offer an open access option for the 
journal Science that is in full compliance with 
the Gates Foundation’s open access policy! 
h t t p : / / w w w. s c i e n c e m a g . o rg / a b o u t /
aaas-and-gates-foundation-partnership-an-
nouncement
https://medium.com/@LeighMSpeaks/tak-
ing-steps-to-expand-access-to-high-qual-
ity-scientific-publishing-6db7a6bfe9be#.
k6e4zo46v

Got an email from the bam-zowie Erin 
Gallagher who has left Rollins and the 
Florida sunshine for the snow in Portland.  

Letters to the Editor
Send letters to <kstrauch@comcast.net>, phone or fax 843-723-3536, or snail mail: 
Against the Grain, Post Office Box 799, Sullivan’s Island, SC  29482.  You can also send 
a letter to the editor from the ATG Homepage at http://www.against-the-grain.com.

Dear Editor: 

Good afternoon.  I have said it before, but it never hurts to say again:
Against the Grain is the most valuable, well written, chock-full-of-information publication 

available today serving any of these markets.  Bravo and never change!
Also, do you have a code so I can access my subscription online?  : )  I assume 

I had it and lost it...
Have a good Thanksgiving and best wishes.
John Bond  (President, Riverwinds Consulting)
<jbond@riverwindsconsulting.com>  www.riverwindsconsulting.com

Thank you for your kind words!  Information on creating a username and password for 
the ATG NewsChannel website will be emailed to all print subscribers.  If you don’t receive 
this email, please contact Leah Hinds at <leah@charlestonlibraryconference.com> to request 
access. — Yr. Ed.  

Rumors
from page 1

AGAINST THE GRAIN  DEADLINES
vOLUME 29 — 2017-2018

2017 Events Issue Ad Reservation Camera-Ready
MLA, SLA, Book Expo April 2017 02/16/17 03/09/17
ALA Annual June 2017 04/06/17 04/27/17
Reference Publishing September 2017 06/15/17 07/06/17
Charleston Conference November 2017 08/17/17 09/07/17
ALA Midwinter Dec. 2017-Jan. 2018 11/09/17 11/24/17

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
Toni Nix  <justwrite@lowcountry.com>;  Phone: 843-835-8604;  Fax: 843-835-5892;  
USPS Address:  P.O. Box 412, Cottageville, SC 29435;  FedEx/UPS ship to:  398 Crab 
Apple Lane, Ridgeville, SC  29472.  

Twenty-five people were 
there.  Reminiscences. 

Our Cases of Note is 
about Privacy and Lolly 
Gasaway does her usual outstanding questions 
and answers!  Bob Holley talks about changing 
Amazon fees, and Lisa  Lemibinen talks about 
research data.  Ramune’s great work with re-
porters for the 2016 Charleston Conference 
leaves us with many reports on sessions that 
we were not able to attend.  And there is more 
and more.

I was just contacted by the people who are 
moving my piano (it’s big!) and they want to 
know how many steps they have to navigate 
up and down.  Plus the dishwasher needs to be 
unhooked!  Don’t move if you can avoid it! 

But don’t despair, Spring is coming soon!  
Love, Yr. Ed.  
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2017 Charleston Conference — 37th Annual  
Issues in Book and Serial Acquisition
Call For Papers, Ideas, Conference Themes, Panels, Debates, Diatribes, Speakers, Poster 
Sessions, Preconferences, etc. ...

Proposed Themes — “The Past as Prologue” or “You Gotta Do What You Gotta Do”
Preconferences — Monday & Tuesday, November 6-7, 2017 

Vendor Showcase — Tuesday, November 7, 2017 
Main Conference — Wednesday-Friday, November 8-10, 2017 

Charleston Gaillard Center, Francis Marion Hotel, Courtyard Marriott Historic District,  
Embassy Suites Historic Downtown, Charleston, South Carolina

If you are interested in leading a discussion, acting as a moderator, coordinating a lively lunch, or would like to make sure we discuss 
a particular topic, please let us know.  The Charleston Conference prides itself on creativity, innovation, flexibility, and informality.  
If there is something you are interested in doing, please try it out on us.  We’ll probably love it...

The Conference Directors for the 2017 Charleston Conference include —  Beth Bernhardt, Principal Director (UNC-
Greensboro) <beth_bernhardt@uncg.edu>, Glenda Alvin (Tennessee State University) <galvin@Tnstate.edu>, Adam Chesler 
(AIP) <adam.chesler@cox.net>, Ed Colleran (Triumvirate Content Consultants) <ecolleran@triumvirateconsultants.com>, Cris 
Ferguson (Murray State University) <cferguson13@murraystate.edu>, Rachel Fleming (University of Tennessee at Chatanooga) 
<rachel-fleming@utc.edu>, Joyce Dixon-Fyle (DePauw University Libraries) <joyfyle@depauw.edu>, Tom Gilson 
(Against the Grain) <gilsont@cofc.edu>, Chuck Hamaker (UNC-Charlotte) <cahamake@email.uncc.edu>,  
Bobby Hollandsworth (Clemson University) <hollan4@clemson.edu>, Tony Horava (University of Ottawa) 
<thorava@uottawa.ca>, Albert Joy (Retired) <albert.joy@uvm.edu>, Ramune Kubilius (Northwestern Health 
Sciences Library) <r-kubilius@northwestern.edu>, Erin Luckett (Readex) <eluckett@newsbank.com>, Jack 
Montgomery (Western Kentucky University) <jack.montgomery@wku.edu>, David Myers (DMedia Associates) 
<dave@dmediaassoc.com>, Ann Okerson (Center for Research Libraries) <aokerson@gmail.com>, Audrey 
Powers (UFS Tampa Library) <apowers@lib.usf.edu>, Heather Staines (Hypothes.is) <heather.staines@gmail.
com>, Anthony Watkinson (Consultant) <anthony.watkinson@btinternet.com>, Meg White (Rittenhouse) 
<meg.white@rittenhouse.com>, Katina Strauch (College of Charleston) <kstrauch@comcast.net>, or www.
charlestonlibraryconference.com.

Send ideas by July 15, 2017 to any of the Conference Directors listed above.  The Call for Papers form will 
open on April 18, 2017 at http://www.charlestonlibraryconference.com/participate/call-for-papers/.

Or send ideas to:  Katina Strauch, P.O. Box 799, Sullivan’s Island, SC 29482  •  843-723-3536 (voice)  •  843-509-2848 (cell)
<kstrauch@comcast.net>  •  www.charlestonlibraryconference.com  w
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Charleston Comings and Goings: News and 
Announcements for the Charleston Library Conference
by Leah Hinds  (Assistant Director, Charleston Conference)  <leah@charlestonlibraryconference.com>

P lanning is underway for the upcoming 2017 Charleston Con-
ference!  Our dates will be shifted up by one day this year, 
so the conference will be held November 6 – 10, Monday 

through Friday:
• Monday and Tuesday, November 6 – 7:  Preconferences 

and Seminars
• Tuesday, November 7:  Vendor Showcase
• Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, November 8 – 10:  

Main Conference
We’re also exploring the idea of an optional post-conference event 

on Saturday morning, so keep your travel dates flexible!  It’s always 
nice to have a reason to stay the weekend in Charleston.

Do you have ideas for a preconference or a conference session?  Our 
Call for Preconferences will open on March 1, and the Call for Papers 
will open on April 19.  The conference is seeking proposals on topics 
related to our over-arching themes of the library and publishing indus-
tries, collection discovery and management, diversity and accessibility, 
innovation, collection management and education, etc.  Conference 
sessions are meant for librarians, publishers, and vendors to discuss 

issues of interest to them all.  They are not an opportunity for marketing 
products or services, and we aim to give opportunities for everyone to 
be heard.  As such, we encourage proposals that include representation 
from the different viewpoints and stakeholders in the scholarly com-
munications process, so please consider the diversity of your panel.  
Check our website for links to the forms when they’re posted: www.
charlestonlibraryconference.com. 

In case you missed it, Against the Grain recently announced ATG: 
The Podcast, available at www.ATGthePodcast.com.  The first episodes 
feature audio from the 2016 Charleston Conference plenary and Ne-
apolitan sessions, as well as the ATG Views from the Penthouse Suite 
interviews of several conference speakers.  Check it out and subscribe 
through iTunes (http://bit.ly/atgpodcast_itunes) or Google Play (http://
bit.ly/atgpodcast_google).  New episodes are being added weekly.  If 
you have suggestions for future topics or speakers for the podcast, 
please let me know! 

More soon, but in the meantime please send ideas, thoughts, sugges-
tions, questions, comments, etc., about the 2017 Charleston Conference 
to me at <leah@charlestonlibraryconference.com>.  I look forward to 
hearing from you!  
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continued on page 34

Erin is now Director of Collection Services, 
Eric v. Hauser Memorial Library, Reed 
College, <gallaghere@reed.edu>.  She says 
she arrived in Portland right before the worst 
winter storms they’d seen in 40 years, so she 
got a real baptism by snow.  In fact, her first 
day at Reed didn’t happen because they had 
to close all the schools due to freezing rain.  
Erin says she is getting into the swing of 
things, but she’s really missing Rollins and 
Florida, (could it be the weather?).  Erin 
will rejuvenate ATG Hot Topics from the 
West coast.  Have y’all seen the Penthouse 
Interviews that Erin participated in during 
the 2016 Charleston Conference?
www.charlestonlibraryconference.com 

WOW!  Can you believe it?  Elsevier 
has acquired Plum Analytics from EBSCO 
Information Services.  It is stated that the 
acquisition will enable Elsevier to significantly 
expand access to Plum Analytics’ altmetrics to 
more researchers and more institutions.  Plum 
Analytics was founded in early 2012 and was 
a pioneer in altmetrics, helping tell the story of 
research and researchers by revealing interest 
and usage beyond traditional measures.  Plum 
Analytics’ metrics will be incorporated into 
Elsevier’s research products — Menedeley,

State of the “Big Deal”
from page 1

the conversation around the Big Deal has 
revolved mostly around cost efficiencies for 
libraries and the strategies of large publishers, 
but “What has been largely overlooked is the 
impact the Big Deal has on both the portfolio 
of publishers offering it as well as on partners 
that work with these publishers.”  Fund hopes 
that small publishers and librarians will both 
see the value in not being rolled up into Big 
Deals, offering more freedom and more variety 
in offerings as a result.

Susann devries brings an economic per-
spective to bear on the Big Deal in “The Eco-
nomics of the Big Deal: The Bulls, the Bears 
and the Farm.”  Perhaps the central focus of 
devries’ article is on an accounting principle 
called the Triple Bottom Line, “an accounting 
basis that has gained significant attention in the 
business sector.  Whereas the traditional, single 
bottom line only focused on profit, the TBL 
approach differs from profit-based or financial 
outlook to include social and ecological mea-
sures for assessment.”  devries suggests that 
libraries need to think beyond the traditional 
financial bottom line — what’s the cheapest 
option? — and begin to “take into account our 
social obligation to our patrons’ research needs, 
and we must develop a long-term sustainable 
approach to access when analyzing the pros 
and cons of purchasing any Big Deal.  Multiple 
dimensions and perspectives have to be taken 
into account.”

Rumors
from page 6

Jonathon Nabe’s “After the Big Deals 
Are Done” brings the perspective of a librarian 
at a research university who has overseen a 
divestment from Big Deal packages because his 
institution no longer found them sustainable.  
When Nabe published “Leaving the Big Deal: 
Consequences and Next Steps” in 2012, it 
was quite astonishing to think of any research 
library not subscribing to Big Deal packag-
es.  Nabe states in 2017, however, that “All 
evidence indicates that subscriptions to entire 
publisher portfolios are not essential to the 
functioning of a modern research university.” 

Doug Way’s “Doubling Down on the Big 
Deal in Wisconsin” describes the varied career 
of the Big Deal at a library that was initially 
quite opposed to them.  Having to present the 
wide-ranging pros and cons of the Big Deal to 
a skeptical audience was important to Way, as 
it is for the Triple Bottom Line championed 
by devries, because he was able to subscribe 
to some Big Deals precisely because he was 
able to justify the financial bottom line as a 
compelling reason.

Steve Sowards, similarly, presents the 
relationship of his institution to Big Deals in 
“The Big Deal at Michigan State University.”  
Sowards presents the many compelling 
reasons for maintaining their Big Deals, both 
financial and based on their compelling support 
for research. 

Finally, in our concluding article, “Man-
aging the Big Deal,” Monica Moore presents 
a perspective not often heard in these discus-
sions: that of an Electronic Resources Librarian 
who has to implement and maintain these Big 

Deal packages and the ramifications of this 
maintenance for the library and its staff.  “Any 
time libraries buy or lease something in bulk, 
it requires translation into the infrastructure 
that we use to manage our library collection.  
This includes our integrated library system 
(ILS) and our discovery systems, and any type 
of knowledge base that includes the holdings 
information for the journals in a deal.  There 
is a significant amount of staff time and re-
sources involved with these efforts, not only 
for the initial acquisition, but for the ongoing 
management of this bundled content.”

What we can see from these varied and 
interesting perspectives is that the Big Deal is 
neither going to remain as ubiquitous as it was 
nor is it necessarily going away.  The Triple 
Bottom Line approach, a version of which 
is often present in libraries’ decision-making 
whether they call it that or not, will doubtless 
encourage libraries both to continue their Big 
Deals, as at MSU and Wisconsin, or to discon-
tinue them, as I recently did for most of them 
at Central Michigan University.

This is an important discussion and I hope 
these articles enlighten readers to the various 
perspectives on the Big Deal and the direction 
of conversations at various publishers and 
libraries.  
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Bet You Missed It
Press Clippings — In the News — Carefully Selected by Your Crack Staff of News Sleuths

Column Editor:  Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)

Editor’s Note:  Hey, are y’all reading this?  If you know of an article that should be called to Against the Grain’s attention ... send an 
email to <kstrauch@comcast.net>.  We’re listening! — KS

WARTIME PARIS 
by Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)

(1) Nicholas Shakespeare, Priscilla (2013) (Englishwoman survives 
as mistress of black marketeers and Germans);  (2) Marceline Lori-
dan-Ivens, But You Did Not Come Back (2015) (death camp survivor 
adjusts to normality);  (3) Dominique veillon, Fashion Under the 
Occupation (2002) (French women manage to look stylish under the 
Occupation);  (4) Annès Humbert, Résistance (1946) (middle-aged art 
historian joints resistance network);  (5) Alan Riding, And the Show 
Went On (2010) (entertainers performed for the Germans, punished for 
collaboration after war).

See — Anne Sebba, “Five Best,” The Wall Street Journal, Nov. 
26-27, 2015, p.C10.

READ THE BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION BY FOLKS 
WHO WERE THERE 

by Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)
(1) Meriel Buchanan, The Dissolution of an Empire (1932) (daugh-

ter of last British ambassador to the Tsar);  (2) Bessie Beatty, The Red 
Heart of Russia (1918) (L.A. feminist arrives full of hope, faces harsh 
realities);  (3) Donald Thompson, Donald Thompson in Russia (1918) 
(arrived with pair of Colts and movie camera; thousands of feet of film 
he took are lost);  (4) Florence MacLeod Harper, Runaway Russia 
(1918) (first American female journalist in Petrograd);  (5) Maurice 
Paléologue, An Ambassador’s Memoirs, 1914-1917 (1925) (slow 
suicide of an empire governed by fools;  French was still language of 
Russian high society).

See — Helen Rappaport, “Five Best,” The Wall Street Journal, 
Jan. 28-29, 2017, p.C10.  (She is the author of Caught in the Revolution: 
Petrograd 1917).

FITZGERALD TURF 
by Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)

In the midst of the Depression, Scott Fitzgerald lived in the Mount 
Vernon district of Baltimore.  His Roaring Twenties stories no longer 
sold, and he had become a C-list celebrity.  He did write The Crack-Up 
about a descent into alcoholism and madness.

Baltimore was still a prosperous city.  Railroad and banking mag-
nates lived in mansions in Mount Vernon which sits on a bluff above 
the old docks.

After a long decline, the neighborhood is coming back.  The Belve-
dere Hotel is a refurbished relic of the Gilded Age.  Fitzgerald drank 
in the Owl Bar with journalists like H.L. Mencken.  The building is 
now condos, but the bar with stained glass and giant glass owls is in 

operation.
See — Nina 

Sovich, “Writer’s 
Blocks,” The Wall 
Street Journal, 
Jan. 28-29, 2017, 
p.D5.

EARLY PREDICTOR OF MSM DEATH 
by Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)

Way back in 1993, Michael Crichton predicted the coming ex-
tinction of dinosaur media.  Long before you heard “fake news,” NBC 
was faking footage of exploding trucks.  Americans thought media 
was biased, attentive to trivia, and utterly in league with the Uni-party.

Crichton said the reporters were the poor products of American 
education and unable to generate high-quality info.  Near-sighted man-
agement focused on the short term and was failing to respond to changing 
technology.  GM and IBM would soon be joined by the New York Times.

See — Michael Crichton, “Mediasaurus,” Wired, April 1, 1993, n.p.

WHO KNEW? 
by Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)

Shakespeare was an amateur falconer, and his plays brought numer-
ous expressions from the sport into our everyday language.  “Under my 
thumb” and “wrapped around my finger” describes holding the jesses 
when the bird is perched on your leather gloved hand.

“Fed up” refers to the bird having so much to eat that he doesn’t 
want to hunt.  “Hoodwinked” when the bird has a mask on his head 
so he’ll be still.

“Eyes like a hawk?”  They have staggering eyesight.  “Like reading 
a newspaper across a football field.”

See — Andrew Evans, “How Irish Falconry Changed Language,” 
BBC Online, Jan. 19, 2017.

DAUNTLESS SMALL LIBRARY 
by Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)

Heywood Hill bookshop of 10 Curzon Street, Mayfair is alive and 
well.  Nancy Mitford worked there during the war, and the shop came 
into the possession of her brother-in-law, the Duke of Devonshire.  It 
does around £1 million of business a year and has developed innovations 
like “A Year in Books” which brings you a surprise title each month.  
No two people get the same.

It’s also into the curation of private libraries.  Vista-Jet founder 
Thomas Flohr commissioned a 4,000-volume library on 20th-century 
art and design for his Swiss chalet.

See — Francis Wheen, “Little Shop of Hoarders,” Vanity Fair, 
Feb. 2017, p.100.

LET’S READ LITERARY BIOGRAPHIES 
by Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)

(1) Richard Ellmann, Oscar Wilde (1987);  (2) Diane Johnson, 
Dashiell Hammett (1983);  (3) Ian Hamilton, In search of J.D. Salinger 
(1988);  (4) Edmund White, Genet (1993);  (5) Stacy Schiff, Véra 
(1999) (Mrs. vladimir Nabokov).

See — Brad Gooch, “Five Best,” The Wall Street Journal, Jan. 
14-15, 2017, p.C10.  (Brad is the author of Rumi’s Secret: The Life of 
the Sufi Poet of Love).
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continued on page 16

The Big Deal and SAGE
by Elisabeth Leonard  (Executive Market Research Manager, Online Products Team, SAGE Publications, Inc.,  
2455 Teller Road, Thousand Oaks, CA  91320)  <elisabeth.leonard@sagepub.com>  www.sagepub.com

The Big Deal Beginnings
Big Deals originally started to be offered 

by big STM publishers in the late 1990s.  The 
Big Deal model was a logical path for these 
publishers for a number of reasons.  First, it 
took advantage of the fact that in a digital en-
vironment, incremental distribution costs scale 
efficiently.  While digital publishing involves 
many other publishing costs such as those 
involved in selecting, editing and formatting, 
marketing, and hosting the content, the cost 
of providing additional access to content once 
that work has been done is far lower in a digital 
environment.

Furthermore, many big journal publishers 
were also operating in a space in which a typi-
cal library was purchasing only a portion of the 
publishers’ content and in this environment it 
was very difficult to generate new institutional 
subscriptions to individual journal titles, even 
when requested by researchers.  The Big Deal 
model was a logical response to this situation; 
by giving the library access to a far larger 
portfolio of content at only a modest increase in 
price, it gave the publishers a way of discount-
ing their content in an effective way — a win-
win.  Over time, the result has been a dramatic 
increase in the volume of journals accessible 
through most academic libraries.  As a result, 
though the Big Deal has many challenges, it 
has remained because it is a model that has 
substantially increased both the accessibility 
and affordability of content.

The Big Deal and SAGE
At the time Big Deal models were emerg-

ing, SAGE Publishing was in a different sit-
uation from other major journal publishers.  At 
that point, SAGE’s journal publishing program 
was mostly in the social sciences though we 
had a few humanities titles and had just started 
to develop into STM journal publishing.  The 
dynamics of the social science journals market 
in the late 1990s was different from that of 
STM.  In the social sciences, we were still able 
to launch new journals in support of new or 
emerging disciplines and to generate substan-
tial numbers of new institutional subscriptions.  

The attractiveness of the Big Deal model 
is significantly reduced in these circumstances 
and as a result, as SAGE initially developed 
models for offering discounted deals for 
accessing larger packages of our content, we 
followed a different path.  We went down the 
route of creating a number of disciplinary col-
lections titled the SAGE Full Text Collections, 
which were marketed in collaboration with 
Cambridge Scientific Abstracts (CSA) and 
delivered through CSA’s platform, alongside 
access to our conventional journal offerings.  

Over that period and until 2006, two things 
happened.  First, the social science market 
started to behave more like the conventional 
STM market — we found it harder to launch 
new journals and to attract viable numbers 

of institutional subscriptions for them.  And 
second, we had a lot of feedback from li-
brarians saying that though they appreciated 
the flexibility of the disciplinary collections 
approach; they preferred us to adopt the same 
model as the other major 
publishers and to offer a 
Big Deal option.

Responding to this 
request took some sig-
nificant reengineering 
on our side, including 
developing the capacity 
to host our full text col-
lections on one server, 
and building our own 
library sales organization so that we could 
handle Big Deal negotiations directly through 
SAGE rather than through CSA.  

The key point in development of our Big 
Deal offering came in late 2005 when SAGE 
was asked by the International Coalition of 
Library Consortia (ICOLC) to attend their 
meeting in Poznan, Poland.  High on the agen-
da for the meeting was the question of when 
SAGE would be able to offer a Big Deal;  a 
message heard loud and clear!  By that point 
we had worked through our plans for offering 
a Big Deal option, and were in a position to 
announce that SAGE would be launching 
SAGE Premier as our own Big Deal model 
which would take effect in 2006.

SAGE Today and in the Future
Before online publishing, many journals 

had library subscriptions numbering in the low 
hundreds, and if the journal was established 
and owned by a prestigious society, maybe 
1,000-1,500.  Now, with SAGE’s reach into 
libraries around the world and with the growth 
of the Big Deal, SAGE Journals are available 
to over 8,000 libraries worldwide, allowing 
for important scholarly conversations among 
the world’s top scholars that are truly global.  
With the Big Deal, not only do readers discover 
information to which they would never have 
had access before, but libraries see high usage 
of journals they might never have acquired 
individually, sometimes due to the interdisci-
plinary nature of scholarship which is not easy 
to manage in a collection development policy 
mapped to departments and degrees.

It is important to note however that the Big 
Deal is not the only option for acquiring our 
journals content.  SAGE offers multiple ways 
of acquiring our journals, including single title 
sales and disciplinary collection sales, as well 
as the Big Deal.  We also sell subsets of the 
Big Deal — a Big Deal for humanities and 
social science content and a separate Big Deal 
for STM content.

One less known initiative for providing 
access to journals is that SAGE has estab-
lished partnerships with a growing number of 
important global initiatives to allow students, 

researchers, libraries and policymakers in 
developing nations access to the latest leading 
peer-reviewed research in science, medicine 
and the social sciences.  SAGE partners with 
organizations such as Research4Life’s Hi-

nari program (including 
AGORA, OARE and 
ARDI) which helps bring 
our journal scholarship 
to citizens of develop-
ing nations at little or 
no cost.  In 2015, over 
5,000 institutions in de-
veloping countries were 
provided with either free 
or deeply discounted ac-

cess to SAGE journals through this program.  
Within its established markets in the West, 
SAGE has also sought to enable libraries to 
maximize the value of the content they obtain 
through the Big Deal, for example in terms of 
supportive licensing terms on distance learners, 
walk-in patrons, and alumni access.

There are of course well known problems 
and challenges arising from the Big Deal, 
and SAGE’s Big Deal is not exempt from 
those challenges.  The biggest single prob-
lem arises from growth.  SAGE has always 
been a dynamically growing publisher, and 
we continue to add to our publishing pro-
gram both by start-up journals which meet 
the needs of new and emerging disciplines, 
and by taking on established, highly ranked 
society and independent journals both in 
STM and in humanities and social sciences.  
Typically, SAGE’s journals program grows 
faster than library budgets.  The increases 
involve real costs which SAGE incurs to 
expand our publishing and which we need 
to cover in our expanding Big Deal offering, 
but we understand that these increases can be 
problematic for individual libraries.  SAGE’s 
Big Deal offerings are not a “take it or leave 
it” model — as well as the options described 
above, we also offer customers the option of 
not migrating forward to the newest version of 
the Big Deal if the additional content SAGE 
has added is not valuable to them.  But we 
appreciate that trying to maintain Big Deals 
with multiple publishers, within budgets 
which have not grown in line with the volume 
of published research or with tuition fees 
and university budgets, poses really difficult 
problems for our library customers.

For libraries that leave the Big Deal, we 
are disappointed that they are no longer par-
ticipating, but understand that they may need 
an alternative means of accessing journals 
and do everything we can to support them 
through the transition.  To this end, we provide 
analysis of their most used titles and propose 
which collections provide the most coverage 
for them based on usage analysis, as well as 
which individual titles are in most demand.  
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For most institutions, the collections provide 
the next best alternative to the Big Deal as they 
are also cost effective and provide the next best 
level of coverage across a subject area. 

Emerging Trends
We do not see the Big Deal as a permanent 

basis for the future of scholarly publishing.  The 
Big Deal is a transitional form which enables 
increased access and reduced cost per access 
as the scholarly communication system evolves 
through a long term digital transition.  As new 
sustainable ways of supporting scholarly com-
munication offer even better access and as cost 
per access becomes widespread, the Big Deal 
will ultimately be displaced.  

Today, fewer print copies of journals are 
desired by individuals or by institutions than 
ever before.  For example, a number of society 
partners have offered an online-only option to 
their members; and they find that around 60% 

of their membership is choosing online-only.  
For institutions, most libraries have continued 
to participate in the Big Deal that were orig-
inally interested in it when we first offered 
it, and in fact most libraries return to the Big 
Deal if they have left it for a couple years.  
This does not mean the Big Deal is forever.  In 
fact, just as we originally offered the Big Deal 
in response to market demand, so too will we 
continue to track library needs and respond 
proactively to them.  

There is no way to discuss the future of 
journals without mentioning the open access 
movement.  SAGE was the first publisher to 
offer an open access multidisciplinary mega-
journal in the social sciences, and we offer over 
70 open access journal titles now.  Perhaps if 
the percentage of journals offered is weighed 
more toward open access than the more tradi-
tional journal model, the Big Deal will become 
obsolete.  However, until that time, SAGE 
continues to offer multiple pricing models that 
provide the best access to scholarly works that 
we can on behalf of the authors and societies 
we partner with, and that provide access to 

libraries using pricing models that they have 
requested from us.  

The ultimate purpose for SAGE is for 
our work to contribute to the dissemination 
of usable knowledge, the purpose for which 
SAGE was originally founded, and for 
which our founder Sara Miller McCune 
has established the not-for-profit trust which 
will govern SAGE beyond her own lifetime.  
“Our interest in different models, whether 
traditional subscriptions, Big Deals or Open 
Access publishing options, is around building 
sustainable quality controls so that both au-
thors and readers are able to find authoritative 
content efficiently.  Though we recognize 
that there will inevitably be tensions around 
costs, we believe there is a common purpose 
between our role and that of libraries, and seek 
as much as possible to find ways of fulfilling 
our role which offer benefits to our library 
partners and to their patrons, the faculty and 
students.” — Stephen Barr, President, SAGE 
International.  

The Big Deal and SAGE
from page 14
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Choosing Independence or Feeding the Beast? The Big 
Deal and Small or Society Publishers
by Dr. Sven Fund  (Managing Director, fullstopp GmbH, Society for Digitality, Wartburgstraße 25A, 10825 Berlin;   
Phone: +49 (0) 172 511 4899)  <sven.fund@fullstopp.com>  fullstopp.com

The story of the Big Deal has been told 
multiple times over the past fifteen years 
or so.  The concept of the Big Deal and 

its practical implications have become an 
intense battleground between large publishers 
and librarians.  As one of the very early new 
business models of the age of digitization, 
the “all you can eat” mentality suited pub-
lishers and libraries alike, while cutting out 
the middleman — a novelty that 
nobody cared about at that time.  
The amount of digital content 
was still comparatively limited 
at that time, leaving the majority 
of the acquisition budgets to be 
spent on traditional collection 
development.  As time went by 
and with the advent of large-
scale packages of journal 
archives, eBook-collections 
and lately also the offer by 
publishers to sell packages 
of open access article pro-
cessing charges, libraries found themselves 
in a situation in which large chunks of their 
budgets are locked in not only with only a few 
publishers, but also increasingly with large vol-
umes of content with limited usage.  Multi-year 
agreements have multiplied the lock-in effect 
libraries find themselves in.  “All you can eat” 
made a number of libraries obese.

Now, from the discussions at library confer-
ences, particularly the last Charleston Confer-

ence, it appears that libraries are changing their 
attitude towards the Big Deal quite significant-
ly.  The spiel around cancelling the Big Deal, 
it seems, is getting real, not because libraries 
want it, but because they have to cancel due 
to budget constraints.  Libraries in the North 
America, but also in wealthy countries of Eu-
rope that have been untroubled by budget cuts 
so far, have actually canceled their share of the 

Big Deal.  Both individually as well 
as part of a consortium, it seems 
that the price increases start to 
offset the overall benefits librar-
ies see in the Big Deal.  These 
institutions return, as far as one 
can see, to a rather traditional 
pick-and-choose approach 
of selecting their content, 
in parts complemented by 
pay-per-view options.  With 
some insight into usage stats 
of the institutions, this is not 
only a necessary, but also an 

economically viable decision.  Pick and choose 
is not pick and lose, it is the flavor of the day.

What has been largely overlooked is the 
impact the Big Deal has on both the portfolio 
of publishers offering it as well as on partners 
that work with these publishers.  Depending 
on the publishing company you look at, 20-
30 percent of their revenues are generated by 
content that they don’t own themselves, but 
rather commission from smaller publishers 

or learned societies.  These society journals 
or books series oftentimes constitute a highly 
attractive category of material whose usage 
is significantly higher than that of a journal 
without the link to a learned society.  From a 
balance-sheet perspective, society publications 
are also “lighter” to acquire and to maintain — 
not unimportant for companies increasingly 
geared towards financial performance.

The downsides for large publishers are ob-
vious as well:  the owners of society publishing 
assets can “shop around” the most prestigious 
journals in their stable from one publisher 
to another to increase their signing fees and 
annual receipts.  Even smaller assets have 
changed the program context quite frequently.  
Of course, the same downside holds true for 
those smaller publishers who were enticed by 
the large sales forces and superior technical 
infrastructure publishing giants can offer them 
in return for their portion of the distribution 
partnerships — they also feed the beast of the 
Big Deal.

The specifics of these agreements are quite 
different between the various publishers’ ar-
rangements, but one quest unites all of them, 
quite independent of divergent product and 
discount structures:  the Big Deal calls for ever 
more content to maintain publishers’ revenue 
growth while offering better discounts to li-
brarians — resulting in a package discount that 
increases from term to term of an agreement.  
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And since the number of vendors offering Big 
Deals is limited, these two or three dozens of 
outlets need to find ways to acquire content 
for “their” deal.

Why should this hunger for content now 
pose a problem to learned societies and smaller 
publishers?  The step from a process of digi-
tization to a state of digitality is characterized 
by a changing sales pattern.  In the past com-
missioning content from a learned society and 
selling it was a synchronized process, with the 
subscription year of a specific journal being the 
genetic code of the business relation between 
the society, the publisher and the library.  To-
day, societies still commission journal content 
for a period of three or five years to larger 
publishers.  However, the model of passing 
this content on to libraries has changed.  With 
their multi-year deals, libraries often make 
a commitment to buy content and in reverse 
expect content to be delivered for the term they 
paid for.  If the publisher signs that deal in year 
two or three of the agreement they have with 
their society partner, they are selling something 
they effectively did not contract.

The problem is even worse when the large 
publisher converts his holding-based Big Deals 
into a database deal.  These database deals 
cause a society journal’s pricing structure to be 
dismantled and the journal effectively loses its 
economic valuation.  Imagine a case in which 
a society decides to publish independently and 
wants to pull its journals out of the Big Deal.  
Not only does the society have to deal with the 
organizational build-up of a sales force and 
technological capabilities needed to provide 
libraries with an adequate service level, but it 
also has to re-constitute pricing and discount 
structures that fit its own size and needs.

It is evident that societies and smaller 
publishers have to make their bets.  But why 
should libraries care?  So far, they have had a 
schizophrenic relationship with the Big Deal.  
While most libraries did not support the idea 
of buying scholarly content in large bundles, 
many of them did.  While the reasons for 
subscribing to Big Deals are manifold — elim-
ination of selection processes, more choice for 
researchers, better cost-benefit ratio — libraries 
continued to subscribe to journals from smaller 
publishers, certainly for quality reasons, but 
also to support alternative structures.

The TRANSFER Code of Conduct, in its 
latest version 3.0 from 2014, addresses a lot 
of the technical concerns around the transfer 
of journals from one publisher to another, and 
it does so by now in a manner that is adequate 
to digital products.  However, the business 
side remains an open desideratum.  There are 
already a few mechanisms in place that address 
the fact that publishers don’t sell journals as 
units any longer, but provide access to masses 
of content.  Therefore, mechanisms are needed 
to assign the value inherent in a collection of 
content pieces (or alternative volume of usage) 
independently of all the meat of the Big Deal 
around it.  By this means, customers could 
allow for journals to be pulled out of packages 
during the period of a contract to protect their 
interests.  This mechanism would also ensure 
that publishers would not replace content 
essential to a library’s patrons with other, less 
relevant content, just to fulfill their volume 
commitments.

In turn, the standing practice in many 
licensing agreements between publishers and 
libraries is that publishers are almost forced 
to commit to the delivery of content, which 
they did not even secure contractually, for the 
term of their respective agreement with their 
customer.  This might appear to be a negligible 
issue, but given the fact that there are also larg-

er packages with STM journals with up to 200 
titles and several thousand articles that might 
move houses one day or another, it is sensible 
for librarians to take precautions. 

As an interesting side-note, the lock-in 
effect is not only positive for those larger pub-
lishers that control major market segments.  
It is not just learned societies that find it 
structurally and increasingly difficult to move 
out of the Big Deal.  It has also become really 
difficult for larger publishers to sell assets out 
of their portfolio that might not be in their 
strategic focus any longer, as their content is 
so tightly intertwined with the business mod-
els they support.  And if one shares the view 
that in the advent of Open Access valuations 
of traditional journal assets will most likely 
not increase any further, this poses a risk to 
publishers as well.

All in all, the Big Deal has been a great 
business model for quite some time, but it 
requires on both sides — libraries’ as well as 
publishers’ — what its name implies:  size.  
Large institutions in research and higher 
education may be served well by it, as are 
large publishers.  After all, they invented it 
as a response to customer demand.  However, 
the Big Deal’s prospects are doomed, as the 
budget situation in libraries is undergoing 
structural shifts and as publishers’ hosting 
technology is getting commoditized.  Smaller 
publishers — not-for-profit as well as com-
mercial ones — are well advised to evaluate 
their options and choose in time, whether they 
want to get rolled up in a database business 
or retain a certain level of control over their 
customers.  What it takes is libraries that 
support plurality of models in the market by 
making appropriate purchase decisions.  

Choosing Independence ...
from page 16
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The Economics of the Big Deal: The Bulls, the Bears  
and the Farm
by Susann devries  (Interim University Librarian and Department Head, Eastern Michigan University Library,  
200F - Halle Library, 955 W. Circle Drive, Ypsilanti, MI  48197;  Phone: 734-487-2475)  <sdevries@emich.edu>

One of the fundamentals of econom-
ics is the study of supply 
and demand.  There are 

different ways to approach 
this subject.  Adam Smith 
outlined in Wealth of Nations 
(1776), the concept of a free 
market with lack of inter-
vention and a laissez-faire 
approach to the economy.  
John Maynard Keynes in 
his book, General Theory 
of Employment Interest and 
Money (1936), pointed out 
that markets tend to react 
very slowly to changes in the 

equilibrium (especially with price changes) 
and intervention is sometimes the 

best method to get the economy 
back on track.  We seem to be in 

somewhat of a standstill with 
Big Deal journal packages. 
I would argue that libraries 
and the publishing world 
have been too focused on a 
free market approach and that 
we are quickly approaching 
a need to depart from the 
classical school of economics 
and swing our focus for a 

movement to a more Keynesian 
approach. 

The pros and cons of acquiring serial pub-
lications via the Big Deal have been discussed 
in depth since they started to appear in the 
90s;  which is appropriate because changing 
from an a-la-carte approach to the bundling of 
subscriptions means there is a lot of money at 
stake.  According to the ACRL 2013 Academic 
Library Trends and Statistics, academic librar-
ies typically spend 68.7% of their materials 
budget on ongoing resources purchases, with 
doctoral degree granting institutions spending 
on average 74.3% ($6,305,337) and compre-
hensive degree-granting institutions 75.4% 
($774,701).  We’re talking billions of dollars, 
folks.  Publication companies want to sell jour-
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nal packages and libraries are predisposed to 
subscribe, but the question remains whether the 
future will sustain willing buyers of Big Deal 
packages in a fiscally challenged environment.  
Something has got to give.

The Triple Bottom Line (TBL), coined by 
John Elkington in 1994, is an accounting 
basis that has gained significant attention in 
the business sector.  Whereas the traditional, 
single bottom line only focused on profit, the 
TBL approach differs from profit-based or 
financial outlook to include social and ecolog-
ical measures for assessment.  I am proposing 
a slight twist to the TBL.  All libraries have to 
take into account the financial consideration, 
but we also have to take into account our so-
cial obligation to our patrons’ research needs, 
and we must develop a long-term sustainable 
approach to access when analyzing the pros 
and cons of purchasing any Big Deal.  Mul-
tiple dimensions and perspectives have to be 
taken into account.

Big Deal journal packages were supposed 
to be a help to libraries, but in the long run it 
seems to be an unsustainable model lacking 
budget flexibility.  The big question libraries 
are asking themselves is, how they can allocate 
increasingly shrinking fiscal resources to satis-
fy unlimited publication growth in academia?  
Can all parties come together and find a TBL 
where publishers, authors and libraries can 
make it financially feasible on all sides of the 
fence to support the furthering of intellectual 
thought and growth in a sustainable manner?  

Limitations and Challenges
The library budget is similar to a one-year 

financial bond between the governing body of 
the institution and the library in a non-public 
exchange to maintain ongoing operations.  The 
budget is fixed without a built-in contingency, 
nor a rainy day fund for emergencies.  What 
libraries pay to vendors is apparently on a slid-
ing scale and typically costs are perceived to be 
based on FTE and classification rank; but who 
exactly determines that cost?  There is a lack 
of transparency on pricing of journal packages 
without enacting The Freedom of Information 
Act (FOIA).  We all want to know, what is con-
sidered to be reasonable?  What other models 
could be explored?  For example, at the end of 
a year, could a university qualify for a discount 
if they did not use a platform as heavily as had 
been expected for their Carnegie/FTE level?  
There ought to be more options.

On the flip side, the vendors expect a prof-
it.  I often hear from publishers the need for 
percentage cost increases due to the growing 
number of titles offered, rising costs to produce 
and so forth.  While the norm of percentage 
increases used to be in the double digits 15 
years ago, I am dismayed that vendors are con-
sistently asking for numbers above the standard 
inflation rate, during a time when academia is 
in a fiscal chokehold.  The demands for infla-
tionary rates are crippling libraries and forcing 
institutions to critically look at:  Options vs. 
Needs, Costs vs. Budget.  

In order to keep prices down (or at least 
predictable), vendors offer different types of 
incentives to lock in sales for the short term.  
Making multi-year commitments to Big Deals 
in order to get a better price over time is scary.  
You hope for the best and that all will go well 
at the time the commitment is made, but in the 
back of your head you know the future situa-
tion is a bit scary and it could very well end in 
tears.  Why is that?  As mentioned earlier, most 
libraries work on a year-to-year budget.  They 
cannot predict what future student enrollment 
will actually be, what state appropriations will 
look like (if a public institution), what the re-
turn on investments will provide and if budget 
cuts have to be made, whether or not they have 
to consider cutting staff lines in order to meet 
multi-year legal commitments with vendors.  
There are very serious consequences at stake if 
wrong decisions are made or unexpected dips 
in the economy force our hand.

Then there are the limitations of cost vari-
ation based on discipline.  I have yet to com-
prehend the inflexible and exorbitant pricing of 
science and medical journals, which are often 
cost prohibitive to many institutions.  Journals 
contain content that scholars and students want.  
Due to the nature of academic publishing, that 
exact same content (the results from a partic-
ular study or experiment) cannot be found in 
another journal.  These mini-monopolies put 
power in the hands of publishers, as scholars 
need access to that particular content at ex-
orbitant prices.  It’s kind of like the way that 
Netflix or HBO can control its subscription 
price.  If you want to watch House of Cards 
or Game of Thrones, you have to subscribe 
and they set the price.  While entertainment 
shows are a luxury and access to these shows 
are not considered to be a necessity, this is 
not the case with scholarly content.  Access to 
scholarly content is the social right from which 
to base further research in order to stretch the 
boundaries of intellectual thought.  This makes 
it very difficult for libraries to walk away from 
content, as most feel obliged to subscribe to the 
journals patrons demand.  

The Bulls, the Bears and the Farm
The massive consolidation of commercial 

publishing and library technology consoli-
dation is a significant development, limiting 
supply options.  Last year Rakuten purchased 
OverDrive, Bibliotheca bought 3M Library 
Systems North America and ProQuest ac-
quired Ex Libris.  To reference the traditional 
nursery rhyme, “so they all rolled over and one 
fell off.”  Now there are just a few in the bed, 
but I’m pretty sure not everyone is singing, 
“If You’re Happy and You Know It.”  In the 
meanwhile, libraries are diligently singing 
“Row, Row, Row Your Boat” while competi-
tion is being eliminated.  With the formation 
of monopolies, prices rise and the giants get 
to charge whatever they think the market will 
bear.  Remember the golden rule of negotiating, 
he who has the gold, sets the rules.  

Analysis of Holdings
With so much money at stake, both sides 

of the fence are producing data sets to aid 
with decision-making.  The development and 
growth of e-resources management systems 

(ERMs) to analyze Counting Online Usage of 
Networked Electronic Resources (COUNT-
ER) via the Standardized Usage Statistics 
Harvesting Initiative (SUSHI) to pull in cost 
information from publishers to determine cost-
per-download, all aid with analyzing the value 
of money spent and set acceptable thresholds 
from which to base seemingly sound decisions.  
People think if they can just do enough analysis 
and break everything down sufficiently, then 
they will make sound judgment calls.  Numbers 
don’t lie, right?  

However, Terry Bucknell in his 2012 arti-
cle “Garbage in, Gospel Out: Twelve Reasons 
Why Librarians Should Not Accept Cost-per 
Download Figures at Face Value” in The Se-
rials Librarian, makes a compelling case for 
challenging the reliability of the data which 
is collected as the numbers may or may not 
be comparable.  It becomes complicated in a 
New York minute if you are willing to delve 
into great depth and detail.  We all have to look 
at the data and determine if we are comparing 
oranges to oranges or apples to oranges.  

While we would all like to take a logical 
approach, even Spock had to admit that the 
Vulcan approach was not always the best 
approach.  Is strictly going by numbers the 
best way to go?  Spock had to embrace his 
normative judgment side, or human element, 
to also consider information from all sides 
based on past experiences.  What other factors 
come into play?  

Is your library purchasing leasing rights 
to journals or are you also getting archival 
privileges with your Big Deal?  Some may 
argue that if libraries are only getting annual 
subscriptions with just access rights, then 
it may be similar to leasing a car and prices 
should be lower.  For example, with some 
science disciplines where the last five years 
are the most downloaded, then there is no 
residual value to access rights like a car would 
have after the lease is up.  On the other hand, 
the social sciences and humanities depend 
greatly on long-term archival access, which is 
considered essential for scholarship.

A few libraries such as Southern Illinois 
University and the University of Oregon 
have left Big Deal packages and the rest of us 
are avidly watching their publications to see 
if they think they have made the correct call.  
More and more libraries are following suit as 
they feel the financial Vulcan death grip and 
have chosen to depend on interlibrary loan or 
on-demand article options such as Copyright 
Clearance Center’s Get It Now.  So the vicious 
circle continues. Libraries cancel subscriptions. 
Publishers see their subscriber numbers fall 
and to maintain or increase their revenues, 
they raise the subscription prices still higher.  
It seems that in the long run there needs to be 
cooperation for sustainability. 

What will your library do after considering 
all sides of the financial, social and sustainable 
factors?  How risk-averse is your institution?   
Are you going for a long-term strategy, or just 
a five-year outlook?  In the decision making 
process you will have to ask yourself:  are you 
a bull, a bear, a chicken or a pig?  

The Economics of the Big Deal ...
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A bull represents the attitude of an investor 
with an optimistic, “bullish” outlook.  A bear 
looks at the market pessimistically and has a 
grumpy, “bearish” outlook.  And then there 
is “the farm,” or the chickens and the pigs.  
Chickens are characterized by investors who 
are afraid to take risks and tend to see a low 
return on their investment.  Pigs on the other 
hand are the opposite of Chickens.  These are 

The Economics of the Big Deal ...
from page 20

high-risk investors are looking for a big score 
in a short length of time.  They tend to follow 
hot tips and invest without sound decision 
making.  Often, the bulls and bears reap profits 
from pigs because of the latter’s recklessness 
in investing.  Thus the old stock market saying, 
“Bulls make money, bears make money, but 
pigs just get slaughtered.”  

Taking the TBL approach when considering 
Options vs. Needs and Costs vs. Budgets relies 
on:  evaluating data, considering and setting 
value thresholds, balancing patrons’ wants 
along with mission of the library and factoring 

risk aversion in the current fiscal economy to 
arrive at sustainable decisions concerning Big 
Deal packages.  There is no easy answer.  As 
with investments, we all have to be diligent 
in watching the economy and assessing how 
the supply and demand will play out, for there 
are never any guarantees.  You may be a bull 
or a bear, but always learn from the chickens 
and pigs.  

continued on page 23

After the Big Deals Are Done
by Jonathan Nabe  (Collection Development Librarian and Coordinator, OpenSIUC, 605 Agriculture Drive, Southern Illinois 
University Carbondale, MC 6632, Carbondale, IL  62901;  Phone: 618-453-3237)  <jnabe@lib.siu.edu>

Here is comfort for those on the verge of 
leaving Big Deals, solace for those who 
already have.  Whether you arrived at 

this juncture by principle or lack of principal, 
the message is the same: the survival of the 
academy is not at stake. 

Southern Illinois University Carbon-
dale’s Morris Library left three Big Deals 
over the course of 2009 and 2010.  Yet faculty 
continue to conduct research, publish, and 
teach their students, who continue to write 
their theses and dissertations and get their 
degrees.  Grants continue to be secured.  
People continue to come into the Library to 
use our resources.  All evidence indicates that 
subscriptions to entire publisher portfolios are 
not essential to the functioning of a modern 
research university.  Not that this serves as 
some kind of epiphany for higher education;  
SIUC, like every other higher education 
institution, functioned quite well for over a 
hundred years before the advent of the Big 
Deal — thrived, and even grew.  

SIUC is a modern research university, in 
the Doctoral University: Higher Research Ac-
tivity category, according to the 2016 Carnegie 
Classification.  We are not in the top tier, we 
are in the second tier.  This puts us in the same 
category with 106 other U.S. higher education 
institutions, including Auburn, Dartmouth, 
Oklahoma State, the University of Rhode 
Island, and the like.  

Our participation in Big Deals foundered 
on the faulty premise underlying the model, 
which is predicated on the maintenance of a 
library’s expenditure at the point of time in 
which it signs on to the agreement (its “his-
torical spend”), plus an annual percentage 
increase.  The faulty premise is that our budget 
would continue, at least on average, to increase 
enough to meet the Big Deals’ increases.  This 
did not happen, as it did not and still does not 
happen for many institutions — probably for 
the majority of the 106 Highers like us.  

In practice, because the Deals’ annual in-
creases exceeded the increases in the Library’s 

budget, they were consuming an ever larger 
share of our budget.  In 2004, we spent 24% 
of our budget on these Deals; by 2008, the 
figure had risen to 33%.  This, in turn, meant 
less money for the universe of resources avail-
able for us to choose from — even while that 
universe is always expanding.  There are two 
costs associated with this: the cutting of the 
Library’s existing resources to compensate, 
and the opportunity cost of not adding new 
resources because the budget is squeezed and 
there is no additional funding available.  As-
sessments of the value of Big Deals (discussed 
further below) that do not include these costs 
fail to present the whole story.

They also ignore the big picture — the im-
pact of Big Deals on the scholarly publishing 
marketplace as a whole.  The costs mentioned 
above also reverberate in the marketplace, 
since institutions locked into Big Deals are 
spending less elsewhere.  Where 
do libraries go to find offsets 
for the increasing costs of 
the Big Deals?  To those 
publishers and vendors 
who do not operate on 
that model, particularly 
academic and profession-
al societies, university 
presses, and independent 
publishers.  This has the 
effect of forcing these 
publishers, who are not 
driven by the search for 
profit and who charge lower subscription prices 
than do commercial publishers, to consider 
other arrangements for their publishing, all 
too often resulting in their consumption by 
the commercial publishers.  There are diverse 
reasons for smaller publishers to pursue such 
a move, but one important consideration is 
the guaranteed subscription base (and hence 
income) provided by libraries’ participation in 
Big Deals.  We are indisputably contributing 
to market consolidation, which results in ever 
higher prices for all of us.  

Leaving the Big Deals levels the playing 
field for all publishers and vendors in our 
collection development decisions.  We decide, 
of course channeling the preferences of the 
University community, what we will buy or 
subscribe to, based on all those traditional and 
developing factors and metrics that librarians 
have at their disposal.  This allows us to devel-
op a true freedom collection.

Locally, then, an important outcome of 
leaving Big Deals is the increased flexibility 
and control over the collection gained, since 
less of the budget is tied up in arrangements 
that lock in an ever-increasing obligation.  
Unfortunately, in these times of scarcity, the 
flexibility we have achieved is measured out 
not in what new products we can add, but which 
existing resources we will cut.  Nevertheless, 
the problem would be exacerbated if we had 
maintained our Deals — the estimate is that 

we save annually between 
$300,000 and $400,000 
(depending on what an-
nual increase percentage 
is used) since our depar-
ture;  that is the amount we 
would we paying each and 
every year to the three pub-
lishers above what we are 
paying now, if we had not 
left the Deals.  The figure 
would of course increase 

every year.  To compensate for this 
difference, we would be forced to 

cut other resources, not because they are less 
valuable, but because they are not protected by 
similar agreements.  To put it in perspective, 
this is about the amount we spend on books 
each year.

Greater flexibility is also achieved in the 
ability to adjust our current subscriptions from 
the Big Deal publishers, since we are not con-
tractually bound to maintain our current spend.  
Optimal pricing is achieved on an annual basis 
if we do maintain our subscriptions, but we have 
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been able to reduce our expenditures with the 
publishers when needed.  The important point 
is that we can do so much more easily now.

Negotiations have not been adversely af-
fected by our departures.  Publishers still, and 
always will, want as much of our (and your) 
budget as they can get, and will negotiate to 
achieve that.  This is why, contrary to what may 
seem obvious, we have for the most part been 
able to negotiate lower increases than what we 
had when we were in the Big Deals.

The advantages to not participating in 
Big Deals are clear.  How to explain their 
resiliency?  Most institutions are not so flush 
with funding that the costs of Big Deals, as 
described above, are avoided.  

The value must be assumed to be worth 
those costs.

The appeal of Big Deals appears obvious: 
access to journals not otherwise available.  The 
value also appears obvious, as most frequently 
shown by download numbers.  We too were 
susceptible to the appeal, and impressed by 
the apparent value, of our Deals.  When we 
looked more closely, which we were forced 
to do because the faulty premise of the model 
became more and more exposed, the lush land-
scape of plenty looked more like a mirage, and 
the numbers were printed on a house of cards.

Assessment of resources relies heavily on 
the number of downloads and a Cost Per Use 
calculation.  (These may or may not be the 
only assessment components, but is anyone not 
using them?)  These metrics, particularly the 
latter, can then be compared to those of other 
resources.  The higher the download numbers, 
and the lower the Cost Per Use figure, the stron-
ger the case for the Big Deal, or any resource.

Little attention is given to any interpretation 
of the numbers.  Downloads are taken at face 
value as an objective criterion of assessment.  
A download is a “good thing,” an accurate 
indicator of demand.  Further, downloads are 
downloads, and it is assumed that there is 
no difference between a download from one 

publisher, vendor, or resource compared to 
another.  Partly this is due to the success of the 
Counter standards that have been developed, 
which do achieve at least some consistency in 
the reporting of resource use.  Partly it is due 
to the difficulty of tracing how downloaded 
content is actually used.

There is a real need for the profession 
to examine these assumptions more closely.  
Much is riding on them, but serious exam-
ination of them has only occurred around the 
edges.  Our experience suggests that there are 
significant flaws in these assumptions, and 
that while download numbers are essential in 
assessment, they do not contain any meaning in 
and of themselves.  A detailed description of the 
evidence provided by our experience at SIUC 
is outside the scope here, but is summarized 
below (more information can be found in Nabe, 
Jonathan and Fowler, David.  “Leaving the 
‘Big Deal’ … Five Years Later.”  The Serials 
Librarian 69, No. 1 (Jul 2015): 20-28. doi:10.
1080/0361526X.2015.1048037).  For the sake 
of brevity, the case of only one publisher is 
discussed here, but the observations and trends 
are applicable for the others as well.  

Downloads of non-subscribed content alone 
from this publisher amounted to 11,254 from 
597 titles in the year before we ceased our 
Big Deal.  These are phenomenal numbers 
that would seem to go a long way to justifying 
the Deal.  Closer examination revealed some 
concerns, however.  To begin with, 62% of 
the non-subscribed titles had averaged less 
than 12 downloads per year, and a full 10% 
had received no downloads.  By any measure, 
these were not essential titles for the University.

Even more clarification was provided by 
analysis conducted post-departure.  We did 
this analysis because we wanted to measure 
the impact of our decisions; it was possible, 
after all, that they had been the wrong ones.  
The results indicated otherwise.

Downloads and the CPU calculations 
derived from them can only work for paid 
content.  How do you assess the value of lost 
content, or measure the impact of a decision 
to end access to it?  Requests via Interlibrary 
loan for lost titles can serve as a proxy for 

actual demand, and that is the method we have 
used.  Objections can be made that ILLs do 
not fully represent all demand, either, since 
researchers can use professional and personal 
networks, individual subscriptions, open access 
repositories or websites, etc., to get the content.  
Download numbers over-report demand, ILL 
requests under-report it.  The real demand lies 
somewhere in between, no one really knows 
where.  But in addition to serving as a correc-
tive to the download numbers in the attempt to 
measure demand and calculate value, analysis 
of ILL requests in this context also fulfills a 
practical need: it tells us the impact on library 
operations, staff time and outlays, of leaving 
Big Deals.  

Again, for brevity’s sake details are provid-
ed for the single publisher used above.  Briefly, 
the annual number of ILL requests averages 
2% of the pre-departure downloads of the 
non-subscribed titles, over the five year period 
post-departure.  47% percent of the lost titles 
which had some downloads pre-departure have 
not had any ILL requests.  The average number 
of ILL requests per title is less than two.  There 
has been no flood of requests for ILLs, putting 
pressure on the staff, or spike in our costs, 
putting pressure on our budget.  While the 
ratio of requests to downloads has increased 
over the years — to be expected as additional 
issues of the journals are published — it has 
never reached a level that cannot be absorbed 
by the library as part of its everyday workflow.  
If any given title is shown by ILL requests to 
warrant an individual subscription, swapping 
for a lesser used title is always possible — but 
has not been indicated to date.

What this analysis shows is that for us, Big 
Deals were unaffordable overkill.  Nice to have, 
for public relation’s sake and for convenience’s 
sake too.  But they were not providing essential 
content;  on the contrary, they were forcing 
us to cut essential resources, and would have 
done so at an accelerating rate had we main-
tained them.  Leaving them has not led us to 
the brink of oblivion, it has just taken us back 
to the place we all came from:  a Library with 
the subscriptions that the University needs and 
that we can afford.  

After the Big Deals Are Done
from page 22

continued on page 24

Doubling Down on the Big Deal in Wisconsin
by Doug Way  (Associate University Librarian for Collections and Research Services at University of Wisconsin-Madison, 
Memorial Library, 728 State Street, Madison, WI  53706;  Phone: 608-265-5466)  <doug.way@wisc.edu>

The University of Wisconsin-Madison 
has a long history with the Big Deal.  
In 2001 Ken Frazier, who at the time 

was the University Librarian at UW-Madison, 
wrote an article in D-Lib Magazine in which 
he coined for the first time the phrase the “Big 
Deal” as a way to describe journal publishers’ 
large-scale journal aggregations.1  In his article, 
Frazier warned libraries against trading short-
term benefits for long-term consequences.  

The Big Deal, he warned, weakened library 
collections with unwanted journals, increased 
libraries’ dependence on publishers, reduced 
budgetary flexibility, limited libraries’ ability 
to influence the scholarly communications 
system in the future, threatened serials vendors, 
and placed limits on resource sharing.  Frazier 
said UW-Madison would take a principled 
stance and hold out against the Big Deal.  It 
would license electronic access to only the 

highest-used journal titles.  It would keep 
the rest of its journals in print, select journals 
title-by-title, and continue to rely on resource 
sharing for access to other content.

Four years later Frazier published anoth-
er article on the Big Deal.2  In it he outlined 
how UW-Madison was continuing to hold 
out against the Big Deal, but was also faced 
with both a difficult local budget situation 
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and escalating journal costs.  These had led 
to the systematic cancelation of journals with 
“no end to the cutting in sight.”3  Life without 
the Big Deal, according to Frazier, meant 
not having the resources users needed and 
“always having to say you are sorry to faculty 
and researchers.”4  Within a few years of that 
article the university had signed agreements 
for two Big Deals.

A decade later the financial situation 
Frazier had described at UW-Madison had 
not improved.  Over that time the Libraries’ 
collections budget had continued to stagnate, 
losing nearly $4 million in buying power.  
Journal cancelations continued to be the 
norm, while the amount of money spent on 
interlibrary loan (ILL) had expanded dramat-
ically.  Frazier was no longer the University 
Librarian, but the Libraries still only had those 
two Big Deals.  This was partly a result of 
UW-Madison’s principled stance against the 
Big Deal.  In many ways, however, the impact 
of Frazier’s philosophy was secondary to 
structural barriers that existed at the university 
and the Libraries.

A decentralized administrative structure 
for libraries at UW-Madison hindered any 
move toward the acquisition of large journal 
packages.  The university’s General Library 
System (GLS) consists of 16 of the larger 
campus libraries, but there were nearly 25 
additional libraries on campus.  While campus 
libraries cooperated on a variety of fronts, the 
large number of independent actors made it 
difficult to reach a consensus.  Further ex-
acerbating the problem was a historic desire 
for each library to pay “their fair share.”  If a 
library was unable or unwilling to do so, this 
had the ability to derail any collaborative col-
lections efforts.  Finally, a budgetary model in 
the GLS that allocated collections funds at the 
lowest possible fund-level hampered efforts to 
make large central acquisitions like Big Deals.

I arrived at UW-Madison in 2014 and be-
gan to review the Libraries’ entire collections 
program, including the journal packages the 
university did and did not have.  Through this 
initial analysis it became very clear to me that 
the library needed to take a closer look at jour-
nal packages from several publishers.  That 
subsequent analysis focused almost solely 
on saving money, including an examination 
of both inflation and ILL costs.  The library 
analyzed how much inflation it was seeing an-
nually on existing subscriptions from specific 
publishers and then used that data to create 
projections for potential savings over time.  
ILL borrowing and lending over time was 
also analyzed to determine potential savings 
and to project potential revenue.  The goal 
of this analysis was to identify at what point 
these potential Big Deals would begin saving 
UW-Madison money and how much those 
savings would be over time.  In the end, we 
identified two Big Deals that had the potential 
to provide significant and immediate savings.  

Endnotes
1.  Kenneth Frazier, “The Librarians’ 
Dilemma: Contemplating the Costs of the 
‘Big Deal’,” D-Lib Magazine 7, no. 3 (2001).
2.  Kenneth Frazier, “What’s the Big 
Deal?,” The Serials Librarian 48, no. 1/2 
(2005): 49-59.
3.  Ibid., 54.
4.  Ibid., 54.

Doubling Down on the Big Deal ...
from page 23

From the start I was very open and up front 
as I discussed the benefits and downsides 
of the Big Deals with selectors and campus 
libraries staff.  While publishers almost invari-
ably talked about the “value” of the new con-
tent the library would be adding, I deliberately 
downplayed that fact.  It was felt that those 
discussions could be a distraction from the 
true focus, which was saving money.  It was 
true that this added content was key to achiev-
ing savings on ILL, but I was also cognizant of 
philosophical concerns and arguments, such 
as the one Frazier made, regarding how Big 
Deals mix weak and strong titles together.  
Overall, however, the obstacles that needed 
to be overcome had to do almost ex-
clusively with structural barriers rather 
than philosophical concerns. 

In working with non-GLS campus 
libraries, the goal was to remove im-
pediments to participation.  The GLS 
needed to abandon the “fairness” 
approach and reassure these 
libraries that it would 
not cost them more 
to participate.  To do 
that the GLS agreed to 
pick up the additional 
costs associated with 
these Big Deals.  In 
these discussions, the 
inflation control as-
pect of these packages 
was promoted and the 
libraries were provid-
ed information on how much money these 
packages would be saving them over time.  

For conversations with selectors the focus 
was on the big picture.  They were shown how 
much money the libraries would be saving and 
how this benefited them in the end.  To fund 
these Big Deals the Libraries were going to 
move money allocated for journal subscrip-
tions that were part of these packages from 
selectors’ individual fund lines to a centralized 
fund line.  This would remove the ongoing 
inflation burden from those funds for titles 
that they could no longer cancel.  While there 
was some push back from some selectors, as 
they were concerned that their funds were now 
smaller, I explained that the appearance of the 
bigger budget was a façade, as they would 
have no control over many of those titles.  

After laying the groundwork for several 
months, the addition of the two new Big Deals 
ended up being a non-issue.  Being up front 
about the positive and negative aspects of 
these Big Deals demonstrated an awareness 
of the philosophical concerns surrounding 
them.  Likewise, by providing comprehensive 
data, abandoning the “fairness” principle and 
centralizing the funding of Big Deals the 
Libraries were able to overcome structural 
barriers it faced.  Finally, by articulating a 
succinct goal and using a thorough analysis to 
illustrate how that goal could be achieved, the 
Libraries were able to develop strong buy-in.  
And in the end, both packages acquired actu-
ally ended up saving the Libraries even more 
money in the first year than initially projected.

Now that the Libraries have doubled the 
number of Big Deals at our university, does 
this mean UW-Madison is a fan of the Big 
Deal?  In a word, no.  Many of the concerns 
that Frazier outlined fifteen years ago still 
exist.  Big Deals do bundle “weak” journals 
with the “strong.”  But libraries have found 
that “weak” journals often see greater use 
than “strong” journals.  Big Deals do limit 
budgetary flexibility.  UW-Madison has seen 
a decrease in spending on monographs that is, 
in part, directly related to additional spend-
ing on journals.  At the same time, however, 
UW-Madison has transformed into a cam-
pus with a heavy STEM focus and perhaps 

the shift toward those 
kinds of resources is 
both inevitable and a 
sign that the Libraries 
are changing with the 
campus.  Finally, Big 
Deals do diminish the 
role of serial vendors.  
Certainly the instabili-
ty in this marketplace, 
as seen with the recent 
SWETS bankruptcy, 
can have negative im-
pacts on libraries, but 
one has to question 
whether this is a valid 
reason to avoid the Big 
Deal.  

Avoiding the Big 
Deal at UW-Madison 

did not solve the serials crisis, nor did it end 
up saving the university money.  Journal pub-
lishing continues to exist in an environment 
that is devoid of normal market controls, 
and avoiding the Big Deal simply moved 
costs from our collections budget to our 
ILL budget.  That doesn’t mean it was the 
wrong choice.  Over time philosophies and 
approaches change.  Interestingly, the biggest 
barrier the Libraries faced was not that shift 
in philosophy, but overcoming the structural 
barriers and intransigence that existed local-
ly.  The decision to add these Big Deals was 
based on practicality and saving money.  If a 
better option had existed the Libraries would 
have gone down that road.  UW-Madison, 
like many libraries, chose the Big Deal not 
because it was a wonderful model, but because 
sometimes it is pragmatism and not principles 
that wins the day.  
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The Big Deal at Michigan State University
by Steven W. Sowards  (Associate Director for Collections, Michigan State University Libraries,  
366 W. Circle Drive, East Lansing, MI  48824-1048;  Phone: 517-884-6391)  <sowards@mail.lib.msu.edu>

The so-called Big Deal has been a feature of scholarly publishing 
and academic librarianship for twenty years.  Ken Frazier wrote a 
concise definition in 2001:  “In the Big Deal, libraries agree to buy 

electronic access to all of a commercial publisher’s journals for a price 
based on current payments to that publisher, plus some increment.  Under 
the terms of the contract, annual price increases are capped for a number 
of years.”  Frazier also pointed out the trade-offs:  in return for specific 
savings, libraries gave up some control over selecting and de-selecting 
journals, took on work previously done by agents, and by implication 
committed to pay for serials at the expense of monographs if pressed.

Librarian response to the Big Deal always has been ambivalent.  The 
Great Recession of 2008-09 reduced budgets and increased pressure 
to cancel subscriptions:  some libraries dropped Big Deals.  Michigan 
State University, however, continues to participate in multiple Big 
Deals, and has expanded use of similar arrangements.  Why have Big 
Deals continued to be useful and acceptable at MSU, when they are 
impractical and unacceptable for numerous other libraries?  The answer 
boils down to two factors:

• First, the relevance of journal content to campus needs; and
• Second, stable budgeting that lets us plan for efficiencies in 

cost and content.

What Big Deals are in place at MSU? 
By 2000, MSU had deals with both Blackwell and Wiley, and added 

a Springer plan around 2005.  We have less extensive agreements with 
publishers such as Emerald and the Royal Society of Chemistry, and 
a few similar “database model” agreements to buy content as a single 
block, rather than a basket of separate titles.

Elsevier is often a poster child and lightning rod for Big Deal conver-
sations.  In 2002, MSU moved from print to online-only for Elsevier jour-
nals.  We added the “Freedom Collection” in 2007, more or less doubling 
the number of their journals on hand, through a multi-year commitment 
with a cap on annual price increases.  This step addressed specific faculty 
requests, at a lower cost than adding traditional subscriptions.  For several 
years, we had asked new faculty to list journals of importance for their 
success:  in the majority of cases, they cited Elsevier titles.  Since that 
Big Deal, new hires rarely identify journals that we lack. 

Our most recent Big Deal decision added humanities, social science 
and science titles from Taylor & Francis.  Once again, the decision 
reflected specific campus needs.  In recent years, we noticed two 
trends.  First, Inter Library Loan borrowing requests went up for T&F 
content.  In particular, faculty and graduate students often wanted all 
of the articles in a thematic issue.  Filling those requests went beyond 
our interpretation of the CONTU “rule of five,” leading to an increase 
in copyright permission costs.  Second, faculty asked for subscriptions 
to new T&F journals in emerging fields of study.  When compared to 
the combined cost of new subscriptions and ILL fees, the cost of the 
Big Deal in fact meant a small net savings. 

Our early Big Deals covered journals, but MSU later made similar 
deals for publishers’ front lists in eBook format.  The CIC arranged 
a Springer plan in 2009, later extended to Wiley and Elsevier.  The 
same principles are at work: discounting, multi-year agreements, e-only 
formats.  However, MSU cancelled some smaller eBook deals when 
high prices failed to match low demand.

Why do these plans work for MSU?
The first factor is the wide range of disciplines on campus.  Michi-

gan State University is the state’s land grant university, offering more 
than 200 programs of study ranging from agribusiness management to 
Chinese to chemical physics to human geography, in 17 degree-granting 
colleges serving medicine and nursing, engineering, law, education, mu-
sic, communication, the social and natural sciences, arts and letters, and 
business.  MSU is a doctoral university in Carnegie’s “highest research 
activity” category, with over 50,000 students, including 11,400 students 
in graduate and professional programs.  In other words, the library serves 

an extensive community of active researchers representing nearly all 
branches of academic knowledge.  Founded as an “ag school,” MSU 
remains active across the life sciences and in other science disciplines 
served by Elsevier, Springer and Wiley.  Very few subject areas are 
unrepresented on campus: therefore the great majority of journals in 
Big Deal bundles have an audience.

MSU librarians assess use of our databases.  Taking one major 
package as an example, downloading conformed to the 80/20 rule. 
The most-frequently used one-fifth of journals accounted for 78.9% of 
downloads.  Journals at the low end of that quintile saw 103 articles 
each downloaded during the year;  the most highly-used journal had 
more than 2,000 downloads. 

A long tail comes into play for journals with less use.  Readers down-
loaded at least 30 articles from 41.1% of journals. 69.5% of journals in 
the package were used at least once during 2015.  About 30% of titles, 
then, were unused in 2015.  However, usage varies from year to year.  
During the preceding five years (2009-2014), about one third of 2015’s 
unused titles had seen some use. 

However, 2015 usage was strongly concentrated in just half of the 
titles in the package:  98.3% of downloads.  Was it economical to enter a 
Big Deal for the other 1.7% of article needs?  Based on the yearly top-up 
fee and the download count, cost-per-use to deliver those articles was 
about $25 per transaction.  This is not a bargain, but it is comparable 
to the cost of an ILL request in terms of sunk costs, permission fees, 
and delivery. 

The Big Deal brings some other efficiencies.  While average annual 
increases in journal prices are no longer in double digits, figures around 
7% per year are often mentioned.  Over a period of years, the difference 
widens between prices that increase at 7% and prices that increase at, 
say, 5% due to a negotiated cap.  For a hypothetical journal Big Deal 
that began with an annual price tag of $1,000,000, after ten years the 
difference between the two figures is more than $330,000.  This figure 
far offsets a typical top-up fee, proportional to price.

None of these savings matter if content goes unused.  At MSU, 
however, enough content is used across the extensive curriculum to 
warrant the payment.

The second factor behind the viability of Big Deals at MSU is the 
budget situation. 

The MSU Libraries collection amounts to some six million print and 
digital volumes.  The annual materials budget for FY16 is approximately 
$17 million.  We enjoy group deals and discounts through consortial 
partnerships with the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (the CIC, 
often better known as the academic arm of the Big Ten conference) and 
the Midwest Collaborative for Library Services (MCLS).  

The MSU Libraries benefit from budget support that is not only 
generous, but regular and predictable.  For at least the last 20 years, 
the office of the provost has increased the materials budget by at least 
5%, with occasional higher figures in pursuit of specific program goals.  
Central university administration understands the value of projecting 
future budgets several years ahead: that projection allows the library to 
agree to 3-year or even 5-year deals.  The length of those agreements 
secures favorable price caps, which in turn stretch our budget dollars 
even farther.  When funds are limited, libraries can use aggressive 
planning to achieve spending cuts;  at MSU strong funding also calls 
for (and rewards) aggressive planning that can lead to favorable and 
efficient spending commitments.

Can we view Big Deals in a wider context?
Having adopted Big Deals — which were tightly connected to a shift 

from print to digital journals — the MSU Libraries also have seen a 
variety of results downstream:

• Faculty requests for complete online backfiles for the same 
journals covered in Big Deals.
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• Familiarity with bundled content concepts that can extend 
beyond journals to cover eBooks, streaming video, and 
streaming music. 

• Unlimited simultaneous user access which serves our large 
campus population.

• Remote access which serves our distance education programs.
• Opportunities for cost-per-use analysis through COUNTER 

statistics.
• Reduced demand for stack shelf space, opening up room for 

new library services. 
As a research library, MSU prefers to collect with an eye to long-term 

ownership.  The mix of “owned” and “rented” content in the Big Deal 
varies from that ideal: should we break some of these deals, we could 
lose access to content that came in via the top-up fee.  However, limits 
on resources (not only acquisitions dollars but also building space and 
staff time) increasingly push us toward strategies that help us meet as 
many needs as we can, with the resources we have.  We no longer expect 
that we can guess all of the resources that library users will want (so 
that we can buy those materials in advance), and we no longer expect 
that when we do pay for materials in advance, that library users will 
use every resource.

The Big Deal model with its mix of long-term ownership and condi-
tional rented access complements other library strategies that move away 
from traditional expectations about what we own and how we own it:

• Consortial sharing is a step toward cooperative collection 
building, in which ILL fills a substantial role. MSU has 
ILL lending agreements across the CIC and also in our state 
through the MeLCat system.  As a rule of thumb, academic 
libraries have seen that perhaps half of monograph selections 
go unread (just as we now see that some portion of Big Deal 
content goes unread).  When in doubt, it now makes sense to 
wait before we buy some titles, since we can borrow many 
books from other libraries … and in return, we lend widely.

• For eBooks, ILL is difficult or impossible, but eBook packages 
can offer a lot of titles at reasonable cost.  MSU has both 
frontlist Big Deal agreements with major publishers, and also 
aggregated rental packages from ebrary and EBSCO.  Once 
again, we understand that some content will go unread, and 
that we will not own some content forever.

• MSU also rents aggregations of periodical articles, such as 
EBSCO Business Source and ProQuest Academic Complete.  
While some content goes unread and content is not owned, 
pricing and convenience justify offering these tools.

• Finally, MSU has a few PDA/DDA plans (mainly for films 
at this time): some lead to ownership, some to rental access, 
and all begin with lists of titles in excess of what will be used 
or paid for.

While these concepts and approaches are not quite the same as Big 
Deals for journals, all of these models break out of the traditional model 
of title-by-title selection by library staff, in pursuit of other efficiencies 
that can reconcile user access with budget realities.

Conclusion
If MSU had limited academic programs, gaps in the science curric-

ulum, a reduced emphasis on current research findings, or an uneven 
materials budget for the library, the Big Deal model would be far less 
congenial. Rising journal costs, particularly in the sciences, challenge 
the library budget and force us to prioritize our selections.  Given con-
ditions on our campus, however, Big Deals have been part of an array 
of strategies to stretch available budget dollars.
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“Managing The Big Deal”
by Monica Moore  (Electronic Resources Librarian, Assistant Librarian, Interlibrary Loan and Acquisitions Services,  
417 Hesburgh Library, Notre Dame, IN  46556;  Phone: 574-631-2987)  <mmoore18@nd.edu>

A recent query for “big deal” in a library 
science indexing database provided 
109 hits, dating back to 1987.  Not 

all of these articles related to what we as 
librarians think of when we hear that phrase.  
In fact, it’s striking that not very long ago, 
those two words put together did not mean 
something controversial and they were not 
always capitalized.  When did the Big Deal 
become a big deal? 

Coined in the early 2000s, it was originally 
used to describe an emerging acquisition model 
in which publishers offered aggregated collec-
tions of online journals for one price, through a 
multiyear contract with a fixed price increase.  
The impact of acquiring journal content in 
this fashion has been studied and reported on 

at conferences ever since, and continues to be 
discussed in this issue of ATG.  The actual 
implementation of a Big Deal acquisition and 
the ongoing management of it often seems to 
be forgotten in these discussions. 

Any time libraries buy or lease something 
in bulk, it requires translation into the infra-
structure that we use to manage our library 
collection.  This includes our integrated library 
system (ILS) and our discovery systems, and 
any type of knowledge base that includes the 
holdings information for the journals in a deal.  
There is a significant amount of staff time and 
resources involved with these efforts, not only 
for the initial acquisition, but for the ongoing 
management of this bundled content.  Does 
this management represent a hidden cost that 

isn’t taken into consideration when we talk 
about costs of the Big Deal?  What happens 
to the Big Deal once the ink on the license 
agreement is dry? 

The Secret Life of The Big Deal
All libraries have some system for manag-

ing their print and their electronic resources, 
either through an ILS or some type of elec-
tronic resource management system (ERMS) 
or even a highly sophisticated, homegrown 
set of spreadsheets.  All of these systems try 
to implement in some way the functional 
requirements of acquiring and managing 
electronic resources, initially defined and laid 
out by the Electronic Resources Management 
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Initiative (ERMI) of the Digital Library 
Federation (DLF) back in 2004.  Specifical-
ly, Appendix A of ERMI lays out functional 
requirements for an ERMS, which includes 
general requirements (resource discovery, bib-
liographic management, access management), 
and staff requirements (interface, selection and 
evaluation, resource administration and man-
agement, business).  Some of these functions 
are harder with Big Deal content packages, 
simply because the systems built upon these 
requirements are geared toward an individual 
e-journal or e-resource, while publishers are 
increasingly offering content in bulk and as 
larger units or entities.  

For libraries, tracking what we have when 
things are sold in bulk can be a challenge.  
Libraries are still required to track things at a 
more granular level, either for administrative 
reasons, or because the ILS requires this in-
formation, or because we have to provide lists 
of what we actually have access to in order to 
make the resources available and understand-
able to users who are looking for them.  No 
one searches for Springer Core Collection or 
Wiley Journals Database.  It often seems that 
the expectation for the unit of discovery is 
getting smaller, from a journal to an article to 
datasets or charts within articles, while the unit 
of sale for content continues to grow. 

Some example acquisition challenges for 
the Big Deal include getting itemized invoices 
either from the publisher, or a subscription 
agent if one cannot be provided by the pub-
lisher, and translating this into individual 
bibliographic records in the ILS (so we know 
what we have) and then attaching the appro-
priate order records to them (so we know what 
we pay for it).  This is usually followed by 
charging titles to multiple, disciplinary-specific 
funds, and calculating the individual cost for 
those titles from the total package cost, while 
accounting for any additional amounts charged 
by a subscription agent as well as the yearly 
project percentage increase so that fund is 
increased appropriately for the next fiscal year.  

Activation of a Big Deal journal package 
can be problematic because again, while it is a 
package entity on the publisher side, the library 
has to make discoverable the individual journal 
titles included in it, sometimes without a title 
list or one that is provided by a subscription 
agent or on a website, or sent by the vendor 
if the vendor is able to provide that.  Then, 
someone has to translate the journal package 
entity into the appropriate access points in the 
library discovery infrastructure — “Is there 
a matching target in SFX, our link resolver?  
Is there a collection in Primo Central Index 
for this publisher which matches my package 
titles?  If there is not a target, or the collection 
in PCI isn’t representative of the titles in my 
package, how much customization do I do?”

While this process would happen even 
for an individual title, the process for the Big 
Deal is more complicated because it is not re-
ally being sold or necessarily supported at the 

granular level that is often required by libraries 
to meet their own administrative and technical 
needs for that content.  Library staff have to 
work around this to translate this big lump of 
content into their systems and then they need to 
also interpret it for other library staff members 
through meaningful reports and data. 

There are also challenges with the ongoing 
management of Big Deal journal packages.  
Tracking titles and title reconciliation during 
the term of a multiyear agreement takes a great 
deal of staff time and energy.  Even though the 
library signs a multiyear agreement for a Big 
Deal, titles included in it are not fixed or guar-
anteed to always be included for the whole term 
of the agreement.  Individual titles may leave 
the deal and go to another publisher; similarly, 
titles may transfer from another publisher into 
the Big Deal because of publishers acquiring 
them.  Titles transferring into and out of these 
deals usually requires human intervention in 
terms of tracking the title movement against 
our options in license agreements, managing 
and updating their various access points in our 
link resolvers and catalogs, and adjusting fund-
ing if a library has to take on 
new titles to its deal.  Even 
if the agreement has a limit 
on how much the value of 
the overall deal can fluctuate 
from year to year, the onus 
is generally on the library to 
track this.  If a highly-used, 
higher-priced title transfers 
out of the deal, libraries may 
lose the price cap benefits 
of the deal for that title and 
still have to subscribe to the 
title from the new publisher 
because it is a core title for 
a particular discipline.

Another thing to understand is that a Big 
Deal license agreement may not necessarily be 
a stand-alone thing.  The library’s participation 
in it may have an impact on other content they 
choose to buy from the publisher.  Perhaps the 
library gets a discount on an ebook package 
purchase because of its participation in the 
Big Deal.  This participation guarantees no 
access fee as long as the library subscribes 
to it.  How do libraries who are considering 
a cancellation or non-renewal of a Big Deal 
remember the impact of this on other content 
that is associated with it? 

Less Control, More Responsibility?
Perhaps all of this seems like small potatoes, 

compared to the larger issues related to the Big 
Deal.  Still, the amount of time that libraries 
have to spend “in the weeds” with these types 
of acquisitions takes a toll.  More and more 
time is spent keeping up with management 
and communication about the management of 
this content and even supporting it — which is 
usually how we find out the access dates for a 
journal have changed or are incorrect — than 
actually evaluating if it is meeting our needs.  If 
libraries have to constantly do this translation, 
breaking down a larger unit of acquisition into 
its meaningful, discoverable parts, they are in 
a sense taking on greater responsibility for 

managing content that they don’t really own 
or control.  (Even with perpetual access rights, 
the burden falls to us to track which titles are 
included and which years we have subscribed 
to and if these rights are retained if the title 
transfers to another publisher.)

While none of these things is a dealbreaker 
on its own, it is good for libraries to realize the 
actual behind-the-scenes work of managing 
these types of acquisition models that require 
this translation or interpretation, especially 
since much of this work is done by library staff 
who are the only ones who really understand 
how the systems work.  It can take longer 
than people realize to fully implement an 
acquisition model like the Big Deal, or even 
the new evidenced-based acquisition models.  
For example, a DDA model may need to have 
a deduping process put in place; the library 
may purchase an ebook package and have 
immediate access on the publisher site, but the 
loading of the MARC records happens months 
later; an invoice for a large journal package 
may have to be itemized from a lump sum 
to individual title prices to be able to process 
payment for it.  All of these things add up, in 

terms of staff time, and even 
access and discovery time 
(and this is crucial for any 
library that has undertaken 
an EBA pilot which has a set 
access period.)

Both libraries and pub-
lishers can work on mak-
ing the implementation 
of Big Deal acquisition 
go more smoothly, in part 
by realizing the level of 
detail required, but also by 
providing solutions to the 

title-level tracking problem.  A good exam-
ple of something the publisher can do that 
makes electronic resource librarians smile 
is the creation and maintenance of Big Deal 
holdings in a specific target or collection 
within a knowledge base.  (It was a good day 
at the Hesburgh Libraries when the new 
Wiley Journals Database target appeared in 
SFX.)  Libraries can also rethink the way their 
funding is distributed and how narrowly funds 
have to be tracked.  Taking subject-specific 
funds and creating a larger, more multidisci-
plinary fund helps staff immensely, but it also 
requires an acknowledgement that moving 
from a specific subject fund to a more general 
fund could affect reporting that is done out 
of the ILS.  Subscription agents and services 
such as TRANSFER also provide support for 
this translation of invoices into title-by-title 
pricing and the movement of journals between 
publishers throughout the year.  All of these 
efforts need to be based on a mutual under-
standing of the way libraries need to make 
information available and how publishers are 
vending and supporting it.  

“Managing The Big Deal”
from page 27
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ATG Interviews Don Beagle
Library Director, Belmont Abbey College, Belmont, NC

by Barbara Tierney  (Head Research and Information Services Department,  
University of Central Florida Libraries)  <Barbara.Tierney@ucf.edu>

BT:  Your new book of poems, WHAT 
MUST ARISE, newly published by Library 
Partners Press (@ ZSR Library / Wake Forest 
University) has already received high praise 
from a major name in American poetry — X. 
J. Kennedy.  To quote from poet X. J. Ken-
nedy’s advance review: “...WHAT MUST 
ARISE is worth the wait: an achievement 
both impressive and hugely enjoyable.  Don-
ald Beagle has the rare ability to involve the 
reader with the poem, revealing that things of 
which we haven’t been aware deeply matter 
to us.  This book will surely be among the 
outstanding poetry titles of its year, if not, 
indeed, of its century...” — X. J. Kennedy 
(1/12/17).  Does that sort of superlative re-
sponse gratify you?

DB:  Well, to be clear, I’ve never met X. 
J. Kennedy, though like probably every other 
literate person with a college degree I’ve read 
his work often, so yes, it is gratifying.  A great 
plus of Mr. Kennedy’s blurb is how his stature 
puts him beyond peer-group psychology and 
poetic politics.  I mean, some readers may not 
like certain poems or my entire book and that’s 
fine.  Readers differ and tastes differ.  But I still 
recall how one issue of POETRY back in the 
1980s ran back-to-back reviews of Radcliffe 
Squires’ Gardens of the World and Brad 
Leithauser’s Hundreds of Fireflies.  At that 
time, the reaction was “meh” for the former and 
raves for the latter.  Today, views of these two 
books would, of course, be sharply reversed.  
Looking back, one suspects Helen vendler’s 
early boosterism of Leithauser played an 
unacknowledged political role in influencing 
reviewers’ assessments.  This isn’t meant 
as an attack on Leithauser’s work, which I 
admire as a whole.  But Hundreds of Fireflies 
was his youthful debut volume (and showed 
it), while Gardens of the World was Squires’ 
sixth mature collection, and in many ways, the 
pinnacle of his achievement.  Passing years 
have only reinforced that book’s lofty stature;  
Dana Gioia’s landmark essay in The Atlantic, 
“Can Poetry Matter?” makes specific reference 
to Radcliffe Squires.

BT:  How did you start writing poetry? 
Were you young?

DB:  I was five years old when our family 
sold our urban bungalow and moved to the 
Michigan countryside.  Our adopted town-
ship of East Liberty was so rural I attended 
a one-room school:  35 students, grades one 
through six.  Thus, by the end of first grade, I 
was reading at a sixth grade level, and never 
looked back.  The busy streets of early child-
hood gave way to forests, creekbeds, corn 
fields, hay-rides, apple orchards.  At six, I 
started writing nature verse;  at seven, began 
to play our Yamaha grand piano.  These twin 
passions — writing and music — shaped my 
creative growth.

BT:  Did you continue writing poetry 
during your college years?

DB:  East Liberty is only an hour’s drive 
from Ann Arbor, but the road to my final 
graduate school years at the University of 
Michigan — with 35,000 students — was long 
and winding.  Those summers spent in nature 
brought a kinship with 19th century authors: 
Whitman and Dickinson, Emerson and Poe.  
My B.A. in English at 
Oakland University 
(Rochester MI) helped 
me take that leap to 
the 20th century, from 
Eliot to Frost, Dylan 
Thomas to Sylvia 
Plath.  In fact, my 
EN Honors Thesis on 
allusions to Dracula 
in “The Waste Land” 
was published (in 
part), and is still being 
cited 40 years later.  I 
loved creative writing 
classes for the cama-
raderie;  the chance 
to hear and be heard.  
But I distrusted rule-
bound pedagogies:  “In poems, use modifiers 
sparingly; three verbs for every adverb.”  That 
sort of dictum never moved me.  In one sense, 
I try to let each poem speak of and for itself.  
American poetry has been “all over the map,” 
stylistically speaking, for over 50 years now.  
That is why, on reaching graduate school, I 
bypassed the usual MFA, rejecting a career of 
“teaching” creative writing.  I greatly admire 
my writing faculty colleagues, but critical theo-
ry remains, to me, largely unpersuasive, except 
when tightly coupled to historical, linguistic, 
or socio-cultural perspectives.

BT:  Did you study with any poets who 
especially influenced you?

DB:  In the senior year of my B.A. program, 
1974-75, I did my first independent study 
with Margaret Kurzman.  She was frankly 
a better mentor than poet, but only because 
she left us, sadly, far too young, too early to 
reach her natural maturity as a writer.  But she 
was a brilliant, insightful reader and facilitator 
of student writers.  Her empathy and focus 
were extraordinary.  I think even her obituary 
photograph conveys her remarkable presence.  
The title of my new collection, WHAT MUST 
ARISE, is a slanted tribute to Margaret’s first 
collection, BECAUSE CAPRICORN RISING.  
Her book was published by New voices Press, 
then based in Detroit, which I think of as a sort 
of early forerunner to the library-based print-
on-demand digital imprints such as High Wire 
Press and Library Partners Press, which of 
course is my book’s publisher.  In 1976-77 in 
Ann Arbor, I did one last independent study in 

poetry, with the afore-mentioned poet and critic 
Radcliffe Squires.  Underappreciated today, 
Squires cautioned me against all academic 
“isms.”  I followed Squires’ stunning poetry 
through seven books and his historic reading for 
the Library of Congress’ Archive of Recorded 
Poetry & Literature (April 1977).  That same 
year, my own student collection won top 
prize in “major poetry” category of the Avery 

Hopwood Awards, 
giving me validation 
to write only for 
myself by letting each 
poem speak for itself.  
And I did, years later, 
try teaching on the 
side for a couple of 
years, as I taught a 
poetry workshop at 
Duke University’s 
Continuing Education 
Department.  But 
struggles with vocal 
dysphonia led me 
to focus more on 
my chosen career 
directing libraries.  
I continued to write 

poems, and occasionally submitted and 
published in journals.  But for the most part, 
my poet-self became a “desk-drawer hoarder.”

BT:  How would you describe your work 
stylistically?

DB:  I love subtle explorations of poetic 
form:  distributed slant rhyme, assonance, in-
terspersed alliteration.  By “distributed rhyme,” 
I mean rhyming that emerges from the internal 
adjacencies within the poem’s phrase-structure 
rather than belaboring predictable a-b-a-b 
line-endings.  A school of poets called “new 
formalists” is out there trying to revive the 
a-b-a-b tradition, and that’s fine.  But to my 
ear, poems by many “new formalists” now 
seem a bit affected and precious.  Yet, I also 
recognize that the “new formalists” have often 
pushed back against an anemic postmodernism 
I also dislike.  (Was any anthology ever more 
aptly titled than Quickly Aging Here?)  Some 
poets who speak to me:  Laurence Lieber-
man, Natasha Trethewey, X. J. Kennedy, 
Emily Grosholz, James Applewhite, Jean 
Burden.  And of, course, Radcliffe Squires.  
The stylistic focus of many poems in my new 
book concerns strategies for embedding lyrical 
expression and symbolic imagery in narrative 
frames.  I also often use adjacent paradox, or 
juxtaposed contradiction.  One poem describes 
sitting in a concert hall waiting for the music to 
start as a “brief eternity.”  Another describes the 
street life of Manhattan as “momentous trivia.”

BT:  So how did this new book, WHAT 
MUST ARISE, reach publication?

Left: Margaret Kurzman, Oakland 
University.  Credit: photo-print gift from 
Margaret Kurzman to Donald Beagle.  Right: 
Radcliffe Squires, University of Michigan. 
Credit: from Wikipedia article, “James 
Radcliffe Squires.”
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DB:  A couple poet-friends roughly my 
age — Frances Pearce of Charleston and 
Ralph Earle of Raleigh — both published 
well-received small-press chapbooks in 2016.  
A small press chapbook (generally 47 pages or 
fewer) has become a fairly typical format for 
many new poets’ first collections.  So I started 
sorting out a subset of 45 pages from my larger 
manuscript, planning to follow the same path 
to submitting a small-press chapbook.  But 
at a Charleston Conference presentation 
I learned about this new academic imprint, 
Library Partners Press, established at Z. 
Smith Reynolds Library at Wake Forest 
University.  My interest was sparked, of 
course, when Editor William Kane announced 
his desire to do some poetry collections.  So 
I returned to the full-length version of my 
manuscript and sent it in.  But I must stress, 
my poems had already won multiple academic 
awards, and had been published in recognized 
journals from Carolina Quarterly in the south 
to Lake Superior Review in the north;  from 
Agora on the east coast to Blue Unicorn on 
the west coast.  I just feel extraordinarily 
fortunate to have my first collection issued as 
a full-length book from an academic press at 
a major university.  It seems a perfect fit, since 
I’ve been directing academic libraries for 20 
years, and a tenured full professor for a decade.

BT:  So having spent 20 years on the facul-
ty at a Catholic Benedictine college, Belmont 
Abbey College, has that impacted your poetry, 
either in form or content?

DB:  Very much so.  I would say that nu-
merous poems in WHAT MUST ARISE are 
examples of a poet “in dialogue with” or “in 
conversation with” Catholicism, rather than 
being attempts to write “Catholic poetry” per 
se.  In some poems, such as “The Shroud” 
and “St. Someone,” these conversations are 
direct and central.  In other poems, such 
as “The Stone,” “Mr. Paley and the Pocket 
Watch,” and “Hypatia Comes to Chapel 
Hill,” historical and socio-cultural aspects 
of Catholic (and Anglican) faith form a more 
general backdrop against which these poems 
unfold as lyric narratives.  For example, “The 
Stone” personifies and interrogates certain im-
agery and symbols from Ingmar Bergman’s 
famous film, The Seventh Seal.  The film, of 
course, concerns a crusader knight, Antonius 
Block, who returns from the Holy Land only 
to see his faith tested by the plague ravaging 
his homeland.  And my poem “Mr. Paley and 
the Pocket Watch,” was developed by reading 
the arguments made by advocates of so-called 
“intelligent design,” especially Phillip E. 
Johnson’s text in First Things.  Reading 
Johnson’s argument (after he once lectured 
here at Belmont Abbey College) made me 
go back and read the original “Watchmaker” 
essay by William Paley.  After reading Paley, 

I reached a startling realization:  my academic 
research into information science and related 
aspects of complexity theory forced me to the 
conclusion that Paley’s entire “Watchmaker” 
argument (or analogy) is, in point of fact, 
a logical fallacy.  Not only that, but it is a 
self-negating logical fallacy, and I believe 
I can prove that in a series of forthcoming 
articles.  But unlike Richard Dawkins, who 
as an atheist, attacked Paley and Johnson in 
his book, The Blind Watchmaker, my critique 
of Paley and Johnson stands untroubled by 
my own position as a theist — a believer in 
God.  The crucial difference happens to be 
that my theism is based entirely on personal 
faith, and a belief that faith and reason can 
ultimately find common ground, without 
the (to me) theoretically dubious apparatus 
of the “Watchmaker” analogy, or misguided 
attempts to position “intelligent design” as its 
would-be successor.  

Editor’s Note:  Don’s book What Must 
Arise has been posted on ATG’s “Books from 
Our Crowd” at:  http://www.against-the-
grain.com/bfoc/.  “Books from Our Crowd” 
is our way of helping to promote books written 
and produced by those of you who are part of 
the ATG and Charleston Conference commu-
nity.  Feel free to check it out, and “submit 
your book.” — KS

Interview — Don Beagle
from page 29
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ATG Interviews Katherine Skinner
Executive Director, Educopia Institute

by Tom Gilson  (Associate Editor, Against the Grain)  <gilsont@cofc.edu>

and Katina Strauch  (Editor, Against the Grain)  <kstrauch@comcast.net>

ATG:  Katherine, some of our readers 
might not know much about the Educopia 
Institute.  Can you tell us a little bit about 
Educopia?  What is your mission? 

KS:  Educopia was founded in 2006 as a 
nonprofit, 501(c)3 organization.  The founders’ 
vision was to create a nimble, efficient, and lean 
mechanism for catalyzing multi-institution, 
community-driven work in scholarly commu-
nications and digital preservation.  Educopia’s 
mission is to build networks and collaborative 
communities to help cultural, scientific, and 
scholarly institutions achieve greater impact. 

We foster collaborative work across pro-
fessionals from libraries, archives, museums, 
presses, and research centers.  We try to break 
down stakeholder silos and encourage these 
groups to find ways to work together to achieve 
our common goals in knowledge diffusion and 
dissemination. 

ATG:  Who were the founders and are they 
still involved?  How did they come up with the 
name?  Is there a story behind it?

KS:  Our founders are Dr. Martin Hal-
bert (Dean of Libraries, University of North 
Texas), Dr. Tyler Walters (Dean of Libraries, 
virginia Tech), David Seaman (Dean of 
Libraries, Syracuse University), Rachael 
Bower (Director, SCOUT project, University 
of Wisconsin), and Greg Crane (Director, 
Perseus Project, Tufts University).  Their goal 
was to make possible extended collaborations 
between libraries, research centers, archives, 
and museums.  So often, projects find them-
selves limited to grant-funded timeframes, and 
transitioning from project to ongoing program 
is extremely challenging.  We wanted to help 
multi-institution projects shift from collabo-
rative action (often trapped in a grant-funded, 
time-bound environment) to collective impact 
(longer term, sustained engagement that yields 
system-level results).

ATG:  Above you defined Educopia as 
“nimble, efficient and lean.”  What does that 
mean exactly?  Can you give us examples?  
What trade offs are required to keep Educopia 
operating this way?

KS:  Simply put, it means we keep the 
“center” of our organization small and inex-
pensive by design.  Our efforts are focused 
on empowering and incentivizing distributed 
networks to learn, build, and share with each 
other.  That’s very different from the traditional 
501c3 model in our field, which usually builds 
infrastructure, services, and content that is held 
by the 501c3 and sold back to members.  We 
don’t want libraries, archives, publishers, and 
museums to be dependent on Educopia;  we 
want to embed knowledge and activity back 
where it belongs — within those libraries, 
archives, publishers, and museums.  There 
really is no trade-off in this operation style for 
us — we’re mission driven at our core, and 
that mission demands that our core be nimble, 
efficient, and lean.

ATG:  We know from what you said earli-
er and from reading your mission statement 
that  Educopia partners with diverse stake-
holders and builds networks.  But other than 
digital preservation, are there particular 
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areas within scholarly communication that 
you focus on?

KS:  Yes!  We work on a broad range of 
issues, including library publishing (still a 
growing set of stakeholders and successes, and 
one that is increasingly networked into other 
publisher communities including university 
presses), publishing analytics (the ethics of 
and mechanisms for gathering and storing 
and providing access to user data about pub-
lications), and sustaining digital publications 
(e.g., building a vertically integrated research 
alliance model for topical areas like “coerced 
migration” to bridge many resources created 
in multiple institutional contexts).  We are also 
working with several budding communities 
that are testing their feasibility, like the Digital 
Liberal Arts exchange (DLAx), which would 
provide a way for institutions to share staffing 
to increase their local capacities. 

ATG:  We know that Library Publishing 
Coalition (LPC) was founded with seed support 
from the Educopia Institute.  Are you still in-
volved?  If so, can you give us a status report?

KS:  Educopia began working with the 
LPC when it was just a shared idea among a 
few library publishers.  In 2011, we helped 
that group of library publishers to raise seed 
support from the extended library community 
and between 2012-13, we helped to instantiate 
the shared vision of 60 institutions.  I am still 
personally involved and love the work that 
the LPC community is accomplishing! Its 
membership has created a culture of sharing 
and learning that encompasses the much 
broader set of stakeholders that are involved 
in that work — including university presses, 
scholars, technologists, and service providers.  
The upcoming Library Publishing Forum this 
March in Baltimore is a great example of their 
work — the theme this year highlights both 
innovation and intersection, and it looks at 
the way collaborative endeavors are enabling 
new processes, forms, and voices in scholarly 
communications.  

ATG:  You are also part of the BitCurator 
Consortium and the MetaArchive Cooper-
ative.  Can you tell us about those efforts?

KS:  Educopia has helped to incubate both 
the BitCurator Consortium and MetaArchive 
Cooperative through our Affiliated Community 
program. 

The BitCurator Consortium is a thriving 
community of research libraries and archives 
that supports digital forensics practices in 
libraries, archives and museums.  This com-
munity researches and develops open source 
tools and practices for digital forensics, fos-
tering born-digital content curation practices.  
As a tangible example, think about the author 
Salman Rushdie and his archive at Emory 
University.  Rushdie needed great portability 
for his writing devices due to the fatwa, or 
death sentence, that was proclaimed on him 
after The Satanic Verses was published.  He 
became one of the earliest authors to rely on 

digital technologies and computers.  When 
Emory acquired his archives, the collection 
included a ton of digital content — including 
files on very old Macintosh computers.  In 
order to process such content, archivists use 
digital forensics tools — the same types of tools 
used in criminal investigations — to ensure that 
they can effectively appraise and extract con-
tent thoroughly from old devices before those 
become obsolete, and also capture important 
information about the types, numbers, and sizes 
of files acquired. 

The MetaArchive Cooperative, now in its 
13th year (!), continues to unite research librar-
ies, public libraries, and museums focused on 
distributed digital preservation.  Through the 
MetaArchive repository, this community pre-
serves content on behalf of over 60 institutions 
in the Americas and Europe.  What makes it 
awesome, though, is the member engagement 
in this community — which includes libraries, 
archives, and museums.  Digital preservation 
is a dense, complex, multifaceted undertaking, 
one that doesn’t have one simple answer or 
solution.  Our members share their workflows, 
challenges, successes, and learning with each 
other, and in doing so, they help each other 
continue to grow and mature on the preserva-
tion spectrum.

ATG:  All of this project and community 
involvement requires resources.  Where does 
Educopia get its support?  Grants?  Member-
ships?  Subscriptions?  Other?

KS:  Our resources and support come 
through a range of revenue streams including 
memberships and consulting contracts.  We 
also conduct a range of research, and that work 
is funded by several grant programs. 

ATG:  There are a number of worthy 
projects out there.  How does Educopia decide 
what to support and how much to allocate to 
them?  Do you set time frames for a project 
to produce results? 

KS:  Great question…we have a strong 
board presence, and that helps tremendous-
ly!  Our board includes library deans, a state 
library director, a university press director, 
and their perspectives and input drives much 
of our work.  We also have a strong portfolio 
approach that helps us to identify appropriate 
projects/communities and then structure their 
experiences with us so that they have solid 
progress measurements they can track with us 
to see how their maturation process is going.  
That includes measurements that can help us 
recognize when a community is ready for a 
sun-setting process — and we see that as a 
positive moment, not as a failure.  

ATG:  During your plenary at the 2015 
Charleston Conference you said the librar-
ies should assert a leadership role in digital 
preservation.  Have you seen any evidence 
that libraries are taking up your challenge? 

KS:  Yes!  Libraries are crucial digital pres-
ervation leaders.  I’ll point to one really import-
ant moment and initiative from this year that 
received the press attention it deserved.  The 
“End of Term” crawl team — which includes 
folks from the University of North Texas, 

California Digital Library, Internet Archive, 
Library of Congress, and the U.S.Govern-
ment Publishing Office — took action in 
2008 to begin capturing and preserving U.S. 
government websites at the end of presidential 
administrations.  It’s a phenomenal undertak-
ing, and it has drawn the public’s attention this 
year, during this particularly fraught political 
shift, to the need to collect and keep this kind 
of evidence available to researchers of all types 
over time.  Our history is now largely digital, 
and no one knows more right now about how 
to care for the digital lifecycle than libraries do.  
One of the really positive signs I’ve seen at a 
system level in the last year (since Charleston 
Conference 2015) is the significant growth in 
the number of research and public libraries that 
are undertaking such important work. 

ATG:  You also said that publishing was 
undergoing a system-wide transformation 
and that rather than focusing on institutional 
concerns, the scholarly publishing community 
should be building bridges across relevant 
players.  Have we made any progress on that 
front?  What can libraries do as part of that 
bridge building effort?

KS:  We’ve made a lot of progress on that 
front, and we need to make more.  One of the 
pathways we’ve been encouraging at Educopia 
is a kind of “bridge the bridges” undertaking.  
There are a lot of multi-stakeholder alliances 
that are striving for system-level change in 
scholarly communications.  Some communi-
ties have been around for years, like SPARC, 
Research Data Alliance, and FORCE;  others 
are just emerging, like the Open Scholarship 
Initiative.  These multi-stakeholder alliances 
are powerful change-mechanisms in their 
own right;  I suspect they could move faster 
and more fluidly if they began to align their 
work, deliberately, towards shared goals.  An 
informal group has been discussing how best 
to forge such alignment across multi-stake-
holder communities.  I see this as a really 
positive step in the right direction.  Libraries 
have a crucial role in such bridge-building as 
they have a unique perspective regarding not 
just the dissemination, but also the longevity 
and sustainability of scholarly content.  Their 
voices and perspectives are very important in 
the discussions that are happening.

ATG:  Your website says that Educopia 
provides a suite of program development 
services for community-led efforts.  What does 
that mean exactly?  Which of your current 
projects have evolved from these efforts?

KS:  Great question!  We provide incuba-
tion services for communities that are trying to 
mature from “start-up” or “project” mode into 
ongoing programs or entities.  We saw the kind 
of “valley of death” that so many grant-funded 
and short term initiatives experience when they 
try to sustain the great work they start in a 
project.  My research background is focused on 
organizational formation and transformation, 
and much of the work we have done to help the 
MetaArchive Cooperative, the Library Publish-
ing Coalition, and the BitCurator Consortium 
to thrive is now being leveraged to help other 
communities.  We work with a range of projects 
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that are exploring sustainability scenarios and 
establishing governance systems and revenue 
models.  For example, we’re currently working 
with the Software Preservation Network to help 
this group to instantiate strong community and 
business models to support ongoing commu-
nity-driven work. 

ATG:  In his plenary session, at this year’s 
Charleston Conference James G. Neal, in-
coming President of ALA, said that by 2026 
there will be no information and services 
industry targeting products to the library 
marketplace.  Content and applications will be 
directed to the consumer.  Do you see a sim-
ilar future?  Where do you see the scholarly 
publishing community in ten years?

KS:  I agree with Jim Neal that products 
are increasingly directed at consumers rather 
than at libraries.  As for what that will mean in 
ten years…there are just so many variables at 
play.  It is harder to predict right now what the 
impact of that trend will be on scholarly com-
munications and its many producers.  Higher 
education is under fire in many environments, 
both public and private.  I think the response 
of higher education — meaning faculty and 
administrators and students and librarians and 
technologists and university publishers — to 
the still-increasing privatization of knowledge 
dissemination channels is something to watch 
closely. 

Scholars and publishers and administrators 
have the opportunity right now to demonstrate 
our values and expand our “market” through 
championing a more open discourse and 
knowledge diffusion network that stretches 
well beyond the so-called “Ivory Tower.”  That 
could be a game changer.  I am convinced that 
a lot of what we produce in the Academy could 

travel further and bear positive influence on our 
society and culture.  If we miss that opportunity 
and if our scholarly communications continue 
to be trapped mostly within the academy, 
we will miss a crucial opportunity to reach a 
broader public with the research we produce.

ATG:  If you were sitting in our place con-
ducting this interview, what question would 
you ask yourself? 

KS:  I would ask myself “What do you think 
the future holds for communities, consortia, 
and nonprofits in scholarly communications?  
Where can they have the best impact?”  That’s 
the question I wish more folks were asking. 

I keep hearing thought leaders in the field 
saying that there are too many consortia, non-
profits, and membership communities in the 
library and information space, that we should 
centralize those, investing in one or two rather 
than supporting so many different approaches 
and groups.  Looking at the system through 
an organizational modeling lens, I have to 
disagree.  Centralization has rarely done good 
things for the library or for knowledge disper-
sion.  Centralized agencies tend to be top heavy 
and expensive to run; they also tend to be both 
slow and steady.  They’re great forces to have 
in a field, as long as they’re complimented 
by dispersed, diffuse approaches and voices 
that enable community-driven innovations to 
emerge and thrive.  But focusing on central-
ization leads to a drop in diversification.  It 
also yields stagnation and can hinder inno-
vation, as we can see in so many other fields.  
There’s simply a limit to how many voices 
can speak and be heard in a centralized, large 
setting.  Smaller communities have the ability 
to encourage and grow lots of leaders, lots of 
innovators.  They are incredibly valuable tools 
within our field.

I think that right now, we have lots of arti-
ficial barriers between institutions that need to 

be broken down, and I see community-driven 
consortia and nonprofits as key in this work.  
Regional consortia, for example, often pull 
together a wide range of players — libraries 
of different sizes and focuses that happen to 
be geographically co-located.  That can be 
tremendously powerful in breaking down silos 
and ensuring that the solutions we build take 
the needs of the whole system into account.  
For example, in digital preservation, if you 
have only research libraries collaborating, you 
run the risk of building digital preservation 
solutions that only account for the research li-
brary community, neglecting the sheer volume 
of content dispersed in all of the smaller, less 
resourced institutions.  I think that achieving 
scale in something like digital preservation 
requires us to think past our narrow concept 
of who our peers are and work together across 
boundaries of rank and size and shape and 
form.  Regional associations and networks 
provide a powerful apparatus for that kind of 
exploration, relationship building, and work 
together across institutions of different sizes 
and shapes.

ATG:  We always like to end our interviews 
on a personal note so we were wondering what 
you like to do for fun during your down time.   
Do you have any activities you particularly 
enjoy?  Do you have any personal recom-
mendations that you like to share about the 
best book you’ve read lately, or the best movie 
you’ve seen recently?

KS:  Honestly, reading to my kiddos is my 
absolute favorite thing to do right now.  Gabe 
is eight and Wes is almost six, and we just 
finished the first three Harry Potter books and 
just started a Diane Wynne Jones novel.  I 
cannot WAIT until they’re old enough for the 
Chrestomanci Quartet!  There really is nothing 
better this winter than to declare “let’s read 
a chapter” and have those two jump into the 
couch and snuggle up beside me.  

continued on page 34
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I met Matt Delmont during a presentation 
he gave at the ProQuest offices in Ann 
Arbor, Michigan in the summer of 2016.  

Matt is a professor of history at Arizona 
State University: https://mattdelmont.com/ 
Matt’s presentation centered around the role 
of historical newspapers and the telling of 
histories less commonly known or told.  His 
website, Black Quotidian: http://blackquotidi-
an.com/anvc/black-quotidian/index focuses on 
everyday stories with daily entries selected at 
Matt’s discretion.  

Over the past year I have been increasingly 
curious (obsessed?) with efforts by my team at 
Alexander Street and others across the world 
of education and scholarship to measure the 
impact of video in particular, but other media 
as well.  We track page views, time on page, 
device used for viewing, referring urls, most 
popular titles, etc.  But how do we know when 
a video or image has been shown in class to 
hundreds of students?  How do we know when 
an article has changed the course of a person’s 
educational path?  How do we know when 

a student watches a video before a test and 
performs significantly better?  I am obsessed 
with this line of questioning at this moment 
in time because I see libraries and librarians 
increasingly using cost-per-view and raw usage 
data as a measure of the “return on investment.”  
I believe we need to present other data points 
alongside usage data to explore the impact of 
content on the learner.

Matt’s work on Black Quotidian struck 
me as a perfect foil to explore this question of 
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impact.  Certainly the meaning and value of 
a student or scholar’s interaction with a daily 
entry on Matt’s site cannot be measured so 
simply as number of page view.  What follows 
is an interview with Matt discussing Black 
Quotidian and how Matt thinks about the 
impact of his work.

What was the impetus behind creating 
Black Quotidian?  Were you primarily driven 
to serve undergraduate learners or scholars?

My goal with Black Quotidian is to bring 
African American history and black newspa-
pers to new audiences in a novel format.  So 
the audience for the site includes scholars and 
students, but also people outside of the acade-
my who might see one of my tweets and want to 
learn more about these topics.  When we teach 
history we make difficult choices about what 
to include and exclude.  Black Quotidian is my 
small act of rebellion against the pressure to fit 
African American history into a single month 
or a fifteen-week semester.

How are you monitoring usage on the 
site?  What are your key measures of usage?

I’m monitoring visits to the website using 
basic Google Analytics on visitors, page views, 
and session duration.  I circulate the new posts 
primarily via Twitter, so I also keep track of 
the tweet activity.  The site has received over 
23,000 page views in the first eight months.  
This isn’t a lot for a commercial site, but it is 
way more than my academic journal articles 
have received.

Impact, that is touching and changing 
lives, is difficult to measure in online plat-
forms.  How do you “measure” the impact of 
Black Quotidian?

Blurring Lines
from page 33

This tends to be more anecdotal.  People 
will message me on twitter, send me emails, 
or stop me at conferences to say that they like 
the project.  I’ve also presented on this project 
to different audiences (to scholars interested 
in digital humanities, to high school teachers, 
to ProQuest’s marketing and programming 
staff) and these small group interactions have 
helped me see what aspects of the project 
really resonate.  I always ask how many 
people have heard of Claudette Colvin (she 
was a fifteen-year-old who refused to give up 
her seat nine months before Rosa Parks, but 
she did not become a symbolic figure of the 
Civil Rights movement), and usually only a 
few people raise their hands.  Sharing these 
histories is what makes me excited about the 
project.

As a scholar and classroom teacher, how 
do you assess the impact of your work beyond 
the traditional measures of, say, citations of 
your scholarly work?

Researching and writing short daily posts 
has reinvigorated my relationship to scholar-
ship.  I continue to be surprised by the amazing 
stories that live in the archives of Black news-
papers, and it is fun to be able to share several 
hundred of these stories with web audiences.  
I have come to view scholarly communication, 
via Twitter and elsewhere, as an everyday pro-
cess rather than something that happens every 
few months at conference or every few years in 
articles and books.  It is nice to be able to briefly 
discuss new research finds without having to 
write 8,000 or 80,000 words on every topic.  
The project is changing how I think about, 
write about, and teach African American his-
tory.  From this perspective, Black Quotidian 
and similar digital projects count by fostering 
or renewing a sense of scholarly curiosity and 
experimentation.

What is your selection process for inclu-
sion of articles in Black Quotidian?

On most days I’ll pick a specific newspaper 
and date (e.g., the Cleveland Call and Post on 
October 15, 1946) and then look for an article 
that I think is interesting.  In some cases, I’ll 
look for a specific event that was historically 
important (e.g., the March on Washington).  
While some of these posts features well-
known figures like Carter G. Woodson, 
Rosa Parks, and Shirley Chisholm, I am 
also excited to learn and share the stories of 
people and events not commonly featured in 
textbooks, documentaries, or Black History 
Month celebrations.  

Which selections have generated the most 
views?  And the most “impact” in your view?

The post from April 4, 1968, which featured 
headlines and articles from the black press after 
Martin Luther King’s assassination, gener-
ated the most page views.  My favorite post 
was from March 31, 1934 about a women’s 
basketball team sponsored by the Philadelphia 
Tribune.

What is next for you?
I have two upcoming projects that are 

connected to Black Quotidian in different 
ways.  After I complete a year of daily posts 
for Black Quotidian (in January 2017), in the 
project’s second phase I will write analytical 
essays drawing on black newspapers and 
other multimedia sources, and develop flex-
ible thematic pathways to allow readers to 
explore this research in different ways.  My 
next book project is on African Americans in 
World War II and, while this will be a tradi-
tional print book, it will draw heavily on black 
newspapers.  

continued on page 50
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Scopus, ScienceDirect, SciVal and Pure, 
leading journal and society partner sites 
and CiteScore metrics.  Tom Gilson and I 
had an intriguing phone conversation with the 
engaging and filled-with-enthusiasm Andrea 
Michalek, Managing Director of Plum Ana-
lytics the other day.  Watch for our interview 
in the next issue of ATG (April?).  Plus we are 
planning to do a Podcast with Andrea soon!

Speaking of Podcasts, have y’all clicked on 
the link on the ATG NewsChannel?  We have 
been overwhelmed with the success of our pod-
casts!  We just began them two weeks ago and 
we have had well over 900 visits!  Who would 
have thought !?  Thanks to the team of the 
quick study and implementer Don Lewis, the 
incomparable Leah Hinds, and there-is-noth-
ing-he-can’t-do Tom Gilson!  New Podcasts 
are being added every week so why not use a 
bookmark!  http://www.atgthepodcast.com/

Jim Mullins, dean of libraries and the 
Esther Ellis Norton Professor, has announced 

that he will retire from Purdue on Dec. 31.  
“Since joining Purdue in 2004, Jim has in-
stituted innovative changes to improve and 
promote access to research and information for 
faculty, staff, students and visitors to Purdue,” 
says Deba Dutta, provost and executive vice 
president for academic affairs and diversity.  
“Under Jim’s leadership, Purdue Libraries 
has emerged as an international leader in 
information literacy — including the first 
endowed professorship — scholarly commu-
nication, data management, and archives and 
special collections.  He has helped Purdue 
conceptualize and create a new form of library 
and learning spaces, a vision that will be fully 
realized with the opening this fall of the Wil-
meth Active Learning Center.”  In 2015, 
Purdue Libraries received the Excellence in 
University Library Award of the Associa-
tion of College and Research Libraries, the 
highest distinction among academic libraries 
in the U.S.  In 2016, Mullins received the 
prestigious Hugh A. Atkinson Award by the 
American Library Association in recognition 
of his outstanding leadership and his many 
contributions to research libraries.  Mullins’ 

contributions extend far beyond Purdue.  He 
has served in leadership roles in countless li-
brary organizations and has an impressive pub-
lication and presentation agenda.  Jim Mullins 
and Charles Watkinson developed Purdue 
University Press’ the Charleston Insights in 
Library, Archival, and Information Sciences 
Series.  Plans to launch a search for identifying 
the next leader for Purdue Libraries will be 
announced in the coming weeks.
http://www.against-the-grain.com/2017/02/
atg-people-in-the-news-2917/
http://www.thepress.purdue.edu/series/
charleston-insights-library-archival-and-in-
formation-sciences

Speaking of retirements, had a delightful 
luncheon this weekend with the glamorous 
(Charlotte Initiative) October Ivins and (don’t 
you love his accent?) Will Wakeling who 
retired from Northeastern on December 3.

Sure you saw the article in Science about 
the disappearance of Jeffrey Beall’s list of 
predatory publishers — “Mystery as contro-
versial list of predatory publishers disappears,” 
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ATG Special Report — Purchasing Articles by  
Demand-Driven Acquisition:  An Alternative  
Serial Distribution Model for Libraries
by Jonathan H. Harwell  (Head of Collections and Systems, Olin Library, Rollins College)  <jharwell@rollins.edu>

and James Bunnelle  (Acquisitions & Collection Development Librarian, Watzek Library, Lewis & Clark College)   
<bunnelle@lclark.edu>

At the 2014 Charleston Conference, 
we held the first Charleston Seminar.  
The theme was “Being Earnest with 

our Collections: Determining Key Challenges 
and Best Practices.”  As part of that program, 
the two of us, both librarians responsible for 
collection development at small liberal arts 
college libraries, spoke about a challenge in 
the scholarly communication landscape.  Our 
objective is the ability to seamlessly acquire 
pre-selected serial content at the point of need, 
with an option for long-term “ownership” — in 
other words, to add demand-driven acquisition 
as an option for serial content at the article 
level, thereby adding that content to our library 
collections.  Of course, with digital content 
remotely hosted, ownership is perception.  The 
reality is that we license e-content by paying for 
ongoing access (more like a long-term lease, 
perhaps, but often with a one-time price, as 
with eBook purchases), while perceptions of 
access vs. ownership affect pricing models.  
This article presents our argument in favor 
of DDA for serial content, and also reports 
the results of related surveys we conducted 
following the seminar.  

As we have progressed with increasing op-
tions for acquiring library content, more librar-
ians are focusing on data-driven approaches.  
Demand-driven, also known as patron-driven, 
acquisition (DDA or PDA) enables librarians 
to purchase or license eBooks and streaming 
video from various publishers.  This model is 
facilitated by mediating parties such as eBook 
aggregators and library distributors.  Video 
distributors are newer to this approach, which 
has already been used for books (electronic and 
print) for years.  DDA for streaming video is 
a welcome development, although like other 
streaming video models, it tends to rely on 
annual or multi-year licenses, which creates 
its own sustainability issues due to ongoing 
subscription costs.  However there is a vast cat-
egory of library content that is in high demand 
by library patrons, especially in academia.  
Articles published in electronic or print serials, 
unless they are provided with open access to the 
public online, still require annual subscription 
costs.  Thus library patrons have limited ways 
to access the text of articles behind pay walls.  
The current mix of subscriptions, interlibrary 
loan or document delivery, and pay per view 
is unsustainable for endangered library bud-
gets, and thus is unsustainable for publishers.  
Library budgets, even in years without budget 
cuts, make it difficult to justify ongoing costs 
to maintain these resources.  It’s time to begin 
leveraging the tools we use for eBooks — dis-
covery services, demand-driven acquisition, 

and perpetual purchase — and apply them to 
articles.  It seems to us that librarians would 
not want subscriptions, PPV, ILL, and docu-
ment delivery as our only options for acquiring 
eBooks, so why would we accept them as our 
only options for serials?

After all, the distinction between a mono-
graph and a serial is fluid.  Books in series, 
book-length articles, article-length books, and 
special issues sold as monographs illustrate the 
folly of treating them as inherently different 
creatures.  At the Charleston Seminar, we 
began a discussion about what it will take to 
enable publishers, vendors, and librarians to 
work together on sustainable, perpetual pur-
chases of serial content.  Those in attendance 
showed interest in the idea, and following the 
presentation we emailed various library-relat-
ed discussion lists with links to two surveys, 
one for publishers and library vendors, and 
another for librarians.  The aim was to gauge 
the level of interest in the idea of article-level 
purchasing.

Before we discuss the results of the surveys, 
let’s take a closer look at the idea.  First, we 
consider the role of the serial vendor or dis-
tributor.  Companies in this role operate on the 
subscription model, which exists to facilitate 
ongoing costs for serial publications.  In this 
way they operate as subscription agents, not 
as library acquisition agents who advocate for 
change in scholarly communication models.  
In contrast, we hold that the subscription is an 
unsustainable mechanism as a library collec-
tion-building strategy, and we hope that serial 
vendors will work toward future approaches 
in collaboration with publishers and librarians.

As academic librarians, we need increased 
granularity for purchasing article-level content 
at the point of need.  We would prefer to do this 
through a discovery layer, just as we do with 
eBooks and streaming video.  DDA combined 
with discovery results in a just-in-time model, 
with pricing tied to usage.

Of course we recognize that there are rea-
sons for not using this approach for serial con-
tent.  First is complacency, or lack of demand, 
by all parties involved.  Perhaps librarians 
are satisfied with the current landscape; and 
publishers and vendors do not see a viable 
revenue stream that would recover the return on 
investment for market research, development, 
etc.  If this is the case, then there is no need for 
innovative models.  We will address this in our 
analysis of the survey results.

There is also the possibility that the pricing 
would be too complex.  Publishers currently 
have pricing differentials for individual vs. 

library subscriptions, and for print, electronic, 
and combined formats for serial subscriptions; 
for pay-per-view access to articles; and for 
print and electronic books.  This results in an 
already complex landscape of pricing struc-
tures.  Pricing DDA for articles would be one 
more element of this, which we could figure out 
together, resulting in a new industry standard 
for adding serials to library collections.

We’ve mentioned how the perception of 
ownership affects pricing.  Perception of the 
nature of the journal also affects our models.  
Do publishers need to aggregate content within 
a journal title?  What drives the acquisition?  
What is the value of an impact factor, and is 
impact really about the journal or the author 
or the publisher?

What if there were no journal titles (such as 
we see with the Open Library of Humanities, an 
open-access megajournal platform with subject 
sections), or if publishers offered a token pric-
ing option for any content they publish?  [Full 
disclosure:  one of the authors is an unpaid 
editor with the Open Library of Humanities.]  
For a set price per article, a library could ac-
cess thousands of these disaggregated pieces.  
For many of our patrons, their need is for the 
article, not the journal.

We have been speaking in terms of sustain-
ability for library budgets.  In terms of sustain-
ability for managing content at the article level, 
this could be a challenge for libraries as well.  
Specifics would depend on whether there is 
perpetual access from the vendor platform, or 
via a secured local repository protected with 
authentication.  We are already managing 
e-content via vendor platforms for serials, 
books, and videos.  Vendors already turn on 
only the appropriate issues of the appropriate 
serial titles, or the appropriate eBooks or films, 
depending on their sales to each library.  They 
would need to take this one step further by 
going to the article level.

Perhaps there is a concern that this approach 
would prompt a round of serial cancellations.  
However we have already faced this ongoing 
phenomenon for years, due to declining library 
budgets.  Many librarians don’t currently have 
the option of subscribing to the journals their 
patrons need, simply because of the ongoing 
costs of those titles.  In fact, in many libraries, 
more subscriptions are cancelled every year 
because of low budgets.  It’s a challenge for 
publishers to gain new subscriptions, and it’s 
a challenge for librarians to provide serial 
content.  Publishers and vendors are getting 
some revenue from PPV, but not from ILL.  The 
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current situation also affects the monograph 
market, as library budgets are increasingly 
consumed by serial and database subscriptions.  
Some libraries are left with little or no budget 
for books.  Adding DDA as an option could 
actually help the market to achieve equilibrium, 
by enabling librarians to provide expensive 
serial content by means other than all-or-noth-
ing subscriptions, or relying on PPV and ILL.  

In the case of ILL or document delivery, 
any revenue goes to other libraries and/or 
third parties, patrons wait, and it’s a temporary 
solution.  With PPV, the revenue goes to pub-
lishers or third parties, patrons don’t wait if it’s 
unmediated, but it’s also a temporary solution.  
Publishers are missing out on a potential reve-
nue stream for perpetual purchases of articles 
as additions to library collections.  Currently 
library patrons have only two choices for 
non-subscribed content — to wait for it, and/
or to pay for a single use, as if articles were 
disposable.  What if some articles are worth 
collecting on their own?

Discovery is a key element of this approach.  
How will patrons find the articles to trigger 
purchases?  Just as we have figured out how 
to optimize access to e-journals, eBooks, and 
streaming video by including these in discov-
ery layers, we would need to use the same 
technology to display articles.

If the publisher corrects or revises an arti-
cle, how would this be handled?  If a PDF or 
digital copy is retained locally, could librarians 
reasonably expect that a single purchase price 
would include a reload or update if necessary 
when an article is amended?  We don’t see 
this as a major concern, as currently we tend 
to access the authoritative, published versions 
of content via vendor platforms.  If an article 
is hosted by the publisher or vendor, updates 
can be pushed out via the cloud.  

We’re not the first ones to bring up this 
idea, of course.  Peter Banks, a publisher 
who has since passed away, talked with us at 
the Charleston Conference in 2006 about an 
iTunes-type model for article acquisition.  And 
Peter McCracken, formerly of ProQuest, 
co-founder of Serials Solutions, presented 
“Patron Driven Acquisition of Electronic 
Resources:  The Obvious Next Step,” at a 
2011 Charleston preconference.  He talked 
about “DDDLA” (demand-driven discovery 
layer acquisition) and how it could work, with 
“micro-payments.”  Note the “micro” — the 
per-article pricing has to be sustainable for li-
brary budgets in order for the model to succeed.  
McCracken closed his talk with these words:  
“It just makes sense...It’s relatively easy to do.  
Personally, I want it tomorrow.”  So do we.  

Librarians build our collections by ac-
quiring information for long-term ownership, 
supplemented by short-term access.  We need 
a standard method to acquire e-content on 
demand for the long term, whether it’s a book, 
a video, or an article.  As mentioned above, 
through DDA we’ve been doing this for years 
with books, and more recently with videos.  

We even do it with serials when special issues 
are sold as eBooks with DDA options.  PPV, 
ILL, and document delivery are short-term, 
on-demand access solutions that don’t add 
content to our library collections.  We need an 
option to acquire serial content on demand with 
ownership rights.

A distributor representative at the 2014 
Charleston Conference said that “book 
chunking is coming”; in other words, selling 
books at the chapter level.  We also discussed 
how book publishers have figured out some 
models that journal publishers haven’t, and 
vice versa;  even when they’re the same pub-
lishing company;  because as he said, “the 
book people and the journal people don’t talk.”

For certain serials in certain libraries, 
the status quo works just fine.  But this list 
is shrinking every year, as we all know.  We 
have to find an equilibrium that sustains library 
collections, publishers, and vendors.  And just 
as we do with journal subscriptions, we need 
to figure out ILL rights for the articles we add 
to our collections.

Some vendors are already working on inno-
vative models for serial acquisition.  DeepDyve 
is renting articles directly to users.  ReadCube 
is renting and selling articles, but they’re only 
working with a handful of publishers.  SIPX 
(now owned by ProQuest) has negotiated 
with a list of publishers for content delivery 
and copyright clearance, but only for course 
readings.  Meanwhile CCC’s Get It Now does 
something akin to DDA, when it’s used as an 
unmediated service.

Survey Method and Results
On Dec. 5, 2014, we distributed a brief 

note, with links to two Google Forms surveys, 
to a set of library email discussion lists.  One 
survey was for libraries, and the other was for 
publishers and library vendors.  We also sent 
targeted emails to specific representatives of 
publishers and library vendors.  Each survey, 
entitled “Article-Level Acquisitions Survey 
for Librarians” or “for Publishers and Library 
Vendors,” contains a link to the other in the 
instructions.  

There were three responses to the survey 
for publishers and library vendors, and exactly 
100 responses from libraries.  Of the former, 
an identification question allowing multiple 
responses identifies two as aggregators, one as 
a discovery service provider, and all three as 
publishers.  We will refer to them as publishers 
for the sake of simplicity.

The first item on the library survey is a yes 
or no question, asking whether they “purchase 
article-level content for the library collection, 
with ownership rights for the library which 
allow re-use by multiple patrons?”  Included 
is an explanatory note, “This question is refer-
ring to purchasing articles, not subscribing to 
databases, journals, or journal packages.”  98% 
replied no, and 2% yes.  Those who reply yes 
are asked which service(s) their libraries use 
to purchase articles and add them to the library 
collection.  One replies “Elsevier (Science 
Direct),” one says, “We use pay per view but 
the articles are not added to the collection,” and 
a third explains, “Full access for 24 hours only 

when offered.  We use Wiley tokens, Science 
Direct PPV, and Get It Now.”

A similar question for the publishers asks 
whether they “provide an article-level purchase 
option for libraries (not individuals), with the 
same qualifications as the other question.  The 
four options are yes, no, “in development with 
availability within 1 year,” or “under consid-
eration.”  None said yes, and there was one 
response for each of the other three options.

Libraries are asked to “select the meth-
ods by which your library’s users access 
article-level content electronically.”  Multiple 
responses are allowed.  99% select databases, 
93% e-journals/publisher package/web portal, 
78% document delivery paid for by library, 6% 
document delivery paid for by patron, and 14% 
choose “other.”  

The next question for publishers asks for 
an indication of “your interest level in support-
ing the ability for libraries to acquire articles 
for their collections with perpetual purchase 
rights.”  The responses are on a Likert scale, 
with 1 as strongly interested and 5 as not inter-
ested.  Two are strongly interested, and the oth-
er indicates a 3, midway between strongly and 
not interested.  Similarly, libraries are asked 
to indicate “your interest level in purchasing 
articles to add to the library collection,” with 
the same response options.  7% are strongly 
interested (option 1), 15% choose option 2, 
32% option 3, 24% option 4, and 22% are not 
interested (option 5).

Both surveys ask about pricing options 
the respondents might consider feasible for 
purchasing articles for library collections.  
For the publishers, we qualify this question 
by specifying that we are speaking in terms 
of perpetual purchase rights.  We also include 
an explanatory note for this question in both 
surveys, “We are interested in article-level 
purchasing options that would supplement 
(not replace) subscriptions to journals, journal 
packages, and databases.”  Both surveys offer 
the same response choices, with multiple re-
sponses allowed.  

While no publishers select the option “an-
nual, fixed price based on the number of articles 
purchased from a specific journal,” 11% of 
libraries would consider this.  One publisher 
would consider “annual, fixed price based 
on the number of articles purchased across a 
publisher’s collections,” and 45% of libraries 
agree.  Regarding a “token system with a set 
number of purchase tokens for a fixed price 
within a multi-year period,” no publishers 
select this, but 53% of libraries are interested.  
Two publishers would consider a “flat fee per 
article with the fee structure set for a minimum 
of one year,” as would 62% of libraries.  One 
publisher and 13% of libraries marked “other.”

These are followed by an open-ended 
question.  Both surveys ask, “What are your 
thoughts about article-level purchasing of 
serial content to add to library collections?”  
Appended here is a complete set of the library 
responses to this question.

Unfortunately only two publishers offered 
responses to the open-ended question.  One 
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simply states, “It is a must being impeded by 
current business models.”  The other explains:  

We see growing interest in article level 
purchasing by libraries on behalf of us-
ers.  At a high level, it seems similar to 
DDA for eBooks, an area that continues 
to grow.  It seems reasonable to us that 
libraries might set aside a portion of 
their e-journals budget for individual 
article purchases.  Therefore, we see 
the business model as one that is funded 
by the library.  We do not see a large 
amount of business if the end user is 
asked to pay for the article themselves.  
Of course, there are many complexities 
in actually executing on such a vision, 
but we are quite interested in what we 
see as an emerging need.
The latter publisher eagerly sought data 

from this study prior to publication, which the 
authors gladly supplied.

Discussion of Responses
The libraries represented in the responses 

are primarily within the United States.  Two 

are in Canada and one in Mexico.  97% of the 
libraries responding are academic libraries.  One 
is a public library, one a government library, and 
one selects “other” (not national, corporate, or 
K-12).  Some respondents to each survey have 
supplied their contact information for follow-up, 
including perhaps a future panel discussion.

Some respondents have reservations about 
the idea.  They are concerned about the logis-
tics involved with managing and/or preserving 
these resources.  A few people consider it a 
“nightmare” to imagine managing articles with 
a local bibliographic control process.  Some 
assume that librarians would need to catalog 
the individual articles.  One person wonders 
whether we would need to sign a license for 
each individual article, or whether we would 
weed the local article collection.  

Using a discovery layer means that we al-
ready provide access to bibliographic entries and 
links to articles without cataloging them individ-
ually.  We currently rely on activating resources 
at the title or database level, in order to manage 
them with an ERM and link resolver.  If a stan-
dard system is provided to seamlessly manage 
and track access to articles, as aggregators and 
distributors now provide for eBooks, this might 
alleviate the concerns of many respondents.  One 
person suggests that such a system should be 

free of charge and integrated with interlibrary 
loan.  However we have received input from 
only three publishers or vendors.  We need 
more robust discussion and greater input from 
the library information industry.

For Further Discussion
Considering feedback received from our 

survey respondents, and from those at the 
Charleston Seminar, how can publishers, 
vendors, and librarians work together to 
create an industry standard for leveraging the 
potential of discovery to deliver serial content 
to library patrons — without relying solely 
on subscriptions, pay-per-view, interlibrary 
loan, and document delivery?  How can we 
further diversify our acquisition processes for 
continuations in ways that are sustainable and 
scalable?  We need functionality for building 
library collections with an option to buy articles 
seamlessly, on the fly, as we do with books and 
films.  We welcome your responses (more pub-
lisher and vendor input is particularly needed) 
in the ongoing discussion, which continued 
with the Charleston Conference 2016 pre-
sentation by Rick Anderson (University of 
Utah) and David Parker (Alexander Street), 
entitled “The Road Ahead?  Patron-Driven 
Acquisition Might Become…”
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Both surveys ask, “What are your thoughts about article-level 
purchasing of serial content to add to library collections?”  Publishers’ 
responses are included in the main article.  Following is a complete set 
of the library responses to this question.

Have not considered it.
Token system tends to be a better deal for smaller institutions, at 

least pricing models I’ve seen so far.
Before trying such a system I would have to verify how it would 

work with our Discovery Service, and whether the vendor would host 
in their site or not.

While it is an interesting possibility, I do wonder about how to make 
and keep those articles accessible.  Our institution doesn’t (yet) have 
an IR or other central place to keep such articles and metadata to make 
them searchable and discoverable.  I could see this plan having more 
legs with the right infrastructure, but until then, our library can’t do it.

Not sure how much this would be used and lack of volume, but an 
interesting concept nonetheless.

This is honestly not something I have ever considered, though we are 
about to purchase a publisher package that includes a token system.  I’m 
not sure I see the benefit to article-level purchasing, when ILL and doc-
ument-delivery are so easy to use.  We don’t catalog at the article-level, 
and creating a list of every individual article owned would quickly become 
unwieldy, so how would you make patrons aware of these individual 
articles in your collection?  I think it would take some serious convincing 
to win me over to this idea, but I’d be willing to hear arguments for it.

Who on earth will manage this?  Unless there is a concomitant 
management service — readily, easily, at no cost and integrated into 
ILL services — then this idea will not pan out well.

Subscription costs need to be weighed against costs per use.  High use 
usually suggests subscribing.  ILL borrowing also needs to be factored in.

Not a high priority here;  we use pay-per-view extensively but do not 
purchase article-level for the collection.  I’m not sure how cost-effective 
this would be though one could argue this is not that much different than 
purchasing individual books.  Something to think about ...

Could be a viable option if our interlibrary loan goes away.
I don’t know how we will manage it (would we create catalog re-

cords?  would we have perpetual access on the vendors website? etc.)  

I think it would be a good way to provide access to more content.  The 
main thing that has held me back is that I think that unmediated direct 
access is the best model but I think we would see high use & not be 
able to afford it.  That’s because there are titles that we can’t afford 
subscriptions to but that I’m confident would get used.

I have never thought about it before, so these are my first reactions.  I 
think it would be hard to keep track of purchased articles and know what 
we have.  Users usually find articles through databases and publisher 
platforms, so how would the database or publisher platform know that 
we own it?  On the other hand, we could catalog the article as a sepa-
rate entity and put it in our catalog.  We do this sometimes with print 
articles.  We would need to have our own place to host the article for 
university-wide access and we don’t really have anything like that set up 
except for Google drive and I’m not sure that would be the best solution.

This would work for us if professors are assigning specific articles 
to their students, but do not need full access to a journal.  Speed of 
delivery and having major publishers allow this option would be key.

How to facilitate access to these paid copies via SFX or another link 
resolver seems daunting.  Managing metadata at the article level and 
local storage (assuming the latter is required) also seem challenging.

At one point I would have thought it was a horrible idea.  However, 
I have some researchers who need specific journals, and if the costs are 
competitive with copyright fees and interlibrary loan, it may be worth it.

A very interesting idea for acquiring material from journals having 
a subject concentration that falls somewhere between core and fringe 
for our collection (a special library).  We struggle with maintaining our 
subscriptions to these journals because usage is so low - but we occa-
sionally find that seminal or very relevant content is published there.  
My biggest issue would be with discovery and so I’d only consider it if 
the journals in question were combined in a platform where we provide 
access to our other subscriptions.

I don’t think my library would add a single article to the collection.
We aren’t aware of any interest in this area.
[Our library is] lucky to be a member of OhioLINK w/significant 

e-journal access; we might purchase some articles under such a system, 
but tracking article by article acquisitions wouldn’t be cost effective 
for us.

Appendix: Library Responses to Open-Ended Question
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I’m not sure where I’d put them and I don’t know how patrons 
would find them.

We are a large university with a diverse curriculum.  I have done the 
analysis, and Big Deals are more cost-effective than token systems for us.

Shelving and cataloging nightmare.
Like a PDA or DDA workflow.
I had this in my last library, a science research (special) library, and it 

worked well.  We used tokens to replace subscription content, to provide 
wider access to content, and move away from paying ridiculous prices 
for science journals with low use.

Sounds like a nightmare.  We don’t have the infrastructure or staff to 
deal with managing individually owned articles, and I wouldn’t trust the 
publishers to manage it for us.  Third party?  At what cost?  Reminds me 
of the old vertical files where we’d place pamphlets and other ephemera 
not significant enough to warrant spending time cataloging or providing 
good access.  Maybe individual articles could be handled in an IR, but 
then there’s copyright and access issues.

Cataloging, access would be the biggest issue.  Reserves would be 
the best use.

It has been a lifesaver for our budget, which has not significantly 
increased in years.  It has allowed us to offer infinite content without 
the long term commitment of a subscription.  We have been able to free 
up funds for other resources.

We’d have to devote major time to workflow issues.  We might adopt 
such a program after several libraries and publishers had implemented it 
successfully, but I doubt we’d be willing to pilot such a project.

I think it’s a fine idea; however our small private academic library 
is experiencing budget shortfalls, and would not be able to afford it at 
this time.

Limited money to add content without offsetting cost savings in 
subscription cancellation.

It seems that this would be difficult to administer from the li-
brary-side.  Journal holdings are still problematic after all of these years.  
We use Serials Solutions to help us facilitate patron access, but it is 
labor intensive to even maintain the journals to which we have access in 
a collection, especially with some publishers being slow to update those 
holdings.  Then, we have to maintain the same journal-level holdings 
in OCLC to facilitate ILL ArticleDirect lending, and, of course, in our 
catalog for owned content.  The discovery service hasn’t eliminated any 
of this maintenance and, in fact, adds another level as we track which 
platforms may be “activated” in that service.  With incorrect publisher 
reporting, issues with the various systems, title transfers, embargos, 
and moving walls, lost access for various reasons, etc. it is difficult to 
stay on top of these holdings at the journal level for accurate metadata 
and seamless patron access.  Access and ownership at the article level 
would be another entire maintenance nightmare.

We are reluctantly considering it very seriously because our budget 
is not increasing to keep pace with annual inflation of journals/journal 
packages, and we will probably be cancelling a big deal or two in 2016.

I find that it would be difficult to administer.  Where would the article 
be stored and how would the article be accessed? We never have the 
case when the same article is requested many times.

So far, the options I have seen have not been cost-effective at the 
scale we need, but am willing to continue discussions.

Not sure.  It leads to wanting other articles.  ILL might be better option.
Major difficulties in curation and subsequent discovery.
Very difficult to manage.  Discovery of content would be haphazard 

and chance of reuse slim.
It is inevitable that content will escape from its containers.
Making the articles accessible on a metadata level is a concern.  

We already have pay-per-view and token systems in place to provide 
articles to patrons, but this seems different from adding the articles to 
the library collection.

I would be interested in exploring this further.  For several years now, 
we have used the Wiley “article select” token service.  We buy tokens 
in advance, and if a user accesses an article a token is deducted from 
our account.  That article is available for 24 hours for all our patrons 
without additional charge.  It’s not permanent ownership, but it does 
allow re-use by multiple patrons during that 24-hour window.

We are a small rural college library and likely don’t have the bud-
get to accommodate this kind of a program.  We often request articles 
through inter-library loan document delivery when there is a need for 
something we don’t already have access to.

I don’t think we are at the point to provide consistent access and 
maintenance to stand alone articles.  I think libraries and publishers will 
move to article based offerings sooner than later.  Once we do, I think 
we will develop systems to manage article level content.

Not a research library (primarily undergrad), so not a big issue for 
us yet.  Have concerns about purchasing rather than owning.

It is an interesting idea that could be economical in some instances.  
I am not sure if there is much overlap among journal article requests.  
That is something we would have to investigate.  We do subscribe to a 
journal if we find that document delivery charges for the journal approach 
the cost of a subscription (especially with ScienceDirect).

I think article level access to unsubscribed titles is very important.  
The difficulty is making it easy for our users without losing control of 
the budget.  I am less certain of “adding” them to the collection.  This 
seems like a bibliographic control nightmare.  With Wiley tokens we 
give our users access to all of their articles while they do not know if 
there is a subscription.  To have permanent ownership of the articles, 
I assume we would have to pay more per article.  There is not enough 
duplication of use at the article level to warrant anything more than a 
very nominal cost per article.

Not sure how helpful this would be as rarely do we get more than 
one patron asking for a specific article via Interlibrary Loan.  But this 
may be something we need to consider for the future as our budget gets 
tighter and tighter and we want to offer access to our patrons.

We’d need new software to manage that.  Could existing link re-
solvers handle it?  could discovery systems?  Acquisitions systems?

I can see this would be useful for reserve readings, but I’m unclear 
how the library would manage the content or what we would be allowed 
to do with it (lend on ILL?).  Interesting idea — I’ve not really thought 
about this before.  We certainly purchase a lot of articles from publishers 
for our patrons that are one-time use, and sometimes buy the same ones 
again for either the same person or someone else.  I can see value in 
being able to hang onto these, but the cost might be prohibitive.

This seems like a huge headache for cataloging, rights-tracking, and 
database maintenance.

Good idea if continued access beyond one-time is really an option 
(haven’t heard of any major publisher doing that).

For us, there would be two issues, depending upon which content: 
1) We provide work-related materials for state government employees 
and others.  For these, access would probably need to be through an 
aggregator, since we would probably be interested in articles from vari-
ous journal titles, and we wouldn’t want to deal with authentication and 
access on an article title level.  2) We collect materials about our state 
for preservation.  For these, we would need ownership of our copies, 
including the ability to download and host them locally if need be for 
preservation or if we no longer subscribe to the service.

I believe it needs to be a consideration, but we have not looked at 
it seriously yet.

We’re a very small institution, and I’m not sure there’s a pressing 
need for this here.  A lot would depend on the content and the pricing 
model.

We have always been discouraged by the high cost of single articles.  
We also struggle with finding ways to make the single purchase articles 
discoverable without a lot of staff effort.  Also, sometimes the delivery 
format varies.  A standard format would be more helpful.

I do believe this could be a useful way to provide our users with 
content from journals where there is not enough use to justify a full 
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Abstract
Libraries are well aware of the complexities 

of electronic resources processing workflows 
and though most have adapted to them by now, 
there are elements of the handoff from acqui-
sitions to cataloging that could be streamlined.  
Many times cataloging needs to go back to ac-
quisitions for answers to questions such as title 
lists, vendor contacts, or license restrictions.  
Finally, when the eResource is cataloged, 
aspects of troubleshooting and maintaining 
access arise and the department responsible for 
handling these problems can rest on either, both 
or an entirely different department.  This paper 
examines situations in which the eResources 
workflow responsibility crosses departments 
making the handoff murky and confusing, and 
offers strategies to help streamline this handoff 
to increase efficiency.  

Introduction & State the Problem
eResources workflows are complex things: 

acquisitions and cataloging/discovery staff 
often encounter inaccurate title lists or no title 
lists at all;  front files of to-be-published eRe-
sources;  unavailable or poor quality MARC 
records;  pre-published chapters;  varying rules 
that can occur on the same platform, such as 
checkout periods and number of simultaneous 
users;  and complicated licensing problems.  In 
addition, the handoff from acquisitions to cat-
aloging is not always clear or even necessary.  
Consider eResources that are purchased but 
not published yet — who tracks these titles and 
makes sure that staff in cataloging know when 
the title is ready to be cataloged and access is 
available?  More often than not, cataloging 
must go back to acquisitions for answers con-
cerning title lists, vendor contacts, or license 
restrictions.  Answers to issues such as:  was 
the bill paid;  did the platform change;  was a 
license renegotiated;  did IPs change, do not 
clearly fall within cataloging/discovery or ac-
quisition’s responsibility.  As soon as a library 
establishes a workflow, for instance that all IP 
changes should be handled by acquisitions, a 
new situation arises that needs to be handled by 
a different department.  More communication 
and collaboration is necessary between entities 
that may have never communicated in the past, 
such as catalogers and vendors.  But even more 
perplexing is that there may be no end point.  
The work of acquisitions and cataloging is 
never complete, but is often revisited until that 
resource is out of the catalog.

This paper examines the eResources work-
flow handoff in the Acquisitions Department 
of the University of Colorado, Colorado 
Springs and the Resource Management unit 
of Auraria Library, University of Colorado 
Denver.  It seeks to understand when and why 
the handoff happens and provide strategies to 

eliminate problematic handoffs to increase 
workflow efficiency and help prevent resources 
from slipping through the cracks.

Literature Review
The management of acquisitions and dis-

covery workflows for electronic resources is 
a popular topic in the library literature and 
the complexity of electronic resources work-
flows is never argued.  In an article about 
implementing an eResources acquisition and 
cataloging workflow for the first time, the 
author highlights the complexity of process-
ing eResources when asking the following 
questions, “Who will be the first handle of 
the eResource records?  Acquisitions at the 
point of purchase?  Cataloging?  Systems in 
tandem with the eResource sells and the ILS 
vendor?  What steps should be outsourced?  
What steps are better performed in-house due 
to customized data considerations?” (Mays 59)  
These questions particularly pertain to the cross 
departmental nature of processing eResources, 
and even more specifically, to the murkiness of 
the handoff.  The article ends with questions 
about which department performs which 
function merely suggesting that these types of 
questions will need to be addressed to create an 
efficient workflow.  However, Mays gives us 
insight into how to address these issues when 
she states the importance of communication in 
this passage near the end of the article, “Ongo-
ing formal and informal conversations among 
Acquisitions, Cataloging, Systems, and other 
interested parties including external constituen-
cies will propel the library into a bright future 
where managing electronic resources will feel 
as natural as print-only once did.” (Mays 59)  
Communication is certainly one important 
piece in streamlining the handoff.  

In many of the articles on how both catalog-
ing and acquisitions workflows have changed 
to better reflect the lifecycle of the electronic 
resource, discussion of the handoff between 
the purchasing and cataloging units seems out 
of scope.  In Management of E-Resources Cat-
aloging Workflows at the University of Mary-
land, the literature review mentions articles and 
case studies highlighting tools that assist the 
cataloging unit in batch loading MARC records 
for electronic resources.  The tools discussed 
such as ERCM and ERM systems and other 
homegrown tools, focus on assisting cataloging 
in organizing data pertaining to MARC record 
loads such as cataloging procedures, but the 
paper’s focus is not the organization of data that 
the handoff communicates, such as purchasing 
data, licensing data, or simultaneous users.  

Elsa Andersons’s Electronic Resource 
Management Systems: A Workflow Approach is 
an incredible resource when examining and an-
alyzing an electronic resources workflow.  She 

focuses on ERMS and their ability to manage 
the data of the eResources workflow, the data 
created in the purchasing, cataloging, access, 
and maintenance of electronic resources.  She 
does this with a bird’s eye view of the process 
that can be applied to many technical services 
departments.  She writes, “When selecting 
an ERMS, it is important to keep the results 
of the workflow analysis in mind.  Whatever 
software is selected either should fit into the 
existing workflow, to make it easier, or should 
solve a problem in workflow management, 
such as communication and centralization of 
information.” (25)  Her work is an excellent 
resource for libraries who are looking to 
streamline their processes and choose ERMS 
that work for them.  She also specifically 
mentions some of the issues surrounding the 
handoff:  “The common thread in all of these 
articles is the suggestion of a few basic steps to 
a workflow analysis:  clarity about the process, 
clear communication with all library staff, an 
iterative workflow conversation, and a list of 
all possible steps within the workflow to make 
sure that all are accounted for and transitions 
are clear.  Ideally, workflow analysis will note 
problematic situations, such as transition of 
responsibility for an item between people or 
departments.  Other trouble spots are situations 
where multiple tasks need to be completed 
simultaneously, such as license negotiation and 
running a faculty trial for feedback, or points 
where the process or documentation breaks 
down.  Many of the problems that workflow 
analysis can identify are communication is-
sues.” (24)  However, the focus of her work 
is not to analyze the nuances and everyday 
obstacles one finds in the handoff.  This paper 
seeks to zero in on those obstacles, unpacking 
and examining them.  Readers may recognize 
similar handoff issues in their library, begin to 
understand the importance of these transitions, 
identify what exactly is being transferred in the 
transition, and learn tactics on how to recognize 
and ameliorate issues in order to streamline 
their libraries’ workflow.

Looking at the Handoff
When processing eResources, acquisitions 

interacts with cataloging/discovery and dis-
covery interacts with acquisitions.  There is a 
“handoff” of materials.  How complicated or 
easy that handoff is depends on how the mate-
rials are purchased.  The handoff for print ma-
terials was very straightforward.  eResources 
have a more complicated process.  Examining 
the way eResources are purchased will help 
identify the type of handoff needed.  

There are three main types of electronic 
resources purchasing that will be examined 
in this paper: single title purchases, consortia 
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purchases, and individual library package 
purchases.  These purchase options have 
many similarities in the acquisitions process, 
but each method has unique challenges.  For 
example, the single title eResource purchase 
is very similar to purchasing a print book on 
the surface.  But unlike print books, there are 
pieces of information that have to be communi-
cated to cataloging to make the transition from 
acquisitions to cataloging seamless.  Many 
eResources have conditions under which they 
can be “borrowed” or have a limited number 
of simultaneous users.  This information 
should be captured in the cataloging record 
and made available to patrons trying to access 
a title.  Since these decisions are made at the 
time of purchase, how will this information be 
forwarded to cataloging?

When looking at consortia purchases, the 
“handoff” becomes more complicated for two 
reasons.  First, in most cases consortia purchas-
es are for a package of titles.  Secondly, in many 
cases the libraries are not purchasing perpetual 
access, but are leasing the titles.  For many of 
these purchases, but unfortunately not all, the 
publisher/vendor will send a title list to the 
library.  This list may or may not be accurate.  
Depending on the reliability of the publisher/
vendor a library may choose to check the list.  
How this is done, and by whom, is the first 
question that needs to be answered before a 
“handoff” between acquisitions and cataloging 
can occur.  Along with this initial list, acquisi-
tions will need to forward any information on 
the terms of use in the license as well as any 
additional information that will help cataloging 
create access to the eResource titles.  To further 
complicate the workflow, title changes, access 
issues and licensing terms need to be connected 
to that package of titles to help with access is-
sues as they occur.  Since access issues happen 
once the title is in the catalog, many libraries 
have a separate department to handle electronic 
resources.  This may bring a third group into 
the “handoff” with electronic resources staff 
handling the review of the license, access 
issues, and the like.  In this case it is import-
ant that any workflow that is developed takes 
into account this additional department.  And 
if acquisitions is not handling the licensing 
terms, the electronic resources department 
may need to negotiate terms for the license 
before purchase, putting that department at the 
beginning and end of the process and causing 
confusion about who should initiate a purchase.  
If the workflow starts with electronic resources, 
does that include individual title purchases or 
packages or both?  If only packages, how is 
the licensing information for single titles being 
handled?  And to further confuse matters, when 
looking at consortia purchases, the library may 
be asked to do this for all libraries involved in 
the purchase, not just their library.  This will 
complicate the handoff because the information 
on the package must now be shared with the 
other libraries in the consortia that may have 
completely different workflows.  It will also 
make it more complicated for those outside of 

the process to understand who is responsible 
for what part of the process.  Defining who will 
be responsible for the ongoing contact with the 
vendor, handle any licensing, access or title list 
issues will help clarify internal workflow and 
answer questions such as:  Can each individual 
library solve their own issues?  Must the library 
who initiated the purchase do it instead? 

For packages purchased by an individual 
library, the same issues that are integral to 
consortia purchases are now handled by staff 
at each library.  One complicating factor may 
be assigning responsibility for the steps of the 
process and determining whether the same 
staff involved in consortia purchases will 
be involved in the same way for individual 
purchases.  If the roles differ, how will staff 
in your library know who to go to for answers 
to similar problems?  How will the library 
communicate these differing roles?

Categories of Handoffs
After analyzing the interactions outlined 

above, there are five major categories and 
purposes of handoffs:  to transfer information;  
to transfer work;  for traditional reasons;  for 
internal workflow problems;  vendor created 
issues.  They are examined below.  

One purpose of the handoff is to transfer 
information concerning a purchase.  This 
information must be transferred between 
acquisitions and cataloging in order for the 
purchase to be processed efficiently and accu-
rately.  This information can be invoice payment 
information, the title list outlining exactly 
which resources can be accessed because of the 
purchase, and information in the license such 
as how many simultaneous users are allowed 
to use the eResource.  This information assists 
catalogers in correctly describing and providing 
access to the resource.  Payment information is 
especially important in that it starts the entire 
discovery process and indicates the starting 
point for access.  It is important to remember 
that this transfer of information often occurs 
bi-directionally from acquisitions to cataloging, 
but also from cataloging to acquisitions.  There 
are many times when acquisitions hands off as 
much information to cataloging as possible, 
kicking off the discovery process, but catalog-
ing runs into an obstacle, such as the names 
on the title list do not match the names of the 
resources in the MARC files or the knowledge 
base in which cataloging is maintaining access.  
Another common situation is a problem with 
access when the titles have not been activated 
on the vendor platform.  In cases like these, it 
is helpful if the mechanism for informational 
transfer is clear and easy to use so that staff in 
both acquisitions and cataloging know what to 
do to prevent duplicative work.  If the vendor 
must be contacted to clarify the contents of the 
purchase even further, which staff members and 
department are best equipped to handle this? 

A second reason for the handoff is the skill 
level of the work.  After the procurement pro-
cess is finished, the resource is handed off to a 
staff member who has discovery expertise such 
as specialized cataloging knowledge to verify 
the quality of the MARC records or to adjust 
the ILS loaders in order to ensure batchloaded 
MARC records come in with the correct meta-

data.  This kind of transfer is perhaps the most 
understandable and traditional reason for a 
handoff.  However, it can get complicated when 
procurement processes simultaneously result 
in cataloging, for example when importing 
invoices also imports bibliographic records.  At 
this point, it is important to consider training 
acquisitions staff in cataloging procedures so 
that perhaps a handoff can be avoided entirely.  

The third reason a handoff might occur is 
because the library has “always done it like 
this.”  For the purposes of this paper, this is 
called the traditional handoff.  In this handoff, 
neither skill level of work or information is 
transferred, the handoff occurs because of nar-
row job roles or outmoded definitions of work.  
For example, if packages are typically tracked 
in a knowledgebase resulting in MARC re-
cords automatically delivered to the catalog 
this tracking might end up in cataloging’s 
purview only because of the fact that MARC 
records are involved.  This kind of transfer 
of work relies on traditional definitions of 
cataloging, rather than the more nuanced ideas 
of discovery and in many cases do not reflect 
the reality of today’s eResources; where they 
are not cataloged but merely harvested for 
indexing purposes.  This handoff could be 
eliminated with a wider knowledge of how 
eResources work in the library system or a 
new look at what cataloging and acquisitions 
work means.  

Handoffs can also be the result of internal 
workflow problems.  For example, the ILS 
loader is not set up correctly so that eResources 
that are simultaneously paid for and cataloged 
do not come in correctly and need cataloging 
updates.  Another reason for a workflow 
handoff is that the informational handoff went 
wrong.  Perhaps the workflow does not define 
where title list information should go and it 
ends up in various places making it difficult 
for the discovery staff to find.  The information 
was passed on to discovery, it just was not 
stored in the location discovery expected it 
to be stored.  These kinds of handoffs can be 
avoided through workflow analysis.  

Finally, there are handoffs that occur 
because of vendor issues that are outside 
the library’s control.  For instance, issues of 
discovery that hinder access to the resource 
or questions about access restrictions that 
are discovered after the resources have been 
purchased.  

Workflows
With the variety of methods for purchasing 

eResources, and the ongoing communication 
that needs to occur because of the complexity 
of these orders, the work dynamic between 
acquisitions and cataloging is changing.  Com-
munication has become more complex and 
multi-faceted.  In addition, work responsibili-
ties between the two departments are beginning 
to blur and so work duties are being redefined.  
These changes can cause confusion and tension 
between staff in separate departments.  Who 
is responsible for eResources after purchase?  
The answer to this question cannot be found in 
the traditional responsibilities and workflows 
in technical services.
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The never-ending cycle of eResources is 
an additional workflow.  As alluded to earlier, 
traditionally a book is purchased, received, 
and sent to cataloging.  Once the title has been 
received and cataloged technical services has 
traditionally been able to move on to the next 
title with little thought about the one that just 
went out the door.  Unfortunately, eResources 
has changed that dynamic in a very significant 
way.  Because of intermittent access issues, 
leasing instead of perpetual access to a title and 
book packages being fluid, technical services 
can no longer forget about a title.  Continual 
verification is not possible, but some method 
of assuring that the library has access to what 
it should is essential.

Because of these added responsibilities it 
is important to analyze the workflow at your 
library and make decisions.  One of the sim-
plest — yet in some way hardest — things to do 
is to just stop doing something.  If a particular 
process is not effective, does not increase ac-
cess to a title, it may be time to just stop doing 
that particular process.  On the other hand, if 
there are still pieces of the process that need 
to be done, but it is disrupting the flow for the 
department, perhaps the wrong department is 
in charge of that process.  It may be time to an-
alyze work in each department and determine if 
the correct department is handling each element 
of the workflow.  This type of analysis should 
be done fairly often because as eResources 
evolve, the work of those acquiring and cre-
ating access to these materials will also need 
to evolve.  Staff should also be encouraged to 
analyze what the scope of their work entails 
and to look for areas to streamline as well as 
take the time to identify issues and problems 
that no one seems to be catching.  

There are also times when a library should 
give the work over to the vendor.  While most 
academic libraries are doing this to some ex-
tent, it is important to review what services a 
vendor can offer a library and the cost.  In many 
cases it may be more time and cost effective 
to have a vendor handling those processes.  
For example, if your library is batch loading 
discovery records into the catalog with little 
editing or review, would it make more sense 
to negotiate with the vendor to have them 
automatically add discovery records as they 
become available?  If the vendor does not offer 
this type of service, at a minimum it may be 
worth beginning to advocate for this service 
and to articulate to the library’s vendors the 
need for this service. This would allow library 
staff to focus on updating records on purchased 
materials and catalog maintenance. 

Solutions
So how do libraries handle all of the issues 

that eResources are causing?  First, by ana-
lyzing workflow and how materials flow from 
acquisitions to cataloging.  What elements are 
part of that process?  If the handoff of print 
materials from acquisition to cataloging is 
working, what elements of that process need 
to be kept when dealing with eResources and 

what elements are redundant?  Is there infor-
mation that is needed when transferring titles 
from acquisitions to cataloging that is not 
needed in a print transaction but are critical in 
the eResource environment?  Once the library 
has identified these elements, it can begin to 
categorize the handoffs by type.  Focus on these 
three factors as you analyze the workflow at 
your library:  better communication (constant 
improvement and checking in, effective tools 
for better communication);  proactive environ-
ment (cross training, blending departments, 
and recognizing work) and eliminating and 
changing workflows.

For example, if the focus on the handoff is 
to share information — examine what commu-
nication tools are available to make this process 
more effective.  Handoffs that are intended 
to transfer an item from one department to 
another so that additional work can be done 
(the traditional handoff) is intended to only 
move materials between departments.  Ex-
amine who is doing what processes and cross 
train so that more flexibility in the workflow 
can be established.  If the library is using the 
same traditional handoff for eResources as it 
is using for print, there may be steps that can 
be eliminated or moved.  Below is an example 
of identifying different types of handoffs and 
creating a solution for that handoff:

indicate titles that have perpetual access versus 
those that do not in order records, item records 
or the bibliographic record so that selection 
librarians, acquisition staff, or cataloging staff 
(just to name a few) will be able to know how 
long the library will have access to a particu-
lar title?  This information is also valuable in 
troubleshooting since lack of access may mean 
that the title has been removed from a package.

Communication should lead to collabora-
tion and documentation on who will be respon-
sible for which part of the process.  Some of the 
processes that should be documented are: who 
is responsible for tracking eBook packages;  
how are changes communicated and to whom; 
how are eResource problems being communi-
cated to staff and what mechanisms are in place 
that allow others to inform whoever is moni-
toring eResources that there is a problem;  who 
verifies access when a title is purchased;  does 
the person doing the work change depending 
on type of purchase or access problem;  and 
who is responsible for maintaining access to 
an eResource for its entire lifecycle.  

Finally, how is your library ensuring that 
all library staff are engaged in the eResource 
process?  The library should establish a mecha-
nism to track the progress of a title from selec-
tion to acquisition to cataloging to the patron.  
It is important that staff members who are not 

continued on page 43

Communication
The best way to resolve complications and 

workflow issues is to set up clear communica-
tion patterns and expectations.  Many groups 
have a stake in the information and need to 
know what eResources the library owns or 
has access to and whether that access is per-
petual or temporary.  It is important to clearly 
delineate responsibilities for communication 
and decision making.  For example, when 
is perpetual access needed — when is it not 
necessary and who decides?  How will staff 

part of the process can look up and verify a 
particular title or package.  Some of the ques-
tions that might be part of this process include: 
are decisions about functionality documented;  
who verifies and documents functionality after 
purchase;  how does the selector know when 
the title they wanted has been added to the 
collection;  and how will the patron know?

Remember, there are tools that can help 
your library establish positive communication 
patterns around eResources.  Project manage-
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ment software or forms created by the library 
can help library staff stay informed.  It is also 
important to find tools that allow multiple staff 
members to access the same information.  For 
example, setting up folders on a shared drive 
for title lists, licenses, and vendor contact infor-
mation is a simple way to give staff one place 
to go.  It also allows for easier updating.  Once 
these files have been created, or a tool imple-
mented, it is important to continue to monitor 
the effectiveness of that process.  Check in 
with staff to see if they are using the tools and 
if the tools are helpful.  If they 
are not meeting their purpose it 
is important to change the tool 
or the way that information is 
being stored.  It is also possible 
that some processes will work 
for a year or two, but because 
of other changes will lose their 
effectiveness.  Emphasizing open 
communication with staff who are 
using these tools so they can communicate 
problems when the tools are not working will 
help the library be more nimble. 

Proactive Environment
Once you have the processes in place, it 

is important to provide training for all staff 
involved in handling eResources, as well as 
to make an effort to provide ongoing training 
opportunities after the initial training.  This 
allows your staff to continue to grow profes-
sionally and to stay involved in the procedures 
as they evolve.

Another suggestion is to rethink the division 
between cataloging and acquisitions.  Since 
these materials are fluid and flow back and forth 

between acquisitions and cataloging, bringing 
these two groups together and having staff 
who follow a resource through the life cycle 
may be more effective.  For example, the staff 
member who negotiates the license, gathers the 
information on access, and determines how to 
receive the MARC records could be assigned 
all of the tasks around that resource, including 
discovery.  Assigning resources as you would 
assign clients would give one person the re-
sponsibility of a resource and if communicated 
effectively could clarify and streamline access.

Recognize Work
Finally, it is important to recognize the work 

done by staff and to celebrate their successes.  
Working with eResources can 
be a very frustrating process.  
The fluidity of eResources and 
the fact that all of the processes 
can change daily makes them a 
frustrating format to handle.  It is 
important to recognize the work 
being done by acquisitions and 
cataloging staff so that they feel 

appreciated and heard.
It is also important to recognize that eRe-

sources are central to a library’s collection.  It 
is not a marginal format.  In fact, most libraries 
are depending on electronic resources to meet 
the informational and curricular needs of their 
faculty and students.  Libraries are taking out 
shelving and making the spaces in the library 
available for group and collaborative work.  
With these “invisible shelves” of materials, it 
is important that everyone who works on these 
materials recognize the central role they play 
in making them available and accessible.  One 
way to do this is to highlight the use of these 
titles in your annual reports and other official 
documents.  Recognizing that these collections 
are central to the mission of the library elevates 

the importance of work acquisitions and cat-
aloging staff do.

It is also important to find ways to market 
these materials.  These materials are more 
difficult to find because the library cannot 
put them on display in the way that their print 
counterpart could.  How do you let faculty and 
students know that titles have been added?  
How do you keep the “gems” in the collection 
from getting lost in the noise of a thousand 
titles?  Finding answers to these questions will 
help you market your collection in such a way 
that the format becomes irrelevant.

Conclusion
The differing methods used to purchase 

eResources, along with the other issues out-
lined in this article, make them one of the most 
challenging formats handled by libraries today.  
Many of the challenges arise because of the 
handoff between departments.  Examination of 
the issues around the handoff and developing 
strategies to address them such as improved 
communication, cross training, and creating 
a proactive environment can ease some of the 
frustrations and redundancy in the eResources 
lifecycle workflow.  
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subscription.  The challenges, of course, are in managing the financial 
portion, and reflecting the access clearly in discovery tools.

Enabling patron discovery of articles owned by the library would 
be an interesting challenge.  I presume it would require some kind of 
Knowledge Base so that particular article level content would appear 
as owned in our databases, for instance.

It’s a good idea for rarely used journals.
I am concerned about how to integrate purchased articles into the 

library’s collection in a meaningful way.  I am also concerned about 
costs and predictability of those costs in an environment where money 
is severely limited.

Just what is meant by “purchase for the library collection”?  Perpetual 
access? Multi- or single user access?  Ability to share via ILL?  And 
how do we provide metadata that will enable future potential users to 
know that we have access to this article?

I’m concerned, even skeptical, about the value of adding these articles 
to the collection.  Our ILL usage reflects how seldom the same article 
is requested by more than one person.

It’s a slippery slope, with so many different DRM models.  We would 
purchase an article to add to the reserve collection for a semester, but 
we would not add it to the permanent collection.

It’s an interesting model.  We do a lot of article level purchasing 
but it’s all for individuals rather than adding articles to the collection.  
Management of articles could be difficult as well as methods for dis-
covery and access.  I could see it being helpful for course reserves or 
specific article assignments.

Marginal interest at this point.
It’s great in theory but not practical in the long-term.
Seems messy, although I could see it as potentially viable for titles 

with very specialized content.
No staff time to manage the acquisition.  And, how would you make 

it visible?  Catalog individual articles?  No thanks!
Not sure how we would handle the storage of and linking to those 

articles.
Makes identifying what we do and don’t have available very difficult.
Maintaining bibliographic records and access at the article level 

boggles my mind.  Will we be signing licenses and maintaining access 
records at the article level going forward?  Do we weed article collec-
tions.  Or do we expect vendors to provide a subscribed/unlocked icon 
at the article level for every library using this feature?

I’d like to learn more about options that allow a library to retain 
access to article content as opposed to CCC’s service which only allows 
distribution to the end-user.  

Purchasing Articles by DDA ...
from page 39
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ATG Special Report — Tale of Woe
by Alison Lampley  (Resource Sharing and Acquisitions Librarian, East Tennessee State University)   
<lampleyae@etsu.edu>

My tale begins on October 3rd, 2011.  I 
had just graduated library school and 
had accepted my first professional job 

as a tenure-track librarian at East Tennessee 
State University.  I was hired as the Interlibrary 
Loan Librarian and I loved it.  Being acutely 
involved in someone’s research made me feel 
like I was on top of the academic library world.  
Brian Mathews of The Ubiquitous Librarian 
blog wrote about interlibrary loan (ILL) in a 
post from 2015 and even now it perfectly en-
compasses my feelings.  His story was about 
a friend, Tara Patterson, who worked in 
interlibrary loan.  When Mathews asked her 
to describe her work, she called it “forensic 
bibliographic reconstruction, which she defines 
as the use of Google Scholar (or other tools, 
usually in multiples and/or in creative ways) 
to track down missing or incorrect pieces of a 
bibliographic reference, due to printing errors 
or human errors in compiling Works Cited 
lists” (Mathews 2015).  As soon as I saw this 
description, I knew it was perfect and I began 
telling people this is what I did for a living.  For 
two years, I lived in ILL-Land (as some of us 
call it) and enjoyed every moment of it.  When 
you receive a bowl of candy from a graduate 
student at the end of semester because she 
knows you worked hard to find materials for 
her or when a faculty member thanks your ILL 
department in the acknowledgements section of 
his new book, you cannot help but feel a sense 
of accomplishment and pride in your job.  

Fast forward to Summer 2013.  Some of 
my colleagues were retiring and as is the case 
with most of academia at this time, they were 
not being replaced.  Our acquisitions librarian 
of over 20 years had actually officially retired a 
few years earlier, but she was working part-time 
as a temporary librarian to cover her work until 
we figured out how to replace her.  When she 
decided to leave Tennessee in December 2013, 
my supervisor asked me if I would be willing 
to learn acquisitions with her before she left for 
good.  I will admit to feeling hesitant in that 
moment because math is not my strong suit 
and I was loving my interlibrary loan work.  As 
most academic librarians probably know, when 
you sign a contract with your university, you 
basically tell them that you will work in what-
ever capacity they need you, so I felt it was my 
duty as a good employee to say yes.  However, 
I was terrified.  After looking through course 
offerings of most of the library schools in the 
United States, I realized that there are no acqui-
sitions courses to take.  In many of the collection 
development course syllabi I read, acquisitions 
was discussed for maybe a week and that is it.  
In my academic library class at the University 
of Tennessee Knoxville, I do remember that we 
talked about acquisitions, but we never went into 
great detail.  I never in a million years thought I 
would be working in that department so I never 
inquired further about it.  Here is where my 
happy tale turns into one of woe. 

In the Fall semester of 2013, ETSU admin-
istration informed our dean that we needed to 

cut 1.5% out of our collections budget.  Even 
though our collections budget at the time was 
very small (and still is), this was a sizeable 
chunk.  Since we had no official collection 
development librarian, we decided to form a 
committee where we would discuss our elec-
tronic/print collections and make decisions 
together.  Because I was under the tutelage of 
our acquisitions librarian, our dean asked me 
to co-chair the committee with our assessment 
librarian.  We met every week and painstakingly 
went through our standing orders, electronic 
journals, and databases.  We spent weeks 
looking at usage statistics, cost per use data, 
and more.  As a result of our meetings over the 
course of the next 1.5 years, we canceled Bio-
logical Abstracts, Scottish Women Poets of 
the Romantic Period, VAST streaming video 
collection, Sage Research Methods, ATLA 
Religion Database, and our Wiley subscription 
to eJournals.  Unfortunately, canceling just 
those databases was not enough.  We also had 
to cancel 30 electronic journal titles and 74 print 
journal titles that had little to no use.  

The aftermath of those cancellations was 
rough.  While I was not on the receiving end of 
most of the complaints, rest assured there were 
many.  Even after sending a mass email out to 
the entire university campus explaining our 
situation, we were still inundated with emails 
and calls from upset faculty and students.  Even 
today, almost two years later, we still hear from 
departments regarding Biological Abstracts 
and Wiley.  I do not blame them, of course.  If 
we could have kept them, we most certainly 
would have.  I still look for ways of cutting from 
our budget here and there in the hopes we can 
scrape up enough funds to purchase Biological 
Abstracts again.  

Here is the part of my tale where we see 
light at the end of the tunnel.  As as result of 
my days as an Interlibrary Loan Librarian, I still 
keep up with the latest commercial document 
delivery options.  Over the past two years 
we have implemented two new commercial 
document delivery services as a way to help 
supplement the loss of our Wiley eJournals 
package.  We knew faculty were using those 
journals, especially recent years, but the cost of 
the entire package was prohibitive.  One of our 
solutions was to implement the unmediated Get 
it Now service through Copyright Clearance 
Center.  Their Website says that the service 
works “by providing library patrons with the 
immediate fulfillment of full-text articles from 
unsubscribed journals — 24 hours a day, 7 days 
a week — through a cost-effective and easy-to-
use service integrated into your ILL workflow 
and/or OpenURL link resolver” (Copyright 
Clearance Center 2016).  About a year previ-
ous to the unmediated option, I implemented 
mediated Get It Now by integrating it into our 
Interlibrary Loan software, ILLiad.  Mediated 
Get it Now uses addons specifically created 
for ILLiad in order to control how often you 
use (and how much you spend on) the service.  
Unlike the mediated option, the unmediated 

service is integrated direct-
ly into a library’s discovery 
interface.  The service can be tailored to specific 
needs meaning that we are now able to provide 
unsubscribed content from Wiley directly to 
faculty through our discovery service, Primo.  
Content from other publishers provided by Get 
it Now can be made available by tweaking set-
tings in Alma, our library management system.  
But for now, this works for us.  One of the best 
features of this document delivery option is that 
it also gives faculty a choice.  We have inserted 
language into the results screen that tells faculty 
how much it will cost the library if they choose 
the Get it Now option which comes with two 
to eight hour delivery.  The results screen also 
tells faculty that they can use interlibrary loan 
(which is usually free to the library), but the 
delivery time might be much slower.  For the 
most part, faculty choose interlibrary loan; but 
for those times when an article might be needed 
now instead of later Get it Now is there for them 
and our costs are much lower as a result.  

Another solution we found was to use some 
of our new Library Student Fee money to put 
into a Books at JSTOR deposit account.  Most 
of the student fee money is currently being 
used for renovating the library and making the 
space better for students, so this was a small 
way we could supplement our collections with 
extra resources.  We started out with $15,000 
in the deposit account and have sporadically 
added to the account over the past 1.5 years.  
The collection gets used quite a lot and as a 
result, we have purchased almost 500 eBooks.  
This quasi-solution gives us the flexibility to 
add money when we have it and it also gives 
us peace of mind knowing that every dollar is 
going towards a resource that someone actually 
needs.  While we have not been able to dedicate 
continuous funds for it every year, we hope to 
keep adding to the account when we have extra 
funds at the end of every fiscal year.  

Even with the two solutions we came up 
with, my tale is not complete.  I hope to come 
up with more ways to supplement lost databases 
and other resources.  These opportunities to 
put a positive spin on the problem are very 
popular with faculty/staff and students, so we 
hope to continue taking advantage of them as 
long as we can.  
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Pelikan’s Antidisambiguation — “Alexa,  
Read me War and Peace”
Column Editor:  Michael P. Pelikan  (Penn State)  <mpp10@psu.edu>

Have you had occasion to converse 
with Alexa yet?  In all of our 
continual, drawn-out arrival to 

“The Future,” the current crop of digital 
assistants come pretty close to achieving 
a hallmark of that future we have been 
seeing in science fiction for decades. 

“Computer,” says Captain Kirk.  It 
is very much like that.  The capability is 
simply in the room and you address it di-
rectly.  I am probably guilty of being a fan 
boy for Alexa.  When the Amazon Echo 
was pre-released a few years back, I was 
among those who received an invitation 
to buy before general release.  There was 
a price deal — half price — and the ser-
vice’s capabilities were in their infancy.

It was a little creepy at first, and it 
took a little while to sort out the facts 
surrounding the technology.  Yes, the 
Echo is listening for its trigger word all 
the time, but no, it is not streaming the 
entire dialog in the room to the cloud, 
only a sentence that immediately follows 
the trigger word.

What you get in return for that 
tap into the cloud is access to all the 
cloud-based capabilities that the device 
connects you to. 

These capabilities are under continu-
al revision.  In part, this is in the interest 
of chasing down bugs or unintended 
consequences.

In January, a San Diego television 
station originated a news report about a 
six year old girl in Dallas who had said to 
the Echo, “Alexa, buy me a dollhouse.”  
It was a cute story.  The little girl ob-
served that her parents could order things 
from Amazon just by asking for them, 
so she tried it herself — and it worked!

The problem was that the San Diego 
TV station didn’t think things through 
when they aired the report.  The anchor 
quoted the little girl’s words, and in ev-
ery room with a TV that aired that report 
that also had an Echo, Alexa and heard 
the words, ordered a dollhouse. 

I learned of this incident on the BBC, 
which prefaced its report by saying, “If 
you have an Amazon Echo, please turn it 
off now.”  They, at least, recognized that 
without that advisory, every follow-on 
report had the potential to trigger another 
dollhouse order.

It could have been worse.  I hope the 
little girl got to keep her dollhouse. 

In the realm of digital content, we 
have frequently heard about the similari-
ties and differences between new and old 
media.  Frequently cited as a potential 
benefit to digital “printed” media is the 
idea of continual revision.  Nowhere is 

this more evident than in Wikipedia.  
The idea of marrying the capabilities of 
a wiki with the purposes of an encyclo-
pedia, in hindsight, was revolutionary.

Wikipedia formally launched in 
January 2001.  (Oh my gosh, has it 
been that long already?)  I well recall 
being intrigued by the idea, but figur-
ing, wrongly, that its quality, breadth, 
and depth could never rival the great 
encyclopedias of the world.  The thing 
I overlooked was, in fact, that notion of 
continual revision.  

There was a story I’d grown up hear-
ing about the Great Soviet Encyclopedia 
and its article about Lavrentiy Beria 
(yeah, it was an academic household 
— these were the sorts of stories we 
collected and traded).

I just looked it up in Wikipedia, and 
there it was, “Following the arrest and 
punishment of the infamous Lavrentiy 
Beria, the notorious head of the NKVD, 
in 1953 the encyclopedia — ostensibly 
in response to overwhelming public 
demand — mailed subscribers to the 
second edition a letter from the editor 
instructing them to cut out and destroy 
the three-page article on Beria and paste 
in its place enclosed replacement pages 
expanding the adjacent articles on F. W. 
Bergholz (an 18th-century courtier), the 
Bering Sea, and Bishop Berkeley.”

My Dad used to laugh out loud about 
this story, “That was the most com-
prehensive encyclopedia article on the 
Bering Sea ever published!”  It covered 
historical water temperatures, salinity, all 
selected and edited down to permit the 
new pages to be inserted seamlessly into 
the existing edition of the encyclopedia.

The Soviets understood the idea of 
a wiki, they just didn’t need the Web to 
implement it.

As of now, Wikipedia has a monthly 
worldwide readership of 495 million, 
making it the sixth most popular web-
site in terms of overall visitor traffic, 
with 117 million unique visitors in the 
United States alone.  Now, these facts are 
drawn from Wikipedia’s article entitled, 
“History of Wikipedia,” but I’m willing 
to accept those figures as indicative of 
impact.  As of 2015, Wikipedia’s English 
language articles exceeded five million 
in number.

Are mechanisms and procedures in 
place to prevent political or ideological 
monkey business with the content of arti-
cles?  This is, as ever, a work in progress.  
My sense is that as serious problems 
emerge they eventually attract attention 
and are eventually addressed, eventually 

to be replaced by the 
next set of burning issues.

The fun comes when we start com-
bining some of these resources and 
means of access.  One of Alexa’s tricks 
involves lookups in Wikipedia.  If you 
say, “Alexa, Wikipedia [topic],” the 
Alexa service will do the topic lookup 
and read you the first part of the article.  
It won’t read the entire article, but once 
it has stopped, you can say, “Tell me 
more,” and it’ll read the next part.

By all appearances, access to Al-
exa will spread.  When we combine 
voice-accessed services with the content 
resources vended by Amazon, we see 
the basis for a genuinely vast content 
organization and delivery system.  With 
the gradual hammering out of issues 
related to voice-delivered book content 
(automated and/or pre-recorded), it’s 
not difficult to foresee new methods of 
access to and delivery of literature.  Add 
in content from something like Kahn 
Academy, and we have voice-queried 
access to help with math problems.  
Link up to a search engine and we have 
voice-based access to anything that can 
be typed into a search box.  Add in a 
few smart commands, such as “Send 
that article to me,” and you could get 
extended results by email.

Now I need to stipulate that Alexa is 
by no means the only means of access to 
such capabilities.  Siri’s in the room, and 
I’m sure others are in the wings.

By the way, if this still all seems 
just too creepy, take a moment to look 
up some possibly reassuring examples 
of the stupidity of these devices.  For 
example, type into Google, “alexa siri 
loop” for all sorts of examples of hijinks 
perpetrated by people who have time on 
their hands.

All this said, the prospects included 
in mashing up these capabilities are 
interesting.  With a few smart Inter-
net-of-Things appliances (switches, light 
bulbs, thermostats, etc.) in your home, 
you gain access to voice commanded 
device control.  Then add mobile access 
to Alexa to that and we gain the ability 
to answer the age-old question, “Did I 
leave the porch light on?”

Maybe this is too much fan-boy-ism.  
That said, I confess to being intrigued by 
what happens when we take intellectual 
content and carry it across traditional 
boundaries between delivery media. 

“Alexa, read me War and Peace” 
— doesn’t that have a nice ring to it?  
Just the thing for that dreadful stretch 
between Scranton and Danbury…  
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Book Reviews — Monographic Musings
Column Editor: Regina Gong  (Open Educational Resources (OER) Project Manager/Head of Technical Services and Systems, 
Lansing Community College Library)  <gongr1@lcc.edu>

Column Editor’s Note:  I’m always up for changing things.  So for 
this month’s column I have a comparative review on the same topic but 
from different authors and format.  This book on Metadata superbly 
reviewed by Maurine McCourry gives us an excellent overview of the 
subject and how it is being used not just by libraries, archives, and 
museums but publishers as well. 

As a book review editor, I’m always on the lookout for small LIS 
publishers who don’t have a wide access to a marketing machinery 
that big publishers have.  So for this issue, I have a book reviewed 
on Critical Information Literacy.  Melissa Cardenas-Dow provides 
an insightful review of how it means to provide critical information 
literacy that focuses more on the evaluation and the understanding of 
the social value of information.

These are just some highlights from this issue.  Read on for more 
and of course if you’d like to be a reviewer for ATG, just let me know.  
Happy reading. — RG

Zeng, Marcia Lei, and Jian Qin.  Metadata.  2nd ed.  Chicago, 
IL: Neal-Schuman, 2015.  9781555709655.  584 pages, $84.00. 

 
Register, Renee, and Thad McIlroy.  The Metadata Handbook: 

A Book Publisher’s Guide to Creating and Distributing Metadata 
for Print and E-books.  2nd ed.  Columbus, OH: DataCurate, 2015. 

 
Reviewed by Maurine McCourry  (Technical Services Librarian, 
Hillsdale College, Mossey Library)  <mmccourry@hillsdale.edu>

Publishing regarding metadata has increased significantly in recent 
years.  The field, though, is still very new.  The fact that two books 
reviewed here are both already in second editions, the first editions 
having been published in 2008 and 2012, respectively, reflects the 
rapid pace at which developments in metadata production and storage 
are advancing.  They are two very different books, aimed at two very 
different populations, but together they still cover but a fraction of the 
scope of the metadata field in its current state.

Zeng and Qin’s Metadata is a textbook designed for use principally 
in graduate programs in library and information science (LIS).  The ad-
visory board for the publication is made up entirely of LIS faculty.  The 
authors, too, both serve on the faculty of LIS programs, Zeng at Kent 
State University, and Qin at Syracuse University.  Their approach, 
therefore, is academic and highly technical.  It is a comprehensive 
introduction to the use of metadata in libraries, archives, and museums 
(LAMs), giving future information professionals a clear and up-to-date 
picture of both historical and procedural aspects. 

This substantial text is divided into five parts. Part One covers the 
“Fundamentals of Metadata,” beginning with a brief history and basic 
definitions and examples.  Chapter one, in fact, would stand well on its 
own as an introduction to LAM metadata for practitioners or students 
in other fields. Additional chapters in the section delve into more detail 
regarding the use of metadata vocabularies and the actual construction 
of metadata descriptions.  Part Two deals with “Metadata Vocabulary 
Building Blocks,” explaining how metadata vocabularies and schemas 
are actually developed and implemented.  There is also extensive ex-
planation of why so many of these structures exist, both in this chapter 
and in those following.

Part Three is primarily an overview of various metadata services of 
interest to LAM professionals.  The first chapter introduces the concept 
of “linked data” in the LAM metadata context, and includes what might 
be the clearest explanation of exactly what linked data is and what it 
means to this audience.  The authors not only clarify the concept in terms 
easily accessible to LIS students and professionals, but also provide 
concrete suggestions for the LAM community’s next steps in actually 
making use of linked data principles and becoming a truly interactive 

part of the wider information universe.  Their recommendations are 
basically prerequisites for bringing LAMs to a level at which they can 
adopt Tim Berners-Lee’s principles for linked data (p. 277).

Part Four is a fairly brief but thorough summary of the “Metadata 
Outlook in Research,” a topic which these two authors are exceptionally 
well-suited to address, both having contributed to the literature them-
selves.  And Part Five expands in greater detail on the specific “Metadata 
Standards” mentioned briefly in earlier chapters.  The authors state that it 
is “not meant to be an exhaustive list of standards” (p.401), but it comes 
pretty close, especially for this volume’s readership.

The only potential problem with the use of this book by LAM prac-
titioners may come in Part One with what may be considered evidence 
of limited understanding of the history and practice of traditional library 
cataloging.  Specifically, the first chapter includes the statement, “the 
Internet and the Web have in many ways become the new library cat-
alogs” (p. 7), and in the third chapter, there is an assertion made that 
metadata creation is so different from traditional cataloging that those 
who perform it “should have knowledge that far exceeds applying 
rules specified by the structure and content standards,” and that these 
professionals “must now be involved in decisions beyond descriptive 
cataloging, beginning at the very outset of a digital collection project” 
(p. 85).  Metadata professionals who began their careers as library cat-
alogers may contend that this has always been the case, regardless of 
the format of the data being created or the material which it describes.

The subtitle of Register and McIlroy’s The Metadata Handbook 
describes it well.  It is written by and for publishers, serving a practical 
ready reference and guide to the use of metadata in the publishing in-
dustry.  Although there is helpful reference throughout to other types of 
metadata, particularly those produced and used by libraries, the focus 
is on ONIX data produced by and for use by publishers.  The insight 
offered into the connection between publisher-provided metadata and 
that provided and used by libraries comes primarily from Register’s 
background as a professional librarian previously employed by OCLC 
as well as by Ingram Book Group.  Her company, DataCurate, in 
addition to publishing this volume, “is focused on products and services 
to help publishing professionals meet the information demands of the 
21st century market-place.” 

McIlroy, a publisher and author, manages the Website www.thefutu-
reofpublishing.com.  He writes and lectures extensively on the direction 
of the publishing industry in the digital age.  Both authors write with 
some urgency here on the need for publishers to commit resources to 
producing quality metadata that interacts with the larger information 
world in the fullest way possible.  Their text is very practical and ac-
cessible, although surprisingly plagued with some typographical errors.

This text, too, is divided into five parts.  Part One gives an excellent 
overview of the “players” in the publishing industry which participate 
in the creation and/or use of metadata.  Part Two gives the basics of 
the metadata standards used in the publishing industry.  Included is a 
brief description of the MARC format, and an exceptionally succinct 
explanation of the need for the library community to transition away 
from the format to something like BIBFRAME.  Part Three outlines the 
metadata elements important to the description of books and eBooks 
in the publishing world and the worlds, like libraries, with which they 
must share data.  Part Five provides feedback from the authors and 
several other industry leaders regarding the current state of metadata 
in the field, in some cases simply reiterating the statements the same 
individuals provided for the first edition.

It must be noted here that this review was prepared using a print 
copy of Jeng and Qin’s textbook, and an electronic copy of Register 
and McIlroy’s guidebook, read using iBooks on an iPad.  These two 
formats suited the two texts well.  Since a student participating in a 
metadata course would need to spend hours with close study of the text-
book’s content, the printed format might be most useful.  The use of the 
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handbook would be more as a reference tool, though, which use would 
certainly be facilitated by the electronic format.  Both texts, though, are 
available in both formats, and will be useful to students, scholars, and 
practitioners throughout the information community in any version.

Downey, Annie.  Critical Information Literacy: Foundations, 
Inspiration, and Ideas.  Sacramento, CA: Library Juice Press, 

2016.  9781634000246.  204 pages.  $28.00. 
 

Reviewed by Melissa I. Cardenas-Dow  (Social Sciences 
Librarian at California State University, Sacramento)   

<melissa.cardenasdow@gmail.com>

After the November 2016 U.S. presidential election, many news 
analysts, commentators, and authors have referred to our present time as 
“post-truth,” a descriptive word used to indicate when “objective facts 
are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion 
and personal belief.”1  Whether or not we agree with such a portrayal 
of the current political climate, the pervasiveness of false news pieces, 
euphemisms such as “alternative facts,” and propaganda remains.  
As academic librarians continuously claim that the propagation of 
information literacy is a core centerpiece of our professional purpose, 
writings on library instruction, nurturing discerning information habits, 
and stimulating students’ critical engagement with information and 
knowledge production, distribution, and consumption, such as Annie 
Downey’s Critical Information Literacy: Foundations, Inspiration, 
and Ideas, have gained increased and urgent importance.  The author 
is the Associate College Librarian and Director of Research Services at 
Reed College Library in Portland, Oregon.  She is a liaison librarian for 
anthropology, history, and linguistics.  Her current research interests in-
clude women in librarianship, student research, and critical information 
literacy.  Downey’s book focuses on critical information literacy (CIL) 
as it is understood, discussed, and practiced by academic librarians.  
This book brings together issues, concerns, and conversations about 
CIL that have been occurring among library instruction practitioners. 

Downey stresses the purpose of information literacy 
instruction, familiar to instruction librarians:  the support 
of an informed citizenry who must deal with a networked, 
information-bloated environment, filled with varying types 
of information with differing levels of reliability and au-
thority.  She begins her inquiry into information literacy 
instruction by establishing the link of the ACRL informa-
tion literacy standards with the tenets of natural sciences.  
Downey provides a subtle, yet important description of 
the ACRL information literacy standards here.  The alle-
giance to natural sciences places the practice and goal of 
information literacy squarely on practical, rational skills.  Theoretical 
and pedagogical perspectives will necessarily focus on measures of 
effectiveness, cognitive and behaviorist conceptions of information and 
education focused on the search for information.  As Jessica Critten 
notes in her introduction to Downey’s book, if we consider information 
literacy as a social science, we need to go beyond our understanding 
of information literacy as merely cognitive and behavioral descriptions 
that characterize progression in a series of discrete steps, which serve 
to illustrate growth in understanding.  Critical information literacy not 
only counters the notion that information literacy instruction is a natural 
science, it provides the alternative that librarianship is a social science, 
that information literacy instruction should focus on the evaluation and 
the understanding of the social value of information.  In sum, the crux 
of developing an information literate citizenry rests on its ability to 
evaluate, winnow, and discern truth from falsehoods, facts from their 
“alternatives,” and move towards asking their own questions.

The practice of critical information literacy as pedagogy, likewise, 
needs a context.  Downey writes about librarianship’s heavy emphasis 
on practice without theory.  This echoes my own experiences in teaching 
information literacy one-shot sessions at the university undergraduate 
level.  From my position, I often saw my role as an information literacy 
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instructor reduced to a mechanical trainer, one who points out features 
of a database in order to extract information pieces that serve a par-
ticular end.  Knowing that information is contextual and knowledge 
springs from understanding the nuances of information as embedded 
in a grander scheme of communication, grounding our pedagogical 
footing on evaluation is an important shift towards critical information 
literacy and identifying library information science as a social science.

Downey’s text, though not prescriptive, is an important introduction 
to the conversations many are having regarding the significance of critical 
information literacy in our professional work as educator and librarians.  It 
is a significant aspect of the ACRL Framework versus Standards debates, 
as we collectively grapple with how to apply the ACRL Framework into 
our library instruction practice.  Reference and instruction librarians, 
educators, and supervisors of public services in academic library settings 
will find Downey’s book highly useful and relevant. 

continued on page 49

Endnote
1.  English Oxford Living Dictionaries. (n.d.).  Word of the year 2016 
is… [web log].  Retrieved from:  https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/
word-of-the-year/word-of-the-year-2016.

Mossop, Stephen.  Customer Service in Academic Libraries: 
Tales from the Front Lines.  Amsterdam: Elsevier (Chandos 

imprint), 2016.  9781843347583.  129 pages.  $80.00. 
 

Reviewed by Corey Seeman  (Director, Kresge Library Services, 
Ross School of Business, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor)  

<cseeman@umich.edu>

As we explore the future of libraries, we are often focused on collec-
tions, space, staffing, and scholarly communication among many topics.  
While all of these elements of librarianship are critical for our success, 
I believe that sometimes we do not focus as much on customer service 
(or patron service if you are not into the whole customer thing).  At my 
library, customer service is critically important — especially since we 
really do not have student space or a large physical collection.  So seeing 
how other libraries respond to the constant challenge of serving their 

communities’ information needs is always useful.  And with 
that, we have a nice addition on the subject from Stephen 
Mossop as part of the Chandos Information Professional 
Series.  Mossop is the retired Head of Library Services at 
the University of Exeter (United Kingdom) and has pulled 
together interesting case studies from a diverse set of inter-
national academic libraries from Hong Kong, Turkey, the 
United Kingdom and Australia.  

As Mossop points out, the front line (in the context 
of our users) is where we connect with our users.  This 
might be circulation, reference, directional assistance, etc.  

These are not our favorite explorations in the library literature, but what 
our patrons seek out when they interact with us.  There is also a stigma 
associated with using methods learned from business and calling those 
we serve in academic libraries as customers.  We can have the best col-
lections and our libraries can count among its staff some of the boldest 
thinkers in the field, but if we do not connect with our users on the front 
line, then our library is not meeting their needs. In the business world, 
we continually see an onslaught of new products and services not finding 
markets for a variety of reasons.  Great restaurants fail.  Great apps and 
services never find their audience.  This book can be part of our toolkit 
to ensure that we don’t replicate those failures in academic libraries.  

The opening chapter, written by Mossop, focuses on some of the 
stigmas that academic libraries have when considering that our users 
are customers.  This strong essay talks about what is in a name.  How 
can we really treat our users as customers when we cannot even call 
them that name (though that sounds too much like the speeches of now 
President Trump about who is behind terrorism).  Instead of thinking 
of them as customers, Mossop asks us to focus on having an empathetic 
approach (the cornerstone of user-centric design) as we build services 
that we would want to use ourselves.  
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My favorite chapter is written by Esther Woo (Associate Librarian, Engagement and Lend-
ing Services at the University of Hong Kong).  She speaks about how to manage a multicul-
tural population which is very likely in place in our universities already.  For her focus at the 
University of Hong Kong Libraries, she looks at users from different cultures and how they 
wish to be supported.  While we may not have as many nationalities represented as they do at 
the University of Hong Kong, we can use their approach to explore how we might manage 
different populations on our own campuses here in the U.S.  

This is not by any means a large book on the subject, but one that provides ideas and possible 
paths forward.  I believe that a service orientation is critical for the long-term success of the 
library and all the activities they provide their campuses.  These case studies are a good way 
to showcase ways to get there.  Very useful volume for academic library administrators as well 
as librarians and staff working in the front lines.  

O’Hanlon, Robin.  Ace the Interview, Land a Librarian Job.  Santa Barbara, CA: 
Libraries Unlimited, 2016.  9781440839566.  158 pages.  $45.00. 

 
Reviewed by Ashley Fast Bailey  (Director, Collection Development and Workflow 

Solutions, Central U.S., GOBI Library Solutions)  <abailey@ybp.com>

Interviewing for a job can be scary, anxiety provoking, and sometimes daunting.  So many 
questions come to mind during this process:  what is the interviewer looking for?  how should 
the interviewee be prepared?  what things can one learn from those who have been interviewing 
in the field for years?  is this job for me?  Robin O’Hanlon, Public Services Manager at the 
Levy Library at Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, wrote Ace the Interview, Land a 
Librarian Job to help and serve as a practical guide to navigating the librarian interview process. 

O’Hanlon jumps right into the practical applications as she outlines what a librarian needs 
for interview success.  Her real-world advice spans all types of librarianship.  Whether looking 
for a job in a public, academic, or special library, O’Hanlon lays out how to prepare, interview 
for, and follow up from the unique process that is the librarian interview.  In addition, she brings 
in other perspectives on the interview process by interviewing four library directors from dif-
ferent types of libraries regarding their views of the librarian interview.  The advice from these 
four seasoned librarians outlines additional thoughts on the librarian interview.  By bringing in 
various viewpoints, those in the process of looking for, or interviewing for a librarian position 
will gain insight into the other side of the table.  

This book is divided into three main parts — preparing for an interview, the interview 
process itself, and after the interview.  O’Hanlon writes about the interview process in general 
including things not to do during the interview process.  After the big picture of the process, 
she goes into the details of the interview preparation.  Illustrating practical ways to prepare for 
the interview, including appendixes of spreadsheets, checklists and questions, she shows ways 
to stay on top of the pre-interview process.  Both while searching for a position and after the 
interview date is set, preparation is key.  O’Hanlon writes about ways to research the library, 
its community and mission.  She illustrates how to effectively communicate one’s value to the 
library as much as possible, knowledge of how their own skillsets fit with the position, and 
successfully communicating that to the interviewer. 

Shifting to the actual interview itself, O’Hanlon writes about the many things to keep in 
mind during the in-person interview.  There is a chapter dedicated to the interview and how one 
can increase their chances of landing the position.  By covering questions and the presentation, 
she goes over the basics of the interview.  In addition, she writes about the typical look of the 
interview, how one should keep in mind their fit and purpose within the library, the different 
departments one might interview with, and red flags to watch for as the interviewee. 

The last section goes into the follow up from the interview.  The follow up is just as import-
ant as the preparation and in-person interview.  There are various reasons one might get or not 
get a job, and O’Hanlon discusses these reasons.  Aside from getting closure on the position 
if an offer was not made, one can always have positive takeaways from any interview.  It may 
take many interviews to land a librarian position and if the first doesn’t work out, then there 
are things to do in the meantime to increase the odds of finding the best fit.  She wraps up with 
ways to stay focused and things to keep in mind when an interview has success.

Ace the Interview, Land a Librarian Job is a very practical guide to help navigate the 
librarian job interview process.  This book would be great for anyone looking to land their 
first librarian job, or gain insight into the interview process with words of wisdom from var-
ious perspectives from different types of libraries.  In addition to providing resources within 
the book, each chapter contains references that point to great works to help with this topic.  
O’Hanlon writes in a clear, linear way about the librarian interview process.  By providing 
various perspectives from librarians that have been interviewing and hiring for decades, as 
well as drawing on her own knowledge, she makes navigating the librarian interview process 
a little less daunting.  
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Booklover — Changing of the Guards
Column Editor:  Donna Jacobs  (Retired, Medical University of South Carolina, Charleston, SC  29425)   
<donna.jacobs55@gmail.com>

The announcement of the Nobel Laureates in all the var-
ious disciplines is one of my personal anticipations each 
autumn.  When it was announced that Bob Dylan had 

been awarded the 2016 Nobel Prize in Literature “for having 
created new poetic expressions within the great American song 
tradition,” I realized that a trip to the library was not going to be 
on my agenda.  Instead I would find myself delving into a col-
lection of more than 600 song lyrics online, for Bob Dylan is the 
first musician to win the prize in the 115 years of Nobel history. 

I was young when Dylan came onto the music scene, but 
the lyrics to “The Times They Are a-Changin,” “Blowin’ in 
the Wind,” and “Like a Rolling Stone” are part of my mental 
soundtrack and most likely yours, too.  But lyrics as literature, 
this is a twist.  And then I remembered a high school summer class 
in English where the teacher distributed lyrics to several popular 
songs and we as a class were asked to read them, interpret them 
and understand them, much like a group of poems, short stories, 
or excerpts from literature.  I was enchanted with that teacher who 
took such an edgy approach to her English curriculum. 

Born Robert Allen Zimmerman in 1941 in Duluth, Minne-
sota, Dylan legally changed his name to Robert Dylan in 1962.  
He gave an explanation for his name changing decision during 
a 2004 interview with CBS: “You’re born, you know, the wrong 
names, wrong parents.  I mean, that happens.  You call yourself 
what you want to call yourself.  This is the land of the free.”

Dylan dropped out of school to pursue his musical aspirations.  
Like many aspiring musicians, he traveled to New York City.  
While there he visited Woody Guthrie, who heavily influenced 
his early music career and he decided he would became Guthrie’s 
disciple.  Dylan also explored the musical genres of American 
folk, blues, rock, gospel and jazz as well as folk music from other 
ethnic origins to sculpt his songs, all the while embracing various 
literary influences to craft the lyrics to deliver the messages.  It 
has worked for generations of Dylan followers.

Dylan’s songs and lyrics rose in popularity during a time of 
social unrest and anti-war sentiment in America.  They resonated 
with the youth of these times and quickly became part of the 
popular vernacular.  We easily break into “The answer is blowin’ 
in the wind” or “How does it feel.  To be without a home.  Like 
a complete unknown.  Like a rolling stone?” or “The night they 
drove Old Dixie down.  And all her bells were ringing.”  Even 
the news media announcements of Dylan’s honor were decorated 
with excerpts from his lyrics, leading to discussions of whether 
the times are really “a-changin” due to the lack of any women 
in the 2016 list of Nobel laureates.

As I read through song titles and lyrics on the websites, the 
song I will leave you with had an intriguing title based on the 
political environment created by the recent election.  The lyrics 
of “Changing of the Guards” are haunting, cryptic and the subject 
of a variety of interpretations in the musical blogs, sort of like 
what is going on with the political pundits right now.

Sixteen years
Sixteen banners united over the field
Where the good shepherd grieves
Desperate men, desperate women divided
Spreading their wings ‘neath falling leaves.

Fortune calls
I stepped forth from the shadows to the marketplace
Merchants and thieves, hungry for power, my last deal gone down
She’s smelling sweet like the meadows where she was born
On midsummer’s eve near the tower.

The cold-blooded moon
The captain waits above the celebration
Sending his thoughts to a beloved maid 
Whose ebony face is beyond communication
The captain is down but still believing that his love will be repaid.

They shaved her head
She was torn between Jupiter and Apollo
A messenger arrived with a black nightingale
I seen her on the stairs and I couldn’t help but follow
Follow her down past the fountain where they lifted her veil.

I stumbled to my feet
I rode past destruction in the ditches
With the stitches still mending beneath a heart-shaped tattoo
Renegade priests and treacherous young witches
Were handing out the flowers that I’d given to you.

The palace of mirrors
Where dog soldiers are reflected
The endless road and the wailing of chimes
The empty rooms where her memory is protected
Where the angels’ voices whisper to the souls of previous times.

She wakes him up
Forty-eight hours later the sun is breaking
Near broken chains, mountain laurel and rolling rocks
She’s begging to know what measures he now will be taking
He’s pulling her down and she’s clutching on to his long golden locks.
Gentlemen, he said I don’t need your organization, I’ve shined your shoes
I’ve moved your mountains and marked your cards
But Eden is burning either brace yourself for elimination
Or else your hearts must have the courage for the changing of the guards.

Peace will come
With tranquillity and splendor on the wheels of fire
But will bring us no reward when her false idols fall
And cruel death surrenders with its pale ghost retreating
Between the King and the Queen of Swords.  

by Dalmeet Singh Chawla (Jan. 17, 2017 ) 
“The blog—started in 2010 by librarian Jeffrey 
Beall of the University of Colorado in Den-
ver (CU Denver) — now states: “This service 
is no longer available.”  You may remember 
that Beall brought up the predatory publisher 
issue in The Charleston Advisor.  http://www.

sciencemag.org/news/2017/01/mystery-contro-
versial-list-predatory-publishers-disappears

Just heard that Lulu Publishing is ex-
tending their help and services to the authors 
who were left behind by the Tate Publishing 
closure.  lulu.com

Good news from John Dove.  According to 
his doctors, he is entirely on the mend.  John 
says his challenge for the next few weeks is to 
avoid lifting 5 pounds.  Sounds doable, John! continued on page 57

Rumors
from page 34

Jisc, the digital solutions provider for UK 
education and research, has announced that 
OCLC, has been awarded the contract to devel-
op a new National Bibliographic Knowledge-
base (NBK).  The NBK, originally proposed 
in Jisc’s National Monograph Strategy, will 
support the learning and research needs of the 
UK higher education community.  The vision is 
to extend the capabilities of the current Copac 
service, by investing in technology that can 
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Collecting to the Core — Educational Technology
by Kate Corby  (Education and Psychology Librarian Emerita, Michigan State University;  Education Coeditor, Resources for 
College Libraries)  <corby@msu.edu>

Column Editor:  Anne Doherty  (Resources for College Libraries Project Editor, CHOICE/ACRL)  <adoherty@ala-choice.org>

Column Editor’s Note:  The “Collecting 
to the Core” column highlights monographic 
works that are essential to the academic li-
brary within a particular discipline, inspired 
by the Resources for College Libraries bib-
liography (online at http://www.rclweb.net).  
In each essay, subject specialists introduce 
and explain the classic titles and topics that 
continue to remain relevant to the undergrad-
uate curriculum and library collection.  Dis-
ciplinary trends may shift, but some classics 
never go out of style. — AD

Anyone charged with building a library 
collection in educational technology is 
naturally interested in keeping abreast 

of new technologies and current best practices 
in distance education and e-learning.  Indeed, 
the idea of focusing on a core collection in the 
field is not immediately compelling.  Innova-
tive concepts and new tools are both exciting 
and vitally important for bibliographers as well 
as for the instructors who rely on library hold-
ings.  Rapidly developing areas often produce 
a disproportionate number of new publications 
that may overwhelm a selector.  Some topics 
that were revolutionary only a few years ago 
become outdated and unnecessary.  The need to 
avoid dispensing misinformation or overrepre-
senting discredited practices and obsolete tech-
nologies makes frequent weeding a necessary 
chore.  However, weeding is difficult in large 
part because it demands that the selector know 
precisely what to retain among a wide range of 
older titles.  For this reason, awareness of the 
core titles is an invaluable asset.  In my role as 
coeditor for the education section of Resources 
for College Libraries, I judiciously add and 
thoughtfully subtract from the educational 
technology selections on an ongoing basis, 
and am constantly reevaluating and assessing 
core titles.  For this essay I identify some of 
the central titles that continue to be valuable 
in educational technology — the core of the 
core, so to speak — and illustrate why these 
titles aid in day-to-day selection decisions, as 
well as constitute a solid subject collection in 
a constantly evolving subfield.  

Books that remain vital long past the orig-
inal publication date delineate the basis of a 
discipline.  L. Paul Saettler’s The Evolution 
of American Educational Technology is one 
such title.1

  
Published in 1990, it is generally 

acknowledged to have superseded Saettler’s 
earlier A History of Instructional Technology.2  
Weighing in at over 500 pages (the table of 
contents alone is thirteen pages long), The 
Evolution of American Educational Technology 
comprehensively addresses what Saettler calls 
“the process of educational technology.”3  The 
reader grasps the breadth of that statement as 
Saettler stresses that “distinction must always 
be made between the process of developing a 

technology of education and the use of certain 
products or media within a particular technol-
ogy of instruction....Over the centuries, each 
significant shift in educational values, goals 
or objectives has led to diverse technologies 
of instruction.”4  This broad agenda does not 
mean that the work centers on educational 
theory, but that Saettler includes 
theories of learning, behav-
ior, and communications 
alongside the evolution of 
technologies incorporated 
into classroom instruction.  
Saettler’s discussion of 
Maria Montessori is a 
good example: he devotes 
attention to her educational 
theories and their Ameri-
can adoption, then moves on 
to show (the book is rich in illustration) some of 
the technologies she developed and discusses 
how newer technologies might complement or 
supplant them in a modern classroom.5  Saet-
tler’s historical investigation starts with the 
Sophists, then proceeds quickly to the 1880s 
where it slows to detail more recent theorists 
like Pestalozzi, Froebel, Thorndike, Dewey, 
and many more, always centering on the tech-
nology that connected theory with practice.  
While parts of The Evolution of American 
Educational Technology are outdated, like 
the appendix of doctoral programs or the final 
chapters on “state of the art” 1990s-era tech-
nologies, the work remains important because 
it provides a historical overview that is still 
useful and ties theory intimately to practice.

Another scholar concerned with the inter-
section of educational theory and classroom 
technologies is Larry Cuban, emeritus profes-
sor of education at Stanford.  Unlike Saettler, 
who examines theory and technology together, 
Cuban details their disconnect.  Few of the 
technologies that have impacted education, 
from the printing press to the tablet computer, 
were developed solely as educational tools; 
devices are often introduced to students prior 
to demonstrated educational value.  In his 1986 
work, Teachers and Machines: The Classroom 
Use of Technology since 1920, Cuban focuses 
on machinery and software used in educational 
settings before they were proven effective.6  
The book is much shorter than Saettler’s and is 
punctuated with quotes and anecdotes forecast-
ing the demise of the latest electronic device 
— be it moving picture, television, or computer 
— and its failure to transform teaching.  Cuban 
is thorough and persuasive in discussing some 
of the impediments to implementation: the 
gap between original product launch and fully 
developed tools suitable for the classroom, 
training needs, and financial considerations, 
as well as institutional cultures that may re-
sist changes to instructional practices in the 
average school district.  He also explores the 

potential disadvantages of using computers 
for instruction: weakening of interpersonal 
bonds, decreased time for socialization, and 
an emphasis on rote learning for standardized 
tests.  In 2001 Cuban followed this treatise 
with Oversold and Underused: Computers in 
the Classroom.7  Here he gives a brief account 

of American schooling and the 
many innovations that have 

changed classroom practice 
over the years.  Cuban 
does not see the tools of 
instruction as “technolo-
gies” the way that Saettler 
does; his views are more 
traditional, emphasizing 
how changing needs and 
historical contexts impact 

views on academic learning.  
Cuban argues that American society has shift-
ed from expecting schools to prepare students 
for “social, civic, economic, and individual-
istic” roles to building “human capital” for a 
competitive world, and he makes a case for 
the enduring importance of civic and social 
educational foundations.8

Another highly regarded book that brings 
a more international focus to the topic is The 
Use of Instructional Technology in Schools: 
Lessons to Be Learned.9  Authors Mal Lee 
and Arthur Winzenried strongly advocate 
technology in schools and provide a history 
that highlights national initiatives while ac-
knowledging the role of tech marketing and 
sales, especially in some of the failed efforts.  
Based in Australia, the authors provide a few 
global examples, but the focus is on the En-
glish-speaking world.  Like Cuban, they see 
instructional technology as a way to “enhance 
national productivity in knowledge-based 
economies” but do not share his concern that 
doing so will weaken the traditionally civic 
aims of schooling.10  One important tool they 
depict is the interactive white board, which 
could be integrated easily into existing class-
room practice and could serve as a tipping 
point around the utility of electronics in the 
classroom for many educators.

Moving beyond the basic question of why 
technology is used in the classroom, there are 
a handful of well-regarded texts dealing with 
how it is used.  Practical or how-to books get 
a bit of a bad rap since explaining how to 
accomplish a task, even the most trivial, can 
be an involved process.  (Consider how seem-
ingly-simple things like assembly instructions 
are almost universally criticized.)  Additionally, 
the fact that many how-to manuals are not 
founded in reliable expertise but mostly on per-
sonal experience leads some to disparage such 
“cookbook” formulae.  But a well-grounded, 
practical book can be a real help to the novice 
instructor, providing insightful examples and 
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validation.  Unlike the texts discussed above, 
it is important that practical titles be updated 
regularly to maintain their utility.

Now in its fourth edition, Ruth Clark 
and Richard E. Mayer’s E-Learning and 
the Science of Instruction is one such title.11  
Focused broadly on instruction and not aimed 
exclusively at school settings, this work is es-
pecially useful because it is aimed at non-spe-
cialists and offers a solid, basic introduction 
to demonstrated electronic instructional tech-
niques.  Clark and Mayer begin by discussing 
the strength of evidence-based practices, then 
devote the bulk of the book to an in-depth 
investigation of successful techniques.  These 
include instructions for using graphics with 
words, whether written or spoken; being sure 
that graphic elements align with verbal and 
written content; refraining from redundancy, 
such as a presenter reading text as it appears 
on the screen; and avoiding verboseness or 
lessons cluttered with extraneous materials.  
The book expands to address the structure of 
the learning environment, such as how much 
control learners need for success and the use 
of collaborative learning and games.

Collectors will also want to have some 
titles specific to school and classroom use.  
For teachers looking to introduce technology 
into a traditional classroom, Karen Ivers’s 
A Teacher’s Guide to Using Technology in 
the Classroom is a good choice.12  For those 
developing an online course, Susan Ko and 
Steve Rossen’s Teaching Online: A Practical 
Guide is helpful and available this year in a 
new edition.13  Both are organized in a logical, 

Collecting to the Core
from page 51

task-by-task manner and have been updated 
by the authors with substantive new editions 
as needed.  Ivers starts with the basics, en-
couraging teachers to use the internet for their 
own professional development and as a way 
to become comfortable with both computer 
resources and hardware.  In every chapter 
she provides numerous resource suggestions 
— programs, websites, and school personnel 
— that can help with implementation.  She 
contextualizes recommendations by employing 
scenarios demonstrating effective technology 
use and supplements everything with support-
ing activities and references.  The book covers 
special needs learners as well as other student 
populations and additionally offers suggestions 
for classroom management and assessment.  
Ko and Rossen focus on the development of 
online and blended courses in higher educa-
tion, although some of the content would no 
doubt be useful in other educational settings.  
Like Ivers, Ko and Rossen often begin their 
discussions with a specific scenario to help 
illustrate the ensuing points.  The book is not 
merely about instruction techniques; it covers 
institutional resources, classroom management, 
student problems specific to online courses, 
copyright concerns, testing, and assessment.  
This book has fewer resource suggestions than 
Ivers’s work, a natural consequence of the 
fact that it is addressed to subject specialists 
teaching at the college level.

A good educational technology collection 
will have many books about the latest and 
greatest innovations being developed for or im-
plemented in classrooms.  Churn in the collec-
tion is unavoidable as the nature of electronic 
development means published materials go out 
of date quickly.  With a basis in research and a 
solid historical context, these seven titles have 
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Oregon Trails — Muir and Muir About Book-Collecting
Column Editor:  Thomas W. Leonhardt  (Retired, Eugene, OR  97404)  <oskibear70@gmail.com>

There are many useful books about 
book-collecting, some better than others, 
but all worth reading or at least skim-

ming if you are a book-collector or think that 
you might want to become one.  I have a small 
but representative collection of books about 
books and bibliography (two shelves and grow-
ing) to share with you, ad seriatim in my 
column in hope that I will inspire some 
reader(s) to dip into one or two to see 
what they are all about.  If on the fence, 
you may be inspired or persuaded that 
book-collecting, even on a modest scale, 
might be fun.  To decide what to collect 
and how to go about it is what Percy 
Muir’s books are all about. 

Percy H. Muir (1894-1979) is 
a name that features prominently in 
the literature of book-collecting.  He 
served as the president of the Antiquarian 
Booksellers’ Association and was named a 
Life President of Honor.  He was also presi-
dent of the International League of Antiquar-

ian Booksellers and was both a book-seller and 
a collector, despite having declared in writing, 
“Make up your mind whether you intend to be 
a book-collector or a book-dealer; you cannot 
be both.”  Of course, you can but what he is 
writing about is book-collecting as an invest-
ment.  Also in that context, he wrote, “Well, 

to quote a fashionable precedent, it depends 
what you mean by book-collecting and what 

you mean by investment.”  While admitting 
that over time a collection may gain in 

value beyond the combined purchase 
price, that is not why you should be 

collecting, you should be collecting 
books for the sheer pleasure of building 

that collection, book by book.  He 
seems on the fence about all collec-
tions gaining in value.  He assumes 

that the as yet ungathered collection 
will fall within certain categories that he was 
familiar with during the time in which he lived. 

Here is what he wrote in Book-Collecting 
as a Hobby in a Series of Letters to Every-

man (Gramol Publications Ltd., London and 
Chesham, [1944]). “Reckon the value of your 
collection rather in terms of the pleasure you 
will derive from it than in terms of its rising 
cash value.  Do not be always thinking what 
your collection would be worth if you turned 
it into cash to-morrow.  That way lies trouble.  
Do not misunderstand me.  The collective value 
of our library will always increase beyond the 
sum of the individual prices you have paid for 
the books in it, and the proportion of increase 
will rise steeply as the collection grows in size 
and importance.” (p.8).  The use of always in 
this context makes me nervous as I look at my 
author collections.  I don’t intend to part with 
them but part we must one day and when my 
books come to be sold, they will be sold at a 
wholesale price, not retail, and I doubt very 
much that the sum they bring will be anything 
near the collective sum that I have paid.  But 
don’t use me as an example, read Muir and 
decide for yourself.

continued on page 53

had staying power and should prove essential 
to any academic collection.  
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On the first page of this book Muir makes 
the point, not necessarily obvious, that there 
is a difference between mere book-buying and 
book-collecting.  “…for although all book-col-
lectors are book-buyers, not all book-buyers 
are book-collectors.”

He follows with another kernel of advice: 
“Book-collecting is not exclusively a hobby 
for rich and leisured people.  It is less a matter 
of money than of method.”  He then goes on 
to talk about planning for your collection and 
the need to read up on your selected author or 
subject and gives some good examples as the 
kinds of books and advice you should seek out.  
If the novice collector takes only one thing to 
heart in this book, I hope it is this advice.  The 
modern collector could skip the rest of the book 
and come out ahead. 

But don’t stop there.  Muir is useful in pro-
viding a bit of history about books, bookstores, 
and collecting and provides a useful guide to 
the differences among editions, impressions, 
issues, states, and first editions. 

As I have suggested earlier, a book-col-
lector should be a book reader, too, and as a 
collector, one should have some background 
and history about one’s hobby.  Letter VII, 
“A Short History of Book Production,” is a 
succinct history of printing along with sug-
gestions for further reading about books and 

collecting.  If interested, copies of this book 
are available for $5-$10 and would be a good 
beginning on your collection of books about 
books that should be sharing shelf space with 
your primary collection(s).

Five years after his letters to Everyman, 
Muir followed up with a successor, Book-Col-
lecting: More Letters to Everyman (Cassell 
and Company, Ltd.: London…,1949) “This 
second book,…is written not so much to fill 
gaps in the first one, as to attempt to guide 
your [Everyman] footsteps along the road 
of book-collecting after the early milestones 
have been passed.”  He soon thereafter adds, 
“Furthermore, it may be admitted that only 
the ‘how’ of book-collecting can be taught, it 
is useless to attempt to teach anyone the ‘why’ 
of it:  either you have the virus in your blood 
or you have not.”

I smile as I read the line about the collect-
ing virus for it was Muir’s second book that I 
bought first.  When I saw that this was a sequel 
or volume two, I searched for and found a copy 
for less than $10.  I had no choice.  If I hadn’t 
found a copy, I would have been haunted and 
taunted each time I looked at Book-Collecting: 
More Letters to Everyman sitting there all 
alone, so to speak.  My copy is in amazingly 
good shape for a book printed under wartime 
restrictions and though shorter and with a stiff 
cardboard wrapper, it holds its own sitting on 
the shelf next to its companion.

This second book also contains seven 
letters.  The first two are “The Joys and Woes 

of a Book-Collector” and “How to Proceed.” 
In the joys and woes, the emphasis is on the 
fun of book-collecting.  In “How to Proceed,” 
Muir gives most of the letter to the strategies 
and tactics of assembling a subject collection 
and gives copious examples.

“What to do About Auction Sales” can be 
skipped.  When you have finished reading “Is 
Book-Collecting an Investment?” you will 
understand why I do not agree with him on 
this point.

Letter VI: “Is there Money in Old Bibles?”  
Yes, if someone decided to use a Bible instead 
of a mattress or a bank to safe-guard one’s cash.  
Actually, I found this to be the most interesting 
letter in the book.  It is a history of the printed 
Bible and serves as a guide should you decide 
to collect Bibles but for fun and not for profit 
because you likely can’t afford the ones that 
can’t help but go up in value.  They are avail-
able for purchase but you need thousands, not 
hundreds of dollars to play the game. 

The final letter is short and to the point.  It is 
a history of the ABA, the Antiquarian Book-
sellers’ Association and is followed by a list of 
ABA members, none of which are likely to be 
alive.  You are saved, however, by the Internet 
and the World Wide Web where the ABA and 
the ILAB both have websites. 

These two books, even if they don’t address 
your interests or consider your financial situ-
ation, will give you much to think about and 
will provide character to your bookshelves.  
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successfully negotiate the future.”

—Stephen Abram, M.L.S.,
                                                                                Lighthouse Consulting Inc.,

                                                                     and past president, SLA, CLA, OLA

infotoday.com
Available wherever books and ebooks are sold, or call 

(800) 300-9868 or (609) 654-6266.

ISBN 978-1-57387-478-6 
224 pp/$49.50
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From the Reference Desk
by Tom Gilson  (Associate Editor, Against the Grain, and Head of Reference Emeritus, College of Charleston,  
Charleston, SC 29401)  <gilsont@cofc.edu>

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Corporate 
Reputation (2016, 9781483376516, 
$375) is a new reference work that offers 

students and scholars background information 
on topics related to a discipline that has only 
emerged over the last few decades.  Edited by 
Craig E. Carroll, more than 300 articles writ-
ten by some 250 contributors from numerous 
disciplines have been collected to create this 
two-volume set.

Given today’s preoccupation with ranking 
products and services it comes as no surprise 
that corporate reputation is an essential concern 
for the modern organization.  Consequently, 
its’ study has blossomed and this reference 
reflects that growing interest.  Coverage ranges 
from entries that treat the attributes and di-
mensions of corporate reputation to strategies 
for enhancing it as well as articles that delve 
into legal, moral, ethical and social issues.  
In addition, there is discussion of relevant 
theories, elements of the surrounding envi-
ronment that impact corporate reputation, and 
the techniques used to measure and evaluate it.  
The results are intended for an academic au-
dience but the articles 
are written in a style 
that would be readily 
understood by the in-
formed business per-
son.  Entry arrange-
ment is A-Z with each 
article having “see 
also” references and 
brief bibliographies.  
A helpful Readers 
Guide gathers related 
articles and provides a sense of the scope of 
topics covered.  A general index provides 
access to specifics.

In addition to offering essential information 
about relevant topics, a subject encyclopedia on 
a burgeoning, multidisciplinary area of study 
can also provide a needed sense of definition 
to an emerging field.  Fortunately, Mr. Carroll 
and his contributors have fulfilled both these 
roles by assembling serious, scholarly articles 
on subjects pertinent to corporate reputation in 
a well-organized, easily accessible reference 
work.  The set should be on the short list for 
academic libraries supporting business courses 
touching on corporate reputation. 

The SAGE Encyclopedia of Corporate 
Reputation is also available online via the 
SAGE Knowledge platform.

The Dictionary of the Book: A Glossary 
for Book Collectors, Booksellers, Librarians, 
and Others (2016, 978-1-4422-6339-0, $125) 
is a single volume work by Sydney E. Berger, 
Director Emeritus of the Phillips Library at 
the Peabody Institute Museum of Salem and 
is published by Rowman & Littlefield.  Mr. 
Berger, who himself is an expert in the field, 
takes his lead from John Carter’s classic ABC 
for Book Collectors (now in its 9th 
edition) but his Dictionary seeks to 
expand both Carter’s coverage and 
his audience. 

Mr. Berger primarily succeeds 
in this effort by including over 
1,300 definitions relevant to others 
besides book collectors.  Terms 
germane to librarians, archivists, 
booksellers, and other scholars 
are covered.  As such, definitions 
run the gamut from those related to typeface 
and printing to those focused-on rare book 
cataloging, and from those covering book de-
sign to those that deal with legal issues.  The 
definitions themselves are clearly stated and 
often contain historical background as well 
as references to additional sources that offer 
further clarification.  A comprehensive bibli-
ography is also provided as are appendices that 
cover additional terminology related to paper 
and paper size, typeface, and binding, as well as 
a listing of book collector’s clubs and societies. 

The Dictionary of the Book: A Glossary 
for Book Collectors, Booksellers, Librarians, 
and Others is a viable addition for both public 
and academic libraries and will be equally at 
home in reference and circulating collections.  
With its attention to details and its broad and 
comprehensive approach, Mr. Berger’s book 
should also prove a valuable addition to the 
personal collections of numerous collectors, 
booksellers, and librarians. In short, anyone 
serious about the world of print books will find 
this book a tempting choice. 

Music Innovators (2016, 9781619258969, 
$195) is a recent three-volume set from Salem 
Press that offers biographies of some 350 indi-
viduals and groups that have had an impact on 
the modern music industry.  The clear majority 
of the content is derived from H.W. Wilson’s 
Current Biography Magazine.  The focus is 
broad and covers musicians from numerous 
genres ranging from classical to hip-hop, jazz 
to disco, rock to country, and electronic dance 
music to folk. 

Each entry is approximately 3,000 words 
and employs the same format including an 
introduction and sections on early life, life’s 

work, and personal information, followed by 
a list for further readings.  Each also has a 
sidebar that describes a significant affiliation 
for which the subject is best known.  Useful 
appendices include a musical timeline and 
both a musical category index and a general 
alphabetical index. 

Relying on Current Biography Magazine 
as the main source of the entries has pros and 
cons.  It offers coverage of many popular and 
newsworthy musicians with a professional 
journalistic approach, thus ensuring both 
relevant and reliable facts as well as a straight 

forward, accessible writing style.  
However, it is limited to musicians 
active after 1940, the start date of 
the magazine, and those consid-
ered newsworthy by the editors 
of Current Biography.  The result 
is somewhat uneven.  You have 
coverage of White Strips but not 
Paul Whiteman, Meat Loaf but 
not Van Morrison, Travis Tritt 
but not Talking Heads, and Jack-
ie Gleason but not the Grateful 

Dead.  That being said, the set does include 
true innovators ranging from Duke Ellington 
to Lady Gaga, Barbra Streisand to Kanye 
West, Lena Horne to Neil Young, and Merle 
Haggard to Madonna. 

While in no way comprehensive, Music 
Innovators offers well-written, informative 
essays that cover the careers and contributions 
of numerous well 
known musical in-
novators.  Although 
more journalistic 
than scholarly, it 
should be useful to 
high school students 
and patrons of public 
libraries as well as 
undergraduates be-
ing served by many 
academic libraries.  
Admittedly, a lot of this information is avail-
able online but this set offers readers one con-
venient source to numerous musical innovators 
as well as leads to others in the same genre.  

As is the case with all Salem Press works, 
a print purchase includes access to an online 
version. 

Extra Servings
SAGE will be releasing a couple of new 

titles in a month or so:
• The SAGE Encyclopedia of 

Political Behavior (Apr. 2017, 
9781483391168, $350) edited 
by Fathali M. Moghaddam is a 
two-volume set that “explores the 
intersection of psychology, politi-
cal science, sociology, and human 
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behavior.  This encyclopedia inte-
grates theories, research, and case 
studies from a variety of disciplines 
that inform this established area of 
study.  Aimed at college and uni-
versity students, this one-of-a-kind 
reference covers voting patterns, 
interactions between groups, what 
makes different types of govern-
ment systems appealing to different 
societies, and the impact of early 
childhood development on political 
beliefs, among others…”

• The SAGE Encyclopedia of 
Out-of-School Learning (Apr. 
2017, 9781483385211, $395) is 
a two-volume set edited by Kylie 
Peppler that “documents what the 
best research has revealed about 
out-of-school learning: what facil-
itates or hampers it, where it takes 
place most effectively, how we can 
encourage it to develop talents and 
strengthen communities, and why it 
matters…”

Rowman & Littlefield has recently pub-
lished two new titles:

• The Encyclopedia of Christianity 
in the United States (Nov. 2016, 
9781442244313, $495) is edited 
by George Thomas Kurian and 
Mark A. Lamport.  This reference 
is a five-volume set that “outlines 
the myriad roles Christianity has 
played and continues to play.  This 
… reference work includes biogra-
phies of major figures in the Chris-
tian church in the United States, 
influential religious documents 
and Supreme Court decisions, and 
information on theology and theo-
logians, denominations, faith-based 
organizations, immigration, art 
— from decorative arts and film to 
music and literature — evangelism 
and crusades, the significant role of 
women, racial issues, civil religion, 
and more...”

• The Complete Book of 1990s 
B r o a d w a y  M u s i c a l s  ( S e p t . 
2016, 9781442272132, eBook:  
9781442272149, $125) by Dan Di-
etz is a single-volume reference that 

“examines in detail every musical 
that opened on Broadway during 
the 1990s.  This book discusses 
the era’s major hits (Miss Saigon, 
Crazy for You, Rent), notorious 
flops (Shogun, Nick & Nora, The 
Red Shoes), controversial shows 
(Passion, The Capeman), and 
musicals that closed during their 
pre-Broadway tryouts (Annie 2: 
Miss Hannigan’s Revenge, Whis-
tle Down the Wind).  In addition 
to including every hit and flop that 
debuted during the decade, this 
book highlights revivals and per-
sonal-appearance revues with such 
performers as Sandra Bernhard, 
Michael Feinstein, Patti LuPone, 
Liza Minnelli, and Mandy Pat-
inkin…”

Oxford University Press also has a few 
recent titles of interest:

• The Australian National Dictio-
nary (Dec. 2016, 9780195550269, 
$150) is in its 2nd edition.  It is a 
“dictionary of Australianisms and 
“includes words and meanings that 
have originated in Australia, that 
have a greater currency within Aus-
tralia than elsewhere, or that have 
a special significance in Australian 
history.  Whereas the first edition of 
the dictionary, published in 1988, 
contained about 10,000 headwords, 
compounds, idioms, and deriva-
tives, this second edition contains 
over 16,000…”

• The Oxford Companion to Cheese 
(Nov. 2016, 9780199330881, $65) 
edited by Dr. Catherine Donnelly 
“is the first major reference work 
dedicated to cheese, containing 
855 A-Z entries on cheese history, 
culture, science, and production.  
From cottage cheese to Camembert, 
from Gorgonzola to Gruyère, there 
are entries on all of the major cheese 
varieties globally, but also many 
cheeses that are not well known 
outside of their region of produc-
tion…”

ABC-CLIO will be releasing some new 
titles including:

• The Holocaust: An Encyclopedia 
and Document Collection (Sept. 
2017, 9781440840838; eBook: 
9781440840845, $435) edited by 

Paul R. Bartrop and Michael 
Dickerman, is a four-volume set 
that “provides reference entries, 
primary documents, and personal 
accounts from individuals who 
lived through the Holocaust that 
allow readers to better understand 
the cultural, political, and economic 
motivations that spurred the Final 
Solution…”

• Women in American History: A 
Social, Political, and Cultural 
Encyclopedia and Document Col-
lection (Jan. 2017, 978-1-61069-
602-9; eBook: 978-1-61069-603-6, 
$415) is edited by Peg A. Lamphier 
and Rosanne Welch.  This set “is 
organized into four chronological 
volumes, with each volume further 
divided into three sections.  Each 
section features an overview essay 
and thematic essay as well as de-
tailed entries on topics ranging from 
Lady Gaga to Ladybird Johnson, 
Lucy Stone, and Lucille Ball, and 
from the International Ladies 
of Rhythm to the International 
Ladies Garment Workers Union.  
The set also includes a vast variety 
of primary documents, such as per-
sonal letters, public papers, news-
paper articles, recipes, and more.  
These primary documents enhance 
users’ learning opportunities and 
enable readers to better connect 
with the subject matter…”

Salem Press also has a new title available:
• The Ancient World: Extraordinary 

People in Extraordinary Societies 
(Jan. 2017, 9781682171899, eB-
ook: 9781682171905, $395) is a 
four-volume set that “covers world 
cultures from prehistory through 
the year 700 C.E.  With in-depth 
analysis of civilizations, key fig-
ures, cities, cultures and daily life…  
The set begins with 26 overview 
essays, from Agriculture to Writ-
ing Systems, followed by 1,100 
alphabetically arranged essays on 
persons, cultures, wars, battles, 
documents or works, traditions or 
cultural phenomena, structures or 
artifacts, places or sites, terms, and 
groups or civilizations…”  

From the Reference Desk
from page 54

Future Dates for Charleston Conferences

     2017: Preconferences/Seminars — Monday and Tuesday, November 6-7, 2017
 Vendor Showcase — Tuesday, November 7, 2017
 Main Conference — Wednesday - Friday, November 8-10, 2017

     2018:   Nov. 5-10, 2018     •     2019:   Nov. 4-9, 2019     •     2020:   Nov. 2-7, 2020
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BELA GEORGE LUGOSI et al. v. UNI-
VERSAL PICTURES.  603 P.2d 425 (Cal. 
1979)

In 1930, Bela Lugosi signed on with Uni-
versal Pictures Company to play the title role 
in Dracula.

Hope Linninger Lugosi  and Bela 
George Lugosi, widow and son of the iconic 
vampire sued Universal in 1966 alleging 
they were appropriating property which they 
had inherited. Universal was licensing out 
the rights to the Dracula character without 
family consent.

And boy did they exploit it.  Plastic toy 
pencil sharpeners, plastic model figures, 
T-shirts and sweat shirts, card games, soap 
and detergent products, picture puzzles, candy 
dispensers, masks, kites, belts and belt buckles, 
and beverage stirring rods.

They actually identified the date of the mov-
ie and actor’s name.  As if anyone could fail 
to recognize the immortal Bela, Sr.  The trial 
court found it was clearly Bela’s likeness de-
spite Christopher Lee, Lon Chaney and John 
Carradine having also also played the role.

Lugosi never tried to exploit his image 
as Dracula.  Had he done so in a business or 
whatever he would have impressed the busi-
ness with a secondary meaning protectable 
under the law of unfair competition.  Johnston 
v. 20th Century-Fox Film Corp. (1947) 187 
P.2d 474.

That legal footnote aside, the trial court 
found that the interest was one of property 
which could pass to the heirs.  They relied on 
a line of cases which included Haelan Labo-
ratories v. Topps Chewing Gum (2d Cir. 1953) 
202 F. 866 and Cepeda v. Swift and Company 
(8th Cir. 1969) 415 F.2d 1205.

The Appeal
The appellate court and later the Supreme 

Court of California relied on Dean Prosser 
who said it was an issue of privacy.  Prosser, 
“Privacy” (196) 48 Cal.L.Rev. 383, 406.

Lugosi could have created “… a right of 
value” in his name or likeness. But he didn’t 
do it.

Had he done so, it would have been pro-
tectable during his lifetime under one of the 
forms of invasion of privacy — Appropriation 
for the defendant’s advantage of the plaintiff’s 
name or likeness.

The injury is loss of potential financial gain, 
not mental anguish like the other invasions of 
privacy (intrusion into seclusion, public dis-
closure of private facts, false light).

Had he built a T-shirt business, sold it, and 
not spent the money, the 
money would become part 
of his estate.

But because the is-
sue is one of invasion 
of privacy, his right is a 
personal one which does 
not extend to family members.  Prosser, Law 
of Torts (4th ed. 1971) pp. 814-815.

The heirs of Al Capone, after his death, 
sued for an invasion of their privacy due to a 
movie about him.  Maritote v. Desilu Produc-
tions,Inc. (7th Cir. 1965) 345 F.2d 418 (cert. 
den. 382 U.S. 883).  They claimed his name, 
likeness and murderous personality did not fall 
into the public domain upon his death.  The 
court held it was really an invasion of Alfonse’s 
privacy, and he was dead.  So no luck.

The widow of Jesse James sued a film pro-
ducer for “exploitation of plaintiff’s deceased 
husband’s personality and name for commer-
cial purpose.”  James v. Screen Gems, Inc. 
(1959) 344 P.2d 799.  Note that the language 
of the allegation is the appropriation invasion 
of privacy which does not survive death.

For some reason, California puts the year 
first in the citation if that oddity is bothering 
anyone.

Plaintiff must prove that his privacy has 
been invaded.

The court found it odd to urge that, because 
an ancestor did not exploit his publicity for 
commercial purposes, the right to do so de-

scends to the heirs.  If so, 
how many generations 
could this descend to?

A concurring opinion 
notes that Lugosi was 
an actor.  He memorized 
lines written for him and 
played the role.  He nei-
ther wrote the novel nor 

the screenplay.  Many others played the role.  
He had no more right to exclusivity in exploit-
ing it than George C. Scott does to General 
Patton.

Should the descendants of George Wash-
ington be able to sue the Secretary of the 
Treasury for using his likeness on the dollar 
bill?  And what about Dolly Madison cakes?

And just when you think you’ve 
learned something …

In 1985 California passed The Celebrities 
Rights Act.

I’m surprised they didn’t call it the Celeb-
rities Bill of Rights.

Anyhoo, if your name, voice, signature, 
photograph, or likeness has commercial value 
when you croak, you can pass it to your heirs.  
It gets 70 years of protection.  Twelve other 
states have done the same.  

Cases of Note — Invasion of Privacy, Appropriation
Column Editor:  Bruce Strauch  (Retired, The Citadel)  <strauchb@citadel.edu>

Questions & Answers — Copyright 
Column

Column Editor:  Laura N. Gasaway  (Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill School of Law, Chapel Hill, NC 27599;  
Phone: 919-962-2295;  Fax: 919-962-1193)  <laura_gasaway@unc.edu>   
www.unc.edu/~unclng/gasaway.htm

QUESTION:  A high school librarian 
inquires about a campus-wide freshman 
reading program initiative and asks whether 
the school can show a motion picture as a part 
of this program.

ANSWER:  To show an entire motion 
picture to the whole school or to all of the 
freshmen students is a public performance, 
and the school would need a license for this 

continued on page 57
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works are regularly commercialized.  The two 
sides settled the remaining minor state law 
claims under New York law, but the terms of 
the settlement were not divulged.

QUESTION:  An author asks about the 
benefits of electronic copyright registration 
as opposed to paper registration.

ANSWER:  The Copyright Office actu-
ally encourages electronic registrations by 
providing certain benefits over traditional 
paper registrations.  To register a copyright, 
the owner must send the Office three things:  
(1) a completed application;  (2) the filing fee; 
and  (3) a copy or copies of the best edition of 
the work (copyright deposit).

The benefits of electronic filing include:  (1) 
a lower filing fee;  (2) the ability to pay the fee 
via a credit card;  (3) faster processing time;  
(4) the ability to track the status of the appli-
cation online;  (5) the ability to upload certain 
categories of deposits directly; and  (6) fewer 
opportunities to make errors on the application.  
One wonders when the Copyright Office will 
no longer accept paper applications.

QUESTION:  A faculty member wants his 
students to read three chapters from a book 
and wants to post these chapters individually 
on Blackboard at different times during the 
semester.  Each chapter would remain on the 
website only two weeks.  Is copyright permis-
sion required for this?

ANSWER:  It is likely that no permission 
is needed for such use.  One would consider 
issues such as the length of the book.  In other 
words, under fair use, one of the considerations 
is quantity and quality of the portion repro-
duced.  If the book has 30 chapters, then three 
chapters represent only 10% of the work, a 
small part of the work.  If the book has only five 
chapters, then three of those chapters represent 
a large portion and students should be required 
to purchase the book or the school should pay 
royalties for reproducing the chapters.  Certain-
ly, the school can obtain a license for posting 
the chapters on Blackboard.

QUESTION:  An elementary school teach-
er asks if she has permission to use a document 
or a part of a document for classroom use, must 
she indicate that she has received permission.

ANSWER:  It is not required that copies 
reproduced by permission contain a statement 
that it is reproduced with permission.  How-
ever, it is a good idea to do so.  It points out to 
everyone that the reproduction is with permis-
sion and models this behavior to students.  

Questions & Answers
from page 56

performance.  Depending on the movie, it is 
possible that there would be no royalty fee for 
the performance.  Also, there are public domain 
motion pictures for which no permission is 
required.  The school should contact a motion 
picture licensing agency to inquire about a 
license to perform the movie.

QUESTION:  A university librarian is 
puzzled about whether the U.S. Copyright Of-
fice should become an independent agency or 
should remain a part of the Library of Congress.

ANSWER:  Not surprisingly, most librar-
ians would like to see the Copyright Office 
remain a part of the Library of Congress.  But 
other members of the copyright community 
disagree.  The first U.S. Copyright Act was 
enacted in 1790, and for many years following 
the enactment, copyright registrations were 
approved by clerks of federal district courts 
upon the filing of a claim by a copyright owner.  
The Library of Congress was established in 
1800, but the copyright system was not moved 
into the Library until 1846 to relieve the bur-
den on the court systems and to give 
LC access to the required deposits 
of copyrighted works for its collec-
tions.  For years, a large part of the 
library’s collection was obtained 
through the copyright registration 
system.  Copyright was moved 
to the U.S. Patent Office from 
1859-70.  The Copyright Act of 
1870 reestablished the copyright 
registration system and deposits 
of two copies of published works 
in the Library of Congress.  (See 
Jacob Harper, The United States Copyright 
Office:  Nostalgia for the Past, Obstacle for 
the Future, 4, Am. Univ. intell. ProP. Brief 30 
(2013) for a history of the Copyright Office.) 

In the mid-1990s there was a proposal to 
move the Copyright Office to the Department 
of Commerce which also houses the U.S. Pat-
ent and Trademark Office so that all federal 
intellectual property issues would be governed 
by one agency.  There were many objections to 
this proposal, primarily that copyright would be 
completely overshadowed by patent and trade-
mark, and that such a move would change the 
focus of copyright to purely an economic one.

At the request of Congress, Register Maria 
Pallante wrote a letter proposing the Copyright 
Office become an independent agency, and there 
appears to be a good deal of support for this 
in the greater copyright community.  Library 
associations have opposed the move from the 
Library of Congress, and there have been 
many blog posts in support of the status quo.  
(For example, see http://blogs.library.duke.edu/
scholcomm/2016/12/14/where-should-the-copy-
right-office-live/).  Certainly, there are pros and 
cons to the proposal.  Most librarians understand 
the benefits of remaining with the Library of 
Congress.  Nevertheless, copyright industries, 
as well as the Register’s letter, point to some of 
the disadvantages remaining a part of LC.  One 
of the major problems has been LC’s inability 

to provide necessary information technology 
upgrades to support a modern copyright regis-
tration system.  The Register competes with all 
other LC departments for technology upgrades 
despite its constitutionally mandated respon-
sibility for copyright registration.  The Office 
has often lacked necessary independence to act.  
Further, libraries and library associations often 
take positions on copyright matters, the very 
issues the Office must administer.  Some argue 
that this creates a conflict of interest.

In December, the House Judiciary Com-
mittee introduced a policy proposal covering 
a number of copyright issues and Copyright 
Office matters.  The recommendation is for an 
independent Copyright Office.  It also includes 
a technology modernization plan for the Office, 
increasing the autonomy of the Office from LC, 
additional control over its own budget and tech-
nology and various other reforms.  Public com-
ment on the proposal closes January 31, 2017.

QUESTION:  A photographer asks what 
has happened in the case against Getty Im-
ages filed by photographer Carol Highsmith.

ANSWER:  What began as a very explo-
sive $1 billion case has pretty much fizzled.  
Carol Highsmith made thousands of her 

images available to the public through 
donation to the Library of Congress.  

Highsmith learned that Getty had more 
than 18,000 of her images on its web-
site and was selling her photographs 

and charging people for the use of 
those images when she received 
a letter from Getty demanding 
that she pay $120 for using her 
own images on her website.  She 
charged that Getty was holding 
itself out as the copyright owner 
of the photographs and falsely 

applied watermarks to her images.  She sued 
for copyright misuse and for false removal of 
copyright information.  Further, she said that 
she never relinquished ownership in the copy-
rights when she transferred the images to LC. 

Getty countered that Highsmith placed her 
works into the public domain and therefore had 
no rights to assert.  She replied that she merely 
intended to create a Creative Commons type 
of license with access through the Library of 
Congress.  Getty said that it made a mistake 
in requesting payment from Highsmith which 
it rectified upon notification.  In October 2016, 
the federal district court agreed with Getty, 
and dismissed her federal copyright claims ac-
cepting Getty’s arguments that public domain 

Rumors
from page 50

continued on page 65

ingest diverse library data at higher speed and 
greater volume.  The new service will enable 
a shift in the way that libraries manage their 
print and digital collections and in the ways that 
people access those resources.  https://www.jisc.
ac.uk/ and https://www.oclc.org/

Tim Whisenant has just been appointed  
regional vice president for the Western U.S.  

at WT Cox Information Services.  He brings 
27 years of expertise to the library community 
and he began his career as a reference and in-
struction librarian.  Whisenant will manage the 
Western U.S. territory in all library markets in-
cluding academic, public, and special libraries 
with a concentration on account management, 
integrated solutions, and customer service.  
WT Cox Information Services is located at 
201 Village Road, Shallotte, NC.
http://www.wtcox.com
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Little Red Herrings — Arf!  A Bark Really Worse than 
Its Bite
by Mark Y. Herring  (Dean of Library Services, Dacus Library, Winthrop University)  <herringm@winthrop.edu>

It is never my intention with a column to 
affront anyone’s sensibilities.  Since my 
scribbles are opinion pieces by and large, 

it goes without saying that more often than 
not, someone is going to disagree.  I don’t 
worry so much about that, but when I do get 
the very occasional bitter pill in the form of an 
irate email or poisoned letter, I’m sorry for the 
individual who was so annoyed that he or she 
took the time to say so.  I know that whoever 
it is, he or she probably had better things to 
do than occupy valuable time on something 
that peeved.

Consider this an apology-in-advance for a 
column I know is going to annoy some, if not 
most, readers.  I’ve even put off writing it for 
several semesters, thinking that I might not 
have to make any noise at all:  the problem 
would just vanish.  Alas, it has not, and like 
most things that start downhill, this one has 
gone dergringolade, as a physician, a French 
physician, might say.

This column is about the recent rising, and 
ongoing proliferation of emotional support 
animals (ESAs) on college and university cam-
puses, not to mention just about everywhere 
else you look nowadays.  The gushing glut has 
given new meaning to “animal house” at insti-
tutions of higher education everywhere.  And 
it is now becoming an ever-growing and diffi-
cult-to-manage problem, as the New York Times 
reported recently (http://nyti.ms/2jKDvhP).

Now let me be very clear.  This column 
is NOT about ADA approved animals, such 
as Seeing Eye dogs, or even small ponies 
that help someone do something he or she is 
physically unable to do (the blind to “see,” the 
deaf to “hear,” and the physically or mentally 
unable (e.g., PTSD), enabled).  I support ADA 
regulations and I would expect anywhere I 
work to do the same.  It is, after all, the law 
of the land.

Ah, but we never leave well enough alone, 
do we?  Today, we have emotional support 
animals, not to mention therapy animals 
that comfort the comfortless, befriend the 
friendless, and assuage the … assuageless.  
These animals can be almost anything, from a 
195-pound St. Bernard, to a 6-pound ferret, to 
a 60-pound potbellied pig, to whatever else the 
individual in question has “registered.”  I put 
registered in quotes because registering — or 
not — your therapy animal isn’t required and 
you don’t need any distinguishing collar or 
marking.  All one has to do is simply make 
the case — and put out the cash — and almost 
any animal is fair game to take anywhere.  
Such animals were unheard of only five years 
ago.  Now, every campus 
in America finds itself in 
the teeth of such critters, 
so to speak.  And not 
everyone is happy about 

it, especially those representing the genuinely 
handicapped (http://www.servicedogcentral.
org/content/node/76).  

A few years ago, The New Yorker ran a 
piece about the coming onslaught (http://bit.
ly/11d3jsy).  The columnist, Patricia Marx, 
wrote an engaging piece about five animals 
(including a llama) she took about New York 
just to see if she would be called into account.   
She was not.  As she put it so eloquently in her 
excoriating piece:

Take a look around.  See the St. Bernard 
slobbering over the shallots at Whole 
Foods?  Isn’t that a Rottweiler sitting 
third row, mezzanine, at Carnegie 
Hall?  As you will have observed, an 
increasing number of your neighbors 
have been keeping company with their 
pets in human-only establishments, co-
habiting with them in animal-unfriendly 
apartment buildings and dormitories, 
and taking them (free!) onto airplanes — 
simply by claiming that the creatures are 
their licensed companion animals and 
are necessary to their mental well-being.  
No government agency keeps track of 
such figures, but in 2011 the National 
Service Animal Registry, a commercial 
enterprise that sells certificates, vests, 
and badges for helper animals, signed up 
twenty-four hundred emotional-support 
animals.  Last year, it registered eleven 
thousand.
NSAR is a commercial outfit that charges 

for the registration.  The registration as of 20 
January 2017, is 145,546.  The site is a curious 
one, mixed as it is with confusing elements.  It 
has a link to the ADA law and other pertinent 
information.  What it does not do, however, is 
make the distinction between service animals 
(protected by ADA) and emotional service 
and companion animals, which in most cases 
are not (even though the names look the same, 
don’t they?).  If you go to the ADA site and 
look at its FAQs, you’ll find:

Q3. Are emotional support, therapy, 
comfort, or companion animals consid-
ered service animals under the ADA?
A. No.  These terms are used to describe 
animals that provide comfort just by 
being with a person.  Because they have 
not been trained to perform a specific job 
or task, they do not qualify as service 
animals under the ADA.  However, 
some State or local governments have 
laws that allow people to take emotional 
support animals into public places.  You 
may check with your State and local 

government agencies 
to find out about these 
laws.

So, while the NSAR 
links to ADA, giving one 

the impression that all therapy and emotional 
support animals are ADA protected, they 
clearly are not in the majority of cases.  To say 
this is confusing to people is an understate-
ment.  Most people are simply polite enough 
not to say anything, and most know that you 
cannot inquire too deeply into a person’s ADA 
disability.  But that is the point, really.  All 
ADA approved animals automatically have a 
designation as a service animal because those 
animals have undergone extensive training.  
ESA animals have not.

As I said before, all you need to register an 
ESA is money.  Most owners of ESAs, to be 
on the safe side, get some quacksalver to agree 
to whatever emotional need they have and so 
provide an official-sounding letter.  The letter 
provides a further patina of science to bolster 
the quackery.  The rest of us are forced simply 
to kowtow to the individual.  

Some of you are doubtless wondering why 
this is such a big deal since, after all, libraries 
are exempt from ESAs.  While that is true, 
individual colleges and universities can make 
their own determinations, and so many are, and 
increasingly in favor of admitting these animals 
everywhere.  Institutions, obviously scared to 
death of possible litigation, choose to bow the 
knee rather than raise a brow.  And so, here we 
are, on our way to campuses (not to mention a 
culture) that may soon look like Noah’s Ark, 
but without the flooding waters or the Ark!

If all of this were not enough to give you 
pause, the actual “illnesses” might at least 
raise an eyebrow.  In one case I observed, 
the young person had “test anxiety,” among 
other stressors.  The animal in this case helped 
“alleviate” the problem.  What struck me as 
laughable is that this so called “test anxiety” 
is what every student — with rare exception 
— had when I was in school.  It made us study 
harder.  Today, a menagerie of creatures are the 
rescue.  Then I witnessed first-hand at least one 
contributing factor to the so-called test anxiety 
during testing week.  The student in question 
spent the majority of the time in our building 
texting friends, reading People magazine, and 
tweeting.  Could this have been as much the 
cause of test anxiety as anything else?  Just 
saying.  Another case had to do with a student 
who had, among other “issues,” noise anxiety.  
Granted to the student, among other accommo-
dations, was the “right” to listen to rock music 
whenever necessary.

Although I have inquired about these “con-
ditions” regularly, I am not allowed to know 
the nature, breadth, depth, or diagnoses beyond 
a very general vagueness.  Privacy uber alles.  
I must take it on a gnostic’s word that these 
are legitimate “illnesses” that require these 
animals in our once ESA-exempt building.  
I have been assured repeatedly that intense 
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A Vision for an Integrated System for Open-Access 
Regional Publishing
by Sanford G. Thatcher  (Former Director, Penn State University Press)  <sgt3@psu.edu>

Abstract:  This essay explores the potential 
for building a system for open-access regional 
publishing from the ground level of local his-
torical societies and public libraries working 
with citizens in their area, up through a state 
university library and press collaborating on 
publication of scholarly research in books and 
journals, onto the national level of the Digital 
Public Library of America, and eventually 
worldwide.  The idea is based on experience 
in running the Office of Digital Scholarly 
Publishing at Penn State University.

Keywords: regional publishing / open ac-
cess / DPLA / ODSP / Penn State / enhanced 
ebooks

I have a dream — well, not so grandiose and 
significant as the one Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr., talked about in his famous speech 

of August 1963, but a dream nonetheless for the 
betterment of advancing knowledge in the U.S. 
first of all but in the whole world eventually.

I focus on university presses located at state 
universities because they have an extra mission 
that goes beyond the mission that all presses 
have of “disseminating knowledge — far and 
wide,” to quote the classic phrase of Daniel 
Coit Gilman in setting up The Johns Hopkins 
University Press in 1878.  Besides publishing 
scholarly works in fields where it has chosen 
to concentrate, a state university press must 
make some effort toward serving the citizens 
of the state in which it operates.  This mission 
may take the form of special book series that 
publish writings, usually for a more general 
audience than the main scholarly list serves, 
about the art, culture, economics, environment, 
history, literature, and social life of the state and 
even the region of the country where the state 
is located.  These books are often nonfiction, 
but some presses also venture into publishing 
fiction and poetry of a regional orientation 
and into reference book publishing as well, 
as the presses at Georgia and North Carolina 
have done with their state encyclopedias.1  
Those presses that publish journals may also 
include one or more focusing on their states, 
as we did at Penn State University Press 
with our Pennsylvania History: A Journal of 
Mid-Atlantic Studies.2  Presses at private uni-
versities may do some publishing about their 
own schools’ history or even that of the cities 
in which they reside, but rarely venture more 
widely into what has come to be known as 
“regional publishing.”  Rutgers, for instance, 
is where regional publishing is done in New 
Jersey, not Princeton. 

Regional publishing has its own special 
challenges and advantages.  Among the obvi-
ous challenges are a market restricted mostly 
to one part of the country and a distribution 
system that goes well beyond the libraries 
(public or academic) and retail bookstores to 

include, for example, general stores in towns 
throughout the state and sometimes even high 
schools.  Often successful marketing will re-
quire a staff member traveling to customers that 
are seldom served by private university presses.  
One offsetting advantage, however, is that the 
books published for regional audiences include 
popular items like bird guides, cookbooks, 
novels, photography, poetry, and reference 
works that can sell to the mass public often in 
considerable quantities, thus providing a nice 
return on investment the surplus from which 
can be used to help subsidize more low- and 
slow-selling academic titles.  And these books 
can command more attention in the local media 
than mainstream academic books can usually 
do.  The Dallas Morning News, for example, 
regularly commissions reviews of books issued 
by the numerous university presses in Texas.

But the dream I have cannot be realized 
by the traditional print-oriented publishing 
model university presses have 
used for nearly a century and 
a half now.  It requires taking 
full advantage of modern 
computer technology and the 
Internet and can probably only 
be realized completely with an 
open-access (OA) approach, 
or so I will argue.  My argu-
ment will be built upon experi-
ence I had as director of Penn State University 
Press when we joined with the Libraries to set 
up a jointly operated Office of Digital Scholarly 
Publishing (ODSP) in 2005.3

It was my ambition from the start of the 
ODSP to have it used, in part, as a platform to 
advance regional publishing.  Before I retired 
in mid-2009 we had realized some portions 
of that plan, such as the Metalmark Series of 
books in the public domain about Pennsylvania 
housed in the Libraries’ Beaver Collection.  
A panel of advisers, including at least one 
professor from the History Department and 
one general writer of popular books about the 
state whether affiliated with the University or 
not, was appointed to select a half-dozen titles 
each publishing season, which would then be 
digitized by the Libraries in such a way as to 
make the files useful not only for on-screen 
viewing but for issuing as “print-on-demand” 
books in paperback through Lightning Source 
as the POD vendor.  This was a mixed OA/
POD model, which was patterned on the model 
pioneered by the National Academies Press 
(NAP), which began posting all of its books 
for free viewing on its website beginning in the 
mid-1990s.4  Income derived from sale of the 
POD paperbacks was split equally between the 
Press and the Libraries.  The ODSP site also 
included access to back issues of Pennsylva-
nia newspapers, which were digitized with 
funding from the National Endowment for 
the Humanities, and back issues of the main 

scholarly journals about Pennsylvania history 
including, besides the Press’s own journal, 
the highly regarded Pennsylvania Magazine 
of History and Biography and Western Penn-
sylvania History.5  The Libraries also housed 
the Pennsylvania Center for the Book, which 
among its most popular innovations was a digi-
tal Literary and Cultural Map of Pennsylvania.6  
As the site advertises, “On the map you’ll find 
writers of novels, plays, short stories, technical 
manuals, legislation, children’s literature, just 
about anything you could imagine connected to 
writing.  We have used this geographic method 
of organizing our authors to show the breadth 
of places in Pennsylvania that have fostered 
the writers of the state, not only our greatest 
cities, but the rural hamlets in the mountains 
and every place in between.”

With all of these rich resources already in 
place, I had hoped to go an extra step or two.  
The vision was to build a digital network in 

Pennsylvania starting from the 
ground up all the way to the 
state level, and then beyond 
to the national and eventually 
international.  At the lowest 
level public libraries would 
cooperate with local histor-
ical societies to reach out to 
citizens in the area who might 
have family or business cor-

respondence and records in their possession 
as well as personal items like diaries and 
memoirs.  Citizens would be encouraged to 
rummage through their attics and closets to 
locate such documents and consult with local 
history experts and public librarians in order 
to determine which might be of most value to 
society generally and which, therefore, might 
deserve to be digitized — a task that, with 
proper local funding, might be carried out by 
the library or historical society or both.  Such 
a collection, once established, could then be 
made known to scholars who are experts on 
the state’s history and culture through their 
professional societies or journals, or a central 
state library like the Penn State Libraries 
system could serve to aggregate all the local 
collections and be the access point for the entire 
set.  These rich and varied digitized resources 
would form the lifeblood of new scholarly 
books and journal articles.  A good example of 
a book that used just such resources (though not 
yet digitized) to provide a revisionist history 
of Pennsylvania’s economic development in 
its early years is A Country Storekeeper in 
Pennsylvania: Creating Economic Networks 
in Early Pennsylvania, 1790-1807.7

Such scholarly books would, in turn, be-
come the basis on which both high school and 
college textbooks could be written, serving to 
inform and instruct students using the best new 
knowledge available as vetted by the scholarly 
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community.  Also, these new interpretative 
analyses could be filtered into writing for 
popular audiences in general trade books, thus 
enlightening the public at large.  The vision 
included the networking of these different 
types of publications through a national cen-
tral system like the Digital Public Library of 
America (DPLA) where they could be linked 
with similar cultural and historical resources 
contributed by other states.8  Eventually the 
linkage could be extended internationally, and 
the DPLA has already been working with its 
European counterpart, Europeana, to begin 
the long-term job of extending the network of 
digital library resources worldwide.9

How does open access figure into the 
equation?  Although it may be too much to 
expect that the books at the peak of the pyramid 
intended as trade books for the public would 
ever be made available as OA publications, 
including regional trade books published by 
university presses that are an important source 
of revenue now, one can readily envision all 
the other levels working on an OA model, even 
including textbooks, which would follow the 
increasing interest in developing Open Educa-
tional Resources (OER).  At the base level all of 
the digitized local collections would be made 
OA by written agreements with the citizens 
who contributed original documents.  These 
might even be integrated into university insti-
tutional repositories, preferably with all linked 
into one central system like the state’s flagship 
university.  The university presses publishing 
the monographs drawing on these resources 
could follow one or another of the OA models 
already in existence at Amherst, California, 
Michigan, Penn State, Purdue, and elsewhere.  
And the journals could be developed to use the 
Gold OA approach.  What copyright status to 
assign to these different types of OA materials 
can be debated.  As I have argued elsewhere, 
I think the CC BY-NC-ND license works best 
for the humanities and social sciences.10

This dream of an integrated system for re-
gional publishing has yet to reach fruition even 
at just the state level anywhere I know about.  

But there are encouraging signs that progress 
is being made.  On April 16, 2016, for instance, 
the Penn State Libraries announced a new on-
line service hub called PA Digital through the 
DPLA.  The press release explained: “DPLA 
is a platform that brings together the riches of 
America’s libraries, archives and museums, 
and makes them freely available to the world.  
The new Service Hub, called PA Digital, 
launched on April 13 led by the State Library of 
Pennsylvania, Temple University, Penn State, 
the University of Pennsylvania, the Free Li-
brary of Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania Aca-
demic Library Consortium, the Health Sciences 
Libraries Consortium, the Interlibrary Delivery 
Service of Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia Con-
sortium of Special Collections Libraries, and 
a variety of cultural heritage institutions from 
across the Commonwealth.  The Service Hub 
includes select digital collections from partner 
libraries ranging from academic to K-12 to 
special collections and archives.”

The publication of what is commonly 
called “enhanced” eBooks also has a place in 
this system.  The ODSP had hoped to produce 
such editions.  For example, in the Romance 
Studies series the idea was to be able to include 
links in citations of French novels quoted and 
discussed in English in the monographs to OA 
editions in French of these novels held in the 
collections of the Bibliothèque nationale de 
France.  And in the social sciences where a rich 
set of social survey research underlay the find-
ings of a book, it was our hope to make these 
results available as a linked database.11  Alas, 
too many competing priorities and insufficient 
time and money to pursue them all left these 
dreams unfulfilled.  But the day will arrive, I 
feel confident, that this kind of dream too will 
come to pass.  

Sanford G. Thatcher was director of Penn 
State University Press from 1989 to 2009.  He 
was president of the Association of American 
University Presses in 2007/8.  In retirement 
he serves as an acquiring editor part-time for 
books in political science for Lynne Rienner 
Publishers and the University of Rochester 
Press.
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vetting has occurred and medical evidence 
proves these cases.  I have argued — to no 
avail of course — that if these individuals are 
truly so emotionally unstable as all that, should 
they be allowed in public, much less in a high 
stress arena such as a college or university 
where their anxiety is likely to be forced upon 
them regularly, every semester, at least four 
or five times, if not weekly?  The inquiry was 
underappreciated and not answered.

I know I must appear callous and uncaring.  
I do not wish it so.  Nevertheless, I do find it 
hard to comprehend why young people today 
are given so much latitude when it comes to 

Little Red Herrings
from page 58

emotional upset (the recent election an out-
standing case in point).  While the “suck it up 
and be an adult” approach has its own inherent 
problems, it did have the distinct advantage of 
helping those of us under its tutelage to under-
stand that the slings and arrows of outrageous 
misfortune are part of regular life.  The sooner 
one adapts to it, learns to cope with it, and 
moves on, the better. 

Not so anymore.  We coddle students today;  
we become their enablers for a legion of dis-
gruntlements and whatever real or imagined ills 
they have.  Those of us charged with helping 
these young people to become functioning 
adults make it certain  that the unforgiving “real 
world” awaiting them in four, five or six years, 
is one they are decidedly not prepared for.  
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Back in the day — a little over 30 years 
ago — when I took over as chair of the 
Executive Council of the Professional 

and Scholarly Publishing Division (PSP) of 
the Association of American Publishers 
(AAP), I did two things immediately.  I rein-
stituted the PSP annual conference, after sev-
eral years when the AAP hierarchy decreed 
that the conference be curtailed and folded 
more or less into an AAP annual meeting.  
(The late Brooks Thomas, head of the trade 
house, Harper & Row, disparaged the PSP 
conference as nothing more than a few days 
when people networked for jobs.)  The other 
thing I did was start a quarterly newsletter, the 
PSP Bulletin, which I’ve edited for the past 
decade or more.  The main reason I made these 
moves was to improve communication for and 
between PSP member companies.  

The AAP, a trade association with pub-
lishing companies as members, was started 
by Bradford Wiley and associates in the early 
1970s.  When I joined Mr. Wiley’s company 
as an acquisitions editor in 1976, I was invited 
to attend the annual conference, which was 
held in the winter back then at Absecon, a 
posh watering hole favored by actress Grace 
Kelly’s patrician father for its proximity to his 
Philadelphia home base.  The conference, still 
held in early February but now in a Washing-
ton, DC hotel, features numerous speeches 
and panel sessions over an afternoon, a full 
day and the following morning, is still going 
strong.  There’s even a preconference session, 
which goes through lunch on the first day.  
Over the years, I should note, as the number of 
executives and managers as well as technical 
specialists have proliferated throughout pub-
lishing houses, the composition of registrants 
has changed, and I don’t think that more than 
a very few editors get to attend.  

Budget constraints have forced a recent 
cut-back in the Bulletin’s publication.  Still, 
PSP, led by its executive director, John Tagler, 
remains committed to communication.  In 
addition to the annual conference, PSP holds 
numerous executive council and committee 
meetings with guest speakers, educational 
workshops and boot camps, which offer 
training for young staffers in the business of 
publishing books and journals.  John, with the 
aid of PSP colleagues Sara Pinto and Kate 
Kolendo, publishes his own email news ser-
vice called PSP . . . Links A periodic alerting 
service leading you to information relevant 
to the professional and scholarly publishing 
industry.  He’s sent out 192 of these emails, 
including the one on this past January 15, 
the latest as I write this column.  His Table 
of Contents typically is: 1.  What’s New on 
the AAP Website?;  2.  PSP Education and 
Training Programs;  3.  Other Programs of 
Interest;  4.  New Job Postings;  5.  Suggested 
Reading.  John will link to articles of interest 

with regard to AAP affairs, copyright, digital 
piracy, eBooks, higher education (my old 
associate, Allan Wittman, used to call PSP 
“highest education publishing”), libraries, open 
access, professional and scholarly publishing 
and some miscellaneous links.  The email con-
tains a thorough alerting service;  the January 
15 email lists nearly four dozen websites and 
articles of interest, with most of the listings 
annotated.  And yes, these emails do offer up 
details of current open job openings in the PSP 
industry.  While the job postings are no longer 
of any interest for me, I find the rest of the 
compilations very useful as one way to stay 
in touch with an industry with which I’m still 
very much involved.

Recently, I asked a few colleagues where 
they get PSP industry information.  Here are 
their responses:

A senior editor at a major university press, 
who recently stepped down from a manage-
ment position, writes: “I get a lot of useful 
information from Scholarly Kitchen, one of 
the most reliable websites (especially in a 
post-truth era) out there.  It is slanted towards 
STEM publishing, but it is still useful for me, 
a humanist, to read just about every blog entry 
that is posted, as well as the comments.  (I 
do this every day as my mid-morning break 
from the usual madness.)  I also get some 
information from a list serve that deals with 
issues in the humanities.  Prior to my return 
to the editorial fold, I attended the Charles-
ton Conference, which was always 
stimulating and enormously useful, 
especially regarding digital mat-
ters and evolving acquisitions 
practices.”

A medical doctor and pro-
fessor with a connection to PSP 
writes:  “I am the odd duck out 
since I work for academia in 
a standard tenured professor-
ship.  My only contact with 
publishing is when I publish a 
book or edit a journal.  So, my 
insight into what is going on in 
the industry is largely based on 
conversations with the editors 
with whom I am currently 
working and discussions at the 
PROSE contest meeting.  For 
example, I had no idea until I heard it last week 
that textbook publishing was taking a big hit 
during the last two years.”

I want to note here that the main stream 
media (msm) covers the publishing industry 
almost exclusively with regard to trade pub-
lishing.  The few times that the msm’s interest 
has been piqued in recent years have involved 
scandals or crises, such as the revolts over STM 
journal and college textbook pricing, academic 
fraud, or predatory journals.

An experienced publisher writes:  “Monthly 
meetings of the PSP Books Committee (we 
invite whomever strikes our fancy and have 
license to be completely inquisitive) and AAP 
monthly and annual stats, plus all the usual 
assns:  Authors Guild, PEN, etc.  And various 
industry newsletters like Outsell.”

And finally, the head of a university press 
located far from America writes:  “My ex-
perience may be a bit different from most 
people’s because of distance, but I get 80% 
of my information about what’s going on via 
web newsletters.  The exception, of course, 
is what I pick up at meetings and book fairs.  
I regularly go to:  PSP Meeting (somewhat 
useful);  AAUP Meeting (somewhat useful);  
Frankfurt Book Fair (very useful);  London 
Book Fair (somewhat useful).  My main online 
sources are:  PSP... Links (very useful);  AAUP 
Director’s mailing list (somewhat useful);  
Scope eKnowledge (daily — somewhat use-
ful);  Scholarly Kitchen (occasionally useful).”

For my own part, in addition to relying on 
John Tagler’s PSP Links emails, I, too, consult 
the Scholarly Kitchen regularly, and I cover the 
PSP Annual Conference as a journalist for the 
PSP Bulletin.  My articles on the conference 
may be written from a personal perspective and 
have a journalist’s gloss, but they’re based on 
extensive notes.  So I do have to stay awake at 
all the sessions I attend.

One communication mode none of my 
correspondents mentioned explicitly was 

schmoozing with fellow workers 
around the water cooler or with 

associates from other companies 
on the phone or in person.  You 
know, industry gossip, in addi-
tion to any other information 
from one set of lips to another 
set of ears.  Should I have found 
the omission a bit odd?  When I 
used to do market research into 
where engineers got informa-
tion, “Joe down the hall” was 
always among the top sources.  
The name survey respondents 
used was always “Joe,” by the 
way, although it would as likely 
be “Jane” nowadays.  But like 
the rest of us, I’d guess, these 
days engineers turn to screens 

before they pick up the telephone or venture 
out of the office.  For better or worse it’s the 
way of the world now.

One more thing:  the topic of industry 
statistics, e.g., sales.  I’ll get into this topic in 
a future column.  
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Random Ramblings — Major Changes in  
Amazon’s Fees for Book Sellers
Column Editor:  Bob Holley  (Professor Emeritus, Wayne State University, 13303 Borgman Avenue,  
Huntington Woods, MI  48070-1005;  Phone: 248-547-0306)  <aa3805@wayne.edu>

I didn’t expect to be writing so soon about the out-of-print book 
market after my recent column a few months ago, but Amazon has 
made major changes in its shipping rules and fees for book sellers.  

(“Random Ramblings — The Out-of-Print Book Market: Some Personal 
Perspectives,” ATG, vol. 28, #5)  These changes will affect both buyers 
and sellers and may potentially have a major impact on the market.  At 
the same time, Half.com, Ebay’s fixed price book seller, has also upped 
its commission rates but not modified its other rules.  With its decline 
in market share, any impact of the Half.com actions will be much less 
serious.  To include the rest of the market, I was not able to discover 
any changes for Alibris and AbeBooks, but I expect that both selling 
platforms are discussing what they should do to profit from Amazon’s 
increase in selling costs.

Amazon
Amazon sent an email to its sellers on November 9, 2016 to announce 

the following changes in shipping policy and 
fees for selling Media products.  This category 
includes books, CDs, VHS, DVDs, cassettes, 
and vinyl.  The rules will become effective on 
March 1, 2017.  I won’t be discussing the third 
change, competing for the buy box, because of 
its limited importance.

Shipping
“Effective March 1, 2017, you will be able to set your own ship-

ping prices for Standard delivery and set different shipping prices by 
region for Expedited, Two-Day, or International delivery.”  Currently, 
Amazon sets standard shipping rates for all media that sellers can’t 
override.  The credit is based upon the type of media except that the 
international shipping credit for books over one pound is higher.  
Sellers will be able to create up to twenty templates with complex 
rules for shipping that take into account the location where the item is 
headed, minimum shipping cost per order and per pound, and shipping 
priority.  For example, a seller can set a higher charge for shipping 
to Alaska and Hawaii with first class to assure prompt delivery since 
media mail sometimes takes six weeks to arrive.  In my opinion, the 
main advantage will be setting higher rates for international shipping to 
take into account that the actual mailing costs are much higher than the 
current fixed amount.  Right now, I am willing to ship items abroad only 
if they weigh less than nine ounces because 
the shipping costs to many countries exceed 
the Amazon standard allocation.  Finally, the 
seller can adjust these templates to reflect any 
future increases in postage costs. 

Overall, I consider this change to be an 
advantage since it provides sellers with more 
flexibility.  On the other hand, I’m sure that I’ll 
make some mistakes in my initial templates.  
The other small issue is that I’ve found that Amazon’s weights for 
books are sometimes incorrect so that the automatically calculated 
shipping allocation may be wrong.

Selling Fees
The changes to selling fees have more serious implications.  I have 

edited the following quote to include only the essential sections and 
have excluded video games.

“We will be making two changes to how Selling on Amazon fees 
are charged for Media products (including Books, Music, Video, 
DVD, Software, and Video Games).
1) Variable Closing Fees (VCF):  The VCF charge in Media 
product categories (Books, Music, Video, DVD, Software, and 
Video Games) will increase to $1.80 from $1.35 per item. 

2) Referral fees:  Currently, the referral fee for Media products 
is an applicable percentage of an item’s sales price (excluding 
any shipping or gift wrap charges).  Effective March 1, 2017, the 
referral fee will instead be calculated on the total sales price (the 
total amount paid by the customer, including the item price and 
any shipping or gift wrap charges), as follows:
Current Fees
* Books, Music, Video, DVD, Software, Video Games (non-con-
sole): VCF - $1.35 per item; referral fee - 15% of the item price
New Fees
* Books, Music, Video, DVD, Software, Video Games (non-con-
sole): CF - $1.80 per item; referral fee - 15% of the total sales 
price.”
This change greatly increases the fees that Amazon collects on each 

sale as can be seen from the example below: 

This example does not include the $1.00 fee that Amazon charges 
occasional sellers or the proportional cost per item for professional 
sellers who pay $39.95 each month to avoid the occasional seller fee.  
As a professional seller who sells from 40-60 books each month and 
mails them out with media mail for $2.61, the $2.40 above is the mini-
mum price for me to meet my target of at least $1.00 profit per sale for 
books weighing one pound or less with a minimal acquisitions cost.  I 
expect that I’ll need to raise my average price at least $1.00 per listing 
or change my shipping costs by the same amount to meet my profit goal.

The new pricing structure will have a particularly drastic effect upon 
the infamous Amazon “penny sellers.”  One of the most common topics 
on the Amazon discussion boards is how they can turn a profit at such 
low prices.  The traditional answer is their ability to get much lower 
shipping rates by batching their large shipments.  All this will change 
with the new fee structure:

Even with the professional selling fee of effectively zero at their sales 
levels, I doubt that they will find a way to ship their books for $1.60, but 
I eagerly await their reaction to these changes because the mega-sellers 
offer the most competitive prices on Amazon.

Implications of the New Fee Structure
Amazon has behaved very differently from most corporations by 

willingly forgoing immediate profits to increase market share, fund 
special initiatives, and acquire other companies.  Investors have treated 
Amazon kindly on the assumption that future changes in this strategy 
have the potential to increase greatly its profitability.  I wonder if the 
upping of fees for books and other media is a small step in this direction.  
As I indicated in my earlier column, Amazon is retreating from its orig-
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inal emphasis, selling books, to focus on selling mostly new products 
of all types on its own or through its professional sellers.

Amazon may also have judged that it has become the leading source 
for books in the United States and many foreign markets so that it can 
increase prices and profitability without losing significant market share.  
In the debates on the Amazon forums about this question, the general 
opinion is that most book buyers look to Amazon first and don’t even 
know about the existence of competitors such as AbeBooks, which 
Amazon owns, Alibris, and other out-of-print book sellers.  I have 
some direct evidence for this conclusion from the fact that I often sell 
books for higher prices on Amazon than the same books listed on 
Half.com.  Similarly, sellers like me will remain with Amazon, whose 
commission structure is already high, because it is better to sell books 
with a high commission rate than not to sell many books at all. In other 
words, Amazon is taking advantage of its dominant market position in 
the out-of-print market.  Furthermore, increases in fees to sellers, such 
as the recent hike by Half.com, which I won’t describe in detail, may 
also lessen the impact of Amazon’s increase.

The first practical implication of the new changes is that sellers will 
need to determine how they will revise their prices or shipping fees if 
they wish to keep the same profit margins.  Since the default sort order 
on Amazon is descending price including shipping fees, changing one 
or the other should make little difference except a lower price without 
shipping appears in some initial views.  Sellers can change each price 
individually or download their inventory to make systematic changes 
though the algorithms for this second option could be complex.

If all sellers decide to keep the same profit margins, the change will 
not affect their competitiveness within Amazon.  Some buyers may 
become savvier about checking other vendors; but, for the reasons I give 
above, I find this unlikely to have major consequences.  The main issue 

will be that the increase in costs may deter some buyers from making 
purchases since the base rate for any item will increase 20% from $4.00 
to $5.00 if sellers keep the same margins.  The one positive will be for 
buyers of multiple items since Amazon no longer will automatically 
charge the $3.99 shipping fee for each item since sellers can lower 
shipping costs for multi-item purchases.

For the many libraries that purchase from Amazon, this increase 
in costs is an unwelcome event.  I know from the discussions that I 
encounter on several discussion lists that Amazon has become a large 
vendor in the library market.  (I would like to hear from anyone who 
has even quasi-reliable statistics on the size of library marketplace for 
Amazon.)  Especially for academic libraries, this potential 20% increase 
may lead to further reductions in the size of the monograph collection.  
With their greater sophistication, libraries of all types may consider 
other vendors as alternatives as long as their procedures don’t overly 
complicate the buying process and increase staff costs.

Libraries that sell on Amazon will face the same transition issues 
and increased complexities of multiple shipping options including 
considering changing shipping prices to match increases in their seller 
fees.  Where the Friends group sells the materials for the library, the 
volunteers who manage the process may encounter difficulties in find-
ing the extra time required to manage the changes.  In some cases, an 
increase in the backlog of materials to be processed from delays caused 
by the transition may create storage problems. 

Conclusions
I don’t want to overemphasize the implications of the Amazon 

changes.  At this time next year, I expect that both buyers and sellers 
will have adjusted to variable shipping options and increased fees.  
Amazon will almost certainly remain the chief marketplace for buying 
and selling books and other media.  The major effects will most likely 
be a potential decline in the number of items sold because of increased 
prices and an erosion of purchasing power for libraries that buy materials 
from Amazon.  
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Optimizing Library Services — Research Data 
Supporting Services that Libraries Can Offer based on the 
Experience of the University of Tartu Library
by Liisi Lembinen  (University of Tartu Library, W. Struve 1, Tartu, 50091, Estonia)  <liisi.lembinen@ut.ee>

Column Editors:  Ann Lupold  (Promotions Coordinator, IGI Global)  <alupold@igi-global.com>

and Lindsay Johnston  (Managing Director, IGI Global)  <ljohnston@igi-global.com>

A new age of science is evolving — one 
driven by data management for which 
a variety of technological solutions are 

used.  In recent years, governments and fund-
ing agents have requested certain measures in 
the preservation and publication of research 
data for quality reasons.  For example, the 
European Commission’s Open Research Data 
Pilot required participants to store their re-
search in repositories and allow “third parties 
to access, mine, exploit, reproduce and dis-
seminate free of charge,” influencing all data 
financed through the European Commission 
and the Horizon 2020 program (European 
Commission, 2013, p. 3).  Researchers are 
now investigating ways to comply with these 
data management requirements.  Therein lies 
an opportunity for academic libraries to adopt 
a leading role by offering research data-related 
assistance.  This recent challenge that academic 
libraries face does not merely include updating 
infrastructure.  In addition, it also requires the 
re-orientation of library services and librarian 
skills, as well as general library goals, missions 
and strategies.

Numerous academic and research libraries 
have already welcomed the role of digital 
research data management and have begun 
offering related services.  Some have taken 
it a step further, developing a selection of 
training programs targeting both researchers 
who produce and handle data on a daily basis, 
as well as librarians who offer different levels 
of support to such researchers.  Even though 
many academic libraries offer various types of 
research data management (RDM) services and 
infrastructure, many universities struggle with 
convincing researchers to publish their data. 

Collaboration in data management services 
among libraries, researchers, universities and 
government is the only way to make research 
data truly available and accessible.  As aca-
demic libraries have assumed the leading role 
in RDM services, different case studies and 
research have been undertaken to pinpoint 
the best solutions and models for setting up 
auxiliary RDM services, developing necessary 
infrastructure for data publication, sharing and 
reuse, and improving librarian skills;  the role 
of libraries in the life cycle of research has been 
examined in debates.

When the institutional needs and expec-
tations placed on academic libraries change, 
libraries must rise to the occasion and repro-
gram.  Change is not always the easiest thing 
to accept and libraries tend to be traditional 
rather than trend-setting innovators.  Academic 

leaders need to re-evaluate libraries’ long-term 
goals based on the new objectives of their in-
stitutions.  The fact is that libraries need to be 
prepared to set data management, sharing and 
storage as a priority as soon as the institution 
is ready to do so.  Data services need to be 
developed and adapted quickly 
in order to remain relevant and 
meet the needs of researchers.  
Should libraries emerge as 
unprepared, the credibility 
of their importance as well 
as their role within the insti-
tution would be negatively 
affected.  New goals require 
libraries to quickly change the 
technological tools applied, 
library services rendered, 
and, primarily, the skill sets 
possessed by librarians.  This 
new reality requires libraries 
to take an active role and show initiative. 

RDM services require librarians to work 
more outside of the scope of their usual envi-
ronments, rather than tackling routine tasks.  
More than ever, these new data-related library 
services are relocating to where the respective 
clients — i.e., researchers — are, and desist 
from concentrating on developing in-house 
services connected to the library’s physical 
environment.  Building strong collaborative 
relationships with researchers who until now 
formed the principal user group of digital data-
bases and otherwise had little connection with 
the library, fostering scanty comprehension of 
the library’s work, is a novel skill that librarians 
need to adopt.  In fact, researchers often lack 
the required training, time or knowledge in data 
management and their justified expectation is 
that someone else will handle this part of their 
research.  If previously it was the desire of few 
researchers to share and store their data on a 
long-term basis, data sharing is undergoing 
a transformation into an unavoidable future 
requirement.  Many institutions and research-
ers are now looking to libraries to provide 
the necessary services, training programs and 
infrastructure.  And many leading libraries have 
already accepted the challenge by tackling the 
development of RDM models.  Their research 
has thus provided a list of steps necessary for 
setting up such services. 

In most cases, each specific institution 
fosters a set range of services they can or are 
expected to render; however, a number of simi-
larities appear during the above set-up process.  
RDM services include various components and 

consist of three phases.  The relevant com-
ponents include data management planning, 
active data management, data selection and 
handover, data repositories, and data catalogs.  
Within a full research life cycle, data services 
can, in general, be divided into three phases: the 

pre-project phase (RDM 
plans, guidance), the 
active project phase 
(includes guidance in 
the following areas: 
data documentation, 
formats,  s tandards, 
storing, managing, ana-
lyzing, data types and 
storage platforms), 
and the post-proj-
ect phase (long-
term preservation 
and accessibility of 
data).  Most impor-

tantly, effective data 
management and sharing 

proceeds from relevant institutional strategy 
and policy, and is always accompanied by guid-
ance, training programs, and support services.  
For libraries, it is important to understand that 
they play an integral part in a more sweeping 
process, and that acting alone they cannot 
develop successful RDM services.  Libraries 
require support from university management in 
terms of policy and strategy, as well as from 
researchers who would provide data on which 
libraries can build data services.  It is a man-
agerial task to assess an institution’s current 
position, needs and research data infrastructure, 
develop core RDM principles, and to ratify the 
resulting policy.  Based on the strategy, a busi-
ness plan and funding tools will also need to 
be established by the institution’s management 
(Jones, Pryor and Whyte, 2013).

Based on our experience of the University 
of Tartu Library, we recommend taking an 
active approach.  The library alone cannot set 
up effective RDM services.  It is necessary to 
maintain contact with researchers who are the 
main producers of data.  While convincing 
researchers to share their data is a rather po-
litical task and may not always be a library’s 
main competence; training librarians to offer 
necessary support services and infrastructure 
totally is.  When setting up training for librar-
ians, there are various reference materials as 
well as institutions that can offer necessary 
support.  For instance, FOSTER (Facilitate 
Open Science Training for European Research) 
project’s training portal offers various training
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materials needed in understanding open science 
and RDM.  Data librarians and other faculty 
liaison librarians need to refocus their core 
competencies such as storage, archiving, meta-
data, and data description skills in relation to 
data.  Data librarians must keep their acquired 
skills and competencies up-to-date and follow 
RDM-related trends in librarianship as the 
latter also require new skills, including project 
management, public relations, and international 
collaboration.  Likewise, library services must 
also be built on these new needs and competen-
cies, constituting a switch from collection-based 
services to RDM-based services.

For infrastructure set-up and support, li-
braries could join the COAR (Confederation 
of Open Access Repositories) network for 
open access repositories.  When setting up a 
data repository, a library should consider if 
necessary infrastructure already exists within the 
university or country (central) or if there is any 
international infrastructure that could meet the 
needs of their researchers (OpenAIRE).  There is 
no worse thing than setting up another repository 
that nobody will ever use or which is not linked 
to an international search engine.  This will not 
help any library’s reputation.

The key word in any RDM services set-up 
is collaboration.  Experience from various 
university libraries also demonstrates that 
RDM services are not something one unit 
within an institution can implement alone; it 

takes a contribution on a wider scale from the 
entire institution.  Even further, the collabora-
tion should not be limited to one institution, 
not even one country.  Since most academic 
libraries are facing same RDM service set-up 
challenges, it is important to look for guidance 
and support from outside.  There is no point to 
re-invent the wheel!

Libraries are facing major changes in the 
21st century.  The role, the focus, and the mis-
sion of libraries are changing.  More than ever, 
universities and researchers need libraries and 
their expertise.  Each individual library must 
make an important decision in terms of either 
willingly making the effort to administer all 
of the required changes, or remaining idle in 
waiting for a more appropriate moment in time.  
Regrettably, research needs are changing very 
quickly and waiting may no longer constitute a 
valid option.  For once, it may become necessary 
for libraries to take a risk and adopt a quick 
solution instead of following a more traditional 
and time-consuming process of thought.

For more on our research with RDM in the 
University of Tartu Library, read Chapter 8 
“Collaboration between Researchers and Aca-
demic Library: Road to Research Data Coun-
try-Wide Consortium and Innovation in Library 
Services” in Technology-Centered Academic 
Library Partnerships and Collaborations, ed. 
Brian Doherty.  IGI Global, 2016.  
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Congratulations to Edward Elgar Publish-
ing which has been awarded the Fox Williams 
Independent Publisher of the Year Award 
2017 at this year’s Independent Publishing 
Guild (IPG) Awards.  As a “resolutely for-
ward-looking business,” expanding into law 
publishing and building digital platform Elga-
ronline, the judges praised EEP for “punching 
way above its weight despite competition from 
far larger operators.”  “Edward Elgar pro-
duced an outstanding performance in a difficult 
market in 2016,” the judges said.  “It is a very 
well run and profitable company with excellent 
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A Little Publishing History — Publisher-Librarian 
Discourse & The 150-Year-Old Reference Source
by John Schmittroth  (Business Development Consultant)  <johnschmittroth@gmail.com>

One of the coolest experiences I’ve had 
in my reference publishing career was 
involvement in Gale Group’s acquisi-

tion of the “Ayer newspapers directory” (as we 
called it) in 1986.  This transaction matched a 
relatively young reference company with one 
of the oldest continuously published directories 
in the Western Hemisphere.  At the time, Gale 
had developed into a leading library 
publisher after its modest beginning as 
a home business in the 1950s.  With 
a much longer history, the Ayer di-
rectory had been published annually 
since 1869 by (and for) advertising 
agencies to provide a consolidated 
national listing of newspapers.

The Ayer directory was Gale’s first 
major corporate acquisition and thus a big 
event for the company.  During the integration 
process, Gale worked closely with a lively 
librarian advisory board to better understand 
the market needs for the product.  In a decisive 
day-long meeting, the librarians substantially 
changed the proposed publishing plans for 
Ayer’s and defined a course for the decades to 
come.  Following are recaps of Ayer’s and Gale 
publishing histories, and details on the post-ac-
quisition strategy defined by the advisory board.

Ayer’s History
“The object of this annual is to assist an 

advertiser in making a selection of papers that 
will serve his purpose in territory he desires to 
cover.” — American Newspaper Annual, 1880

N.W. Ayer & Sons was a Philadelphia 
advertising agency that launched the American 
Newspaper Annual in 1880.  This competed 
with the older Rowell’s American Newspaper 
Directory that first appeared in 1869, and both 
titles appeared for a number of years.  N.W. 
Ayer subsequently acquired the Rowell’s 
title and merged the two directory products in 
1910.  This first combined annual edition listed 
more than 20,000 news publications in about 
1,400 pages and was sold for a price of $5.  
(Library of Congress information and links 
to older Rowell and Ayer editions are at http://
www.loc.gov/rr/news/news_research_tools/
ayersdirectory.html.)

The Ayer directory was designed as a busi-
ness tool for advertisers, providing details on 
title, publisher, format and size, circulation, ad 
rate, subscriber price, subject specialty (if any), 
etc. for the listed papers, which appeared geo-
graphically.  As additional useful information 
for the advertiser, the directory included brief 
profiles on the newspapers’ local market areas 
(e.g., 11,000 towns in the 1910 edition), such as 
population, manufacturing/economic activity, 
geography, transportation, etc. 

One can imagine that this content was ex-
tremely useful for advertisers in an American 
era of rapid westward expansion, economic 
growth, and related creation of new markets 

and customers to reach.  Over time, looked 
at from a somewhat different perspective, the 
Ayer directory was recognized by the library 
community as an invaluable information guide 
since it comprehensively covers authoritative 
news sources about particular places and 
subjects, independent of its specific advertis-
ing-related details and uses.

N.W. Ayer & Sons continued to pub-
lish the directory for most of the 20th 

century.  It began to emphasize the 
inclusion of periodicals in the 1930s 
by changing the title to Ayer Direc-
tory of Newspapers and Periodicals 
and later settled on the more general 

term Ayer Directory of Publications.  
During changes in its business in the 

1980s, N.W. Ayer turned over its directory 
publishing operation to IMS Press, part of 
a pharmaceutical data company also in the 
Philadelphia area (as I recall).

Gale Background 
Gale originated in the 1950s in the home 

of automotive marketer Frederick G. Ruffner 
where work on the first edition of Encyclopedia 
of Associations was begun.  This publication 
found great traction in the library market and in 
the years to follow Ruffner proceeded along a 
very successful path of organic development of 
additional products such as Research Centers 
Directory, Contemporary Authors, and numer-
ous other reference publications.

After three decades of assiduously building 
Gale, Ruffner decided to sell the company.   In 
1985, Gale was purchased by International 
Thomson, an international, decentralized 
collection of specialty publishers.  A Thomson 
strategy was to acquire a leading company in a 
sector of interest, maintain its brand and oper-
ations, and fund additional fold-in acquisitions 
for the acquired company.

Gale Acquires the Ayer Directory
In 1986, just a year after Thomson acquired 

Gale, it acquired the Ayer directory from IMS 
Press to fold into Gale operations.  Gale imme-
diately set about creating a strategic publishing 
plan for the future editions it would publish.  At 
the time, the directory contained nearly 25,000 
listings, about evenly split between newspapers 
and magazines carrying advertising.  This was 
considered to be definitive coverage of news-
papers, a first place to look.  The coverage of 
magazines on the other hand was considered 
selective, especially compared to the leading 
periodicals directories of the time, which re-
ported many more titles.  

Gale developed plans to aggressively grow 
the numbers of periodicals listed so that over 
time, the Ayer directory would come to serve 
as a one-stop source for BOTH newspapers and 
periodicals.  The production of new editions of 
the work would be carried out by an established 

Gale directory publishing team under the vet-
eran leadership of Kay Gill.  The team was 
pumped for the challenge of growing the direc-
tory, especially since initial anecdotal market 
research (e.g., conference conversations) about 
Ayer’s revealed the sentiment that, “yes, more 
periodicals would be great!” 

On the sales and marketing side, Gale’s 
new directory very naturally plugged into the 
well-established and effective direct mail and 
telemarketing channels for other Gale prod-
ucts.  Once the publishing plan was set, the im-
proved product features could be incorporated 
into the market messaging for future editions.

Librarian Advisors Speak
To formally vet and finalize its plans for 

the Ayer directory, Gale convened a day-long 
advisory board meeting.  This involved a small 
panel of proven advisors from public, academic, 
and corporate libraries.  These librarians were 
“thought leaders” with whom Gale had ongoing 
and frank dialogues on various aspects of refer-
ence publishing for libraries.  Present for Gale at 
the meeting would be key executives plus opera-
tional representatives from various departments 
including editorial, sales, and marketing, so all 
could hear the same conversation first hand.

In the meeting, Gale reviewed its plan 
to greatly increase the periodicals coverage, 
along with the associated compilation details 
and milestones.  In response, and unanimously, 
panel members asserted that they use Ayer’s for 
NEWSPAPERS rather than periodicals (except 
as a last resort).  With their experience and the 
plan details provided, the librarians recognized 
the plan’s trade-off that may not have been ap-
parent in more casual conversations.  That is, any 
efforts to increase periodicals coverage would 
necessarily come at the expense of further en-
hancing newspaper coverage (no coverage ever 
being perfect).  The librarians already had peri-
odicals directories in their collections and didn’t 
need this content duplicated inside of Ayer’s. 

Instead, the advisors reported they would 
dearly like to see continuous improvement 
of newspapers coverage.  Areas for attention 
might be small town newspapers, newer towns 
and suburban papers, ethnic and minority 
publications, free and alternative publications, 
etc.  When adding magazines, and considering 
the geographic orientation of Ayer’s, a priority 
could be local sources such as city business 
journals or regional local history magazines.  
The types of sources recommended were not 
necessarily significant advertising carriers of 
great interest to the ad industry, but they did 
represent enrichment and diversification of local 
news and information coverage, better aligning 
the directory with general library interests.  In 
public libraries, for example, besides having 
advertising and PR users, the source might be 
consulted by relocators, genealogy and local 
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Curating Collective Collections — MI-SPI:  
License to Save
by Pamela A. Grudzien  (Director of Acquisitions, Metadata & Resource Sharing Services, Central  
Michigan University Libraries)  <grudz1pa@cmich.edu>

Column Editor:  Bob Kieft  (688 Holly Ave., Unit 4, St. Paul, MN 55104)  <rhkrdgzin@gmail.com>

Column Editor’s Note:  Readers of this 
column and participants in CRL’s PAN Forum 
at ALA will be familiar with the shared 
monograph program among public universities 
in Michigan described here by guest author 
Pamela Grudzien.  It’s one of several state-
based programs that has matured, but it is 
unusual in a couple of ways.  First, and unlike 
many other shared monograph projects, it 
proceeded from the desire to responsibly 
reduce the size of a collective collection rather 
than the desire to secure titles that are scarce 
or unique.  Second, it has entered a second 
generation of activity with the addition of 
members and consequent refinement of its 
retention criteria.  Moreover, MI-SPI is in 
discussion with a neighboring project among 
academic libraries in Indiana about the 
possibilities for joint effort.  In this way, MI-
SPI is helping the shared print community 
to figure out how existing state and regional 
projects can knit together and move toward a 
national level of collection management.  The 
HathiTrust and EAST monograph projects 
are approaching the question of the inter-
state/regional collection from their angles, 
and the time is fast approaching when enough 
individual projects are sufficiently advanced 
that they can, once a national-level service is 
readily available for declaring and acting on 
retention commitments, see the outline of the 
larger structure needed. — BK

Over the past two decades as more and 
more scholarly resources became 
available online, academic libraries 

have shifted away from warehousing print 
materials for just-in-case use to accessing vast 
electronic collections that are available 24/7 to 
meet the needs and demands of  students.  To 
provide collaborative and innovative services, 
library spaces need to be used differently, too.  
Many libraries, in analyzing their collections, 
discovered lots of monographs never used and 
lots of monographs duplicated in many librar-
ies.  The mixture of changing space needs and 
sophisticated collection analysis data created 
an opportunity for Michigan’s public university 
libraries to collaborate in a new way — a shared 
collection distributed throughout the partner 
libraries’ physical buildings.

MI-SPI (pronounced My Spy) is the acro-
nym for the Michigan Shared Print Initiative.  
Currently, this is a collaborative project to 
retain copies of circulating print monographs 
duplicated in the library collections of most 
state-supported universities in Michigan.  
To be specific, at least two copies among 11 
institutions. Currently, the MI-SPI members 
are grappling with the realities of retention re-
sponsibilities, the concerns about validation of 

ern Michi-
gan, Grand 
Valley State, Michigan Tech, Saginaw Valley 
State, Wayne State, and Western Michigan.  
The goal for the original seven participants was 
to have retention commitments on widely-held 
but little-used books so that libraries could 
maintain access through resource sharing to 
the same number of titles while eliminating 
significant duplication.  Two partners had very 
urgent space demands requiring heavy dese-
lection in the summer of 2012.  Two partners 
had no space concerns at all and were able to 
take on more retention assignments in order to 
help others meet their goals.  The collaboration 
worked well.

The start of MI-SPI involved circulating 
print monographs.  In order to make reason-
able, intelligent decisions about what to keep 
and what to weed, a large amount of relevant 
data needed to be collected and analyzed.  Data 
included detailed holdings information, circu-
lation statistics, publication dates, and compar-
ative holdings among identified libraries and 
library groups.  This all applies to the principle 
of a collective collection of circulating print 
monographs.

Data extracts were harvested for SCS 
through the end of 2011.  While SCS worked 
with the data, the seven partners came to agree-
ment on criteria for the collection analysis.  We 
would look at: 

• titles held by three or more in the 
group,

• title sets that had fewer than three 
circulations among title holdings 
since 1999,

• copies that had been acquired in or 
before 2005. 

The group was comfortable, at this stage, 
looking at material that had been added to our 
collections more than five years previously, that 
was widely duplicated, and that showed little 
to no use for more than ten years. 

In early 2012, collection data was ready 
for the group to discuss.  The initial estimate 
of total overlap of holdings proved to be high.  
After normalizing the seven files of records, 
535,000 commonly-held titles were available 
for deselection.  Intense discussions about the 
allocations of retention assignments ensued.  A 
horse-trading process involving reassignment 
by SCS of several thousand titles to two part-
ners helped those who could not commit to all 
the initially assigned retention candidates for 
space reasons.  Moreover, the group understood 
that when the partnership expanded beyond the 
pilot seven and the collective collection was 
refreshed, the retention responsibilities would 

actual holdings, and ideas about expanding the 
collaborative to incorporate other formats and 
possibly libraries in neighboring states.  But, 
it didn’t start out that way. In the beginning, 
it was all about weeding, i.e., deselection, i.e., 
downsizing some collections. 

Let’s set the stage:  There are 15 state-sup-
ported public universities in Michigan, three 
in the Upper Peninsula, and the remaining 12 
across the “Mitten.”  They range in size from 
about 2,100 students at Lake Superior State 
to over 50,000 at Michigan State.  Most of 
the universities are also participants in the 
statewide catalog and resource-sharing system 
called MeLCat — Michigan electronic Library 
Catalog.  The statewide delivery system RIDES 
makes stops at each institution every weekday.  
So there was a shared catalog and distribution 
system in place already to provide infrastruc-
ture to MI-SPI. 

In 2010, several of the state-supported uni-
versity libraries in Michigan were facing space 
demands requiring significant downsizing of 
their collections.  While feeling this urgency to 
remove books, there was also a desire to some-
how ensure access to the many titles that were 
held at sister institutions.  Michigan libraries 
had recognized the advantages of working 
collaboratively.  Communication began early 
in 2011 with the Midwest Collaborative for 
Library Services’ (MCLS) executive director 
Randy Dykhuis to explore the possibilities of a 
joint monographic deselection and preservation 
project.  In spring 2011, a pilot project was 
proposed to the Council of Library Deans 
and Directors (COLD), representing the 15 
public universities in the state.  While many 
expressed interest, for a few the timing and 
budget constraints precluded participation in 
the pilot.  By August 2011, seven partners 
agreed to move ahead.  MCLS was asked to be 
facilitator and fiscal agent for the project and 
to contact SCS on behalf of the new group to 
engage their collection analysis services. 

Initially, interest in this analysis varied 
among the seven fully participating libraries.  
Some university libraries were interested in 
obtaining data analysis of their print mono-
graph collections for weeding due to space 
constraints.  Others were interested in overall 
analysis of usage of their print monograph 
collections.  Some university libraries had 
urgent space concerns.  There are other similar 
initiatives to MI-SPI happening across the 
U.S. now, but at the time MI-SPI was unique 
because MI-SPI’s resource sharing was physi-
cally distributed across all participant facilities 
allowing the partners to create a collective col-
lection while meeting their local space needs.  

When the project began in 2012, the original 
full participants were Central Michigan, East-
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be rebalanced.  Even at the start of MI-SPI, 
there was an implicit understanding that there 
would be a next iteration of the collaborative 
collection in the near future. 

A small sub-committee drafted a memo-
randum of understanding, which is available 
for viewing at the MCLS Website http://www.
mcls.org/files/2214/0190/4499/MI-SPI_MOU.
pdf.  With the addition of new members and 
accompanying data refresh completed in early 
2016, the scope of MI-SPI, as defined in the 
MOU, is broadening.  Four additional public 
university libraries  became full participants in 
2015/16, Ferris State, Northern Michigan, 
Oakland, and University of Michigan-Dear-
born with the understanding that they would 
be committed to retain materials for the same 
period of time and under the stipulations of the 
existing MOU.  These new partners needed to 
submit updated data sets for the group analysis, 
along with the original partners participating 
in the 2015 data refresh.  Nine libraries par-
ticipated in this updating process.  Eastern 
Michigan and Western Michigan elected 
not to, an option written into the MOU for the 
original seven partners, but both institutions are 
still committed to their original title retention 
commitments.  The refreshed collective collec-
tion contains 2,463,620 title holdings, and the 
rebalanced retention total is smaller than the 
original set at 433,313.

The refreshed shared collection follows 
the same retention criteria as the original pilot 
collection, with an added twist.  The retention 
assignments for Eastern Michigan and West-
ern Michigan must be added on as a separate 
criterion in GreenGlass to incorporate their 
titles.  Current criteria for retention are: 

• retain two copies among the nine 
currently participating libraries if 
both Eastern Michigan and West-
ern Michigan do not already have 
a commitment to retain it, and the 
holdings among the nine libraries 
are more than two.

• retain just one copy among the nine 
currently participating libraries 
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when either Eastern Michigan or 
Western Michigan already have 
a commitment to retain it, and the 
holdings among the nine libraries 
are more than two.

• retain all copies within the nine 
library group if the group holdings 
are fewer than three, U.S. holdings 
fewer than 50, and Michigan State 
and University of Michigan do not 
have one and Eastern Michigan 
and Western Michigan have no 
retention commitments for this item.  

The MI-SPI partners are currently discuss-
ing these additional issues:

• Disclosing retention assignments in 
WorldCat.  

• Creating a floating shared collection 
shifting ownership to the partner 
library that has requested use of 
another partner’s retentions title.  
Rather than returning the item, it 
would simply go on the borrowing 
library’s shelf and the retention as-
signment would shift to that library.

• Clarifying the existing ambiguity 
for retention of multiple editions.  
Policies for handling new editions 
are inconsistent among the partners 
and this could create retention dis-
crepancies in the future. 

Much discussion has and will continue to 
take place among the group of participants 
about further development of the Green Glass 
for Groups (G3) interface.  G3 could possibly 
act as the collective, centralized, cloud resource 
from which to obtain information about differ-
ent editions, missing items, weeded items, and 
physical condition notes at the partner sites.  
Hopefully, the G3 interface may become more 
interactive.  The opportunity to communicate 
within the group about reassigning retention 
commitments, for example, when an item is 
lost or when replacement costs are excessive, 
is viewed as an important element in the future 
of shared collection management.

A lingering question the partners are grap-
pling with is whether the retention books are 
really on our shelves.  And if so, are they in us-
able condition?  The validation project EAST 

has undertaken is of significant interest to the 
MI-SPI partners.  The sample inventory model 
East is using could be applied to the MI-SPI 
collection.  It could supply the answer to the 
lingering question. 

In 2013, academic libraries in Indiana 
received a grant to undertake a shared print 
project.  That project has moved forward under 
the auspices of the Academic Libraries of 
Indiana (ALI).  In July 2016, MI-SPI repre-
sentatives met with representatives of ALI to 
brainstorm about future collaboration between 
the two groups.  There is substantial overlap in 
the goals of the two projects, and both projects 
used SCS to analyze their data and produce 
retention lists.  As the conversation progressed 
and we learned more about each organization’s 
projects and plans, it became apparent that 
staffing was a significant difference between 
the projects.  MI-SPI operates with a volunteer 
steering committee and minimal staff time from 
MCLS.  ALI has staff time dedicated to their 
initiatives.  We agreed to consider our next 
steps and have a second meeting planned for 
January 2017.

There are many innovations and challenges 
ahead for MI-SPI.  The original, 2012 MOU 
had two distinct goals — 1) to create and 
maintain a distributed, shared collection of 
identified print monographs, to ensure that 
circulating copies are retained within the group, 
readily accessible to group participants and 
other Michigan libraries;  2) to responsibly 
reduce the size of local print collections by 
reducing duplication of low-circulating titles 
among participating libraries so that library 
space may be freed up for other uses.  As of 
2016, other goals are being considered — to 
explore opportunities for collaborative col-
lection development between and among the 
participants, to expand the collective collec-
tion to include other formats such as bound 
periodicals and microforms, and to pursue 
possible partnerships with library groups in 
surrounding states. The group is enthusiastic 
and motivated about expanding the collective 
collection and collaborating with other groups 
to share responsibilities for more resources.  
The future of the shared collection movement 
is exciting.  

history researchers, business suppliers, job seekers, freelance writers and 
illustrators, media researchers, students, etc.

The meeting’s detailed and passionate discussion was in general 
surprising and very informative to the Gale team!

New Publishing Strategy Implemented
Gale heeded the advice.  The publishing plan was substantially 

changed to focus on the addition of newspapers and related geographic 
information sources as a top priority, while more gradually expanding 
general periodicals listings.  Gale published its first full edition under 
the title Gale Directory of Publications (GDOP) and included many 
hundreds of additional newspaper listings as advised, a growth process 
that would continue cumulatively in subsequent editions.

A Little Publishing History ...
from page 66

In following years, additional market feedback including specific 
customer requests resulted in the further expansion of GDOP to include 
TV and radio stations listed in the same familiar geographic arrangement.  
While this was not specifically envisioned at the time of the kickoff 
advisory board meeting, the expansion aligned with the publication’s 
defined mission to focus on local news, information, and advertising 
sources, rather than attempt to cover the universe of periodical sources. 

Today, the 2016 (152nd) edition of Gale Directory of Publications 
and Broadcast Media provides a curated compilation of some 60,000 me-
dia listings, and is published in multiple print and electronic formats.  

John Schmittroth is a business development consultant serving 
reference content publishers and providers.  He previously worked 
for Gale as director of the directories division among other positions.
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Both Sides Now: Vendors and Librarians —  
Terms & Conditions
Column Editor:  Michael Gruenberg  (Managing Partner, Gruenberg Consulting, LLC)   
<michael.gruenberg@verizon.net>  www.gruenbergconsulting.com

If it’s on the Internet, it must be true 
and shouldn’t all the information on the 
Internet be available for free?  These two 
questions have haunted every salesperson 
that has ever walked into a library to sell any 
type of e-content.  To be blunt, the answers to 
the questions are:  that not everything on the 
Internet is true (see 2016 Presidential election) 
and secondly, to access relevant, peer reviewed 
content, there will inevitably be a charge by 
the vendor for acquiring, compiling, cleansing 
and presenting that data.  It is only after that 
process is complete that every serious academic 
researcher or every kid reading a novel or 
every college student writing a term paper or 
every person looking for a new job at libraries 
throughout the world can be confident in the 
relevance and accuracy of the data.  So the 
answer to both questions is No!

Acquiring content, developing in-house 
content and providing that content on an 
easy-to-use platform is part and parcel of what 
information industry companies do every day.  
There are technical people who make sure 
that the content provided on the company’s 
platform will be compatible with the library’s 
network.  There are financial people working 
for the vendor that monitor and dutifully report 
on the costs associated with acquiring and pre-
senting the data for library patrons.  I submit to 
you that all those vendors fully understand their 
costs, fastidiously work to maintain their op-
erating margins and know full well how much 
the market will bear when it comes down to the 
asking  price for their content.  All vendors are 
fully cognizant of their competitor’s products 
and associated prices of those products, as 
well.  A significant element of every company’s 
prices is being aware of what their competitors 
charge for similar content.

So that everyone knows, vendors struggle 
every day with the dilemma of what to effec-
tively charge for the content they are providing.  
Aggregators have the additional complex task 
of not only figuring out cost of product, but 
also the salespersons’ commissions, (better 
known as cost of sale) and calculating the 
royalty payments they must make to the various 
sources of the information being used.  There 
are Product Managers, internal publishers, 
sales and marketing people, all of whom have 
some say in the final cost to the library of the 
content provided.  Combine these factors with 
whatever margin of profit the company needs to 
make to pay salaries, employee healthcare, and 
general plant maintenance to keep the business 
viable which means that a lot of calculation 
must be done before any user in any library 
presses the “search” button.

Vendors in our industry are most mindful 
of the monetary situation of today’s library 
customers.  There is not a salesperson sell-

ing e-content to libraries who hasn’t heard 
the mournful words, “we have no money to 
buy your content.”  In all too many cases, a 
library budget for acquisition of new content 
is declining.  Besides agreeing to a fair price 
for the content presented, the salesperson must 
now demonstrate how their product can replace 
the library’s current content with this new one.  
Given some libraries’ reluctance to change 
vendors, the task of selling new content is at 
times, a bit overwhelming.

That’s why the phrase that accompanies all 
library buying decisions, “terms & conditions” 
plays such a crucial role in the process of buy-
ing and selling information.  Vendors know that 
by granting more liberal terms and conditions 
to the buyer, profits will inevitably be affected.  
Of course, a more lenient policy on terms and 
conditions may be just the formula to attract 
many more buyers.

For example, in the public library market, 
vendors are fully aware that in some cases a 
significant amount of users may be comprised 
of people who actually have the wherewithal 
to buy the database on their own and yet they 
find the public library a convenient and cer-
tainly less expensive way to access the data.  
Many business sections in public libraries are 
the resource centers for small businesses that 
need the data but cannot afford the luxury of 
an internal library system.  With all this in 
mind, vendors gladly sell to public libraries 
because many of these small businesses 
may someday become larger and will either 
buy the content at that time or certainly rec-
ommend it to others.  Moreover, using the 
public library strengthens the community and 
supports a valuable resource for everyone in 
that locality. 

The more the vendors’ e-content is used, 
the better for the company.  Usage statistics 
that indicate high usage (or not) are an inte-
gral part in selling and maintaining a database 
subscription at any library, but even more at a 
public library whose funding depends on local, 
state and federal monies.  If a database shows 
heavy usage, then the odds of it being renewed 
are greatly increased because the library can 
justify the expense of buying it to a varied 
number of those in control of dispensing the 
money needed by the library to buy and renew.  
Sometimes a database that is renewed year 
after year is even better than a new business 
order in the eyes of the vendor.  Cost of sale 
for renewals is considerably less than the cost 
of sale for new business.

On most order forms, the page on the back 
with the small print of the multi-copy form 
contains the boilerplate terms and conditions 
of buying the product described on the front 
of the form.  Library acquisitions departments 
spend a significant amount of time reviewing 

what are affectionately referred to as the “T’s & 
C’s.”  Alternativley, the vendor’s legal depart-
ment spends the same amount of time crafting 
language that will protect the company from 
the evils of fraud, non-compliance and illegal 
use of the data.  While both entities have their 
jobs to do, it’s up to the buyer and seller to 
amend those T’s & C’s for the benefit of both.  
After all, the whole purpose in negotiating a 
fair contract is finding a win/win result for 
both parties.  No one is happy if one side wins 
and the other side loses and certainly no one 
is happy if both sides lose.

Some items that can be written into an 
agreement of sale can be a cap on the increase 
in renewal fees.  Companies compute the long-
term revenue on every new business sale and 
are happy to ensure a yearly renewal of content.  
University libraries are known to keep a prod-
uct in their catalog for an average of 5-7 years 
after purchase before contemplating a cancella-
tion and/or switch in vendors.  Therefore, many 
companies are somewhat liberal in negotiating 
a cap to future renewal cost increases.  “If the 
library buys our new Whiz-bang data base for 
$X, the renewal price increase over the next 
three years will be no more than 2.5% per year.”  
Write that into the T’s & C’s.

The vendor may say, “If our new technol-
ogy is not everything we say it is, you will 
be entitled to some relief.”  What does that 
mean? It means that you can negotiate that if 
the new technology does not work as adver-
tised, the library will be entitled to either early 
cancel the contract or be given a significant 
discount on future renewals.  Write that into 
the T’s & C’s.

Whether it’s becoming a beta test site for a 
new product or giving an endorsement of how 
much your library likes a certain company 
product or a say in the development of a new 
product, all that stuff can be written into the 
agreement.  The only caveat is that the infor-
mation professional must ask for any of these 
considerations.  Write that into the T’s & C’s.

The ball is your court.  Here’s something 
to consider:

Since writing my book, Buying and Selling 
Information: A Guide for Information Pro-
fessionals and Salespeople to Build Mutual 
Success, I have often spoken about the fact that 
library schools somehow omit course study on 
negotiation skills for librarians.  I have sug-
gested on many occasions that library schools 
begin to take this topic seriously.  In addition, 
I would counsel library school course selectors 
to add a course on how information industry 
aggregators and publishers actually figure out 
what to charge libraries for their content.  That 
would be quite an eye opening course
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Being Earnest with Collections — Improving Internal 
Communications at Georgetown University Library
by Melissa Jones  (English & Humanities Librarian, Georgetown University)  <Melissa.Jones@georgetown.edu>

Column Editor:  Michael A. Arthur  (Associate Professor, Head, Resource Acquisition & Discovery, University of Alabama 
Libraries, Box 870266, Tuscaloosa, AL  35487;  Phone:  205-348-1493;  Fax:  205-348-6358)  <maarthur@ua.edu>

Column Editor’s Note:  In this month’s 
edition of Being Earnest with Collections, 
I am featuring a talented librarian I met a 
few years ago when we served together on 
the Gale Library Advisory Board.  Melissa is 
a dedicated librarian who is well spoken.  In 
this article, Melissa provides best practices to 
improve communication between the various 
stakeholders involved with decisions about 
subscription review and cancellation.  Many 
of us have been involved with reduced pur-
chasing power caused by budget reductions, 
inflation, or even flat budgets.  In the article 
you will find important takeaways that may 
help if your library is anticipating a large 
scale review of titles with possible cancel-
lations.  My thanks goes to Melissa for her 
detail and efforts in making this information 
available to ATG readers. — MA

After several years of steady collections 
growth, Georgetown University 
Library (GUL), like most academic 

libraries, faced initially flat and then declining 
collection budgets.  A flat budget in FY15 
prompted the library to assemble a task force 
of librarians to make small-scale reductions 
in order to account for serials inflation.1  
Although the library previously had various 
standing committees to address collection de-
velopment and management concerns — the 
Collection Development Council (2000-2010) 
and the Allocations Committee (2011-2013) 
— these groups had been disbanded in the 

course of key personnel changes.  Without an 
existing standing committee, a task force was 
convened to deal with the collection review 
decisions needed to balance the budget.  The 
collection review also coincided with two 
crucial vacancies — the Associate University 
Librarian for Scholarly Resources and Ser-
vices and the Head of Collections, Research, 
and Instruction — adding to the existing 
challenges of the collection review.

Under these circumstances, the Collec-
tions Review Task Force (CRTF) was formed 
in fall 2014 with the charge to “establish 
and apply objective criteria for analyzing 
the content, cost, and actual/projected usage 
of titles.  To ensure that the library’s limited 
resources are allocated appropriately, they 
will work closely with liaison librarians who 
will inform and involve interested faculty 
members.”  The task force comprised the 
Head of Technical Services, the Head of 
Electronic Resources and Serials, 
the Collections Coordinator, and 
three additional subject librar-
ians, representing a variety of 
disciplinary perspectives.  For 
the first round of cuts, the CRTF 
was directed to find savings 
from within current electronic re-
sources and serials subscriptions, 
standing orders, newspaper subscriptions, and 
microform subscriptions.  Since the collec-
tions hadn’t been holistically reviewed in a 
significant amount of time, most of the initial 
cuts were for resources with low-to-no usage. 

Concluding the first year of cuts and antici-
pating future cuts, the CRTF reached out to the 
subject librarians to solicit comments on and 
suggestions for improving the review process.  
To that end, the CRTF sent a survey asking for 
feedback on the following questions:

• What worked well in the collection 
review project this academic year?

• What did not work well in the col-
lection review project?  What would 
you suggest for improvement?

• Do you have other suggestions about 
how to approach the cuts in FY16? 

From the survey the CRTF identified a 
number of ways it could improve its processes.  
Suggestions ranged from the review’s timing, 
which coincided with the busiest part of the fall 
semester, to internal communication processes 
and coordination of the review.  The success 
of the project, in terms of meeting the budget 

reduction goal, would rise and fall 
on the active participation of all 

the subject librarians.  With 
that in mind, the CRTF took 
the librarians’ critiques to 
heart and established several 
practices to ensure that 

information flowed smoothly 
and steadily to and from the 

task force and the subject librarians.  While 
we couldn’t change the review’s timing, we 
could improve our methods of disseminating 
key information about the review. 

One of the topics that get an incredible 
amount of attention at my WEBEX’s and in-
house sessions centers on price.  Inevitably 
someone from the audience will relate a horror 
story about the salesperson who could not jus-
tify the price being asked for by the company 
be it a renewal or new business opportunity.  
Moreover, some sales reps, I am told have had 
the audacity to tell the librarian that no price 
sheet exists! Really?  Is it plausible that any 
information industry company cannot provide 
a simple price sheet to a customer?  I think not.

My suggested response for an information 
professional unhappy with the price proposed 
by the vendor is to ask a simple five word ques-
tion which is, “Can you defend your price?”  At 
the very least, the company will endeavor to 
explain how they arrived at the price.  

At my session at the 2016 Computers in 
Libraries meeting in Washington, DC, two 
of the librarians in the audience reminded me 
that they attended my session the year before 
and that I had suggested the five word question 
when confronted with a vendor’s price that 
seemed excessive.  They both told me that they 
had occasion to ask the question and in both 
cases (at separate libraries), a more reasonable 
price was negotiated.  It can be done!  All you 
have to do is ask. 

Colin Vearncombe (1962 - 2016), known 
by his stage name Black, was an English 
singer-songwriter.  He emerged from the punk 
rock music scene and achieved mainstream 
pop success in the late 1980s, most notably 
with the international hit single “Wonderful 
Life” in 1987.  He wrote a song, “Something 
For The Asking” that pretty much sums up the 
point of this article.

The ball is in your court.  

Mike is currently the Managing Partner 
of Gruenberg Consulting, LLC, a firm he 
founded in January 2012 after a successful 
career as a senior sales executive in the 
information industry.  His firm is devoted to 
provide clients with sales staff analysis, market 
research, executive coaching, trade show 
preparedness, product placement and best 
practices advice for improving negotiation 
skills for librarians and salespeople.  His 
book, “Buying and Selling Information: A 
Guide for Information Professionals and 
Salespeople to Build Mutual Success” has 
become the definitive book on negotiation 
skills and is available on Amazon, Information 
Today in print and eBook, Amazon Kindle, 
B&N Nook, Kobo, Apple iBooks, OverDrive, 
3M Cloud Library, Gale (GVRL), MyiLibrary, 
ebrary, EBSCO, Blio, and Chegg.  www.
gruenbergconsulting.com

Both Sides Now ...
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In the following fiscal year, the university 
significantly reduced the library’s budget, re-
quiring a concerted effort on the library’s part 
to meet the target cuts.  In the FY16 review, 
no proverbial stone was left unturned.  The 
task force and librarians systematically looked 
at all areas of expenditure from firm orders, 
approvals, and standing orders in the mono-
graph collection to all resources with ongoing 
expenses, including individual journals, journal 
packages, databases, newspapers, and micro-
forms.  Cuts to the monograph collection were 
made across the board: an even percentage cut 
to all firm order funds and the cancellation of 
domestic approvals and standing orders.  Re-
ductions in our subscription resources required 
more attention by both the task force and the li-
brarians, which made communication between 
these groups even more critical.

For FY16, the task force’s composition 
was slightly amended so that the membership 
was more representative.  Librarians from 
technical services, electronic resources and 
serials, library administration, and five subject 
specialists representing the arts and humanities, 
business and professional programs, social 
sciences, sciences, and area studies now com-
prised the task force.  The new iteration of the 
CRTF distributed the responsibility for com-
munication across the subject librarians on the 
task force whereas the first year of cuts had put 
the onus of communication on the collections 
coordinator.  The distributed communications 
model alleviated the pressure that had fallen 
on one librarian while allowing for increased 
personal contact with subject librarians.  This 
also gave subject librarians a clear point of 
contact if they had questions for the task force.  
If there were particular questions related to 
a humanities discipline that arose, then the 
CRTF representative for that area would work 
with the appropriate librarians to gather their 
feedback. 

Another crucial factor in the FY16 col-
lections review was that the Library filled the 
vacancy for the Head of Collections, Research, 
and Instruction just prior to the fall 2015 semes-
ter.  The newly hired head joined the task force 
and was instrumental in moving the review pro-
cess forward and helping the library meet target 
goals for reducing collection expenditures.  
The new department head helped increase 
cohesiveness in the task force and provided a 
voice of authority when communicating review 
tasks to the subject librarians.

In order to share information with the 
librarians in real time, the task force used 
a shared Google Sheet to relay information 
as resources came up for renewal.  For each 
database the electronic resources and serials 
department staff would add it to the spreadsheet 
along with information on the FY15 cost, the 
FY16 cost, the fiscal years impacted by the 
payments, potential savings, a due date for 
the review decision, the librarian primarily 
responsible, and space to record drop/keep 
recommendations along with comments.  As 
resources were added to the review list, then 

updated usage statistics were pulled and placed 
in a readily accessible shared drive.  The CRTF 
members worked closely with subject librari-
ans to ensure that each of them had subscribed 
to receive e-mail updates regarding changes to 
the spreadsheet.  This allowed all librarians to 
know in real time when resources were up for 
review and to see what the task force’s final 
decision had been.  The due dates provided also 
clearly indicated how much time was available 
to review each resource.  Even with the auto-
mated notifications, members of the task force 
would personally contact individual librarians 
when questions arose and when resources in 
their disciplinary areas came up for review.

In its first iteration, the CRTF had es-
tablished criteria for reviewing resources; 
however, because the initial process lacked a 
systematic process for gathering feedback, the 
criteria weren’t always applied evenly.  The 
criteria were designed to encourage librarians 
to consider the monetary and intellectual value 
of each resource and to discourage them from 
simply keeping all resources in their area 
without thoughtful analysis.  As each resource 
came up for renewal, librarians were asked to 
recommend whether the library should keep or 
drop a particular resource.  Any recommenda-
tion to keep a resource had to be accompanied 
by a justification form in which librarians 
considered the following factors:

1. Usage stats, cost, cost per use
2. Relevance to curriculum/research 

(e.g., class assignments, faculty 
input, etc.)

3. Overlap analysis to determine over-
lap between collections

4. Environmental scan (consider the 
resource’s contents in comparison 
with our other holdings, inclusion 
in LOCKSS, etc.)

5. Percentage price increase
6. Impact factor (for journals, where 

applicable)
To gather this information for the FY16 

collections review process, the CRTF devel-
oped a justification form in Google Forms so 
that subject librarians had a streamlined, con-
sistent way to provide feedback on resources.  
The form also allowed multiple librarians to 
review a given resource, which provided for 
cross-disciplinary review.  The task force mem-
bers relied heavily on the subject librarians’ 
assessments in order to make well-informed 
decisions.  As an added benefit, collecting 
responses through the form meant that all 
responses could then be easily shared with 
the task force and considered in retention and 
cancellation decisions.  Without a completed 
justification form, the default decision was to 
drop the resource. 

While the Google form and spreadsheet 
were used primarily to track database renewal 
decisions, the CRTF also asked subject librar-
ians to review individual journal subscriptions 
from EBSCO and Harrassowitz, journal pack-
ages, newspaper subscriptions, and microform 
subscriptions.  While the CRTF did most of 
the analysis on the journal packages, the re-
sponsibility for reviewing other resource types 

was shared with the subject librarians.  Each 
project was distributed via e-mail with links to 
appropriate resources such as usage statistics, 
review directions, and deadlines.  Some of the 
deadlines were driven by vendor-set renewal 
dates whereas others were set by the task force, 
but regardless, the CRTF attempted where 
possible to allow adequate time for each review 
to take place.  With careful coordination and 
communication between the task force and 
subject librarians, the library was able to suc-
cessfully meet the collection reduction target 
and balance the library’s budget.

The importance of two-way communication 
between the task force and the librarians can’t 
be over-emphasized.  The task force had the 
onus for sharing information with and respond-
ing to questions from the subject librarians 
in a clear and timely manner, but the subject 
librarians also were responsible for providing 
timely evaluations of resources and for com-
municating the priorities of the disciplines they 
represented.  The dialogue that ensued was 
essential for the success of the review process.

The task force’s work highlighted the need 
for a standing committee to focus on library 
collections.  At the task force’s recommenda-
tion, the library charged a Standing Committee 
on Collections (SCC) in FY17 to:

• Serve as an evaluative body for 
Library collections purchases and 
licenses

• Identify changes in scholarly pub-
lishing that the Library should 
address within the framework of its 
collections

• Conduct ongoing assessments of the 
Library collection

• Make determinations about cancel-
lation or alteration of subscriptions 
to ensure that limited materials funds 
are expended appropriately

• Recommend action items and review 
GU’s participation in Washing-
ton Research Library Consortium 
(WRLC) projects on a local level 
(i.e., any initial discussion would 
take place in SCC) based on infor-
mation brought by GUL leadership 
from WRLC committees (e.g., Co-
ordinated Collections Committee)

• Work with liaison librarians to re-
view potential purchases, subscrip-
tions, and trials

• Report SCC issues and decisions to 
liaison librarians, who will inform 
and involve faculty as cancellations, 
revisions, trials, and additions are 
made to the collection

The newly formed committee includes ap-
pointed members representing the humanities, 
social sciences, sciences, area studies, archives 
and special collections, and specified ex-officio 
members: the Associate University Librarian 
for Scholarly Resources and Services, the Head 
of Collections, Research, and Instruction, and 
the Head of Electronic Resources and Serials.  
Similar to the CRTF, the SCC will serve as the 
front line for collection review and assessment 
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And They Were There
Reports of Meetings — SALALM 61, and the 36th Annual Charleston Conference
Column Editor: Sever Bordeianu  (Head, Print Resources Section, University Libraries, MSC05 3020, 1 University of New 
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM  87131-0001;  Phone: 505-277-2645;  Fax: 505-277-9813)  <sbordeia@unm.edu>

SALALM 61 — University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville Virginia — May 9-13, 2016 

 
Reported by:  Claire-Lise Benaud (University of New Mexico) 

and Suzanne Schadl (University of New Mexico)

SALALM 61, the organization’s 2016 annual conference was hosted 
by the University of Virginia in Charlottesville from May 9th to May 
13th.  SALALM’s (Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American 
Library Materials) meeting is a catch all for Latin American Area Studies 
librarians and “Libreros,” book dealers from Latin America and Spain.  
The theme this year, “Nuestro norte es el sur:” Mapping Resistance 
and Resilience in Latin American, Caribbean, and Iberian studies 
encouraged large roundtable discussions and small panel sessions that 
addressed means by which Latin Americanists, Caribbeanists and Iberi-
anists resist “one size fits all” globalizing trends that privilege the Global 
North (that’s the U.S. and Western Europe) in the academic discourse of 
the areas.  Collections from Latin and Spanish America are important 
parts of this resistance because they help propel Latin American voices 
in the U.S. scholarly mix.  The goal of the roundtable discussions was 
to foster dialogue between librarians and other stakeholders such as area 
studies program administrators, faculty, doctoral students, and publishers.  

From our perspective, the hottest button issue at this conference was 
open access because many Latin American institutions (particularly in 
Brazil, Argentina and Chile) led charges in open access — some making 
dissertations and university funded journals freely available as early 
as 1996.  In return, many of them bore the brunt of declining income 
from abroad matched with higher subscription costs from the likes of 
ProQuest and Gale (often for their own cultural patrimony).  Needless 
to say post-custodial partnerships like Guatemalan National Police His-
torical Archive at the University of Texas and the Fideicomiso Plutarco 
Elias Calles y Fernando Torreblanca Archive at the University of New 
Mexico speak to part of this problem.  They do not, however, address 
the international preference (even among scholars in Latin America) 
for scholarship from the U.S. and Western Europe.

One of the most articulate critiques of an uneven open access 
system came from Micaela Chávez Villa at the Colegio de México, 
with whom Suzanne Schadl, SALALM President-Elect, is honored to 
plan the 2018 SALALM Conference in the Centro Histórico, Mexico, 
DF.  An interesting counter-point came from Melissa Gasparotto, a 
colleague at Rutgers, who addressed how more nuanced developments 
in Spanish language metadata creation and retrieval might help make 
Latin American resources in the HathiTrust (and beyond) increasingly 
discoverable and thus more available to Latin Americans.

Other sessions were thought provoking.  Library of Congress Sub-
ject Headings have been a political battleground for many years, and 
again this issue came to the forefront this year.  Tina Gross, cataloger at 
St. Cloud University, discussed the now defunct subject heading “Ille-
gal Aliens” and how subject headings are embedded in our history and in 

biases.  The movement to promote this change started with Dartmouth 
students, not librarians, and they proposed the heading “undocument-
ed immigrants.”  Under pressure, the Library of Congress replaced 
“Illegal Aliens” with two headings “Noncitizens” and “Unauthorized 
immigration.”  Gross drafted a document, which SALALM approved, 
to be sent to the U.S. Congress to support the change. 

Lisa Gardinier working at the University of Iowa discussed col-
lecting zines.  Most of the topics covered in zines are far outside of the 
mainstream and many writers use pseudonyms.  When cataloged, their 
real names appear in the catalog record.  This creates interesting issues 
when authors wish to remain anonymous and consider their zines to be 
semi private — just for their friends or community.  This generated inter-
esting discussions because issues of privacy are common in the archival 
world but usually not much discussed in the cataloging community. 

Collaboration among libraries has been a goal for decades.  The most 
interesting presentation was the 2CUL Project between Cornell and 
Columbia University.  Sean Knowlton and Socrates Silva presented 
briefly on the overall objectives of the Columbia/Cornell initiative 
(2CUL) which started in 2013 with a focus on their efforts in the Latin 
American collection development.  Their project was two-fold: to 
eliminate duplication of low-use Latin American print materials and 
for the Columbia librarian to do reference and outreach to Cornell 
students and faculty.  Both libraries have distinct collecting policies on 
geographies and topics.  The project was premised on print sharing and 
the transition to eBooks in the future.  While collection development 
was conceived collaboratively, materials budgets remained separate.  
Both libraries continued to collect core materials.  Using WorldCat, they 
determined what titles they held in common and what titles were held 
only by Columbia and only by Cornell for 2000-2011.  For several of 
the Latin American countries in which the libraries were collecting, the 
duplication rate was close to 50%.  By 2015, they drastically reduced 
the overlap between the two institutions.  The duplication rate fell to 
10% or less.  This collaboration also involved outreach and research 
services with the librarian from Columbia University providing ref-
erence services to Cornell, including on-site visits twice a year and 
communicating via phone, email, and Skype. 

Beyond the conference theme, SALALM included traditional 
business meetings and the Libreros book exhibit.  It also provides a 
platform for regional group meetings and consortia including the Latin 
American Materials Project (LAMP) and the Latin American Research 
Resources Project (LARRP).  These projects have long histories of 
pooling institutional and expert resources to preserve and share hard to 
find materials — in partnerships that cross state and national lines.  You 
can check the fruits of these labors at:  http://www.crl.edu/area-studies/
lamp/collections and learn more about our collaborations at:  http://www.
crl.edu/grn/larrp/about-larrp.

Next year, SALALM will meet in Ann Arbor, MI, May 20-24, 
2017.  In 2018, SALAM will meet in Mexico City at the Colegio de 
México.  

Endnotes
1.  Georgetown University’s fiscal year runs 
from July to June, so FY15 encompasses 
July 2014 through June 2015.

projects and will build on the work of the 
task force. 

Communicating well about collections 
within the library was crucial to the success 
of the review process and will continue to be 
crucial as the library makes collection deci-

sions and defines collections strategies going 
forward.  While the work of the task force laid 
the groundwork for improved communication 
about collections, the work is not complete.  
The new standing committee will have to con-
tinue to communicate well with subject librari-
ans in timely and consistent manners in order to 
succeed.  True two-way communication builds 
both trust and buy-in with broad collections 
decisions and strategic directions.  We must all 
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earnestly seek to have real, continuous dialogue 
about collection priorities, sharing information 
and listening well to one another.  
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Issues in Book and Serial Acquisition, “Roll With the Times or the Times Roll Over You,” Charleston 
Gaillard Center, Francis Marion Hotel, Embassy Suites Historic Downtown, and Courtyard 
Marriott Historic District — Charleston, SC, November 1-5, 2016

Charleston Conference Reports compiled by:  Ramune K. Kubilius  (Northwestern University, Galter Health Sciences Library)  
<r-kubilius@northwestern.edu>

Column Editor’s Note:  Thank you to all of the Charleston Con-
ference attendees who agreed to write short reports that highlight 
sessions they attended at the 2016 Charleston Conference.  All at-
tempts were made to provide a broad coverage of sessions, and notes 
are included in the reports to reflect known changes in the session 
titles or presenters, highlighting those that were not printed in the 
conference’s final program (though some may have been reflected in 
the online program).  Please visit the Conference Website at www.
charlestonlibraryconference.com, and the online conference schedule 
at https://2016charlestonconference.sched.org/ from which there 
are links to many presentations’ PowerPoint slides and handouts, as 
well as links to video for select sessions.  The conference blog by Don 
Hawkins is available at http://www.against-the-grain.com/category/
chsconfblog/.  The 2016 Charleston Conference Proceedings will 
be published in partnership with Purdue University Press in 2017.

In this issue of ATG you will find the first installment of 2016 con-
ference reports.  We will continue to publish all of the reports received 
in upcoming print issues throughout the year. — RKK

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2016 
CHARLESTON SEMINARS – PRECONFERENCES

Data Visualization from Scratch — Presented by Lindsey Cronk 
(University of Houston Libraries) 

 
Reported by:  Kat Landry Mueller  (Sam Houston State 

University)  <kmueller@shsu.edu>

This preconference session covered an emerging technology trend 
— data visualization.  Of the approximate 35 registered attendees, there 
was a wide variety of libraries represented as well as varying levels of 
individuals’ technical expertise.  After initial introductions, instructor 
Cronk provided an overview to Tableau, one of the data visualization 
softwares libraries are using, as well as demonstrated several visu-
alization dashboards she has created for the University of Houston 
Libraries using that software.  Then participants were walked through 
the process of importing provided sample data.  Cronk then illustrated 
the various styles, types and options that this software offers.  Cronk 
also facilitated discussions as to the possible roles data visualization 
can play in libraries, offered a few ideas based upon her experiences 
thus far, and encouraged attendees to think outside the box and typical 
spreadsheet setup when utilizing Tableau.  During the hands on demon-
stration instructor feedback, guidance and “tips & tricks” were offered to 
attendees as they worked to manipulate sample data, and opportunities 
were available for attendees to import their own data.  Outside of con-
sidering other data viz software and even limitations between the free/
paid software versions, attendees were encouraged to think how much 
data manipulation or cleanup is required prior to uploading as this is a 
key time factor in creating data visualizations.

Introduction to Data Curation — Presented by Christopher 
(Cal) Lee (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill);  Jonathan 

Crabtree (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill) 
 

Reported by:  Theodora Belniak  (SUNY at Buffalo Law Library)  
<tbelniak@buffalo.edu>

This preconference session was billed as “an introduction to the pri-
mary opportunities, challenges, principles and strategies for addressing 
data curation within the context of libraries and archives,” and it did not 
disappoint.  Crabtree and Lee, both of UNC, Chapel Hill, have deep 

experience teaching and using data curation techniques, and they did 
an excellent job of outlining the issues and nomenclature surrounding 
data curation.  They taught through demonstration, beginning with the 
download of their presentation materials.  At a quick pace, they discussed 
everything from the history of data curation in institutions to how data 
curation manifests in modern institutions. 

Data curation is a gnarly thing, and the presenters posited the follow-
ing question during their introduction: “So, what do I need to know to 
‘do’ digital curation?”  The answer, one which librarians are becoming 
more comfortable with, is: “it depends.”  In the brief time we had, the 
presenters did their best to outline the infrastructures developed around 
digital curation and the intersections of different professional method-
ologies and goals, and how those things influenced the how, why, and 
when of digital curation. 

Crabtree and Lee approached digital curation in a holistic and 
approachable way.  Although I’m a digital curation novice on my best 
day, this session was an excellent introduction to the topic and gave me 
plenty to explore after the session was finished. 

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2016 
MORNING PRECONFERENCES

Predators, “Pirates” and Privacy: Educating Researchers on 
New Challenges in Publishing — Presented by Heather Staines 

(Session Organizer, ProQuest/SIPX);  Rick Anderson (Moderator, 
University of Utah);  Regina Reynolds (Library of Congress);  
David Crotty (Oxford University Press);  Todd Toler (Wiley);  

Todd Carpenter (NISO);   Craig Griffin (Silverchair Information 
Systems);  Ken Varnum (University of Michigan Library) 

 
NOTE:  This preconference was offered in collaboration with  

the Society for Scholarly Publishing (SSP). 
 

Reported by:  Kathleen Berryman  (Cabell’s International)  
<kathleen.berryman@cabells.com>

This session was divided into sections that discussed predatory 
publishing, piracy, and privacy in academia.  After an introduction and 
overview, Anderson began the Predators section, followed by Reynolds 
and Crotty.  They defined predatory publishing, each from their own 
perspective, and discussed who is being preyed upon, who the predators 
are, what leads to predatory publishing, and possible solutions.  They also 
talked about Beall’s List and the controversy surrounding his approach 
to predatory publishing.

In the second section, Toler and Varnum spoke about the issue of 
piracy.  Sci-Hub was the main topic in this section, and other types of 
piracy were briefly defined.  Toler also talked his ideas on how to remove 
the barriers to accessing articles.  Several people from the audience 
weighed in on the issue of piracy and how it affects both publishers 
and authors, as well as how password sharing puts both university and 
personal information at risk.

The third section began with Carpenter defining privacy and the 
issues surrounding it.  He then led an open discussion with Varnum, 
Toler, and Griffin.  The discussion centered mainly on user privacy 
rather than content privacy.

The session then broke into three round table discussions.  Each round 
table focused on the problems and possible solutions of the topic, as 
well as how prepared the academic community is for each solution.  An 
announcement was made that Cabell’s International is in discussions 
to take over and expand on the work of Jeffrey Beall by launching its 
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own blacklist, in the first quarter of 2017.  This was well-received by 
both the speakers and the audience.

Overall, the session went very well, with plenty of time for questions 
and open discussion between speakers and audience members.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 2016 
AFTERNOON PRECONFERENCES

Exploring New Roles of Academic Libraries in a Changing 
Knowledge Landscape — Presented by Jacob Jaskov  

(User Behavior Consultant) 
 

NOTE:  Slated speaker, Jacob Jaskov, did not present in this 
preconference.  Michael Winkler (OLE, Open Library Environment) 

and Sebastian Hammer (Index Data) were the presenters. 
 

Reported by:  Theodora Belniak  (SUNY at Buffalo Law Library)  
<tbelniak@buffalo.edu>

Winkler and Hammer began this session with big questions: how 
do we encourage a broadening of the space around libraries’ traditional 
roles?  How do we move beyond a nostalgic representation of libraries 
toward innovation and engagement?  They discussed their roles in the 
development of FOLIO, and the novel ecosystem they envision through 
FOLIO in which organizations and people can plug into its utility and 
interconnectivity without needing to recreate the underlying infrastruc-
ture each time it is implemented at an organization.

Winkler and Hammer then turned the conversation over to the 
attendees, asking, in respect to libraries and the profession: “what keeps 
you up at night?”  The attendees were vendors and librarians, and we 
heard and shared interesting perspectives.  Some of the concerns were 
managing legacy print collections, ownership vs. access, supply chains, 
open access, and high touch services.  Despite our disparate backgrounds 
and concerns, I think there was a common thread running through the 
group’s comments: things are changing, we aren’t sure what the impacts 
of the change will be, but we think it’s important to preserve the central 
role of libraries.  Although unsettling, this session was an excellent open 
space to contemplate solutions and possibilities. 

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2016 
MORNING PLENARY SESSIONS

“You Can’t Preserve What You Don’t Have - Or Can You?”  
Libraries as Infrastructure for Perpetual Access to Intellectual 
Output — Presented by Ann Okerson (Moderator, Center for 

Research Libraries);  Anja Smit (Utrecht University) 
 

Reported by:  Tony Horava  (University of Ottawa)   
<thorava@uottawa.ca> 

Smit, this keynote speaker, focused on what she sees as the core 
mission of the library — to ensure perpetual access to knowledge.  
Although libraries have changed greatly across the ages, what hasn’t 
changed is our core mission — we work for the long term.  The Internet 
is the perfect medium to ensure perpetual access to knowledge.  The 
added value of libraries is in providing access to knowledge.  The Dutch 
national approach to knowledge discovery and preservation is based 
on the Gold OA approach.  This has meant negotiating agreements 
with major publishers such as Wiley, Springer, Elsevier, ACS, T&F, 
Oxford, and Kluwer.  However, perpetual access rights are not on the 
agenda. It is hard to make the case for “eternity.”  Thus an old problem 
is not being addressed by these national offsetting agreements.  Smit 
argued that we need to ensure that perpetual access to knowledge is at 
the top priority of our agenda, and on the agenda of other stakeholders 
as quick as possible.  Therefore we need to find partners to develop 

long term preservation infrastructures.  The problem is much bigger 
than books and journals — it includes film, video, music, and other 
media. Collaboration is crucial.  Therefore we should spend less on 
collection development and more on preservation/discovery.  I found it 
rewarding to listen to a speaker who sees our core mission as remaining 
remarkably unchanged across space and time, despite the quantum leaps 
of technology and services that we have witnessed in recent decades. 

Libraries as Convener, Enabler, Distributor, Advocate and Archive 
in the Future Knowledge Economy — Presented by Anthony 

Watkinson (Moderator, CIBER Research);  James G. Neal 
(Columbia University and American Library Association) 

 
Reported by:  Nancy Hampton  (Xavier University of Louisiana)  

<nhampton@xula.edu>

Neal opened this plenary session with an account of the constant state 
of chaotic change that libraries have entered.  The conditions consist of 
leadership turnover, shifts in professional staffing, hybrid strategies, and 
essential creativity in advancing our individual and collective visions.  
The necessary elements presented to deal with these challenges are 
to expand our impact on the communities we serve, achieve power to 
command authority, influence and respect, and to focus on emphasizing 
action and “getting things done” rather than just ideas.

This session proposed that libraries of the future are to be conveners, 
enablers, distributors, advocates and archives and less infrastructure, 
platform, repository and portal.  In addition, by the year 2026, there will 
be no information or service product industry targeting their product 
to the library.

With a humorous delivery using a speculative account of five lost 
biblical commandments, Neal recommended that libraries incorporate 
five rules in the near future.  First, preserve digital and born digital 
content in order to prevent a digital dark age.  Second, become the 
experts on privacy, civil liberties, network neutrality, copyright, and 
intellectual property.  Third, support the needs of users and readers. 
Fourth, use radical strategies to cooperate and collaborate for a deeper 
commitment to shared networks and resources. And fifth, work together 
to improve scholarly communication and publication.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2016 
MORNING NEAPOLITAN SESSIONS

Building the Knowledge School — Presented by Anthony 
Watkinson (Moderator, CIBER Research);  David  

Lankes (University of South Carolina) 
 

Reported by:  Morag Stewart  (University of Washington 
Libraries)  <mkstew@uw.edu>

As the program described, Lankes shared his thoughts on the “In-
formation School” (or “I-school”) phenomenon and what he sees as a 
needed transition into what he calls the Knowledge School.  Interspersed 
with amusing anecdotes, the presentation touched on the library/infor-
mation science divide and issues surrounding program name changes 
and the creation of undergraduate information science programs.  Such 
programs are of value according to Lankes for the support structure 
within society that they help to foster, not for creating more librarians.  
The proposed knowledge school would bring back into cohesion the 
values and service aspects of librarianship with the technology and 
social science focus of the information school.  This would create a 
program focused on participation and impact to address the needs of 
the “knowledge society.”

What value do librarians and information scientists bring to this 
knowledge society of the present and near future?  Lankes’ answer 
involves moving away from information consumer culture with an em-
phasis on promoting access to materials and towards greater participation 
and coordination of what he refers to as the knowledge infrastructure.  
As he put it, “It’s about doing.”  It envisions increasing engagement in 
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the community outside the classroom in order to solve problems and 
improve decision making.

Rolling with the Punches… and Punching Back: The Millennial 
Librarian’s Approach to Library Budgets and Acquisitions 

— Presented by Bobby Hollandsworth (Moderator, Clemson 
University Libraries);  Ashley Krenelka Chase (Stetson University 

College of Law);  Lindsay Cronk (University of Houston 
Libraries);  Ellen Frentzen (Boston University School of Law);  

Christine Weaver-Pieh (Medina County District Library) 
 

Reported by:  Julie Gaida  (Pacific University)   
<juliegaida@pacificu.edu>

Millennials (or people born in or around the 1980s and 1990s) have 
begun to take on leadership roles within libraries.  The presentation 
began with a list of traits commonly attributed to millennials, both 
negative (narcissistic, cynical, needy) and positive (tech-savvy, com-
passionate, confident).

The panel then answered questions about their experiences as millen-
nial librarians within certain categories such as relationships, decision 
making, projects/priorities, and leadership.  The ensuing discussion cov-
ered dealing with times when age has been a challenge;  interactions with 
vendors;  how collections will change under the direction of millennial 
leaders;  approaches to budgeting and dealing with budget shortfalls;  
and the importance of taking responsibility as a leader. 

The panel emphasized that, no matter our generational differences, 
we as librarians are all united in our service to our communities.  The 
members of the panel are contributing to an upcoming book, Millennial 
leadership in libraries, which was borne out of a desire to bridge any 
generational gaps and address the impact of negative intergenerational 
interactions.

Working in Partnership to Support Quality Research — 
Presented by Edward Colleran (Moderator, Triumvirate Content 

Consultants);  Jayne Marks (Wolters Kluwer Health) 
 

Reported by:  Ramune K. Kubilius  (Northwestern University, 
Galter Health Sciences Library)  <r-kubilius@northwestern.edu>

Collerin introduced the session and speaker, Marks, a veteran of 
over thirty five years in publishing.  Marks agreed with that day’s 
keynoter, Neal, that we are in a state of constant change, but did not 
agree that the community of interest between publishers and librarians is 
narrow, arguing that both are in the same community of interest.  Authors 
/ researchers are the most important people, and they are presented with 
a complex and difficult myriad of choices.  Training and information 
can range from support services (language and scholarly processes), 
mentoring, and peer review.  The process for emerging markets pub-
lishing is the same, but the context may be different.  Authors are still 
confronted with choices about where to publish (Marks discussed au-
thenticity “masqueraders”), where to start.  Peer review is the backbone, 
archiving is a shared role, discovery is of interest to both.  Helping to 
make these work is metadata curation, linking, services such as OR-
CID, FundRef, DOI, ensuring a version of record and quality research.  

She posed the question — How do Scopus, ISI, 
JCR, Altmetrics, etc. tell how patrons see 

quality?  Marketing of publishers takes 
place through analytics (to relevant audi-
ences), social media, data visualization, 
technical skills, teamwork, newsjacking, 
soft skills improvement of collaboration 
and outcomes.  In summary, nurturing 
great research is an essential partnership 
between librarians and publishers.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 2016 
MORNING CONCURRENT SESSIONS

Author Identifiers in the Research Life-Cycle — Presented by 
Joelle Masciulli (Thomson Reuters);  Mary Ellen Sloane (Middle 

Tennessee State University);  Alice Meadows (ORCID);  Chris 
Erdmann (North Carolina State University) 

 
NOTE:  Wright (ORCID) was an addition to the slate of speakers, 

standing in for Alice Meadows, who was not able to attend the 
session.  Thomson Reuters is now known as Clarivate Analytics. 

 
Reported by:  Anna R. Craft  (The University of North Carolina at 

Greensboro, UNCG University Libraries) <arcraft@uncg.edu>

This session provided a variety of perspectives on the use of author 
identifiers in the world of scholarly publishing. 

Wright gave an overview of ORCID.  He mentioned challenges, 
including the measurement of impact, and discussed the value of ORCID 
identifiers for researchers, including integration with a variety of online 
entities and the ability to create connections and affiliations online. 

Masciulli brought perspective from her work at Clarivate Analytics 
(formerly Thomson Reuters), where she serves at Head of Research 
Discovery.  She discussed usage of ResearcherID, reporting that ap-
proximately 750,000 ResearcherIDs have been minted, and that 36% 
of those authors also have an ORCID ID. She also discussed integration 
between ResearcherID and other products, including ORCID, Web of 
Science, ScholarOne, and EndNote. 

Erdmann, currently Chief Strategist for Research Collaboration at 
North Carolina State University, focused on his previous work at the 
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics.  He discussed the 
importance of integration between author identifiers and the places where 
researchers work and publish, promoting the use of existing research 
communities as places to make the case for usage of author identifiers.

Sloane, User Services Librarian for Basic and Applied Sciences at 
Middle Tennessee State University, helped guide and moderate the 
talk, and discussed author identifiers in the context of a comprehensive 
university where the teaching load is heavier than the publishing load.  
She talked about researcher integration across platforms as one way to 
demonstrate the value of author identifiers to researchers. 

The Big Picture: A Holistic Viewpoint of E-book Acquisitions — 
Presented by Maria Kennedy (Loyola Marymount University);  

Ron Lewis (Loyola Marymount University) 
 

Reported by:  Kelly M. Robinson  (Embry-Riddle Aeronautical 
University)  <robinsk2@erau.edu>

Lewis (Acquisitions Librarian) and Kennedy (Serials & E-Re-
sources Librarian) presented research on the use of process maps for 
visualizing the eBook acquisitions workflow and described the creation 
of their own process map, now used at the William H. Hannon Library 
at Loyola Marymount University (LMU).  After a review of the 
literature, Lewis and Kennedy based their process map on the model 
by Beisler and Kurt (2012).  During their initial planning process, 
individual process maps were created for the four primary modes of 
eBook acquisitions at LMU, including through the primary acquisitions 
vendor, GOBI, through databases, through Demand Driven Acquisi-
tions, and through individual vendors.  The maps were then merged to 
create a holistic “meta-map” of eBook acquisitions.  This process al-
lowed for better clarity and alignment of procedures, leading to smarter 
workflow in eBook acquisitions.  Detailed procedures associated with 
the eBook acquisitions workflow were then added to their staff wiki.  
Session attendees were each provided a color copy of the map and key 
to follow along with during the presentation.  The map may be found 
online: http://digitalcommons.lmu.edu/librarian_pubs/32/.

continued on page 78
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continued on page 77

Biz of Acq — Deep Dive: Differentiated eBook Usage 
Between Collection Types Across Disciplines
by Antje Mays  (Professor / Acquisitions & Description Librarian, Ida Jane Dacus Library, Winthrop University,  
824 Oakland Avenue, Rock Hill, SC  29733;  Phone: 803-323-2274;  Fax: 803-323-2215)  <maysa@winthrop.edu>

Column Editor:  Michelle Flinchbaugh  (Acquisitions and Digital Scholarship Services Librarian, Albin O. Kuhn  
Library & Gallery, University of Maryland Baltimore County, 1000 Hilltop Circle, Baltimore, MD 21250;  Phone: 410-455-6754;  
Fax: 410-455-1598)  <flinchba@umbc.edu>

Introduction

Since the October 2011 inception of Winthrop University’s eBook 
patron-driven acquisitions (PDA) program, the eBook program 
has matured and generated usage and expenditure data to a suf-

ficient degree to spot trends between print and eBook preferences by 
discipline.  Usage and expenditures for eBooks and hardcopy materials 
were analyzed through February 18, 2016.  Published in a series of 
three ATG articles, this study examines usage and expenditure of 
eBooks and hardcopy materials:  The first article (November 2016) 
described the study’s setup, data strategies, and broad print and eBook 
usage and expenditure findings from year 2011/12 through 2014/15.  
The second article (December 2016-January 2017) showed expendi-
tures and usage trends in more depth by discipline for print and eBooks 
from year 2011/12 through 2014/15, as well as preliminary usage data 
gleaned from our new integrated library system (ILS) through February 
18, 2016.  This third and final article is entirely focused on in-depth 
eBook assessment:  This part of the study analyzes and visualizes 
cumulative and year-by-year usage data for each discipline, broken 
out across perpetually owned eBooks, PDA/DDA discovery titles, 
and eBook subscription titles.  Lastly, this article offers insights for 
data-informed collection decisions, conclusions about all three articles’ 
data, and considers implications for further research.

Outline of the Study
Following up on the previous two articles’ presentation of four years 

of expenditure and usage data for print and eBooks both broadly and 
by discipline, this study examines discipline-specific eBook patterns 
and their differentiations across types of eBook collections.  eBook ex-
penditure and usage reports were obtained from the eBook aggregator 
for the fiscal years 2011/2012 through 2014/2015.  Expenditure data 
include PDA and eBook firm order purchases, short-term-loan (STL) 
payments, eBook firm orders, and print book purchases broken out 
into 30 academic disciplines and professional fields.  Because actual 
financial amounts could not be published, the study uses indexed 
values as a compromise for documenting trends and proportionality 
across formats and disciplines.  Usage data include actual eBook usage 
broken out by perpetually owned titles, the PDA discovery pool, and 
the academic eBook subscription collection.  The analysis reveals 
each discipline’s relative eBook demand.  Discipline-specific demand 
is further broken out to show differentiation in demand between the 
perpetually owned titles, the PDA discovery pool, and the academic 
eBook subscription collection.

eBook Expenditures, 2011-2015: Deep Dive  
by Discipline and Purchase Type

As stated in the prior two articles, actual expenditures could not be 
published and this article instead uses indexed values of expenditures to 
preserve the relative amounts between disciplines and eBook purchase 
types.  The following chart depicts eBook expenditures over the four-
year period examined in this study.  It shows each area’s percentage 

of total eBook expenditure year-to-
year.  The top five eBook 

purchasers are (1) Biol-
ogy, (2) Education, (3) 

Political Science, (4) 
Psychology, and (5) 
Business.

PDA Purchase, Efirm, and STL:  
Grazing vs. Commit-to-Buy

A detailed examination of each discipline’s year-to-year payments 
for STL charges and PDA purchases reveals some differences between 
STL, PDA purchase, and efirm purchase preferences across the 30 dis-
ciplines.  STL is often the first phase as short-term loans are activated 
when online use of a given eBook title crosses the threshold of duration 
or page numbers agreed-upon with the eBook vendor.  PDA purchase 
is automatically triggered at the fourth such use of all titles after three 
prior short-term loans.  Efirm is an outright firm-order purchase for 
eBook titles specifically selected.
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Who’s Grazing? Short-term loans are spread across all disciplines 
over the studied four-year period.  Biology’s STLs outdistanced all 
other areas, towering over the next-highest STL borrower (Education) 
by 45%.  The remaining areas among the top five are (3) Psychology, 
(4) Political Science, and (5) Sociology.  While every discipline has 
generated STL charges from using the eBooks in the PDA pool, not 
everyone’s STL grazing has turned into PDA buys: Anthropology, 
Dance, Health & Physical Education, Juvenile Literature, and Theatre 
have never invoked a single PDA purchase between 2011 and 2015.  
While occasional efirm orders have been placed for Anthropology and 
Health & PE, the remaining areas of Dance, Juvenile Literature, and 
Theatre have remained permanent grazers.

The second commit-to-buy measure is efirm where a given title is 
requested for purchase to support specific course-related reading as-
signments.  Efirm orders have been placed for 11 of the 30 disciplines 
over the 2011-2015 period.  These are listed and ranked in descending 
order: (1) Education (2nd-ranked STL borrower and 4th-ranking PDA 
buyer), (2) Biology (top STL borrower and PDA buyer), (3) Music 
(10th among STL borrowers and 15th among PDA purchasers), (4) 
Philosophy & Religion (11th place in STL and 14th for PDA), (5) 
Psychology (3rd-highest STL borrower and 5th-highest PDA buyer), 
(6) Human Nutrition (ranked 8th for STL and 5th among PDA buyers), 
(7) Anthropology (26th-ranking STL borrower, no PDA), (8) English 
(12th in STL, 16th among PDA), (9) Business, (6th-highest for STL, 
3rd place for PDA) (10) Health & PE (14th in STL, no PDA), and (11) 
Military Science (24th in STL, 19th in PDA).

Biz of Acq
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Who’s Buying?  The first measure of a discipline’s commitment 
to specific eBook titles is that of PDA purchases.  Whose STLs are 
growing into PDA purchases?  The top five PDA purchasers are (1) 
Biology (also the top STL borrower), (2) Political Science (4th-highest 
STL borrower), (3) Business (in 6th place among STL borrowers), 
(4) Education (2nd-highest STL borrower), and (5) Human Nutrition 
(8th-highest STL borrower).  Psychology, the top 3rd STL borrower, 
ranks 6th among PDA purchasers; Sociology, in 5th place among STL 
borrowers, ranks 10th among PDA purchasers.  As shown in the next 
chart on PDA purchases, PDA purchases across the disciplines did not 
occur in all years.
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Determining disciplines most inclined toward eBook purchase: 
The composite heat score for purchase inclination was calculated 
by the equation of x=(y1+y2+y3)*(z1+z2+z3), where x=composite 
heat score, y1=number of years with STL activity, y2=years with PDA 
activity, y3=years with efirm activity, z1=STL heat score, z2=PDA heat 
score, and z3=efirm feeder heat score.  Each discipline’s active years 
were calculated by the sum of years with STL, DDA, and efirm activity.  
Feeder heat scores for the expenditure types of STL, DDA, and efirm 
were calculated by subtracting actual rank in each expenditure type 
from the number 31.  Rank 1 thus becomes heat score 30; zero activity 
during the four-year period was assigned rank 31 (thus a heat score of 
zero) in order to differentiate zero-activity disciplines from the lowest 
but above-zero-activity disciplines by multiplying the sum of each dis-
cipline’s by the sum of their respective STL, DDA and efirm heat scores.

The strongest purchasers, as opposed to STL grazers, were (1) 
Education, (2) Biology), (3) Psychology, (4) Business, and (5) Human 
Nutrition.

Biz of Acq
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eBook Usage, 2011-2015: Deep Dive  
by Discipline and Purchase Type

The chart below shows year-to-year eBook usage by discipline and 
type of eBook collection purchase within each discipline.  The top 
users of all eBooks were (1) Biology (also the top eBook purchaser), 
followed closely by (2) Business (in 5th place as eBook purchaser), (3) 
English (placed 15th among eBook purchasers), (4) Political Science 
(3rd -ranking eBook purchaser), and (5) Sociology (in 7th place among 
eBook purchasers).

Intensity of Use: Pageviews by Discipline
Looking deeper than the surface measure of total eBook use, pa-

geviews illuminate each discipline’s intensity of use.  The top five dis-
ciplines by total pageviews encompassing all eBook types from 2011 
to 2015 are (1) Business (75,598 total pageviews), (2) Biology (66,916), 
(3) Sociology (54,451), (4) History (49,903), and (5) Education (48,732). 

Cutting the Cord: Learning to Live Without Comprehensive 
Journal Packages — Presented by David Hellman  

(San Francisco State University) 
 

Reported by:  Amy Lewontin  (Northeastern University)  
<a.lewontin@neu.edu>

Hellman (also is an Associate University Librarian) explained 
that his library is a mid- to large-sized library with well over a million 

volumes.  He said he was talking in this program about ending a rela-
tionship with a particular journal publisher for their “big deal offering” 
and that he did want to keep the publisher’s name anonymous.  He 
also noted that he had no particular vendetta with the publisher, but the 
issues were what he called “systemic,” and not unique to this publisher.  
He talked about why libraries initially jumped on board with the “big 
deal”;  mainly because we saw them doing something great for us, by 
eliminating the print journal, and at the time that held a very big appeal 
for libraries.  Also, the ubiquitous nature of e-journal access and good 
usage were things that were heralded.  But later, as prices rose, libraries 
felt trapped by the big deal.  

SFSU had the majority of its big deals managed by the CFS office 
and the particular package under discussion, which had about 1400 
titles, had a number of problems and was overly complicated and time 

continued on page 79
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The top five subscription eBook pageviews occurred in (1) Busi-
ness, (2) Biology, (3) English, (4) History, and (5) Sociology.

Biz of Acq
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The top five pageviews in the PDA pool occurred in (1) Design, (2) 
Business, (3)  Biology, (4) Education, and (5) Psychology. 

continued on page 80
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consuming, when renewal time came in 2014.  SFSU did its own deal 
with the publisher.  Hellman explained that libraries needed to think 
about “cutting the cord” of the big journal deals and to give themselves 
time to think things over.  He understood that discovery services had 
created the way for our users to get quick access and they were concerned 
with the impact on users.  They considered the good things going for 
them, that their library did have access to purchased back files, and 
they decided, after discussions between liaisons and faculty, to cut the 
entire package under discussion.  They made a lot of use of their counter 
reports, current and archival, and looked at a lot of overlap reports from 
all of their databases.  After their analysis, they saw that the package 
in question was significantly more expensive on a cost per use basis 
than other publishers.  They did not use impact factor.  “If a journal is 
not used, regardless of impact factor, it is not used.”  Many of the titles 
were duplicated in aggregated databases, but there were still embargoes 
for some of these titles.  

Once the decision was made, they needed to begin informing their 
stakeholders, “even if they refuse to listen.”  The library at SFSU cre-
ated a template for library liaisons to distribute to their faculty, based 
on the programs they worked with.  They also put out a memo on their 
website and the CSU Academic Senate put out a resolution supporting 
the decision to end the package.  The library made use of Get It Now, 
via their ILL office.  

The response to cutting the cord?  According to Hellman, very few 
complaints were made.  He made some interesting suggestions, about 
creating a new model for peer review with a potential for social media.  
Also, he suggested that we should be taking back ownership over our 
scholarship and educating faculty on their copyrights.  

Do We Approve? New Models for Assessing Approval Plans — 
Presented by Daniel Dollar (Yale University Library);   

Julie Linden (Yale University Library);  Sarah Tudesco  
(Yale University Library) 

 
NOTE:  Julie Linden and Sarah Tudesco did not  

present in this session. 
 

Reported by:  Crystal Hampson  (University of Saskatchewan)  
<crystal.hampson@usask.ca>

Dollar was the sole presenter at this session, which discussed a 
collaboration between himself, Linden, and Tudesco to assess Yale’s 
approval plan purchases.  Yale’s multi-million dollar monographs budget 
is spent primarily via approval plans.  The library’s monographs usage 
has been dropping, both for approval plan titles and for firm orders.  
Circulation among graduate students fell much less than for other users.  
Circulation rates were much higher for medical titles.  The medical titles 
are mostly electronic and are not purchased by approval plans, which 

continued on page 80
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The top five pageviews in the perpetually owned eBooks (shown 
as MSUPO, for multi/single-user perpetual ownership) are (1) Design, 
(2) Business, (3) Biology, (4) Education, and (5) Sociology.  Ten areas 
revealed no pageviews at all in the small perpetually owned collection: 
African American Studies, Anthropology, Dance, Health & Physical 
Education / Sports Management, Juvenile Literature, Military Science, 
Theatre, and World Languages.

The Spiky World of Usage Depth: Pageviews per  
Title Used, by eBook Collection Type

The above section’s pageviews are skewed by the large size of the 
eBook subscription collection compared to the smaller PDA pool and 
even smaller collection of perpetually owned eBooks.  The chart below 
therefore showcases year-to-year pageviews per unique title used by 
each discipline during each year.  The perpetually owned eBook titles 
(shown as MSUPO in the chart) were used in most depth, and the highest 
use of all occurred in Design during 2011/12 at 2,196 pageviews per 
unique title used and in 2013/14 at 2,596 pageviews per unique title used.

Biz of Acq
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are focused on print titles.  How approval plans meet local needs versus 
support ILL to other libraries will also need to be considered.  Purchase 
requests are mostly in the humanities areas and are often for very new 
titles, including pre-publication requests.

Open Access and Open Data, Rolling with the Times: Case 
Studies of Librarians Helping Authors and Institutions Comply 

— Presented by Darla Henderson (Moderator, American Chemical 
Society);  Erja Kajosalo (Massachusetts Institute of Technology);  

Amy Hodge (Stanford University Libraries);  Mira Waller  
(North Carolina State University Libraries) 

 
Reported by:  Stacy Stanislaw  (Library Communications  

Manager, Taylor & Francis Group)   
<stacy.stanislaw@taylorandfrancis.com>
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Toward Data-Informed Collection Decisions
Observations:  In the four-year period from 2011/12 through 

2014/15, print and eBook expenditures and usage evolved considerably.  
Expenditures are the highest for (1) Biology, (2) Education, (3) Political 
Science, (4) Psychology, and (5) Business.  Conversely, the top five 
likeliest PDA or efirm-order purchasers are (1) Education, (2) Biology, 
(3) Psychology, (4) Business, and (5) Human Nutrition.  Usage varies:  
The top five readers of eBook titles overall are (1) Biology, (2) Business, 
(3) English, (4) Political Science, and (5) Sociology.  Actual intensity of 
use, as measured by pageviews, correlate with these programs’ growing 
hybrid and online courses and graduate programs: The top page-viewers 
across all eBook collections are: (1) Business, (2) Biology, (3) Sociology, 
(4) History, and (5) Education.  Conversely, the PDA discovery pool’s 
top five page-viewers are (1) Design, (2) Business, (3) Biology, (4) 
Education, and (5) Psychology.  In the perpetually owned eBooks, the 
most pageviews were observed in (1) Design, (2) Business, (3) Biology, 
(4) Education, and (5) Sociology.

Conclusions:  Extensive and growing eBook usage varies between 
the subscription collection, PDA discovery pool, and perpetually owned 
titles.  While the subscription collection’s wide use across all topics 
reflects the broad range of eBooks contained therein, the PDA discovery 
and perpetually owned titles’ heaviest usage by Design reflects that these 
PDA-centered collections supply the bulk of the technical coverage for 
building materials & codes, construction, computer graphics and design 
software.  These titles also meet the needs of Design students with ex-
tensive studio obligations and graduate students who work.  These areas’ 
high usage rates in Business, Biology, Education, Sociology, History, 
and Psychology reflect an effective PDA profile delivering relevant 
titles which are used extensively and repeatedly by graduate students 
and working adults taking hybrid and online courses.

Implications for future research: These findings of all three parts 
of this study have raised both philosophical and practical implications.  
The data gleaned from this study inform individual work with academ-
ic departments’ library liaisons by area, refining allocation formulas, 
and monitoring the effectiveness of the PDA eBook profile.  Library 
decisions on selection, weeding, and retention by subject area are also 
supported by the print observations reported in this study’s previous two 
articles.  Working with academic departments:  As hardcopy ordering 
has declined in several disciplines (as evidenced in this study’s previ-
ous articles), department-specific tracking of each discipline’s yearly 
usage and expenditure data and trends for print and eBooks will inform 
individual conversations with library liaisons and their in-library coun-

terparts for future-oriented strategies.  Further goals include ingesting 
student-enrollment numbers and calculating print and eBook usage per 
student and faculty FTE, to further refine understanding of each area’s 
usage behaviors.  Rationale: Nuanced campus data, including overall 
program-enrollment trajectories, enrollment by course delivery (in-class, 
hybrid, fully online) within each program, demographic data (traditional 
full-time vs. working adults living off-campus enrolled part-time or 
online students), undergraduate and graduate enrollments, are typically 
gathered by campus assessment or institutional research offices.  Such 
enrollment data illuminate library-materials purchase and usage data 
by providing decision-making context for anticipating future demand 
and further rebalancing print and e-allocations accordingly.  Refining 
allocation formulas:  Tracking usage trends will be enlisted in calcu-
lating appropriate print and eBook allocations for each discipline, in a 
manner sensitive to the data-evidenced reliance on particular formats 
and year-to-year changes in discipline-specific usage and expenditure 
patterns.  Together with student enrollment and faculty FTE, these 
trends will be incorporated in the mathematical model designed to guide 
allocations.  Especially for libraries with fixed or declining materials 
budgets, understanding of usage trends can help inform decisions on 
discipline-specific focused injection of limited funds into formats best 
suited to meet the respective areas’ needs.  Library selection, weeding, 
retention decisions:  The usage data and trends also support decisions 
on print selection, weeding, and retention.  For example, areas with 
declining hardcopy use in tandem with rising eBook use could become 
candidates for withdrawal of obsolete or replacing damaged materials 
with eBook editions.  Conversely, areas with continually high print use 
signify continued need for current selection as well as more generous 
retention paired with gentler weeding approaches.  So far, Winthrop’s 
approach has refrained from injecting format preferences in the collec-
tion management policy (beyond the general principle of best fit for each 
discipline), so as to continue to provide philosophical guidance flexible 
enough to adapt to evolving needs.  PDA profile monitoring: While 
the data of high pageviews in the PDA pool and perpetually owned 
collections suggest a highly effective PDA profile, year-to-year trends 
will be observed and selections adjusted as needed in order to maximize 
continued relevance.  In addition to continuing to gather user input and 
feedback, data tracking the trends for the extent, concentration, intensity, 
and depth of eBook usage will be monitored for growing and shifting 
usage as indicators for profile-revamping needs.  Deeper trends anal-
ysis:  These findings warrant further analysis of relationships between 
enrollment trends for traditional and online courses by discipline, usage 
and expenditure data as observed in this study, evolving publication 
prices by discipline, formats, and user licenses, and formally ascertained 
user preferences.  Together these data and their interpretation will enrich 
libraries’ efforts to anticipate user needs and meaningfully allocate funds 
in support of these evolving needs.  

Biz of Acq
from page 80

Reimagining the Library: Relationships between Library 
Collections, Space, and Public Services — Presented by Julia 

Gelfand (University of California Irvine);  Charla Batey 
(University of California, Irvine Libraries);  Theo  

Kemperman (Bibliotheek Rotterdam) 
 

Reported by:  Carin Graves  (Michigan State University)  
<gravesc@msu.edu>

Gelfand started the session with some background and opening 
questions.  These questions included:  Should we save the stacks?  What 
will the library of the future look like?  What services will it provide?  
These questions centered the session around a concern for the use of 
space and place in the library. 

Batey followed her colleague by introducing the changes underway at 
the University of California Irvine Library.  Particularly interesting was 
the dedicated UCI “Newsroom” webpage that featured events and infor-
mation about the libraries.  Batey also shared some tips on maintaining a 
successful promotional campaign and open communication with the public.

continued on page 85

And They Were There
from page 80

The panelists discussed the roles they play in promoting and facili-
tating Open Access at their institutions.  Hodge spoke about key chal-
lenges Stanford University has around open data and their institutional 
repository, namely that it can be difficult to add data and then get it out 
of the repository later on.  In response, Stanford is exploring APIs that 
will allow for “easier flow of content and metadata both into and out of 
the repository.”  Waller spoke about two programs the NCSU Libraries 
launched to raise the research profile of their faculty: Summer of Open 
Science and the Research Data Committee.  The goal of Summer of 
Open Science was to introduce the University to the core concepts of 
Open Science, while the Research Data Committee was developed to 
help position the library as a partner in the management and curation of 
research data across the entire campus.  Lastly, Kajosalo spoke about 
MIT’s newly combined collections and scholarly communications 
strategy, which “unites the aims of transforming communications for 
the digital age with innovation and sustainable development of MIT 
collections” and promote Open Access publishing and the MIT institu-
tional repository. The session ended with questions from the audience. 
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 Matthew Delmont

Professor of History 
Arizona State University 
2138 S. La Rosa Dr., Tempe, AZ  85282 
Phone:  (401) 261-3762 
<matthew.delmont@asu.edu> 
mattdelmont.com

Born and lived:  Minneapolis, MN.

early life:  Minneapolis, MN.

professional career and activities:  I’ve been a professor at 
ASU for three years.  Before ASU, I taught at Scripps College in Claremont 
California.  I earned my BA from Harvard University and my MA and Ph.D. 
from Brown University.

in my spare time:  I love running and have finished 11 marathons.

favorite Books:  Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man and Natasha Trethe-
way’s Native Guard.

pet peeves:  When people present opinions as facts without evidence.

philosophy:  Do as much research as possible and share this knowl-
edge as widely as possible.  And be nice to everyone.

most memoraBle career achievement:  I was pretty exicted to 
see my work in the New York Times, The Atlantic, and NPR this year.

goal i hope to achieve five years from now:  I’m hoping to 
move into academic administration, so my goal for the next five years is to 
help my colleagues thrive as researchers and teachers.

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  In five years 
I would like to see the majority of scholars using digital tools to communi-
cate with audiences outside of the academy on a regular basis.  This will 
mean getting people comfortable working with a wider range of evidence 
and methodologies and rethinking what universities “count” as scholar-
ship.  On the content side, it will be important for scholars to be able to use 
video, images, and other media in formats/venues that they can share with 
other scholars.  Accessing materials via our university library subscriptions 
is good for teaching, but if I can’t share something I create at ASU with 
colleagues at University of Michigan, University of Texas, etc., it does not 
help me enhance my research profile.  So finding a way to share materials 
that are behind a paywall in different research projects will be important to 
making digital scholarship the norm in the future.

 Susann deVries

Interim University Librarian and Department 
Head 
Eastern Michigan University 
200F - Halle Library 
Ypsilanti, MI  48197 
Phone:  (734) 487-2475 
<sdevries@emich.edu>

Born and lived:  Born in WI.  Have lived in British Columbia, North 
Dakota, Illinois, Minnesota and Michigan.

professional career and activities:  School teacher, Coffee 
Buyer, Academic Libraries.

family:  Gleeful empty nester, married with two dogs – Ajax and Zorro.

in my spare time:  I travel to national parks and collect souvenir patch-
es.  Current fetish is the Bananagrams game and puzzles.

favorite Books:  Whatever I have read recently, preferably on vaca-
tion.

philosophy:  Keep to the mission, vision and students of the institution. 
It’s never too late to reinvent yourself.

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  Collabora-
tion, collaboration, collaboration.

 Sven Fund

Managing Director, fullstopp 
Society for Digitality 
Wartburgstrasse 25a 
D-10825  Berlin  
Phone:  (+49) 172-511 4899 
<Sven.fund@fullstopp.com>

Born and lived:  Osnabrueck, Germany.

early life:  Raised in Osnabrück, Germany, MA in European Studies 
from Washington University in St. Louis, PhD in Political Science from 
Muenster University. I spent my childhood in the forests – not a bad prepa-
ration for a career in publishing. 

professional career and activities:  I have worked a consul-
tant for Bertelsmann, as a manager in different capacities for what is now 
SpringerNature, and as the CEO of De Gruyter.  In 2015, I founded my 
own consultancy business, and I am very much involved with Knowledge 
Unlatched, and open access in general.

in my spare time:  I enjoy travelling, reading, spending time with 
friends and doing yoga. 

favorite Books:  I have a passion for books on international relations 
and enjoy reading American business titles – for multiple reasons.

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  Academic 
publishing and librarianship will continue to change in the most funda-
mental way.  I enjoy working in an industry that discovers its “customers” 
anew, in a process that better described as digitality than digitization.  New 
business models and changing user behavior will continue to re-define 
roles in in our field.

 Matthew Ismail

Director of Collection Development 
Central Michigan University 
250 East Preston Street,  
Mount Pleasant, MI  48859 
Phone:  (989) 774-1029 
<Ismai1md@cmich.edu>

Born and lived:  Born in Cleveland, OH.  Have lived in Columbus, Min-
neapolis, Chicago, North Carolina, Sharjah (United Arab Emirates), Cairo 
(Egypt), and Michigan.

early life:  Grew up in Hiram, OH.  My father was a professor at Hiram 
College and my mother was the Registrar.

professional career and activities:  Collection Development 
in Academic Libraries, including 12 years split between the American Uni-
versity of Sharjah and the American University in Cairo.  Now involved in a 
publishing venture associated with Against the Grain.

family:  Two teenagers at home.  An older brother living in San Francisco. 
A stepfather living in Arizona.

in my spare time:  Chauffeur to soccer practices and games.  Working 
out.  Studying mindfulness and meditation.

ATG PROFILES ENCOURAGED
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favorite Books:  Shantaram and Sacred Games.

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  Services 
such as the Writing Center, Math Assistance Center and Proctoring are 
now commonly found in libraries.  I expect, eventually, that there will be 
greater integration of the services provided by these centers and those 
provided by librarians in some manner of Student Success Center.  I also 
wouldn’t be surprised to see library functions (collections, reference, in-
struction) begin to be outsourced by some smaller institutions to private 
online providers.

 Elisabeth Leonard

Senior Field Editor 
SAGE Publishing 
2455 Teller Road 
Thousand Oaks, CA  91320 
Phone:  (805) 490-6064 
<elisabeth.leonard@sagepub.com

Born and lived:  Born in Decatur Georgia, but as a military child, I 
lived in a different city every 3-4 years.  Of all the military bases, my favorite 
was Fort Darby Italy, which is located between Pisa and Livorno.  We lived 
a few blocks from the beach and a few blocks from a bakery and farmers 
market.  Every morning, my brother and I went out for fresh fruit and fresh 
bread.

early life:  While my dad was an army medic, my mom was always 
interested in inspiring life long learning (she herself finished her PhD while 
I was getting my undergraduate degree!).  My BA is in German and Man-
agement from Salem College, my MSLS is from UNC Chapel Hill, and my 
MBA is from Wake Forest University – I clearly have had a long fascination 
with business, especially the topics of innovation and leadership.

professional career and activities:  I have worked as a pro-
fessional librarian at Greensboro College, Wake Forest University, the Uni-
versity of California San Diego, and at Western Carolina University.  I also 
have been an adjunct instructor at San Jose State University and have 
led webinars and workshops on management and marketing.  I write on 
marketing and market research…and occasionally work on my PhD topic 
of innovation in academic libraries.

family:  I have been married for over 30 years to my beloved spouse, 
who has the patience of a saint and a wry sense of humor.  We currently 
are joined in our house by two adopted cats, Mr. Newman and Miss Dixie.

in my spare time:  I enjoy spa time and meditation.

favorite Books:  I typically read urban fantasy and science fiction, but 
will read almost anything put in front of me.  I rarely re-read anything, but 
love William Faulkner.

pet peeves:  Cell phones at the dinner table, meetings without purpose, 
and negative attitudes.

philosophy:  Every day holds the potential for positive change.  It is up 
to every individual to achieve it, beginning with me.

most memoraBle career achievement:  I have been blessed in 
my career to have worked with so many talented people.  What I am most 
proud of is seeing how my students and mentees have progressed in their 
own careers and knowing that somewhere along the way I helped.

goal i hope to achieve five years from now:  I no longer have 
a five year plan!  My goal is to continue to learn new skills and to apply 
them in a way positively impacts the industry.

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  I expect for 
the industry to increase in push for open access to information, largely 
driven by governmental and funding agency mandates, but with a greater 
understanding by all stakeholders of the impact of providing access to 

scholarly research at a time when society has short attention spans.  I hope 
that this means that providing a version of the research to the general pub-
lic will become a best practice, just as providing OA access is becoming 
an expectation.

 Monica Moore

Electronic Resources Librarian 
Hesburgh Libraries 
University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, IN  46556 
Phone:  (574) 631-2987 
<mmoore18@nd.edu>

 Jonathan Nabe

Collection Development Librarian and Coordina-
tor, OpenSIUC 
Southern Illinois University Carbondale 
Morris Library, MC 6632 
Carbondale, IL  62901 
<jnabe@lib.siu.edu>

Born and lived:  Mankato, MN;  I have lived in Indiana, Mississippi, 
New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Illinois.

professional career:  I began my career as a science librarian at 
SUNY Stony Brook and have also worked at Brandeis University and the 
University of Connecticut.  

family:  Married with one daughter.

in my spare time:  Hiking and birding.

favorite Books:  Straight Man, Richard Russo.

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  Much less 
committed to Big Deals!

 Katherine Skinner

Executive Director 
Educopia Institute 
1230 Peachtree Street, Suite 1900 
Atlanta, GA  30309 
Phone:  (404) 783-2534 
<katherine@educopia.org>  www.educopia.org

Born and lived:  Shelby, NC was my birthplace (think Earl Scruggs!);  I 
spent part of my childhood in Lexington NC as well (think BBQ…!).

early life:  Lots of reading, lots of singing, lots of adventures (I loved 
rock climbing, hiking, etc).  I went to Durham, NC to attend the North Car-
olina School of Science and Mathematics (NCSSM) for my junior/senior 
years of high school.  For undergrad, I attended UNC CH, and studied 
abroad for a year in Manchester, England at University of Manchester.  My 
graduate work was at Emory University in Atlanta, where I earned my PhD 
in American Studies with a heavy Sociology focus. 

professional career and activities:  A surprise career in dig-
ital libraries started while I was a graduate student.  I’ve fully embraced it 
as a calling, and now direct a 501c3 that catalyzes collaborative activities 
between libraries, archives, and museums to help them achieve the scale 
they need to succeed in the 21st century.

family:  My partner, Tony, and I have been together now for 17 years.  We 
have two kiddos, Wes (age 5, specializes in exuberance) and Gabe (age 
8, specializes in sweetness and depth).

in my spare time:  What spare time?

favorite Books:  The Waves (Woolf), The Bone People (Hulme).

pet peeves:  Barriers to collaboration.

philosophy:  Bridges, not walls.

ATG Profiles Encouraged
from page 82
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most memoraBle career achievement:  Helping to found the 
LPC.

goal i hope to achieve five years from now:  To spend more 
time teaching the next generation of information managers.

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  I hope to 
see growth and success in collaborative efforts, especially those involving 
multiple stakeholder groups (e.g., librarians, scholars, publishers).  More 
cross-boundary talking and working and more alignment across these 
groups would speed up what has thus far been a very slow pace of sys-
tem-wide change.  My hope is that, in five years, we’ll be cultivating new 
reader/viewer-ships and encouraging the wider dissemination of knowl-
edge that is produced within the scholarly community. 

 Steven W. Sowards

Associate Director for Collections 
Michigan State University Libraries 
366 W. Circle Drive 
East Lansing, MI  48823 
Phone:  (517) 884-6391 
<sowards@msu.edu>

Born and lived:  Born in CA. Have lived in IN, PA and MI.

professional career and activities:  Academic librarian at Ha-
nover College, Swarthmore College and Michigan State University.  Author 
of a dozen library-related articles and numerous book reviews. 

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  Trends that 
we can see today – academic capitalism, the author-pays model, the pro-
liferation of scholarly publishing outlets, blurred lines between high- and 
low-quality publications, new digital and media formats, and turnover in 
generational preferences – will combine in surprising and disruptive ways.  
At the same time, for better or worse, libraries can and will stay connected 
to core functions:  identifying, selecting, curating and making available the 
information sought by our users.

 Doug Way

Associate University Librarian for Collections 
and Research Services 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
372C Memorial Library, Madison, WI  53706 
Phone:  (608) 265-5466 
<doug.way@wisc.edu>

Born and lived:  Born in Davenport, IA, then moved to Wisconsin, 
Minnesota, Iowa (again), Tennessee, Ohio, Tennessee (again), Michigan 
(several places) and now just outside Madison, Wisconsin.

professional career and activities:  I started my career at 
Grand Valley State University, while I was still completing my MLIS from 
Wayne State University.  I was lucky to be able to move into a vacant fac-
ulty line at GVSU upon graduation from library school.  At GVSU I held 
positions as Government Documents Librarian, then Head of Liberal Arts 
Programs and finally Head of Collections and Scholarly Communications.  
I’ve been in my current position at the University of Wisconsin-Madison 
since 2014.

family:  Wife and three children—ages 9, 11 and 14.

favorite Books:  Anything by Jeffrey Eugenides.

pet peeves:  People who don’t use cruise control. 

how/where do i see the industry in five years:  I expect 
there will be fewer actors and less competition in the marketplace as con-
solidation (unfortunately) continues.  Library budgets will continue to stag-
nate and will continue to be faced with inflationary pressures that are only 
exasperated by this lack of competition and choice.  Libraries will have 
made strides in the area of coordinated collection development and will 
be leveraging next generation ILS systems and vendor systems to take 
advantage of large, shared datasets that allow for the use of predictive 
analytics in purchasing and collection management decisions.

continued on page 85
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 Educopia Institute

1230 Peachtree Street, Suite 1900 
Atlanta, GA  30309 
Phone:  (404) 783-2534 
www.educopia.org 

affiliated companies:  MetaArchive Cooperative;  BitCurator Con-
sortium;  Library Publishing Coalition.

officers:  Rachael Bower (Secretary);  Martin Halbert (President);  Da-
vid Seaman (Vice-President);  Cal Shepard;  John Sherer;  Tyler Walters 
(Treasurer).

key products and services:  The Educopia Institute provides ad-
ministrative hosting, strategic planning, and organizational development 
services to a range of clients and communities.  We also conduct research 
projects, engage in regular consulting, and assist in continuing education 
and professional development opportunities on such topics as scholarly 
communications, digital preservation, and leadership training.

One key component of Educopia’s work includes helping Affiliated Com-
munities increase their impact and strengthen their own collaborative ef-
forts.  Educopia provides Affiliated Communities with community-building 

and facilitation expertise, as well as a broad range of administrative, legal, 
and financial services, tailored to meet the needs of each community’s 
stage of organizational development.  Educopia works with its Affiliated 
Communities to help them mature and evolve from grant funded projects 
to robust, sustainable programs.  Current Affiliated Communities include:  
The BitCurator Consortium, The MetaArchive Cooperative, and The Library 
Publishing Coalition. 

core markets/clientele:  Every activity we undertake is explicitly 
designed to foster communities of engagement, and to encourage sys-
tem-wide changes that empower and enable libraries, archives, museums, 
and other institutions to increase the availability and sustainability of knowl-
edge in all forms.  

numBer of employees:  6
history and Brief description of your company/puBlish-
ing program:  The Educopia Institute’s mission is to build networks 
and collaborative communities to help cultural, scientific, and scholarly 
institutions achieve greater impact.

Educopia was founded in 2006 to fill a critical gap in the information man-
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agement landscape by providing an efficient administrative infrastructure 
to facilitate and coordinate the work of collaborative communities.  Since 
Educopia’s founding, we have maintained a neutral center that assists 
member institutions in our communities, empowering them to interact as 
peers instead of participating in a hierarchy of “lead institution” and part-
ners.  Educopia operates in an intentionally lean, nimble framework that 
privileges a decentralized model of member participation rather than stor-
ing up knowledge and infrastructure centrally. 

additional items of interest to atg readers:  We help infor-
mation stakeholders including researchers, archivists, curators, publish-
ers, and students to establish common ground, work toward shared goals, 
and ultimately achieve system-wide transformations.  We welcome inqui-
ries from communities seeking assistance with a range of maturation chal-
lenges, including governance, organizational structures, revenue streams, 
policies and procedures, community engagement, assessment, and other 
essential components of sustained endeavors.

ATG Profiles Encouraged
from page 84

The session concluded with Kempermen’s presentation on the 
work at the Rotterdam Public Library.  Kemperman turned around 
a reduction in branches and expanded the library into nontraditional 
spaces.  Additionally, with their unparalleled collection of Erasmus 
material, the library has worked to create an “Erasmus Experience” 
focused on helping inspire young adults to see themselves as “contem-
porary Erasmusses.”  The uses of space and place for services in both 
the Rotterdam Public Library and the UCI Library provides exciting 
examples of how the library of the future could look.  

Shotgun Session: Collection Development Analysis and 
Assessment Thread — Presented by Cris Ferguson (Moderator, 

Murray State University);  Stephanie Hess (Binghamton 
University Libraries);  Alison Bradley (Davidson College);  Laura 
Schimming (Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai);  Kathleen 

Bauer (Trinity College);  Rachel Winterling (UNC Charlotte);  
Zeb Evelhoch (Central Washington University)

Presentations:
• Setting our “sites” on a tiered collection: One major health care 

system’s rapid expansion (Schwimming)
• The Stratigraphy of subject liaison work: using data 

visualization as the bedrock for faculty-informed collection 
development (Hess)

• Create impact with data visualization (Bauer)
• Designing adaptable tools for in-house user studies (Bradley, 

Winterling)
• Adding and slashing serials (Evelhoch)

Reported by:  Becca Peters  (Metropolitan State University)  
<Becca.peters@metrostate.edu>

This shotgun session had five presentations each lasting approximately 
6 minutes and 40 seconds.  The limited amount of time for each speaker 
seemed to produce concise and succinct reports.  While all sessions 
centered on analysis and assessment of collections, the formats covered 
throughout the session varied from print monographs to eBooks, electronic 
journals, and popular print magazines.  All of the presentations provided 
a broad overview of a project they had undertaken along with the process 
and tools that they used for their assessment.  A common theme for several 
of the sessions was the need to move beyond the common tools that they 
use for analysis and assessment of their collections to make the data more 
useful to constituents outside of the library.  One example of such a tool 

is Tableau, a web-based data visualization software.  Overall, the session 
provided useful tips and takeaways even with the fast paced delivery. 

Understanding the Wider Impact of Scholarly Research with  
New Metrics — Presented by Helen Josephine (Stanford 

University);  William Gunn (Mendeley);  Heather Coates  
(Indiana University Purdue University - Indianapolis (IUPUI));  

Michael Taylor (Digital Science) 
 

Reported by:  Ramune K. Kubilius  (Northwestern University, 
Galter Health Sciences Library)  <r-kubilius@northwestern.edu>

The session covered quite a bit of ground before the session was 
over, not leaving much time for discussion or questions.  Gunn very 
briefly characterized the nature of research.  Taylor showed how the 
old model, scholar to publisher to library, was characterized by one type 
of content and distribution.  Now, the flow over the internet between 
authors and readers goes in both directions.  Citation-like “likes” appear 
in blogs and twitter comments, groups make pictures to characterize 
impact.  Coates shared the IUPUI experience on model practices we 
want to see, the effect of impact on professional advancement, and the 
OA fund.  Josephine discussed the Stanford experience where 30% of 
the students are in engineering, and described three recent challenging 
scenarios (where the library sought to help students): how to find out 
about funding, collaboration opportunities, and the advisory boards on 
which faculty serve.  Libraries should model what they want to see (e.g., 
by acquiring and using ORCIDs in signature lines).  Taylor returned to 
discuss the social contract and the scholarly network, using as exam-
ples Google where there seem to be 2 steps forward, 1 step back (with 
questions about privacy and ownership), contrasting with the open and 
collaborative scholarly behavior where current researchers support the 
work of future researchers.  The Leiden Manifesto of 2015 (http://www.
leidenmanifesto.org/) frames the conversation about data.  Techniques 
should include openness, value, responsiveness, appropriateness, intent 
to education and informed.  Closed proprietary metrics are not desirable.

We’ll Do It Live! Building Access to Video Content Based on 
Freedoms of Use — Presented by Allison Jai O’Dell (University 
of Florida);  Trey Shelton (University of Florida);  Aimee Barrett 
(University of Florida);  Christine Fruin (University of Florida) 

 
NOTE: Allison Jai O’Dell was unable to attend the  

session as originally announced, but her content was  
presented by a colleague on the panel. 

 
Reported by:  Christine Fischer  (University of North Carolina at 

Greensboro, University Libraries)  <cmfische@uncg.edu>

The presentation described a project at the George A. Smathers 
Libraries to provide public performance (PPR) and streaming rights 
notes in cataloging records for DVDs in response to questions that had 
arisen from faculty, students representing student organizations, univer-
sity museums, and others on campus who were interested in showing 
films for events, exhibits, and in settings outside the classroom.  Fruin 
gave a brief overview of copyright law and explained how media may 
be used in face-to-face instruction, and she discussed the language of 
the codes they developed.  To give a sense of the expense of obtaining 
PPR when ordering videos for the collection, Shelton displayed charts 
that showed data about their expenditures.  He explained that the ex-
pense of PPR confirmed the importance of sharing rights information 
to encourage use of the films.  Barrett described the workflow from 
acquisition of DVDs and streaming video through cataloging.  To support 
discovery, notes for the rights statements can be filtered in the catalog 
for the convenience of those searching for films that can be shown in 
settings other than the classroom.  

That’s all the reports we have room for in this issue.  Watch for 
more reports from the 2016 Charleston Conference in upcoming 
issues of Against the Grain. — KS

And They Were There
from page 81
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Back Talk — Saving Serendipity
Column Editor:  Jim O’Donnell  (University Librarian, Arizona State University)  <jod@asu.edu>

When I was ten years old, I wanted to 
read Mickey Mantle’s autobiogra-
phy:  The Mickey Mantle Story, by 

Mickey Mantle as told to Ben Epstein, with a 
Foreword by Casey Stengel (1953).  I knew I 
would someday play center field for the Yankees 
and wanted to study the Mick’s secrets.  (I’m 
still available if they need me.)  I had the run 
of the Post Library at White Sands Missile 
Range in New Mexico after my parents ex-
plained to the librarians that it was ok for me 
to check out any adult books I wanted.  (Thank 
you, Miss Tolson, for being so accommodating.)  
Every week for two years on my library prowl, I 
went by the Biography shelves and looked under 
the Ms, ever hopeful, always disappointed.  It 
never dawned on me that the book had gone 
missing and would never appear.

That was my first experience of the frustra-
tions of browsing shelves.  I’ve spent a good part 
of my life since with the joys and the frustrations 
of browsing and now, like many, find myself just 
spending less time, joyful or frustrated.  How 
can we think about this familiar, challenged 
cultural practice?

Yes, serendipity happens when you browse.  
You find things you didn’t know exist.  But 
other stuff happens too.  You can plunge into an 
unfamiliar subject and get a snapshot of what 
we know about it.  (Minus, of course, the books 
that are checked out at the moment, which may 
be the most current, the most generally helpful, 
and the most popular.)  You can survey known 
territory to detect what’s new — with, again, 
the risk that the novelty is most likely to be off 
the shelf.

What can’t you do?  If you bear in mind that 
well over half of our library acquisition budgets 
will be spent on journals, not monographs, you 
won’t see any of that other material.  Increas-
ingly the print journals themselves won’t be 
there, and the content of journals is an order of 
magnitude more difficult, even when present, to 
browse than monographs might be.  You can’t 
browse special collections and archives.  And of 
course you can’t find what your library doesn’t 
own.  There are limits.

So how long does this model sustain itself?  
What does it depend on?  

First, it requires us to keep our 
main collections together on 
publicly available shelves.  
That’s problematic both for 
the huge increase in what we 
have on our shelves (more than 
doubled in the last thirty years) 
and for the increasing number of 
items that don’t show up in print form — either 
unavailable in that form or chosen for e-purchase 
by libraries deliberately.  Remember that many 
of our greatest libraries are already shelving 
appreciable portions of their collections off-
site and thus unbrowsable.  (The less popular 
materials usually?  Well, but mightn’t the less 
popular be just the ones that most benefit from 
random scrutiny by the curious?)

Second, it requires us to send into the stacks 
on a daily basis curious and fearless students and 
faculty with time to spend there and the habit 
of shelf-browsing built up over years.  How 
is the supply of that population doing?  Does 
this generation of students have the habit, the 
curiosity, the fearlessness that my generation did 
long ago?  There was nothing so magical to me 
as the stacks of my first great research library, 
when every shelf was heavy laden with material 
I couldn’t imagine finding in any other way.  The 
eyes of our young, on the other hand, are jaded 
by knowing both too little and too much.  

Third, it requires us to pass over lightly the 
unavoidable fact that many, many, many people 
who might reasonably benefit from a good 
shelf browse will never have that opportunity 
by virtue of their physical location.  As an 
adolescent, I was one of those, in a town where 
even if I had looked very hard I could not have 
found books printed in the Greek alphabet or 
Latin books that weren’t either church books or 
school books.  Now I’m a classics professor — 
because I had the good fortune to get to a special 
place.  Checking my privilege, I ask what we 
do for my adolescent self’s modern equivalent?  
We’re pressed that way particularly because 
even institutions with great research libraries 

now offer degree courses to online students far 
from our buildings.  (At ASU, the last time I 

checked, about 25,000 of the latter.)
So what do we do?  Easy to say, harder 

to do:  build online browsing tools one or 
two orders of magnitude more powerful than 
anything we have today, and at the same time 
reimagine completely the in-the-building 
experience of a print collection.  At ASU 

we’re pushing on both fronts and I hope to 
write about both in coming months.  Browsing 
is powerful and necessary — and challenged as 
never before.  Browsing deserves immense re-
spect as cultural practice — and our best efforts 
to rescue it from oblivion.

Oh, did I ever get to read the Mick’s confes-
sions?  Well, when I was thirty, I was tottering to 
the checkout line at the Ithaca (NY) Friends of 
the Library booksale, one of the great cultural 
institutions of our age.  I was heavy laden with a 
tottering double armload, but I had time to look 
at the 25¢ table just before the cash register — 
and there it was!  I sprang for it.  Only when I got 
home did I look at the flyleaf:  “To Pete — Best 
Wishes — Mickey Mantle.”  Autographed.  (I 
may yet change my name to Pete.)  Last time I 
saw a similar copy on AbeBooks, it was going 
for $3,500.  Attentive browsing does pay off 
sometimes.  

Rumors
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partnerships, great author care and consistently 
superb customer service.”  At the same awards 
ceremony, EEP was also awarded the Pro-
Quest Academic & Professional Publisher 
of the Year Award 2017.  Tim Williams is 
Managing Director.  Congratulations!
https://www.e-elgar.com/

Tom Gilson and I just got off a conference 
call with Keith Webster, Dean of Libraries 
Carnegie Mellon University and Daniel 
Hook, Managing Director, Digital Science 
about their new collaboration to create the 21st 
century library.  With the goal of championing 
new forms of scholarly communication, 
Carnegie Mellon is creating a number of 
research platforms that will work together to 
enable innovation and provide opportunities 
for interactive research among the university’s 
researchers.  As part of this effort, the 
university is building out an ecosystem of 
support, processes and tools that underpin 
the full research lifecycle from ideation to 
dissemination.  https://www.cmu.edu/strategic-
plan/goals/strategy/21st-century-library.html

Just off phone with Charleston Conference 
directors!  The theme of 2017 will be The Past 
is Prologue from The Tempest!  The Directors 
also endorsed the slight date change of the 2017 
Conference.  See you in Charleston Monday, 
November 6 through Friday November 10.  
www.charlestonlibraryconference.com/  
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